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POETRY

l.DYLAN THOMAS

iNTRODUCT:ON
Born on 24th October 1914 in Swansea,Wales, his father

D.J.Thomas wasteacher ofthelocal Grammar School.Dylan stud‐

led here and left schoolin 1 931.Swansea fascinated him greatly in

his boyhood.He has recorded the thri‖ s of his boyhoodLぃ his Semi‐

autographicai short stories, Portrait of the Artist as a yOung Dog

and in his broadcast talks Quite Eariy One Morning.After leaving

school he worked for a year as a reporter On a Swansea newspa‐

per.Then he wentto London,where he did minoriobs fOr newspa‐

pers such as writing reviews for thri‖ ers.He tried to get en‖ sted in

the armed forces during the SeCOnd wo‖ d War but was releё ted as

medica‖ y unfit Then be became script write and announcerin the

B.B:(〕l He earned great reputation as a rnarve‖ ous reciter of poetry

on the radio or on gramophone records.Butin private life he waS

eaFning the displeasure of hiS friends by drinking too much. ln

1937 he married Caitlin Macnamara and moved to live in Laugharne.

He toured Amenca three umes and delighted huge augiences with
his third tour.His published worksinclude 1 8 Poems(1934)Twenty‐

five Poems(1936)and CO‖ ected Poems(1952)besides his short

stories and broadcast talks mentioned earlier.

THE POETRY OF DYLAN THOMAS‐ A BIRD:S EYE‐ ViEW:

Dy:an Thomas was perhaps the rnost powerful among the post

1940 pOets of Eng‖ sh.He turned awayfrom the po‖ tical and social

preoccupat:ons of the Poetry of the 1930:s represented by W.H.

Auden and others.He led the surrea‖ st poets ofthe 1940s.Edith

Switwe‖ ,.George Barket and David Gascoyne were prominentin
this group.Surrea‖ st poetry has been described as a perpetualflow

of irrational thoughts in the form of surrea‖ sm but is restrained in

his choice of images. He has explained the process in a letterto

Henry Treece he says he a‖ ows animage to be made emotlona‖ y

in him and then brings to bear upon it his inte‖ ectual and critical

faculties.Then he lets lt‐ the f:rm image‐ breed another and thatin

turn breed another and so on;a‖ the images come intO COnflict,of

COuFSe Withi向 htts imposed forrna;linη itsi which clearly indicates that

an element of conscious restralnt was there. lt was no anarchic

disorgan卜 atiOn,the contro‖ ing hands ofthe poeti:s genius is present.

Surrea‖sm was a reaction from the over‐ lnte‖ ectuality of the pre‐

vious era.

Another movementin which Dylan participated was the neo‐

romanticism ofthe 1940s which:ald greater emphasis on emotion

and imagination than on the inte‖ ect.Sti‖ another movement which

took shape in the late forties vvas the New apocalyptic Movement.

These poets denounced the over― inte‖ ectua1lty and the socialin‐

terest ofthe poetry ofthe 1 930s.They aimed atrnaking poetry broad,

deep and limitless as‖ fe itself.ThiS rnovement can be described as

a continuatiOn Of the surrea‖ st rnovement . But Dy:an is sald to

have disown認・it as a l:terary school,though sOme people say that

it was he who fathered the movement.

E.L Black(N;ne Modern poets)Says that Dylanis poetry can
be divided into three classes:first those that are alrnost surrealist

second,a few poems that are straightforward and third,thoSe that

present nosta:gic memories of ch‖ dh00d.丁 he range of sublectS

explored by Dylan was limited.Chief among them were sex death

and re‖ giOn,the maiorinfluences on Dylan thomas were Hopkins

and Freud and in his later poetry the Bible:s influence a:so is clearly

visible.

An interestiQg aspeCt Of Dylan Thomasis poetry is what is
knQwn as synaesthesia‐  present:ng as sense image in terms of
another sensation;e.go sight in terms of sound,sound in terrns of

tou_9h orsme‖ etc.This is a direct outcome of his unified sensib‖ :ty,

whith:n tuFn Can be attributed to his unified view of rea‖ y assome‐

thing transcending name and form and peⅣ ading everything.He is

said to have been obsessed with the thought of death.Butit should

le realiSed that h:s not a flinching from death as something ter‐
rible.On the other hand he equates death with b:rth;one thing dies

when anoheris born.The birth does nottake place afterthe death

;the two things are coeval,sirnultaneous.ltis not a:inear sting of

events but everything happening together.丁 his not a linear sting of

events but everything happening together.丁 his reminds us of Eliotis

words:The mQment ofthe rose andthe moment ofthe yew are of
equal duration(Little Gidding,section 5)meaning they happy attheぃ
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same time . Jhis w6rld view also brings him near to the Heraclitean
llux , the pantheism o, Wordsworth and Shelley and the lndian doc-
trine ol Advaitha - a nameless, formless entity maniresting itsell in
manirlod lorms and names . But to many English critiis tiis is un-
pleasant and they insist that he should make his religious commit-
menls clear. (For a ,ullgr treatment 6f this seeJ. Hillis Miller - poets
o, Reality p.p 190-216) He explored the depths of the unconscious
mind ,or images; he explored the nalure ol reality and found its
oneness; he explored lhe nature of .reality and ,ound its oneness;
he explored Time and lound its creator and deslroyer and he ex-
plored the possibilities ol language to communicate what he has
apprehended . This preoccupation with the possibilities of language
is inevitable when what is apprehended is subtle and tenuous. We
see same the predicament. in Eliots four Quartets (in all the four
poems)

_ Very brielly stated , the following are the characteristic quali-
ties of his poetry
1 .- A true celt, he was deeply pa*ionate.
2. Verbal excitement ot his early poetry-the magic o, words.
3. Wild new romanticism challenging the cerebral orderliness

ol the times.
4. Brbathless and darihg imagery (skulls, maggots, wombs,

ghosts, things, etc)
5.' Mingling of biblical and Freudian imalery
6. lrlingling of the elemental world of nalure in the raw with the

tevarish internal world of human desires, secrets, longhgs
and regrets. e

7. Compound adlectives (sea - Lucked man- melted tide-
tongued, man - iron etc)

8. Great liberation of verbal imagery ; over excited imagery
9. But the poems are constructed with enormous care. The
. images are carefully related to each other and to the unfold-

ing meaning.
10. Clearly conceived themes - relation between man and na-

ture, problem of ideniity in view of the perpelual changes
brought aboutby time ; relation ot the living to the dead and
of both to seasonal.changes in nature; u;lity of all life and of

.6
life and death as a continual process.

'11 . Ritual and sacramental eleinent.

A REFUSAL TO MOURN
This is a poem about a chitd killed in an air raid during the

Second World War. The poet refuses to mourn the death ol the
child till darkness, chaos, is come again . He will not mourn till he
also is covered up in the Uarkness of chaos atong with the child. ln
other words he will not mourn. lt is not something to be mourned.
She has attained elernal life, becofie one with eternity . That is not
a matter to be mourned but to be rejoiced.
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Look at the long lirst sentence (143 lines) which .ends in the
world death . lines 1-3:'mankind making,,,bird beast and Ilower
,athering' two compound adjedtives as in Hopkins. Both the Adiec-
tives qualily darkness (1-3), darkness which makes mankirid and
fathers bird , beast and flower. All religions.refer to a primal dark-
ness oul oI which all tlris manilested universe sprang. ln indian
thought also this darkness is described as the mother oi everything
(Aadi mahaa tamas), all humbling : all of us are made humble in
lhis darkness. We are equalpnd helpless before death lhe leveller.

7-13: At thjs death the poet,s. body will decompose and will be
turned into water and corn in the flux existence. This is a holy pro-
cess. He must return, every one.must return, in the end to the
seed and water out of which he cirme . The child has returned to.
that state belore him.

The other meanings (Jerusalem, Jewish theology,lhe Christian
church etc.) are irrelevanl in the context. Synagogue is an assem_
bly ol worshipers or place ol worship. Both the wo;ds are evocative
ofthe eternal life. (See shelley's Adomais Stanza g: peace, peace
! he is not dead, he death not sleep / He hath awakened lrom the
dream of life .

12. Sack cloth: Wearing sack cloth and scattering 
"ah"" 

ou"l.
one's head and body was practice'among lhe Hebrews as a
sign of sorrow and lamentatio0. The poet sees no iustifica-
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tion for such mourning over the'maiOsty of thE child's being
calied to eternal life.
15. grave truth: obviously there is a pun on the'word. lt is the

grave where the dead are buried and grave is also an adjective
meaning serious. I shall not murder mankind by lamenting hei death,
which ii a grave truth (that she is called to thd bosorn of eternal
life) o t

16. stations of the breath: sages of life (perhaps on the anal-
ogy of stations of the cross the successive incidents inphrist's pas-

sion) 
o r

17. the first dead: Men and woman dead long go.

18. long friends: grains of London's earth are'frierlds of the
dead of long standing.

24. Aller the first death there is no other: Some critics say
that the rneaning of his line is vague. Some say that Thomas should
be unarqliguous if what he wants to say is important and that 6e
should niaXe it clear whether he accepts or rejects the Christian
doctrine.bf Resurrection . But allthis seems to be irrelevant in thd
light of Thomas's view of life as a unified whole. ln the world that hd
uriderstands (that is ourworld) nothing remains itself for long . Forms
are continually changing intooother forms . ln this world of peipetual
flux nothing can long remain itself. lt dies once and ceases to be
itself . There is no second death. Please see Donne's sonnet death,
be not proud which ends with the uiords And death shall be no more

, Death thou shalt die'(When I die) No critic has insisted that Donne
should make his coinmitment clear.

‐ 0
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PHILIP LARKIN O

INTRODUCTION

Philip Larkin was born in 1922 in Coventry (a city famous lor
its automobile inddstry) in Warwickshire He was educated at the
local King Henry Vlll school and St. John's college Oxford, frOm

where he graduated in 1943, Kingsley Aims and Larkin were clg.se

friends at college and this friendship continued in later life. A col-
lection of his poems entitled The North Ship, mostly love lyrbs, wbs
published in 1945 the poems show a marked influence of W.B Yeats.

Then he came under the spell of Hardy, whos-e influence continued
through . He became a libiarian . Both Larkin and Amis shared great
interest iniazz music and larkin contributed leature articles oniazz
music for the DailyrTelegraph of London. , the N.orthship (1945) ,

The Less Deceived (1955), The Whitsun Weddings (1964) were his
poetic works. A few poems were included in Robert conquest's an-

' thology the New Lines (1956) He also wrote two Novels Jill (1948)
and A Girl in Winter (1947). He was awarded the Queen's Gold
Medal foi Poetry and the Arts couniilTriennialAUard for Poetry in
1956 and he had brief spell as visiting Fellow of All Souls College ,

Oxford.

1. "THE MOVEMENT'' POETS

Some young poets of England'set out to r.'rite poetry.deliber-
ately different from Auden and others. They found some of the opin-
ions of T.S. Eliot the Critic useful . But Eli6t the poet was certainly
not to their taste. They regarded intelliglbility as the cardinal vir-
tue of poetry. They initiated a new trend called the "Mov.ement" which
wAs a reaction frorn the poetry of the previous era, especi6lly of
Dylan thomas, an,article in The Spectator in 1954 announcdd this
new trend. Robert Coriquest himself a young poet at the time, pub-

lished an anthology of poems entitled New Lines in 1956. This
reinforced the new tren( and gave consistence.and unity to The
Movement . Conquest presented nine poets in this hnthotogy in;
cluding Philip Larkin , Thom Gunn and Elizabeth Jennings . Six of
t!'em were university lecturers, two were llbraranes aM one a civil
servant. Tlrey were determined nct to igttore technical excellence
in order to exolore the uttconsct;, ,, :lin:'. Conquesl rn,lintaingd
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that poetry is written by and for the whole man, lntellect, emotions,
senses and all . They said they stood f irmly rooted in their times. To
be of one's own times is not an important virtue, but it is a neces-
sary . The most import arts point that distinguished the new poetry
from that of the previous decades was that it was free from both
msticaland logical compulsions. They insisted on a rationalstruc-
ture and comprehensible language. Larkin was the most success-
ful as a poet among the nine . Kingsley Amis and John wain were
successful as novelists. Larkin died in 1995.
LARKINS POETRY

clarity, intellicibility , is the mosl important characteristic of
Larkin's poetry that captures our attention. A firm structure present
in his poems shows his craftmanship. portrayal or realistic detaits
of the life around him is another feature. Barbara Everett (philip
Larkin - The Man and his works. Dare salwak, -ch.il) says that
Larkins work brought poetry bdck to ordinary people (p132) E.L.
Black (Nine Modern Poets) describes him as antiheroic. He did not
distort syntax as Eliot did and did not try to convert us to his cause
as Auden did; nor did he dredge up the debris of images lrom his
subconscious mind as Dylan Thomas did says Black ,-but goes on
to say that to put it in such negative terms is unfair to Larkin be-
cause there is nothing negative or inhibited about his poetry. He
takes up a variety of topics ignored by the Auden group, but which
are really important for us. His language is memorable and lucid
and at the same time natural and forceful. His comments on life
and people are sympathetic and stimulating , which makes his po-
etry enlightening and moving . David Lodge (philip Larkin,s etc . ed
Dale salwak ch. 12 ) Points out that many of Larkin's poems have
no metaphors but when he does use them they are foregrounded
against a predominantly metonymic background which is in turn
foregrounded against the background of the (metaphoric) poetic
tradition. Lodge also relers to the ordinariness of the poetic per-
sona as typical of Larkin . Death is a non verbal reality (lt is not an
experience in life) but it is in dealing with death that Larkin achieves
the feat of expressing in words what is beyond words. He does
ignore such formal leatures as metre, rhyme etc..

l0

WHITSUN WEDDTNG

SUMMARY

The poem begins with a glimpse of Hull as the train leaves
the city and proceeds south ward to London. A series of realistic
views are caught by the traveller (Let us take it that it is the poet
who speak in the poem). lt is a warm saturday afternoon. . At first
the speaker doesn't notice what is happening . He is reading and
he thinks that it is the porters who make the noise in the stations
where the train stops. Then he notices that the noise is made by
the people who are seeing ofl the newly wedded couples on their
honeymoon trip. we are given realistic descriptions of the parties-
the father, mothers, uncles the girls throwing confeti and so on.
More scenes on the way. The observant bachelor poet reflects on
the significance of this hour in the lives of these newly married
couples, which they are too preoccupied to do. This hour changes
their lives. The poem, on the face of it, is only a simple realistic
description of train journey. But it has been observed that the impli-
cations are profound . There is nothing more full of potentialthan a
marriage. After a birth one's marriage is the most important event in
One's life. One is changed for ever for better or for worse. But they
don't think about it at the moment; the poet does.
EXPLANATORY NOTES

Whitsun: the seventh Sunday after Easter, fifty second day
from Good Friday. This is the time of weddings. (The word Whit sun
is derived from Whit Sunday meaning White Sunday. The new con-
verts wore white cloths on that day.)

LINES

1. That Whitsun: That whitsun season
2. One- twenty: 1.20 p.m . See the matter - of - facfhess of

one - twenty and three - quarters empty train.,
5. lt is fairly hot being in the month of May . Spring is atmost

over. lt is near Summer.
8. Blinding windscreens: the wind screeng of cars drawn up

at the level crossings. The sunlight flashed back fronn the
windscreens blindiqg gp.

Smelt the{ish-d'ock : the train is nearing a fish-dock, which is
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nol seen but one can teel the proximity through the bad smell.
10. Hull is separated from Lincolnshire by the river Humber.
Water : waler of the river Humber

' 14. a slow and stopping curve : the slow and curving motion
ol the train that stops at many placeg (lt is not an express train)

15. Note the ugliness cast on the ,ace of nature by
industrialisation: Canals with floating of industlial ,roth.'

16. Hothouse: heated building, usually glais, for growing deii-
cate plants.

'18. reek : bad smell. bultoned carriage - cloth:.the cloth cov-
ering the cushions ol the carriage; the smell coming from the cush-
ions.

10. Nondescripti shapeless.
20. Acres of dismantled cars : typical ol industrialised English

countryside.
25. whoops and skirls: shouts and shrieks
26. larking : playing (colloquial)
28. pomaded : (hair on which is) applied pomade or vaseline.
29. Parodies of f6shion: laughable imitation of fashion (not

fdshion itself, which too is not likely to appeal to lhe serious, intel-
lectual, mind ol the poet). heels : high heeled shoes?

33. lt : the event (ofl. 3l )
37. seamy : probably seamed (marked with lines)
38. smut : dirty language
40. different colours of the dresses of the girls.
42. bunting - dressed : covered with bunting or decorations

coach party annexes : in restauranls where such wedding parties
(coming in coaches) are served.

Wedding.......end : the wedding season.
47. Conletti : hits of coloured paper thrown on the bride and

bridegroom. Along wilh the last confetti, when the train is about to
start they give (rhrow) their last advice to the couple also.

53. happ! Iuneral : (possibly) the end ol virginity is like a lu-
neral and the i.reginning of.a union implies happiness - this is the
secrct shared by women. Note the oxymoron.

55. Religit.rus wounding:consummation ol the union is, i,1

metaphorical tLrms; a woundlng; therelore religious wounding.

t2

65. Odeon : cinema house. Cooling tower of an industry
66. someone running....bow! : a running cricketeer seen from

the train.
71. there we were aimed : our aim was to reach London.
73. Pullmans : sleeping coaches.
74. This frail travelling coincidence: That these wedding par-

ties happened to travel together was a coincidence. That the poet
travelled with them is also a coincidence.

74177. Whal this moment held lor the future lor them stood
ready. What the moment holds is the potential, the possibility of
change either ror good or lor bad. This is the most signilicant part
ol the poem. A railway iourney with a lot of lactual details won't
make poetry. The signiricant rerlection of these lines make the whole
poem meaningful. (See also Textual and Critical below)

78. tightened brakes: The train is coming to a stop. They
have arrived at their destination - London

. 79. a sense of lalling : falling ol rain, a shower of arrows sent
out oI sight coming down as rain..Rain is a symbol of lertility.

2. CHURCH GOING

SUMMARY
The title contains ambiguity. lt is aboul going to church and it

is also about the church as an institution going out ot our lives. The
poet leels shy on entering the church and make sure there is noth-
ing going on inside before he enters. Then he goes on to describe
the inside ol the building. Hatless, he takes otf cycle-clips in awk-
ward reverence. He mounts the lectern (desk) and reads a few
verses and pronounces the words 'here endeth' in iitation ol the
priest. We must realise that the speaker is an agnostic. He goes
back to the door, signs the visitor's register, donales an lrish six-
pence and reflects that the place is not worth stopping for. (The
lrish sixpence has no value in England).

Yet he did stop (he muses). He does so, often and always
wonders what to lbok for as now. He also wonders what will hap-
pen to churches when people stop going there. A lew cathedrals
might be presevered as show - piece. Some of the items there like

/
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the pyx, parchment, plale etc. might be k"ept in locked cases and'
the rest ol the church might be let out rent lree lo rain and. sheep.
Shallwe avoid the churches as unlucky places? Or else it may hap-
pen that dubious women may c_ome lo the church in the dark and'make their children touch a paiiicular stone in ignorant supersii-
tion. Or else they might pick simple electuaries (med.ical herbs) lor
the cure of cancer. Or it may be they come on sp'ecified nights to
see a gho.st. Somq kind o{ power will continie_to attract people to
th€ churches. But ultimately superstition and beliet also will vanish.

He continu'es musing. What will remain then? Only weedy
. pavement and the over growth ol brambles. The shape o, the church
will become less relcognizible. lts purpose will become more ob-
scure. The poet wonders who the last person will be to visit.this
place. .Prcbable an archifect who cbmes to know what rood-lofts
(choir gallery) were'once upon a time. lt may be a ruin-bibber (one
who studies ruins. bib=qIink) or a Christmas addict. Or also is it.
likely to be one like himself, bores and uniformed, yet one who val-

. ues the place becausg it commemo.rates sb such of the past . people
have been baptised, hanied and Suried here. The church was once
dssociated with birth, marriage and cidath-the most important things
in person;s life. . .

The poet adrnits he ha's no idea what this mossy. buitding
is worth. But he stands there in silence. lt is a serioLrs house on
serious earth .ln its airr all our compulsions nieei, are rdcognised
and described as deilinies. That niuch can never becomb abso-
lute; someone will for eyEr be,grayitaling to this place with an inner
hunger to be more serious. There will be someone who realises' th;t thi's is a place in which [o grow wise, with so many dead people
lying around.

sA[IENT FEATUBES oF iIRI(IN'S PoETBY.
' 1 . The movement. Larkin most notable.
2. Anti-romahticanti-heroic*
.3. Larkin differs from Eliot, Auden, Dylan Thomas"
4. lntelligibility - the:watch of 'The Movement',.5.. Wrote lor the comiiron man.
6. . . Concerned\with England of the times

! 14

7. Near Total absence of metaphors. (See general estimate
below)

.8. Nihilist. Total rejection of religion and current beliefs.

PHILIP LARKIN AS POET. A GENERAL ESTIMATE
. The distinctive contribution ol the 1950's to English poetry

is known as 'The Movement" an intellectual reaction igainst the
neo-romantics of the 1940's. lts initiation wasannounced in an ar-
ticle in The spectaior in October 1954 and lollowed up by the pub-
licaticin ol an anthology by Robers Conquest . The anthologfwas
enlitled new Lines and contained poems by a group of nine young
poets includirig Conquest himself . Elizabeth Jennings, Thom Gunn
and Larkin welre among the nine and Larkin became the mosl no-
table among them as a poet. They did not distort syirtax as Elliot
did, did not seek to impose their political or religious views on us as
Auden did, did,not dredge up the debris ol images rrom their sub-
condcious as Dylan Thomas did. lntelligibility by and for the whole
man, intellect, emotions, sense, all'.

E.L. Black describes Philip Larkin as anti romantic and anti-
heroic. That is to say, he was realistic, ln I remember, I remember
Larkin is not sentimqntal or nostalgic as Thomas Hood in his poem
Past and Present beginning with there words' I remember, I remem-
ber. Another aspect o, Larkin's poetry is that he bought poetry to
lhe common man. Barbara Evertt points this out and reminds us
that those who read poetry are not common men. The Movement
poets stood loursquare in lheir own country and in their bwn time.
Conquest has declare.'To be of one's own lime.is not as important
virtue, but it is a necessary one. 'Larkin celebrates'a real and bom-
monplace England.'David Lodge points out that Larkin;s poems
have no metaphors. When rarely one appears it is foregrounded
against the metonymic background so that the metaphor gains in
ppwer. Catuihd Bedient desciibes Larkin as a Nihilist but unlike other
Nihitists of his time. To lhese people life has nothing to offer. This is
largely the ellect of the traumatic experience ol the Second World
War.. Finding poetry and humour even in sterility he makes it bear
ablei he shows that it can be borne with grace and gentleness. t,
Larkink himsell has said that his plirnary commitmenl was to ex-
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pression itself. ln this respect he is not notable for his respect for
formal perfection. He does not discard metre rhyme etc.

A major influence on Larkin was Hardy. His first volume
poems,has a marked Yeatsian influence but soon he gave up yeats
as a model. But it should'be remembered that he did not cling to
English poetic tradition but used it for his own ends.
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TFD HUGHES

Ted Hughes was born at Mitholkmroyd, a little town in York-
shir6, England in 1930. After MexborSugh Grammar School h0 went
to Pembroke College Cambridge. After leaVing collegehe tried sev-
eral jobs such as gardener, night-watchman, teacher etc.'ln 1g56
he married Sylvid Plath the poetess and left for America in 1957.
Ted taught creative w6iting at the University of Massachusetts and
Sylvia Plath took.urp teachingat Smith College. Tedls first book of
poems The Hawk in the Rain was published in T957 and it was
rnade a poetry Book Society choice..lt was well receiveO Oy tne
critics. He returned to England in 1959 and stayed in London for
sometime. Othlr collection of poems followed : iupercal in '1960,

Wodwo in '1967 and Crow in 1970, Sylvia committed suicide'in 1963.
Hls poem February tells of a man obsessed by a photo-

graph of the hiirless fe'et of the last wolf killed in England. This man
is obsessed by images and vision of wolves and he goes on mak-
ing wolf-makes. Lupercal is the festival of the Roman'wolf-god.
According to Legends it was a she - wolf who suckled Remus and
Romulous the founders of the city of Rorne. Ted Hughes is thg man
who makes world-masks. He writes poems about wolves and other
animals to bring back the.vanished power and yitality to the world
of mern. Thb charactristic feature of Ted Hughes poetry are:

1. The pervasive animal imagery - single animal or bird, cen-
tre of each poerh.

2. The violence representbd by these 6irds and beasts.
3. Ted Hughes is concerned with recreating and participat-

ing in the experience no in reflecting on it. Poetry need not always
evaluate experience. lt can extend awareness

4. Major theme-power
5. lnfluences: Blake, Yeats, D.H. Lawrence. John Crowe Ran.

som etc.
6. Way of reconciling hulnan vision andnon-human cosmos

The animal images are metaphors for this own nature. They are
bulletins from within ' ,

7. The animalimages are metaphors.for his own nature. They
are bulletins from within.
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8. Gulf between man and animal- the animal in us.
9. Nihilism- Ted's own views about religion.

For an elaboration ol these points see the general estimate
at the end ol lhis unit and reter to the books mentioned in the bibli-
ography.

PIKE

SUBSTANCE

The pike is a fierce fresh water fish, a Killer. The poet de-
scribes lhe pike and its savagery in vivid, Iorcelul language.

Here is a pike, three inches long. lt is pike in every part; Irom
snout to tail ( as Shakespeares King Lear every inch a King). lt is
striped yellow and gold. lt is a killer even from its days in the egg
from ils birth. lt dances on the surrace wilh a malevolent grin, or
moves stunned by its own grandeur over lhe green bed ol the pond;
a silhouetter ol sub-marine delicacy and horror. 'lt lies watching
upwards or remains hung in an amber cavern of weeds on the rloor
ot lhe pond. The Jaws wilh hood-like clamps and langs are deaAly.
It is as though it was meant to enable its iaws to do their work. The
poet goes on to give lwo examples to prove this. They kept three
pikes in glass aquarium. One was three inches long, another {our
inches and the third four and a half inches. Suddenly there were
only twb and linally only one. There were two pikes in their pond,
six pounds each, over two feet long. One swallowed the other. Even
as it was hal, swallowed, its eyes stared with the same iron like
cruelly. The poet says he is alraid to try to tish in the pond after
nighffall. His hair stands ,rozen with fright on his head.

TEO HUGHES AND HIS POETRY. A GENEBAL ESTIMATE:
What strikes anyone reading Ted Hughes' poetry is the ani-

mal imagery - horses, cats, hawk, bull mouse otter, thrushes, bull-
,rog, pike (all lrom the titles in Lupercal) No poel had observed
animals more accurately, never taking his eyes Irom the object,
capturing every characteristic up to the limits of language. So vivid
is his rendering, so startling and true his insights, that the way one
rook: el.!?.!r.k:.lh.ly.:l.o., e,,?if?,(9y1n-r+j9r.nqgmg,f .iQQuar,.a 

st<v-
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lark or a swqrm of gnats ) is permanently altered. Bul the descrip-
tion generates metaphors, and the metaphors relate the creature lo
all other creatures and to human experiences and concepts (Keith
sagar in Three contemporary Poets :Thom Gunn, Ted Hughes and
R.S. Thomas. Ed. by A.E.Dyson - Case book series p.'131)

Closely allied lo the animal imagery is the element ol vio-
lence associated with most of these animals, that hawk, the jaguar,
the pike etc. His Nature is Nazi, nol Wordsworthian says
M.L.Rosenthal (case book cited above p 126) Most critics have
noticed this aspect of Ted Hughes poetry. The poets own reaction
to this is pertinent. Ted Hughes relers to the violence in the T.V
shows and the'Pulp fiction' ot the times and points out that if we
are to answer an examination question'who are the poet of vio-
lence?'We will have to begin with Homer and we will find ourselves
pointing to Aeschylus, Sophoqles, Euripides Dante, Shakespeare,
Balake etc. He asks the question 'What is violence and when is it
great paetry?' The critic cannot dislinguish between fear Ior his own
mental security and the actions ol the Universe redrersing a dis-
turbed balance..... because poetry is nothing, if not that, the record
of iust how the forces on the Universe try to redress some balance
disturbed by human error'(case book:p 110) The mqn who makes
the wolf - masks (mentioned earlier in lhis lesson ) is Ted Hughes
with the masks ol the many animals, Jaguar, Pike, hawk etc. lrying
to redress the balance ol the cosmos upset by human elror.

This brings us to ihe theme in the poems ol Hughes. The
theme is neither animals, nor violence, but power, The major theme
in the poems is power, and power thought of not morally, or in time,
but absolutely in a present which is often violent and self-destruc-
tive, but i'solated from motive or consequence, and so unmodified
by the irony which time confers. For Ted Hughes violence and power
go together: his own gods are makers ol the tiger, not the lamb'
(A.E.Dyson:Case book: p 1l6) ln some of his poems, Dyson points
out the poet seems wholly identilied with some moment ol power
and violence as in'Hawk Roosting'. ln some others he realises lhe
moment rully nut stands apart, a human and time-bound intelligence
outside the experience, aware of the unbridgeable gulf between
symbol and fact, elernlty and time. ln the latter kind such as ' The
Hawk in the, Rainl,the violence is balanced by awareness of time.

,,
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Poetry need not always evaluate experience. Sometimes its main
function is to extend awareness, creating new areas which the
reader can assimilate into his own total morality later'.

Hughes seems to be looking for a way of reconciling man
with nature or lhe non-human cosmos. So he identifies these ener-
gies and describes them in human terms as well as Nature's terms.
The dichtomy between these two angles provide the tension of
some ol his best poems. Another way ol looking at the animal im-
agery is to see them as metaphors of his own nature, that is to say
human nature. The poems give us insights into the battle ground
within. The gull belween man and animals is also the gult between
civilized man and the animal in him. This animal, we should real-
ize, is part ol his authentic self.

This bring us face to lace with the question of Hughes nithilism.
Both Larkin and Hughes have been described as nihilists in the
sense lhat they reject religion and accepted conventions. Ted's
own word in those connection are interesting. 'Any form ol vio-
lence - any Iorm ol vehement activity - invokes thd bigger energy,
the elemental power circuit of the universe. Once the contact has
been made - it becomes difticult to control. Something from be-
yond ordinary human activity enters. When the wise men know
how the create rituals and dogma, the energy can be contained.
Bul the old rituals and dogmas have lost credit and new ones have
not taken their place. So the efrect of the distributed energy is de-
structive. ln the old world.God and divine power were invoked.....ln
the present world we dare no invoke them -we wouldn't know how
to use them or stop them destroying us' (Hughes to Ekbert Faa in
an interview. Cited in the latters book Ted Hughes: The
uncommunicated Universe)

BIBLIOGRAPHY
E.L. Black: Nine Modern Poels -Macmillan
Calvin Bedient: Eight Contemporary Poets.
A.E. Dyson Ed: Three Contemporary Poets: Thom Gunn, Ted

Hughes, R.S. Thomas (case book series)
Keith Sagar: Ted Hughes - Longmans,
Do: The art.of Teq H,ugheg - Camb.rirtge Univer-$ity rPress. . .r

Alan Bold: Thom Gunn and Ted Hughes , Oliver and Boyd.
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Terry Gifford and Niel Boberts : Ted Hughes: A critical study.

1. THOM GUNN
INTRODUCTION

Thomson William Gunn was born in 1929 Gravesend, Kent.
His father was a Fleet street journalist. Thom was educated at Uni-
versity college school London and Trinity College, Cambridge, He
left England and went to the United States of America, where he
worked as a teacher of English al the University o, California at
Berkeley. Thereafter he moved to San Fransciso and took up
lreelancing writing. He was one ol the poets of 'The Movement'
presented by Robert Conquest in the 1956 in'Ne Lines'(see intro-
duction to Philip Larkin) but soon he cut a path for himsell and mostly
chooses existential themes lor his poems. His poems were pub-
lished under the lollowing titles: Fighting Terms (1954), The Sense
of Movement (1957), My sad Captains (1961), Positives (1966),
Touch (1967), and Jack Strew's Castle (1 976)

A major inlluence on Thom Gunn is Jean Paul Sarter and his
existentialism. Your Winters, William Carlos Williams and Marianne
Moore are acknowledged by him as having an inlluence on him.
The motor cycle gangs of the 1 950 in the USA appealed lo Thom's
imagination as symbolic or his own existential revolt against the
human condition.

CHABACTERISTICS OF THOM GUNN'S POETRY.

1 . Existential themes
2. Metaphysical quality - intellectual
3. lrrational element
4. lntuitive. Unified, experience and art, philosophy and im-

age are unif ied in his poetry.
5. Vivid tensions
6. lntense joy (in friendship, in sex, everything) in balance

with great longing lor withdrawal ol self
7. lrony seasoned with compassion.'' 8. Astringent observation ,)
9. Sheer delight in diversity, colour, sensation, lile itsell.
'10. His own voice ln spite of the varied influences.
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. 1l A ceFtain rare moralfineteSS COncealed in a rnoral hedO‐
nlsm

12 Fear of‖ fe and death are near al‖ es‐ this is a constant

ldea in Gunn.                .

13 Not,ing before blth,nothing afler death‖ fe Vibrant be‐

tween
1 4 Syllabid metre(alSo See general E01male Of Thom Gunn

■the end oftus unl)     ・

ON THE MOVE

SUBSTANCE
' The theme of the poem is Sartre's existential humanism. The

existentialists see neither value nor meaning ih lile and they revolt
'againsl it. This poem is a beautiful poetical expression of.this philo-
sophic idea of the reiEction of lile. Without poem witt not yield its
meaning. lt appea(ed as the. first poem in Gunn's collection The
Sense of Movement (1957)

.The bpigraph Man your gotta Go' expresses the quintessen-
tial message ol the poem: 'Keep poving ! fpre forward'(away lrom
this life)

. I !The lirst slanza describes the birds in the bushes. The blue
.lay sculling in the bushes following some hidden purpose, the gust

. of lirds spurting across the f ield, the wheeling swallows seeking
thek instinct or their poiqe, all ol them.move; they don't stand still.
Even these birds have a baftled sense.

The second stanza introduced the motor cycle gangs. 'The
humbulging. into thunderous noise' is descrihetl, atso tn-ir.dusty
dress. The noiser is described, also their dusty dress. The noise
almost holds a meaning ,or them,. (in Communication theory noise
is not the sdme thing as sound. lt means indifference with the trans-
mission ol a message. We say don'l make any noise'. Noise inter-
feres with the communication ol meaning. But"the noise that the
boys make have a meaning fot them. Noise commuhicates mean-
ing -- a contradiction)

The third stanza tells us that they have no precise destina-
tion. But they are moving away lrom a known and futile existence.

, Their direction is where the (motor cycle) tyres take them. The will
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is very powerlul. 'Much that is ngtural'must yield to the will. With
the power of will man can make not only lhe motor cycle but also
his own soul. (Sartre says that man can create himself i.e. he can
create his soul by arbitrary but important choices. When he makes
these choices he cannot rore see their consequences. He cannot
govern the qonsequences o, his actions. Neverlheless his actions
begat these consequences) theretore he can dare to exercise his
will to shape the luture through his choices (from the taken routes -
1.24.1

ln the tourlh stanza the poet"realizes that this is a partial so-
lution (to the existenlial predicament). The individual is not neces-
sarily at odds with this world. He is not a helpless being in an alien
world (as existenlialism makes out). This is because he is only half
animal. Animals act on inslinct. Man has will.'One wakes afloat on
movemenl that divides and breaks.'By means of his will he can
move lrom one place to anotherlrom one stale to another. One can
join the Movemeni' llnis may be political or even poetical as The
movement' in English poetry ol the '1950s). One can move away
from a valueless world by making the important choices. Both the
hurler and the hurled,'both he and the frustrating, valueless world
around him move away lrom this world, somewhere out of it all.
Value is imposed by choice (see notes). So one may be moving
towards value.

ln the tinal stanza lhe motor cyclists vanish.'They are the self
defined (men who manufacture their souls) ; they rush past seated
a stride their. created will. The towns they travel through are not
really towns inhabited by men and birds, (the birds remind us ot the
first stanza and the physical world.) This.is h country ol the mind.
Their.movement is an intellectual one, not physical (see notes).
'Birds and saintJcomplete their purposes', i.e. men. in ihis physical
world will reach some goal or other sooner or later. But these rid-
ers are symbolic of the incessanl quest. Which will take us away
from the fruslration and futilily of the world. At best they will reach
nO absolule goal o, perfection. At worst they are at least in motion,
which takes one nearer the goal lhan one will be if one keeps still. lt
is the qusst thal matters not the goal which might never be reached.
Be on the move I Fare forward lMan, you gotta Go,- This is the

,
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f inal message of the poem.

EXPLANATOhY NOTES '

The epigraph Man You gotta Go' expresses the quintessence
of the poem. lt is the conversalion exclamation of.the motor - cycle
boys oi America. lt means'man, you have got to go; you have got
to move on somewhere you cannot rest. '
LINES

1. blue joy: a parrot - like bird
scuffling : struggling i fighting
2. Some hidden purpose; even at the beginning ol the poem

the idea ol a purpose or aim is suggested. lt is hidden unkndwn to
the birds, the motor cyclists and the poet himself.. gust oI bjrds : rushing of birds likea rush ol wind

3. .spurt] rush ,orth
5. poise : balance
7. ballled sense is suggestive of vague idea behind the urge

to move. '
The second staza introduces the motor - cyclist gangs of

America ol the 1950s
1 0/11 . their hum blges: their humming noise growns louder,

th-ey come nearer.

. The distance throws them lorth: They are thrown troward from
a distance

1 2. held by call and thigh : They make the noise of the motor
cycles theniselves louder by some manipulation with. their legs (eall
ernd things)

13. ln gbgglers.....each of them wears a pair ot goggles. They
atl look alike, they have no individually; in this they are impersonal.

'14. trophied with dust: trophies are usually some memorials
that one brings from the battle lield ol Jrom hunting dxpieditions.
The trophies o, these boys are the dust gathered on theirjackets by
their violent rush.

13-15. The goggles, the dusty,ackets etc. give them an ap-
pearance of impersonality - they all look alike. But they are really
robust. Their robustness is strapped (covered) in doubt; they hide
it (robustness) in these external appearance oJ impersonality.
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. 16. Meaning and noise are qpposites; noise is what interfere
with cominunication of meanhg. These youngsters almost find
rneaning in their noise. They have a vague idea that the very noise
they make, their movement away f rom this meaningless, valueless
world, holds within it a meaning; That the movement is meariingful
was suggested in the last two lines of the staoza (balfled sense';
approximate words') in line 16 it is made just a little clearer., The third stanza takes us lurther it introduces the idea o, a
goal towards which the! move.

17-18 the destinatlon (conclusion of journey) is vague.-lt has
no shape yet'The staiting points is known (from known where-
abouts')

19. They are directed by their tyres. They go wherever their
.tyres (their motor cycles) take them. ln other words they have no
exact destinatlon. (more like a man llying from somelhing that he

. dreads than one who sought the thing he loved". Wordswoth. But to
Wordsworth is was just a simile 1o show the aimlessness. To the. motor cycle boys il is'a llight lrom something that the really dread)

20. The f light ol bigds is something in nalure.
21. The birds are scared by the noise ot the boys. The motor

cycle is made by the will. lt scares the birds of nature. Nature must
. yield to will. The human will can overcome the futility and trustra-

tion of lire (nature )
21. both lhe molor cycle and the soul are made,by men-by

their will. Sartre says that man creales himsell (hissoul) by making
arbitrary but important choice. When we choose a course ol action
we cannot know its consequences beforehand. But the conse-
quences will lollow. So they, men, can use these choices (which
they imperfectly control) to dare a future, a destination, a state of
meaninglul existence. The movement is symbollc ol such choices.

25. Atter all, this aimless rushing forward is nol meaningless.
It holds, within it at least a partial solution (to the existential pre-
dicament)

26. One is not necessarily discord on earih: The existential
idea is that the individual human beings born into an alien universe.
Through this line Thom Gunn suggests that the alienation of mgn is
not insoluble. lt can be solved if only we have will (mentioned in the
previous stanza).
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27-29 man is not eternally damned. Man is only half animal.
One is not governed by instinct; one has will, with to shape the
future ("dare a Iuture from the taken routes'- 1.24) One can move
consciously though movement might divide and break.

1. 28-29 One wakes afloat on movement. O.ne is wakeful or
conscious in movement. ln other one can wakefully or consciously
move forward.

30 valueless world: This present human existence which has
Qither value nor meaning. Value is not something that is there to be
discovered by us but something that we create by cur choice. A
pencil has no value unless we chose to write it or we are compelled
to use it. We can create a value by making choices, by"moving
away from this valueless world, "by joining the movement,.

31. Such a choice will carry both the hurler and the hurled
one forward (both the one who joins the movement and the vglue-
less world itself van be changed by our choices, our joining the
movement) Here lies the partial solution of 1.25 By the right droices
we can transform the lile of frustration and futility into one of value
and meaning.

32. always toward, toward ; any movement is always toward
something. lt implies a destination though we do not know it. ArSr
movement theiefore that takes us from here will ultimately lead lE
to the destination

33. A minute...go : These boys come and go. They bdlong to
time (a minute holds them). They are an instance from actual life.
But the poet is concerned with the universal, not the partbular, with
the ideal, not the actual. Therefore in his hands they become poetic
symbols that hold a universal meaning for all time (not a minute)

34. The self- defined : They have defined their poqition,'their
attitude; they have made the choice. i'

Astride : sitting on. The created will: The motor cycle that
carry them away from the present are symbolic of the willthey cre-
ated, the willthey have exercised in making their choice.

35. The towns that they travel through are home lor neither
bird nor holiness: lt is not the world of actuality; lt is a country of the
mind as in Yeats's Sailing to Byzantium. The world of poetic imagi-
nation'the'poet sedst'them' ias,A world .out cjf ' time. Thesb' t6wns are
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not the towns we see in the maps.
37. Birds and men arrive at the and of their quests some time

or other. These boys and their machines will never complete their
journey. They are the symbols of the eternal movemerit.

38-40. To keep rnoving and not keeping still is the tliat we can
do. At best.'we reach somewhere, perhaps we may not reach an
absolute finality where we can rest. All that we can hope to do is to
be nearer lhat goal and that is possible only by moving on.'

The last two lines contain the message of the poem. ln one
respect this poem has affinity with Tennyson's Ulysses for whom
"all experienie is an arch wherethro' gleams that untravelled world
whose margin fades for ever and for ever when I move", with Yeats'
Sailing to Byzantium and the ancient lndian Upanisaheds contain-
ing the exhortation "Charaivethi Charaivethi" (Keep on moving).

,2. IN SANTA MARIA DEL POPOLO

SUBSTANCE:

Thom GOnn had visited ltaly when he was young. This poem
recalls his visit to a church while he was in Rome. The church is
named Santa Maria del popolo (church of Saint Mary of the people).
Gunn qaw a painting there "The conversion of St. Paul" by
Michaelangelo. The picture shows Paul lying on the ground. His
earlier name was Saul and he was a persecutor of the Christians.
As he jofirneyed he came to Damascus, where a bright light from
heaven struck him down. As he fell down he heard a voice telling
him "Sual, Sualwhy do you persecuter me ?" His vision of God was
stunning'and it left him blind. But Ananias cured hlm of his blind-
ness.

The painting shows the sudden conversion of Saul. The poet
waits fOr the sunlight to fall on this particular painting. The shadow
in the painting brims with a real shadow, that drowns allthe shapes
in Se picture. Only the horse's haunch and some of its limbs are
seen. But evening comes and the slanting sunshine falls on the
picture. Beneath the horse and an.indifferent groom Saul lies sprawl-
ing. His face is hidden. The clever artist has limited the picture to a
wide gesture of the fallen Saul's lifted arms. This is before Anaias
comforts and converts him. The artist has cleverly left it out. lt is the
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symbolic gesture of Saul's isolation that is stressed. Gunn remem-
bers that Michaelangeol had painted characters from low lile, pros-
titutes, cardsharpers elc. He, the painter was strangled for money
by such a character. (lt has been pointed out that he was not really
murdered).

The poet turns to the interior ol the church where people are
at prayer, mostly old women. They are loo weary to tate aity inter-
est in the painted gesture ol Sual.

The poet seems to convey the idea that even st. Paul is
unable to communicate with the Christian worshippers, his follow-
ers. What is shown in the picture is his wide gesture of isolation. lt
is nothingness that even these great men embrace. This is usual
existentialist theme.

EXPLANATORY NOTES

LTNES

2. Oblique :slanting in lhe afternoon.
4. Caravaggio: Michaelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio was his

full name.
7. Haunch : the hind part ol the horse
L We doubt what the theme of the picture is because only

the horse's hunch is seen clearly.
10. him: Saul
12. Saul becoming.Paul : the sudden Conversion ol Saul into

Paul.
14. cacophony : confusion (usually ol sound but here the

poet uses it to describe visual forms).
15. You Wily painier. The poet is addressing him in lines 13-

16

17. Ananias : A Christian of Damascus directed by God to
touch Saul and cure his blindness.

20. Candour : lrankness
22. young whore: Mary Magdalen, a patnting by Caravaggio.
22-23 telercnce to another panting by the same artist. The

Cardsharpers. Both paintings are in the Doria Gallery of Rome now.
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A GENERAL ESTIMATE

THOM GUNN
It has been remarked that Thom Gunn has been an intellec-

tual poet bearer t6 the metaphysicals than even Eliot, almost dqual
to Donne ( especially in Fighting Terms). More important than this
is another aspect of his poetic personality, his intuitiveness. This
gives him unified sensibility, which luses experience and art. His
philosophy is obviously existentialism. Many of his poems deal with
existential themes. A.E. Dyson remarks that even this, is a servant,
an accessory - philosophy fused with image. The world in which he
lives - the parts of il that we see through his poems involves len-'
sions. For example there is tension between intense joy ol lile and
the existential longing for the withdrawal of self. He tinds joy friend-
ship, in sex, in loud boisterous men etc. Another facet ol this ten-
sion is the one between irony on the one hand and compassion on
the other.

Another quality worth noting is his astringent observation,
which lends him delight in diversity, colour and sensuousness, in
short, delight in life itself. This joy goes against the general tone
and lemper of the limes which is one of despair. ln his particular
aspecl.R.S. Thomas and Ted hughes are one with Thom Gunn. The
Metaphysicals, Hardy Yeats, Auden, The Beat Poets of America, all
have an influence on Thom gunn. His voice in the poems is his own
authentic voice. He is eager for life, observant, loving, amused by
human folly and subtle. These show that there is a moralist in him.
But he is without malice or cant.

There is no place for God in his world. He sees nothing be-
fore birth and after death bul there is liie vibrant between these.
The circumslance surrounding lite is Nothingness. Life is like a lamp;
it burns. You blow it olf and lhere and end. Relerring to his poem. A
waking Dream in which Gunn sees very vividly Tony White a friend
who died in an accident and communicates that vision to us A. E.
Dyson remarks that "there is a moral ,ineness concealed in Gunn's
amoral hedonism". This consists an instinct ol life and love bal-
anced against fear of death. Fear of death and lear life are con-
stant companions this is a recurring theme in Gunn. ,i

.,... - -Wq.havq to see.the poerf|s in the-lightol lhe above remarks.
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ln Santa Maria Del Popolo Gunn sees only the wide gestures of
isolation on the part of Saul. lt is nothingness that even these saintly
people embrace. This is his usual existential theme. ln the poem
"On the move" the obvious thAme is the existential withdrawal. But
there is a positive force, a vibrant dynamism in the movement ot
motor cycle.boys which cahnot be equaled with withdrawal, But
there is a positive force, a vibrant dynamism iri the movement o,
motor cycle boys which cannot be equated with withdrawal with
negation. lt is an allirmation, a will to dare a future to create a fu-
ture by moving away from this existence of futility. Here certainly it
is not a vision ol Nothingness surrounding lite, but something which
they are moving.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Hughes and R.S. Thomas Casebook series.
Alan Bold: Thom Gunn and Ted Hughes. Olover and Boyd
Martin Dodsworth , Ed. The Survival of Poetry
Rosenthal : Modern British and American Poetry.

CHARLES TOMLINSONS
Born at Stake - - on Trent in 1927. educated at the local school

and at Cambridge. Then he took lo teaching and is now reader in
English at the University of Bristol. He. is a graphic artist and poet.
There are similarities between his paintings and his poems. His
poems were published under the lollowing titles.

The Necklace, Seeing is Believing, a Peopled Landscape.
American Scenes. The Way of a World, Written on Water. The Way
in.

The Way of world is the best collection Swimming Chenango
Lake is the opening piece in The Way of a World and it is consid-
ered to be his best poem.- 

Acute observalion of nature is one ol his traits. He is lastidi-
ous in his concern for details. Visual details predominate. This is a
Wordworthian transcendental concern. Nor is ther6 Keats'sensu-
ousness. He is unlike Ted Hughes in so lar as he does not
personalise nature. He was careful about technical elfect and rhyth-
mical nuances. A certain slemental force is noticeable in his work.
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SWIMMING CHENANGO LAKE (SUBSTANCE)

Chenago Lake is in New vrcrk State, USA. Chenango is a
name derived trom the Red lndians who lived there longago. Win-
ter will come soon and the water will freeze into ice preventihg swim-
ming. lt is autumn now and the water is hesitant. There is a wealth
of ways; he can swim wherever he please. But though the water is
calm there is a kind of stir. Leaves have lallen before he (the Swim-
me0 has jufiped in and made ripples causing widening circles. This
is a kind of geometry in the water. The pattern ol the plentiful
clouds is rellected in the water below. To balance the circles made
by the leaves there are these tloating images of clouds. The pattern
is ol angles and elongation. Every tree appears as a cypress tree in
the water. Every bush is rellected as a shart of lire. lt is really a
geometry, a-pattern, not a rantasia of distorting forms. lt is really a
geometry, a pattern,- not a lantasia ol distorting forms. lt is con-
stanl, hard - grained (grain) in texture. The eye has seen enough. li
has to be recalled. ln other words he has stop observing the details
ol the visual lorms on the water and start swimming. ln swimming
he tuts (scissors) the water in to two as he moves forward. The
coldness ol the water holds him tight and he yields to the grip. For
to swim means to have contrOl over the water's meaning, lo be in
its embrace and to be able to move. He is free momentarily and in
space, his elemenl, nexl he is taking a place (a where) in water.
This position is again given up willingly at each stroke. The water
torn by him closes behind him and heals itself (lt is as i, he has cut
the water and the wound heals itself as soon he has rushed lor-
ward). The image of the water shadows him like a large wing. He is
alone\, solitary, unnamed by this baptism. He loses his identity in
the immersion in water and also naming the child. Here lhis bap-
tism unnames him in the sense that the experience ellaces his
ego. This leads him to think o, the name Chenango which contin-
ues. This world had a meaning in a lost language. The swimmer
begins to construe the language of the lake's water (speech of den-
silies etc. Being human he faces it and belng hurnan he draws back
f rom the cold. The mercilessness o[ the water shows a kind of
mercy in sustaining him. The sun is about t6 set and a wind is sha!
tering the lorms and images in the water, the flowing rock (obsid-
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ian) and the moving ripPles.

GEOFFREY HILL
INTRODUCTION

Geotlrey Hill (born 1 932) was born in Bromsgrove Wocrester,

in 1932, and attended Bromsgrove grammar school in I 950 He

went to kebla college, Oxlord to read English. At Oxlord he was a

contemporary of Adrian Mitchell. "The elder stales man ol literary
protest". He began teaching at Leeds university where he has re'
mained combining lull time academic work with an attempt to main-

tain his poetic vocation.
ln 1952, When he was twenty, the Fantasy press issued a

pamphlet containing live ot his early poems. Hill has published, at

discrete intervals only four books. For the Unfallen (1959). King

Log (1968) Mercian Hymns (1971) and Tenebral (1978) ' Some

where is such a Kingdom (1975) collects his whole out put from

1952 on wards. His version of lbsens Brand was presented at the

National Theake in 1978. His reputation as a poet has grown slowly

but steadily, but now he is the reputation as a poet has grown slowly

but steadily, but now he is generally recognized as the outstanding
poet of his generation. He is the recipient ol several awards: some

among them are Gregory Award 1972. He now lives in Leeds,

Yorkhire. His debt to the poets of the lirst and Second world wars is

evident. Keith Douglas and lssac Bosenberg in particular lnlluenced
Hills Writing. Judging f rom the lantasy press pamphlet trom the

outset, Poets who "knew the clear/ fullness ol vision" ' Dunbar, smart

Blake and Chancer other than the two already mentioned. And the

example ol the metaphysical was never taraway.

OVID IN THE THIBD REICH

MEANINGS AND EXPLANATIONS;
Ovid: (Publius Ovidius Naso) (43 B.C.'A.D.18) The Roman

Poet was banished lrom Rome by Augustus in I A.D. to Tomi near

the mouths o, the Danube lor reasons connected with his 'ars

amatoria" and some scandal atlectrng the imperial family and there
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he died eventually His "Tristia' and "Epistual exponto' contain a
pathetic account ol his sutferings in exile. His masterpiece is Meta-

morphoses. He wrote in elegiacs, and was the lavourite Latin poet

o, the Middle Ages.
Third Reich: The word 'Reich' is usually used with relerence

to Germany in lhe sense ol realm, nation or empire. The first Reich

ref ers to the Holy Roman Empire until dissolution in 1806. The Sec'
ond Reich relers to the German empire during 1871 -1919, up to

the end oI the first world war. The Third Reich relers to Germany

during the Nazi regime (1933-45) under the powerlul' cruel dictator
Hitler. The third reich is associated with concentration camps gas

chambers, torture cells, mass exile relugee bulks and all sorts ol
the worst unimaginable evils.

The Latin epigraph (Amores lll xiv) in Christopher Marlowe's

translation, reads she hath not trod away that both deny it, such as

confess have lost their good names by it.
l: As in many ol Hill's poems"the impersonal "l" conveys

experience and not an obstruclive sell.
Line 1: The speaker in the poem can be any citizen in a totali-

tarian state ol lhe present century, an unknown citizen, peace lov-

ing and non interfering in olficial matters, but one who is often

victimised by the slate. He is interested in his work and loves his

family.
God is distant difficult; That god as a "pure force" not malig-

nant but neutrally present is a prevalent theme ol Hill's early po-

ems. Even divine intercession seems to altord little reliel in con'
fronting the problems ol tyranny, torture and violent death.

Things happen: The pace ol life is so quick and uncertain

that they just seem to happen without the common man's compre-
hension

Troughs: long opr n box tor animals to feed or drink lrom,

troughs ol the sea refet ,long hollows between waves.
Ancient troughs of blood " relerence to bloodshed and killing

in the past under regimes compare " I have waded tar through the

oceans of blood" ("Macbeth"). The imagery of callous killing and

bloody wars rendering the lives of ordinary unknown citizens hol-

low (as the troughs, and meaningless is econveyed .
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Things happen....troughs of blood: Violence and bloodshed
have always been a part of human activities from the First Reich to
the Third Reich. There is a contraction of the time sense here. The
memories of ancient violence merge so naturally with the modern
acts of violence actually perpetrated that they seem to be juxta-
posed.

Line 4: a professed innocence of evils is an inadequate de-
fence against the terrible facts about us. lnnocence has always been
considered a divine quality worthy of being cultivated. See no evil
hear no evil, speak no evil'.But such a stand is only appreciated but
it is also considered unsafe dangerous in the modern context.

LINE 5:

look down despise, consider oneself superior to; show false
contempt for.

Demand : the demand of condemned souls in hell; a word
associated with 'death'very common in Hill's poetry'

sphere : region, place, (hell)
harmonize : blend, live in acoord
love - chair : love song

CRITICAL APPRECIATTON OF THE POEM

The poem Ovid in the Third Reich is a highly altusive and
symbolic poem. The Latin poet was exiled in the First Reich. The
poem presents the same Ovid in the Third Reich, that is Germany
during the Nazi regime (1933-45) under the powerful cruel dictator
Hitler. Ovid has recounted his trials and tribulations in exile in his
works. Tristia and Epistulae exponto' But the poet suggests that
Hay are nothing compared to the sufferings of a modern exile or
refugee or victim of the Third Reich which is associated with con-
centration camps gas chambers, torture cells and all sorts of the
worst unimaginable evils.

The plight of such a victim is pres. nted in the poem. The
speaker begins by saying that he loves r,,o WoIk and his children.
He is an ordinary person, a non -entry, totally indifferent, even pa-
thetic to the affairs of the state-machinery or the developments tak-
ing place around him. He remarks that god is distant, difficult. Like
lssac Rosenberg with whom he bears thematic affinities, Hill too
rejects benevolent God. There is an analogy between Rosenberg's
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early idea of god and Hill's - seen as a pure force not malignant but
neutrally present. The speaker does not find any solace in god's
who seems to be beyond his reach or understanding.

The speaker is not able to comprehend the real significance
of all that is happening around him. He observes that things hap-
pen too near the ancient troughs of blood. Violence and bloodshed
have always been a part ol human activities right from the First
Reich to the Third Reich. There is contraction of the time sense
here. The memories of ancient violence merge acts of wickedness
actually perpetrated that they appear to be juxtaposed. The per-
petual existence of power struggle and cruelty gives time a conti-
nuity.

The poet realizes sardonically that "lnnocence is no earthly
weapon in other words, professed innocence of evil is an inadequate
delence against the terrible facts around us. lnnocence has always
been considered a divine quality worthy of being cultivated "See no
evil, hear no evil speak no evil". But such a stand is not only appre-
ciat-ed but is also considered unsafe and dangerous in the modern
context.

His bitter experience as a victim of the tyranny and atrocities
of the modern totalitarian state has taught the poet one thing and
that is not to look down so much upon the demand. They in their
sphereharmonize strangely with the divine loves, while he celebrates
tho love choir in his. There is a veiled insinuation that existence in
the Third Reich is so torturesome and hellish that it is no better
than eternaldamnation perhaps even worse.

The epigraph preceding the eight line poem in Christopher
Marlowe's translation reads; "

"She halt not trod awry that doth deny it,
Such as confess have lost their good names by it.'
It ironically sums up the trend of morality in modern times.

One may resort to hypocrisy, fraudulent practice and other foul
things in order to amass wealth and obtain power. But it is very
necessary that ail these must be convened up, lest one should lose
one's reputation.

The poem Ovid in the Third Reich is the first one in Hill's col-
lection King Long whose principle theme is power-in various guises
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- and the individual's relationship to it. "A political concern which

mates recent atrocities with the outrages ol more remote history is

one of Hill's great strengths as a poet', remarks George Macbeth'

and this poem amply bears out that truth. Violence, and brutal pun'

ishment iemain as damaging and acceptable in the 1940's as they

were in the ancient times. Perhaps they have become worse' The

poem alludes lo Ovid' selie and the consequent sutfering with the

authority ol something remembered rather than something imag-

ined Hill's remarkable sense. The theme suggests contemporary

analogies without ,orf eiting its historical particularlity "What makes

the ex'perience resonant is that it is untinished" (Michael Schmidt)

if," "t' in the poem does not refer to any specific person in-

cluding the poet. lt represents merely a voice ol any person who

has hald the experience recounted in the poem, and is not therefore

an obtrusive "sell'. Death- related words like "blood"' "weapon"

"demand" etc. a bound in Hill's poem including the present piece

The poem is written in iust eight lines made up of lwo qualrains'

The ihymes are not perfect to the ear or the eye' They are imper-

fect. T-ne lines rhyme alternatively a b a b c d c d (God' blood:

happen- weapon down divine; and sphere choir) the "d''- and "n"

sounds recur. "The ancient troughs ol blood" is a powerlul ima'gery'

The poet has employed harsh irony in metahorising.innocence as

an earthly weapon. -ihe development of the thought.is logical The

first quaitain present the speaker's predicament; the-second his

attitu;e lormed as a result ol his experiences' Altogether "Ovid in

the Third - Reich" is a powertul though short poem'

GEOFREY HILL'S POETRY - A GENERAL ESTIMATE

Ol the many good poets in his generation (Thom Gunn' Ted

Highes, Perer poiter, Ior example) Geoflery Hill had been one ol

thJ slowest to achieve wide recognition and there is still a sense in

which he is very much a poet's. The high seriousness ol his out put

is unquestionaLle but it can seem unapproachably dilticult.at lirst

glance. Merlin is relatively easy to grasp if the historical allusions

ire known. So too Ovid in the Third Reich which has a logical co-

herence among all its eight lines. But the fifteen sequences ol three

quatrains each which make up his lyrical composition The Pente-

cost Castle is a rather obscure or tough pcem since amorous and

religious images and themes are abruptly iusetapose' Repeated

reaiing and pondering are required betore the poem begins to make

sense]perhaps the combination of precision and energy in his dic-

tion is what;ill most immediately encite and attract the reader' Hill

can seem as remote, though in his own way almost as grand as the

young Milton. His work repays a slow study

Like Ted Hughes, Hill is concerned with power, but he ex-

plores it through history and not through myth' Through out king

iog, the principle theme is power in various guises - and the

iniiviauai's relationships to it. Many ol his poems explore social

and natural tyranny' ln Mercian Hymns, the poet approached the

subject lrom another angle from the point of view of the empow-

"t"d. 
"King Log" beglns wilh "Ovid in the Third Reich" expresses a

desire to ie teit lntouctreo by the tenible happenings around him'

Thus Hill explore power from the perspective ot the powertul - the

empowered'- and the powerless - the victim power need 1o be only

politicat : there is also the power ol love as implied by the Pente-

costal sequence.
The language ol many ol Hill's poems is literally spat out' The

tough phraseJ cairy the weighl ot lilerary usage and yet are crude

"nin"*. 
The lines are eftectively bitter off at the rhymes and yet

ihe breaks are unexpected miming pain struggle or disgust' "The

twisting paradoxical progression of thought are symptomatic of a

stiuggL'tnar surrounds t''ir". lCuttn Clucas)' Hill is carelul in his

,""-oi aon"on"nts. One sometimes leels that the vowels are not as

well - chosen. The paradoxes in the poems and the brilliant combi'

nations of opposite (as in the Pentecost castle for example) are

characteristically aeitt. He writes about the "proud citadel of meek-

ness" splendidly shining darkness" and so on'

An awareness ol history and mythology is indispensable lor

thorough comprehension of Hill's poems, he ventures to specilic

.o."it" in history to give meaning to his diverse perceptions ol

life ani sutlering or at ieast to employ them as a context.in which

they can be anal-ysed. The poems Merlin and Ovid in theThird Reich

recount names and incidents from ancient legend and history with

the authority ol somelhing remembered rather than somelhing imag-

ined, reveaiing Hill'sharp historical senses' Their themes suggesls

lont"rporur/"nalogies without Iorleiting its historical peculiarity'

1



What makes lhe experience resonant is that lt is unfinished. Whatis unf inished or flawed is for Hill haunting unO g"n"r"tiu".-H. ao".not go in quest of what was. Martyr,s truncatej lives are therefore
o-f meaning is their incompreteness, such a paradoxicar view ot tite
rs prevatent rn much if Hill,s poetry.

..... _ ln Michel Schimdt,s opinio;, it would be wrong to speak ofHill Poems - even those credited to specitic speat<ers"- a-s iram"ticmonologues. They are soliloquies rafher than 
""po.iiory "",speeches ruminations from within an experience, nof 

"Ooui "xperi_ence. The speakers do not set out to evoke themselves. fhe imper_sonal "l' conveying experience and not an obstusive ,,selr"-is characteristic of Hilt's poetry. Merlin, Ovid in the third n"i.n 
"nO 

tt 
"Hentecost cas e are all illustration. Agaln il is wrong to consider

Hill a baroque poet in his approach to sibject matter, ii oit 
",, 

*oro"one wno uses a highly grotesque or ornamated approach. The ba-
31ue 

efelelt is in the language where each word demands atten-non and retates to its neighbours. On several difrerent planes Hill,spoem's are almost inexhaustibly generous in tn"i, ,J"ningr. rol,the sam€ reason, they aie otten tJugn 
""d 

o;.;;;. '--"" ''

. The principalflaw in all his poems is Hill,s willingness lo ptacetoo much trust in gritty, immediately effeclive *"i0"1 ii"r'i"no 
"tumes lo neutralize each other. Thstone too 

""n 
n""orJ'Uonoto-

nous, as lhough the poet feels the poem can exist at onfy in pitctr
ll! ,.." one register ol language with effect,s as though certainexperienceq ideas emotions, hive no place ano itre scipe of tnepoetry is timited. These timitations and ibstriction ;r; ;;-Is-o;;i';;
lis rllesrity. However, ,one teets rh"t h" l; ;;b;;;,in' ,il ur"u.in which his poetry will exist. Bur ttrat ttre Uesei poeliyirorn' witntnthose rrontiers has yet to come, and will come only *i"n f," f"t".his territory for granted" (Michael schmidt)

There is tit e doubt that Hi has piotired indirectty throughthe modernist writers-from Henri Bengson,s ioeas aUouiii'me wnictrSartre summarised in these terms. Oi going into tt 
" 

pu.t un 
"*nrdoes.not cease to be; it merely 

""u""I to 
-""t 

unJ r.Jrnulni'"i" it"place' at its date tor eternity, in ihis way bei"g_i,"" i"";'[;lor"o to
ll: fr"!. . and rhe pasr is continualy org""i."Jri,i'inJ-pr""r"",.
1l ln: ,lr:" prescribed poems iilustiate-trre interpenaiiJrls or trepast and the present and the presentness of all times. Such an

l8
approach serves to universalize themes and issues.

. Itt lglmal versatitity of Hill,s work is extraordinary. As in the
work of Ted Hughes, one finds that the common etement in att tnepoems is their tone. Darkness, gloom, blood and death are setdom
absent form the work, this insistent, Some what n".ro* no*"r"l,
some critics complain about the deliberate (some others .uy ou",
deliberate) narure of his writing, especialty in rhe t;;; _ tiieo po_
erns,"the veritabte cramming of every rift with ore,. ThJir of inion isrnar Ht 's poetry thus becomes stilled in a kind of absolute verbal
conlrol. But there are other critics and readers who lind this verbal
control, which at times is capable of amazing lightness as well assenous detiberation a rare virtue in modern poetry. Like R.S.Thomas,
Geolfrey Hill also has not received due recognirion, itru, U""rr""
his poems are loo grand and obscure. foo ilittonic oi aio*-ni"n tobecome immediately popular, we may hope that in the y"Ir. io *rr,
Hill may win the laurels he de
time. 

serves as an outstanding poet of our

MODELANNOTATION

Things Happen
Too near the ancient trough of blood
lnnocence is no earthly weapon .l

Geotfrey Hill is one of the outstanding poels ol our time andhis writings are highty ailusive obscure and jiii.rift" sraiD. b"" 
"fhis very aitusive and symbotic poems ,Ovid 

in the Tnjri'i"icn1 .uU-uy presents the plight and mental trauma ol avictim like: Ovid theeruct in the Third Reich, that is Germany during the NlrZi-negime
(19_33-45). The speaker a non - entity totaity inoiderlnrlo, ev"i .p"_
thetic to the afrairs of the rigid state machin"ry ,"f". in,i'[r"rf,.

. . The speaker notices that things happen iod n""i 
"no 

tooquict(ty rhat he cannot comprehend tnek reaisense t,Ji;iin".,"rr-
rzes. rn such a predicament, a proressed innocence birevil i.s aninadequate defence against the terrible t""t, 

"io,:nO 
O!. 

t"'
. . There is a conlraclion of the time sense trerd. lifre'inemories

ol ancient violence merge so naturally anO 
"pontane6ulfy 

*iin tn"modern acts of wickedness actually preponderated thait;ey ap-

:::r^l:.1,:.ilIiqosed. rhe..perperuat existence or po*er stiussre
and cruetty give time a continuity.
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SEAMUS HEANEY
INTRODUCTION

lrish poet and essayist Seamus Heaney won the 1995 Nobel

Literature prize "fore works of lyrical beauty and ethical depth" He

was born into a peasant family of eight children in Country
Londonderry, Norlhern lreland on April 13, 1939. He was educated
at St. Columb's Colleges and Oueen's University. Belfast, after his

schooling at Anahorish school. He took a BA (Hons) in English in
'1961. As Michael Schmidt observes: "Born on the land the eldest of

eight children trained academically and became a lecturer". He

married Marie Devlin in 1965 and the Heaneys have tow sons.

Besides his teaching Heaney did regular radio work and com-
posed poems. As his poetry began to attract attention a succession
of academic posts beckoned him, he taught at various American
universities, between 1 989 and 1994 he was both the prolessor of
poetry at Oxlord and lhe Boylston Professor of Rheloric and Ora'
tory al Harvars. He soon became the leading poet of his province.

His first book ol poems Death ol a naturalist published in 1966

brought him wide recognition. Later collection include Door into the

Dark (1969) Wintering Out (1972) North (1975) and Field work
(1979). The particularity of his early poems is lhat they describe
his own rural background inlused with the rhythm and rhymes ol
the songs.and chants of childhood. Once he had exhausted the

early vein Heaney began to explore his lrelandthrough emblems of

its past and with travel, he gained a ciearer perspective on the situ-

ation and on his place within it. The example ol Patrick-Kavanagh
was important to him when he began. So too was that ol R.S. Tho-
mas. He lbarned much lrom his near conlemporaries.

Winner of several prestigious literary awards the Eric Gre-
gory prize. The Geolfbry Faber award the Somerset Maugham prize,

lrish Academy ol letters Award. E.M.Foster Award to mention just a
Iew Heaney has never forsaken his humility. Temperamentally shy,

he was highly distrustlul ol publicity.
Heaney, the third lrishman to take the world's most presti-

gious literary award - the nobel prize - alter W.B. Yeats won it in
1923 and Samuel Beckett in 1969, left No(hern lreland is 1972 and

4o

has lived in Dublin lor twenty years.

I FUNERAL RITES

MEANINGS AND EXPLANATIONS
Shouldered: made (one's) way through a crowd by pushing

with the shoulder, took on the shoulders a great burden or respon-
sibilities.

Manhood : maturity
laid out:arranged, designed and displayed
tainted: decayed or made infected, poverty, ignorance and

lack of antiseptics made the rooms stink because ol the decaying
corpses.

glistening : shining (because of tears)
dough : mixture of Iour, water etc. in a paste (for making cake

bread etc.)
dough - white : soft, Ilabby and pale.

shackled : chained
rosary beads: a string ol beads for keeping counl of prayers

hands / shackled rosary beads "the string ol rosary beads on

the hand o, the corpses ol mourners appears as shackles of chains

to the boys imagination, implying griel allowed little ,reedom lor
prayers.

Pufled knuckles : blown out or swollen bones at linger ioints,
suggesting the person was applying himsell earnestly to a piece ol
work.

unwrinked : stretched, exerted.
dulse : coarse, edible red seaweed.
dulse - brown : reddish brown, suggestive ol blood and death

shroud : clothe or sheet to be wrapped round a corpse.
quilted : having soft material between layers ol cloth.
cribs : usually a child's bed with enclosed sides. (here) the

conf ined space with in the cotfin.
courteously : showing due respect
llames hovering : flames swaYing
Women hovering : women waiting about, remain at or near.
gleaming : shining
scaostone : a massive variety ol talc with a soapy or greasy
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leel, used for hearths. washtubs etc.
soapstone marks : marks made of soapstone.
masks :suggest hiding one's true emotions and putting on a

show ol sorrow courteously as in the lourth stanza.
igloo: dome shaped winter hut made of blocks ot hard used

by the Eskimos. (here) suggests the coldness and hardness of death.
igloo brows : cold, hard foreheads ol the dead which appear

as dome shaped igloos to the poet's imagination.
sullice : be contenl with
sunk : driven in
glacier : mass ol ice tormed by snow falling and accumulat-

ing on mountains movings very slowly along a valley.
Black glacler/of each funeral : a picturesque description of

the slow procession of mourners in traditional Christian, luneral, all
in black, Glacier like iglii brings out the hardness and coldness of
death: while the snail pace at which the luneral procession is mov-
ing is suggested by the slow moving ol the glacier.

Neighbourly murder. Note the subtle punning ol "neighbourly,'
as it qualifies "murder". The expression could mean murder of
neighbour" murder inthe neighbourhood or "murder by a neighbour,'
implying treachery or extremist kllling.

pine for : yearn or long for
ceremony : religious services etc. special acts or rites etc, on

an occasion such as a funeral, wedding and so on.
customary : according to custom, habit or tradition
customary rhythms: regular succession or recurrence ol cus-

tomary or traditional acts (here) associated with a funeral.
Temperate : moderate, avoiding exlremes.
Corlege : train of attendants or a long procession of mouners

as for instance at the runeral of a king or president.
winding past: going not in a straight pathblinded home : home

where the windows are covered with black curtains a sign of mourn-
ing.

I would : I wish or desire
restore : bring back
Boyne :A river in the republic of lreland rising in the bog ol

Allen near carbury in country kid are and bventually f lowing into the

J2

lrish sea. lt figures largely in lrish history. The battle of the Boyre
was fought in July 1690 between lhe force of King William lll and
the former King James on the banks of this river. That bat e is cel-
ebrated in northern lreland by Organemen {members of a secret
prolestant society formed in the north of lreland in 1795) as a vic-
tory for the protestant cause on July 12. Note hoW a single word
evokes so many association.

chambe, s : burial chambers or vault.
sepulchre:lomb, especially one cut out in rock or built of

stone
purring cars: cars whose engines make a low, continuous

vibrating sound - expressing pleasure.
nose into line: go forward carefully one behind the other.
lunes : sounds harmoniously.
muflled drumming : the sound of the drummjng made dull by

wrapping it up tn cloth etc.
somnabulant : sleep walking
somnobulant Women : perhaps mentally distributed sleep

walking women lhus reduced by extremist's killing o, their beloved
ones.

mounds" (here) burial mounds or mounds ol earth over a
grave.

boulevard :wide city street olten with trees on each side.
Gap ol the North : the destination ol the funeral procession.
megalithic:made of large stones. Especially one used as a

monument (as in very early time)
Stone : resumes the connection with megalithic
strange and carting flords :Afford or fiord is a long narrow

arm of the sea between high cliffs the places are Strageford and
Caligford.

strang fiord : strangeford is an inlet of the lrish Sea in county
Down, North lreland. ll afforded sheltered entry to North East lre-
land lorm early times (its name is norce) and there senlement around
its shores).

Carling fiord: Carlingford is a market town, resort and port in
lreland it is alleged to be the place where st. patrick landed in 432
AD.

Cud : food which oxen cows etc, bring from the first stomach
I
I
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and chew again
cud ol memory : reflection or pondering over past memories.
allayed: made less. (pain, fear, doubt etc)
arbitration : settlement of a dispute by the decision of a per-

son or persons chosen and accepted as judges or umpires.
feud : bitter quarrel between two persons, families or groups,

over a long period of time.
placated :pacilied or appeared, made calm
those under the hill :the buried ones
disposed dead and got rid of: places (the dead) in suitable

position (as in a coffin) a beautiful pun.

Gunner (or Gunther) Burgandian king (died (437 AD who was
the hero of many medieval legends. He is mentioned in the 12th
century German epic Nibulengenleid. He and his lollowers were
slain upon his sisters orders while visiting the courl of her second
h usband.

thoug dead by violence : reference to Gunnar's death upon,
his sisters'orders.

unavenged : not revenged for.

CRITICAL APPRECIATION OF THE POEM

"Funeral Rites" which is included in the collection norlh (1975)
is regarded by many as Seamus Heaney's most mature poetic com-
position. The poem, is written in three sections. The lirst section
relations. The poet, remembers how in the past he had made his
way through the crowd assembled in the house of a dead relation.
Shuddering "a kind ol manhood", stepping into lilt the coffins ol
dead relations. They had been laid out in tainted or inlected rooms.
Poverty, ignorance and lack of antiseptics made the rooms stink
because ol the decaying corpses.

The boy's imagination recaptures a picturesque descriplion
of the corpses. Their eyelids were glistening probably due to tears.
Their soft and llabby pale hands were shackles in rosary beads.
Their puffed knuckles had unwrinkled, the nails were darkened and
the writes ob.rdiently sloped. The boy knelt courleously "admiring"

the \'/hole thing including the reddish brown shroud. And the quilted
satin cribs. The,vax melted down and veined the candles whose
llames swayed. Women hovered around, behind ihe boy and al-
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ways the coffin lid with its nail heads dressed with little gleaming

crosses stood in a corner. The mourners who had come to pay their
last homages to the dear departed.are described a "dear soapstone
masks". lmplying that many of them put on a show ol grief rather.

Courteously "as in the lourth stanza lhey had to be content with
"kissing their igloo brows. Before the coflin was places and the nails
were driven in. The sector ends with the poet remarking that "the

black glacier o, each funeral. Pushed away. lt is a picturesque de-
scription o, the slow procession of mourners in a traditional Chris-
tian funeral all in black. Glacier like igloo brings out the hardness
and coldness ol death, while the snail pace of which the luneral
procession is moving is suggested by the slow moving ol the gla'
cier.

The second section is a subtle delicately satirical meditation
on the extremist killings in a modern totalilarian revolulionary or
violent political set up. lt opens eflectively with the poet remarking
lhat as news comes in of "each neighbourly murder", we pine Ior
ceremony and customary rhythms! There is subtle punning ol
"neighbourly" as il qualifies "murder" il could mean murder of a
neighbour or murder in the neighbourhood or murder by a neighbour,
implying lreachery or violent killing. Gone are the days ot a cer-
emonious luneral with all its traditional rites: Religious service, sol'
emn procession of mourners meandering or winding past homes
where the windows are covered with black curtains as a sign ol
mourning and also as a mark ol due respect to the dear departed.

The poet expresses an ardent desire to restore the burial
chambers or vaults on the banks or River Boyne in lreland and pre-
pare a sepulchre or stone tomb under the cupmarked stones. Boyne
which ligures largely in lrish history evokes memories of the struggle
and victory ol the Protestants in North lreland over the mother coun-
try England. He then describes the modern scene. Family cars one
after another move into line, lheir engines making a pleasurable
sound! The whole of ten thousand engines. A three is a subtle sug-
gestion that a luneral is an occasion lor pomp and celebration-for
all more concerned. The outward show is a cover up Ior the cal-
lousness and lack ol feeling on the part ol the mcurners. "Som

nambulant women" probably mentally distributed sleep - walking
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women thus reduces by extremists willing of their beloved ones,
are lett behind to move through emptied kitchen, imagining our slow
triumph towards the burial mounds. euite as a snake in its grassy
beoulevard or city avenues, the splendid funeral procession drag's
its tail out ol the Grasp o, the north as its head already enters the
megalithic doorway. Perhaps o, a big graveyard.

The final action of the poem contain a vision ol the dead dis-
posed like the Viking chieftain Gunnar in his tomb. The poet says
that when they have put the stone back in its mouth we shall drive
north again past strange ford and Carlingord, lull of lrish associa-
tions. The cud of memory is allayed for once. Arbitration or settle_
ment ol the prolonged dispute are placated or paciried, and we imag-
ine that those buried under the hill are disposed like the Viking or
Burgondian king Gunnar who lay beautiful inside his burial mound
though dead by violence and unavenged people said that he was
chatting verses about honor and that four heights burned in cor-
ners ol the chamber which opened then as he turned with a joyful
face to look at the moon. Thus the poem ends, abruptly and dra_
matically with the allusion to Gunnar and his followers being killed
treacherously upon his sister's orders.

Funeral Rites is a remarkable poem for several reasons. The-
matically it is very mature. Flealistic and relevant. George Macbeth
remarks : "we move from a child hood recall of,,dead relation to a
mediation on the extremist killings and finally to a vision of the dead
"disposed" like the Viking chieftain Gunner in his tomb.,,The con_
ventional funeral rites are described with meticulous care and pic_
turesque in the first section comprising eight stanzas. The mourn_
ers with this soapstone marks as also the poet attend them courte-
ously. Admiring it all! The poet had indeed succeeded in giving a
realistic picture ol conventional lunerals in a community. Which
people attend as a duty.

The extremist killings and the subsequent luneral is mentioned
in the second section made up ol seven slanzas they are totally
lacking in all traditional rites. lnstead there is much pomp and show.
Full honour in accordancr, wilh the importance of the post held by
the dead man while alive. This section brings to our minds the nu_
merous luneral of statesman and leaders of state shot dead by as_
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sassins (identilied or otherwise) ol revolutionaries who are killed as
marlyrs lor a noble cause. ln all such cases the funeral is less reli-
gious and more show. The more cars, the greater noises (ol purring
engines) The bigger number ol dignitaries attending the funeral,
the greater the structure of the dead man and his importance.
Heaney is subtly but vehemently criticizing this mockery of a fu-
neral, where people who count use such death to parade their self
importance and prosperity build monumenls make meaningless
speeches and so on.

The third and final section is the briefest made up of flve stan-
zas only. Driving back from the grand funeral mentioned in the pre-
vious section, the poet enters a mood of rellection. His mind thinks
of all such people lying under the burial mounds killed by enemies
or extremists without having a chance to avenage their violent
deaths. This contemplative mood enables him to conjure up a vi-
sion of the Viking king Gunnar in his beautilul tomb. He even visu-
alizes the serene, poetic scene just berore he was treacherously
killed. Thus Heaney shoes how Iuneral riles vary from age to age
according to change in political set up, social customs etc. but death
remains the same naked reality.

George Macbeth is all praise lor the technical excellence ol
the poem "One of lhe finest poems from North, in the four, square,
slow paced stanza Heaney has made his own - thus he describes
Funeral Rites. lts shift between two - and three - stress line effec-
tively avoids that perpetual danger ol lrish poetry the oblique echo-
ing of Yeats. On this theme, namely the deaths or disposal of men
for political reasons, lhat avoidance is a triumph.

The synthesis o, past present is enriching. lt helps to univer-
salize the phenomenon of death. lt becomes piteous and noble in a
way that goes beyond explicit commentary. The imagery employed
in the poem is striking. The dough white hands shackled in rosary
beads. The soapstone masks kissing their igloo brows. The black
glacier ol each luneral are all brilliant examples. And there is an
urbane and generous balance in the placing ol words like ,,courte-

ously" and in the subtle punning of "neighbourly" as it qualifies
murder. To quote George Macbeth once again. ',Amongst Ulster
poets, perhaps only Louis Macneice if he had lived, could have

It
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achieved the technical precision and historical perspective of a poem
like Funeral Rites it creates a new kind of political poem for our
time".

II A CONSTABLE CALLS

MEANINGS AND EXPLANATIONS

His : the constable's
bicycle : "Even the innocent bicycle takes weapon of war. As

the poem proceeds.
Rubber cowl : long loose gown made of rubber or similar water

proof material (as worn by policemen)with a hood that can be pulled
over the heads, a covering.

Mudguard : a guard (curved cover) so placed as to protect
riders or passengers from mud thrown by the wheel of a bicycle,
automobile or the like.

Skirting : Passing along the edge of
Spud :A potato, a spadelike instrument especially one with a

narrow blade as for digging up roots. Heaney takes the imagery
from the countryside to create the right atmosphere.

Gleaming : shining
cocked back : raised backwards
pedal treads : grooved part of a tyre or pedal which touches

the ground.
boot ol the law : ironic reference to the constable, a frighten-

ing symbol in a rigid political set up.
bevel : the slant or slope of a line or surface when not at right

angles with another.
tillage : The art or practice of tilling the land
tillage returns : income lrom cultivation (of crops)
roods : units of land measure
perches : measure of length especially for land.
Arithmetic and fear : A very telling phrase which brings out

the atmosphere ol terror in an ordinary peasants's house measures
and returns by a B-special.

Holster : Leather case for a pistol or revolver.
Braid : Number of strands (of silk, linen etc.) woven together
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cord : twisted strands thicker than string thinner than rope.
lmangolds : a kind of root crop
turnips : a root (vegetable)
black hole : a small prison cell
barracks : building for lodging soldiers.
baton : policeman's short stick uses as a weapon
doomsday book : lronical reference to the heavy ledger car-

ried by the constable.
Domesday : Dooms day
Domesday book : record of a survey of the land of England

made by order of William the conqueror about 1086 giving owner'
ship extent, value etc. of the properties. Also Doomsday Book.

bicycle ticked : like a bomb!

CRIT]CAL APPRECIATION OF THE POEM

A constable calls is one of Seamus Heanye's most directly
political and committed poems. Though the reminiscences of a
seemingly insignificance, innocuous experience, the poet creates
an atmosphere of terror and night marish horror. A constable calls
on or visits the poet's father. The whole encounter is seen through
the boy's eyes. The policeman's bicycle stood at the window - sill.
The rubber cowl of a mud splashier skirted the front mudguard. lts
fact black handle grips were, hot due to sunlight, the spud or front
curved part of the dynamo was shining and cocked back. At last the
constable. Go down relieving the pedal treads of "the boot of the
law".

The policeman's cap was upside down on the floor next to his
chair. The line of its pressure on his head ran like a level in his
slightly sweating hair. He had unstrapped the heavy ledger and go

down to business. The poet's father was giving him accounts of
tillage returns or income from crops "in acres, roods, and perches",
Heaney sums up the atmosphere as "Arithmetic and fear" Even
though merely ordinary figures were being given. There was a heavy
sense of fear and uneasiness in the peasant's house caused by the
constable's presence. The boy kept staring at the polished holster
with its buttoned flap, the braid core looped into the revolver butt.
The stark fear in the small boy's mind on seeing a man of the law, in
uniform is picturesquely brought out.
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The constable further enquired about any olher root crops
like mangolds, marrow stems and so on. The boy,s falher answered
in the negative. The constable persisted in his queslioning by want-
ing to know whether there was not a line of turnips where the seed
ran out in the potato field, and so on.

The boy assured small quilts and sat imaging. ,,The black hole
in the barracks" that is a small prison cell. The expression btack
hole brings to mind the notaries "Black Hole of Calcutta,,that is a
small prison cell in Fort William Calcutta in which in 1756. lndians
are said to have imprisoned 146 Europeans, only 23 of whom were
alive the lollowing morning. At late, the constable stood up. Shilted
the baton case further round on his belt. Closed the domesday book
which was as sterrifying as Doomsday, fitted his cap back with two
hands and looked at the boy as he said good-bye. A shadow bobbed
in the windows. The constable was snapping the carrier spring over
the ledger. His boot pusher ofl and the bicycle ticked away.

Seemingly A Constable Calls is a simple descriptive poem of
policeman's visit to the poet's lather,s house. The bicycle wilh its
various parts like rubber cowl, mudguard, dynamo his cap, his ba-
ton, revolver - nothing escapes the keenly observant eyes ol lhe
boy. But the description is coloured by on eerie atmosphere, sug-
gesting lear, anxiety, uncertainly. As George Macbeth points out:
"The authority of childhood experience rams home a sense ol what
pre - '1969 Ulster must have been like for the minority.,, Ulster refers
to Northern lreland and a part of the Republic of lreland. During the
lrish rising, the lrish minority did have a tough time with the mother
country Britain which is predominan y protestant.

"Heaney manages to recall and present his father,s interviews
with the B special policeman with an eye for savage detail,,. (George
Macbeth). When the constable gets down from the cycle, the boy
observes that the pedal treads hang relieved of the boot of the law.
Another suggestive sinister expression is ,,arithmetic and tear,,. The
domesday spell the poet's father,s Doomsday. The boy is led to
imagine the black hole in the barracks with its terrible historical as-
sociations. And as a final stroke, the boy says that the bicycle ticked.
Even the innocent bicycle thus takes on the oppressive tension ol a
weapon ol war. By the end of the poem it ticks like a bomb, so usual
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The constable is no longer regarded as the law abiding citi-
zens friend, because in the present political set up he is a mere, but
useful and callous tool in the hands ol politicians and heads of state. .

The atrocities of policemen right f rom .Hitler's secret police the Ge-
stapos to their latest coutnerparts all over the world are too obvjous
and appalling. ln such a situation, the police man becomes a sym-
bol of cruelty, terror and torture. To quote George Macbeth once
more. "English readers might retlect on. How easily one about lhe
1940's in Nazi occupied Vichy France, or the channel island. The
lace of suppression remains the same".

III. THE TOLLUND MAN

MEANINGS AND EXPLANATIONS
Aarthus : seaport in Denmark in Easl Jutland. One of the old-

est cities in Denmark it has gothic cathedral and a university there
is an art gallery and a prehistoric museum there.

Peat: Plant material partly decomposed by the action o, wa-
ter, used as a fuel.

pods of his eye - lids: The eyelids are metaphorically spoken
of as pods (pressed vessels ol various plants like Peas, beans, etc.

gruel : liquid food ol oatmeal, rice etc, boiled in milk or water
Winter seeds : some cereals that grow in winter
caked : formed into a thick, hard, undigested mass.
cap : suggests cunning, secret, on the sly of disposing o, the

man.
girdle : cord or belt rastened around the waist to keep clothes

in position, something that encircles like girdle. Suggestive ol cap-
tivity.

torc: torque lwisting torce, collar or necklace typically or
twisted metal worn in ancient times.

tightened her torc : suggests that the man was hanged
fen : area o, marshy land
trove : hidden under the earth and ol unknown ownership
turf : soil surface with grassroots growing in it. The plural form

"turves refer lo pieces of peat in lreland.
turfculter: those who dig, cut the tur,

ih Modern a$d ol "bomb'cultu re',|
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honey comb : wax structure of six sided cells made by bees
for honey and eggs.

honey combed workings : the turfcutters dig the peat so as to
give it the look of a honey comb, f illed with holes and tunnels a very
f e licitous imagery.

Stained face : ironic, because the face of the corpse is skel-
etal norv.

reposes:lies in peace, the head of the corpse is displayed in
a museum in Aarhus.

il

Blasphemy : utter irreligious words, especially - against God.
Consecrate : make sacred or holy
cauldron :large deep open pot in which things are boiled
cauldron bog :the bog is an area of soft, wet, spongy ground

of chie{ly decayed or decaying vegetable matter. It is metaphori-
cally described as a big boiling pot. An effective homely metaphor.

germinate: sprout, sign of life
Scattered:dispersed of troops etc. lying in wait to make a

surprise attack. suggest that the man was hunted down lreacher-
ously before he was hanged.

Flesh labours: Heaney's sympathy lor the numerous work-
man who were killed and buried in the bog.

Stockinged : wearing stockings
Tel - tale:making known a secret giving away (something

one wishes to hide).
flecking : marking with flecks or small spots or patches.
Sleepers: (i) those who sleep (lie in death)
(ii) heavy beam of wood or similarly shaped piece of other

material, on a railway track. etc. supporting the rails.
trailed : pulled along, scattered.
the lines : railway lines or tacks

il
sad freedom : a packed expression conveying alllhe sorrows,

trials, tribulation and torture one has to undergo in order to get free-
dom.

tumbrill :or tumbrel, a cart especially the klnd that carried
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prisoners to the guillotine, during the French Revolution, the word
conveys several such sinisler associations ol police torture, captiv-
ity and extremist killing.

TOLLUND. GBABAULLA, NEBELGARD
These are Heaney's symbols for ancient vrctimisation. They

represent all those who were killed in the past as part ol rituals
sacrifices and soon. By relating modern, man who is otten killing, to
these symbols, Heariey brings out the continuity in baseless hu-
man cruelty.

CRITICAL APPRECIATION OF THE POEM

The Tollund Man refers to an almost perfectly preserved lron
age Corpse discovered in a Danish peat - bog in 1950. He had
been hanged. The head is displayed in a pre-historic museum in
Aarchus, a seaport city in Denmark. Seamus Heaney begins the
poem by remarking that some day he will go to Aarthus to see the
tollund Man's peat brown head, the mild pods of his eye lids and his
pointed skin cap, ln the flat country nearby where they dug out his
corpse, scientist could analyse his last meal which was "caked in
his stomach". lt consisted ol gruel of winter seeds. The description
evokes disgust and subtly suggests that the man was hanged even
before his last meal could be properly digested.

The Corpse was naked except for the cap, the hangman's
noose and girdle. ln other words, everything personal and essen-
tial about the man had perished. There is irony in the metallic girdle
and noose remaining, as though they are callous remnants of the
iron age. The poet is deeply moved and says he will stand a long
time. Watching the "Bridegroom to the goddess: ol the earth. There
is a clear allusion to the human sacrifices and ritualistic, savage
killings prevalent in that ancient period, as an act of appeasing the
elements of nature, the goddess of the Earth and so on. The poet
continues: the goddess tightened her torc or twisted .metal (again
suggestive oJ the lron Age) on the Toulland Man and opened her
Ien, as though welcoming him. There is tremendous callousness
and ruthlessness in the description that follows: the dark juices of
the ren worked him to a saint's kept body! The bog has a tendency
to suck in anything and everything thal Ialts into i! and the organic
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matter gets decomposed in course ol time. Here the poet suggests
ironically that the goddess of the earth has preserved the skeletal
remains of the man like an anointed saint. The body has been hid-
den in the trove of the turfcutter's or the peatbogs in lreland for
centuries. The turfcutters dig the bog so as to give it the, appear-
ance of a honey comb filled with holes and tunnels. ln one such
digging, they must have hit upon the Tollund Man's corpse. So, now
his stained lace reposes at Aarhus.

The second section begins on a melancholy, contemplative
note. The poet says he could risk blasphemy and holy ground and
pray to Him (the Tollund Man or God) to make the scattered am-
bushed flesh of labourers and the stockinged corpses laid out in
the farmyards germinates. ln other words, he wishes he could bring
them all back to life, to be able to live, achieve and fulfil their de-
sires. The tell-tale skin and teeth f lecking the sleepers of four young
brothers, trailed for miles along the rails. Heaney expresses his
heart felt sympathy for the numerous workmen who were killed and
buried in the bog. There is a subtle hint that many ol these dead
one were hunted down treacherously before they were killed. There
is punning on the word sleepers; it could mean those who sleep
and also railway sleepers or heavy beams of wood on the railway
track supporting the rails. Probably the poet is thinking of some
persecuted young persons forced to end their lives on the railway
lines. The imagery is grotesque but very realistic.

The mood darkness as we move on to the third stanza. The
poet says that something of his sad freedom as he rode the tumbril
should come to him driving, saying the names Tollund, Grabaulle,
Nebelgard etc. watching the pointing hands of country people; not
knowing their language out there in Jutland. He in the old man-
killing parishes, he will feel lost unhappy, and yet at home much
meaning is packed into this short and final section. The expression
"sad freedom" conveys all the sorrows trails, tribulations and tor-
ture one has to undergo in order to get freedom. The tumbril is a
cart especially the kind that carried prisoners to the guillotine dur-
ing the French Revolution. Take together these words and phrases
bring to a sensitive and extremist killing. The Tollund Man, Grabaulle
and Nebelgard are not lrish but their anguish is not dissimilar from
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that of the moderns. The "tongue", of pain and torture is universal.
The expression "old man-killing parishes" suggests the numerous
killings in the name of religion fundamentalism and rituals' which
has ever gone on in the history ol mankind. The poem ends on a
note of depression and in his own country, the poet feels unhappy
for his heart goes out to the numerous persons lying buried under
the peat bog.

The Tollund Man is a highly symbolic poem. The peat bog is
the controlling metaphor in this as in many of Heaney's beat po-
ems. The.dark centres of the past, of the unknown, of the self of the
mysterious region from which poems emerge found an eloquent
metaphor in the peat bogs of lreland which preserve objects from
the past and sometimes yield them up. These bogs have these pe-
culiar power to preserve whatever falls into them. They are full of
relics of lreland's past including those who have been murdered or
have otherwise met violent end. P.R. King observes that "This natural
phenomenon links the landscape with the people and with the rural
past of Heaney's own family who like many ruralfamilies, cut peat,
for themselves and to make a living.

Heaney's discovery of P.V. Glob's The Bog People confirmed
his faith in this metaphor and extended his understanding of the
violence in Northern lreland by showing that in the early lron Age,
there had been similar blood lettings. The book enriched his imagi-
native response to the metaphor of the bog in its moving accounts
together with its pictures of the tollund man, 'The Grauballe Man'
and others, and how ritual sacrifices to the goddess of the earth
led, through time and through the preserving and transmuting prop-.

erties of the bog to those resurrected objects of beaut". Thus ob-
serves Maurice Harman. ln this manner, the bog becomes a sym-
bol of continuity.

Of this bog image, Heaney has written: "So I began to get an

idea of the bog as the memory of the landscape, or as a landscape
that remembered everything that happened in it and to it". lt is im-
possible to describe the sharp physical sense of the bogs and their
buried "treasure" except by quotation. The bodies of the Tollund
Man, the Grauballe Man and numerous others killed by violence
who yet remains, preserve permanently in the horrible callous atti-
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tudes to death are perlect images for lreland's troubles, past and
present, and lor the persistence of the violent past in the present.

Heaney's isolation - his sense of being outside and yet con-
nected still to lreland's troubles (victim and yet also related to the
perpetrators of the violence) is seen in this poem and in the whole
volume ("North") as a necessary stand for the artist. The poet merely
says:

Out there in Jutland
ln the old man-killing parishes
I will feel lost,
Unhappy feel at home.
He feels deeply wilh a keen sensibility for all those who are

buried in the peal bog just as he leels ,or the young girl who was
hanged as adullress who too was one ol the bodies discovered in
the bogs (Refer Heaney's "Punishment")

Explaining the poet's stand, P R. King writes : "The poet,s
imagination (his - mummer's power to enter into the lives ol many)
takes him through his family past lo the dark peat core of lreland
where he experiences life as both invader and invaded, revenger
and victim. lt prevents his from taking sides....even though he suf-
fers the derision ol those who condemn him lor not making a plainer
political response. The artist's role. Heaney insists, is to stand on
all sides and to accept the mire and complexities of the blood ol a
whole people. Thus exploring lhe implications of the resemblances
and associations between modern man and Tollund Man, Heaney
writes with conlidence and nonchalance, making botd imaginative
leaps across the landscape or Northern Europe and backward
through the literary, linguistic and geological periods.

HEANEY'S POETFY. A GENEBAL ESTIMATE
Seamus Heaney began publishing his first poems in the early

1960s, and is the oldest ol a group ol poets who have produced
consistently interesting and valuable poems over the past. The ru-
ral landscape of the poets childhood forms the background to many
of his poems and is frequently the cenlral subject of the best ones.
The activities of larm life, its crafts and skill, and its relationship
which often reminds us that until recently lreland has been the only
country in northern Europe to retain something approaching a genu-
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inely peasant culture the traditions and rituals o, that culture, to-
gether with the sprit of lreland's rural history, emerge in many of his
poems. Ihe Tolluna Man and A Constable Calls are good example.

Heaney has proved to be popular with the poetry-reading
public, often having an immediate appeal because o, his accurate
descriptive powers and the clarity of his ligurative language. The
descriptions of a traditional funeral in Funeral Rites, and the
policeman's visit in A constable Calls bear testimony to the poet,s
keen observation ol very common place maters. He moulds phrases
that are both precise and warmly evocative. Thomas C.Forster ob-
serves that "the strength of the poet's lies in his ability to integrate
packed literary language with looser lorms of speech ", His imag-
ery is radical, in the true, etymological sense of that word. His re-
curring metaphor for the act ol writing poetry is digging, into the
past inlo the literal lrish boys where old friends and enemies lie
buried and preserved. Potatoes, seeds roots, boys, peat etc. are
repeatedly employed words with symbolic undetones. Such sym-
bolic overtones enrich many ol his direct and intimate pieces.

From his rirst published volume Dealh of a Naturalist (i 9661
Heaney has produced intense, Lyrical words that seem suspended
between contradictions-life and death, joy and griefs, memory and
loss. Such sensation were his birthright. All his poems with their
scenes and people reek of lreland. The response to their rural back-
ground subsequently involved the auditory imagination. A.C. Ward
observes. "His verse concentrated on the legendary past and the
recent history of rural communities in Northern lreland and cap-
tured the Ieeling of the marvellous aspects of agricultural llfe as
well as ils ordinary routine". ln the accents of the area, in its place
names and historical anlecedenls, he could hear the divisions in
his own experience, between the Irish heritage and the English
heritage which he had acquired through education and reading. To
quote the poet himself. "l suppose the matter ol lreland, and the
masculine strain is drawn lrom the involvement with the English
language. I began as a poet when my roots were crossed with my
reading."

Many of Heaney's poems are vitiated by a kind ol primitive
trust in the force of onomatopoeia to bring over and experience or
an image is sound. ln Michael Schmital's view, a partial reading of
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Hopkins. must have contributed to the unsubtleiy and to the
labouredness of some of those early poems. Much of the art that
Heaney has learned since comes from his reading of American and
other contemporary poets. There is, too, a greater subtlety of
organisation in the later poems, Subtlety is not of itself a virtue, but
neither is primitive plainness unless the poem is merely a simple
evocation. Even in his earliest poems, Heaney was in pursuit of
something more than mere evocation, and yet he had no other lan-
guage but that rudimentary one. What is so impressive in his devel-
opment is the assurance with which he had moved beyond the lim-
ited range of his early work.

Yet the early work is crucial to the whole vision. His own ca-
reer-breaking with his age old rural roots, to become academically
trained and take up a teaching profession-mirrors one of his social
themes: the loss of "the old traditional community which I knew as
a child". lnitially such a loss produces nostalgia and is therefore
negative. Nostalgic elements and a sense of lost traditions is trace-
able even in Funeral Rites for instance. Gradually the poetry from
book to book gains in technical assurance as also in thematic am-
bition. A.C. Ward notes that "ln so far as Ulster had a special poetic
voice during the period of prolonged violence and that voice told of
universal and not only political truths, Heaney was considered to
be its most accomplished and moving spokesman".

His long, archaeological perspective ( as for instance in The
Tollund man and FuneralBifes) had drawn some criticism over the
years from Catholic partisans on the struggle over Northern lreland
who felt that Heaney was insufficiently engaged in the tumultuous
here and now. Shiv.K.Kumar notes that unlike WB. Yeats and James
Joyce who sometimes lent their imagination to the political prob-
lems of the day, Heaney had kept himself from the hurly burly of
contemporary politics. Only recents, did he make a mild statement
about the unceasing turmoil in his country.... "the fact that there
has been unwillingness on both sides to speak out...." However his
mature poems do reveal that he is affected by the escalating vio-
lence and extemist, killings in his country and elsewhere.

Nature figures predominantly in Heaney's poems but he can-
not be called Nature poet like Wordsworth or any of the Romatic
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poets. His use of nature is more symbolic and suggestive than be-
ing plainly descriptive. Michael Schamidts says that "There is a
strong element of celebration in Heaney's work as well even if at
times it is simply the celebration we associate with clear evoca-
tion." ln identifying the historical nature of recurring ills, he pro-
vides a valuable civic verse.

The source of many of his best poems (including (A Con-
stable Calls and Funeral Rites) is a memory ol child hood experi-
ences which he then renders accurately and almost physically in a
direct language that shuns obscurity of expression. P.R.King vehe-
mently states that this may be a virtue often underestimated among
literary academics and reviewers, but which nevertheless gives
Heaney's work a powerful precision and lucidity. Heaney is not pri-
marily a poet of ideas; he is more a poet of vivid sensations and
recall.

Heaney's later poems particularly the ones included in North
area significanl since they concentrate on the wider, public inherit-
ance of the country's history. lt is felt by Heaney to be an inherit-
ance that is deep and sometimes violent certainly in poems written
after 1970 there is an increasing recognition of the political troubles
of Northern lreland as for instance in A Constable Calls, which
George Macbeth describes as "One of the most directly political
and committed of Heaney's poems ". what makes North important
is that as in parts of the previous ones here Heaney relates past
and present, his personal past and the country's history, in order to
get beneath the dangerously oversimplified political perspectives
of lreland and rts people. Funeral Rites is an excellent example for
this. Though his commitment to a continuity of past and present (as
in The Tollund man) explored in the language of people and place,
Heaney begins to discover and identity for himself that acknowl-
edges his own part in a strife- torn land but which does not take the
easy way of identifying himself with that side of history to which his
birth should align him. His stand leaves him to which his birth should
align him. His stand leaves him to appear as either enemy or de-
serter. P.R.King explains: lt is an easy stand but he draws his cour-
age from the fact that ultimately it is the only stance that can in-
clude the whole'of lreland.the.on ly possibility. f o rresotution i,',,,,

Through some of his later poems, Heaney expresses his be-
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ing rorced as an artist away from his community and yel, because

the roots ol his art Iie in the lite oJ that community and its traditions
he believes he must continue a search ior some way to remain

fiercely independent so lhat he can play the true servant lo his com-

munity as the magus ( or wiseman) who can creale the community's

dream and make "dark tracks" between its members and the deep

springs of their lives.
Seamus Heaney is unique in various aspects. He has always

remained deeply committed to his love of nature, distancing him-

self from llre razzle-dazzle ol the cities-London, Paris or New York.

"What matters to the poet is the integrity, his own inner truth, his

courage to take lile as it comes along. And il a perennical sense ol

wonder is the stull poets are made of,lhen Heaney is indeed a poet

par excellence." (Shiv.K.Kumar) So he revels in his own world on

nature. Whal delights Heaney's readers is the authenticity ol his

observallons, his sublle mantpulation of detail, and the music of his

words.
Paul Gray observes that "The intensity of Heaney's poetry

stems largely f rom a Boman Catholic temperament that has been

ballled by doubt." "My language and my sensibility are yearning to
admit a kind of religious or transcendent dimension" he once told

an interviewer." "But then there's the reality there's no heaven, no

afterlile of the sort we were promised and no personal God." Even

though we may not agree with such ideas, we cannot deny the power

ol the words he has lound to bridge the disiunctions of his lile and

faith. Heaney's works are a proiection ol highly sensitive impres-

sionable personality. ln his case therefore, as in the case ol Dante

or Milton, the creator cannot be divorced from his creations. He

lives as he writes, sings as he soars, synthesising meaning and

sound, thought and image, vehicle and tenor And believes "The

end of art is peace."

MODEL ANNOTATION
and the black glacier,
of each funeral
pushed away.
lrish poet and essayist Seamus Heaney worn the 1995 Nobel

Literatureprize 3,'lor works ol.lyrical bBauty and ethical depth" Many
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oI his poems contain echoes of a remembered childhood. One such

poem is Funeral Rites which is inctuded in the collection "North"

( 1995) regarded by many as Heaney's most mature poetic compo-

sition. The poem is written in three sections.
The first section presenl a childhood recall ol dead relations

"the poet's vivid imagination recaptures a picturesque description

ol the collins, the corpses, and the mourners, the mourners'had to
pay their last homages quite courteously, being content with kiss-

ing tneir igloo brows" belore the coltin lid was placed in position

and the nails went driven in. Then in the given lines, the poet says

that the black glacier ol each procession pushed away: thus the

section ends.
The given lines contain a very picturesque description ol the

slow procession of mourners in a Chirstian tuneral all in black' ''Gla-

cier like" "igloo" brings out the hardness and coldness ol death;

while the snail pace at which the lunereal procession is moving of

the glacier.

' :, ,1,
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R.S. THOMAS (BORN 1e13)
INTBODUCTlON:

R.S. THOMAS (Ronald Stuart Thomas) was born in Cardiff in
Wales in 1 913, a year before his namesake Dylan Thomas. He was
reared and educated in Holyhead, Anglessy. ln the mid thirties he
studied Classics at the University College of Nort Walls, Bangor
where he read Classics and took his degree in 1935. He then went
for theological studies to St.Michael's college, Liandaff and was or-
dained priest in 1937. After a few years as curate, he became Vicar
of Manafor in Merionethshire early in the Second World War. He
has lived his life as a clergyman, often in the remote country par-
ishes whose landscape and people he has celebrated in his po-
ems. His parishioners are principally hill farmers, Welsh speaking
and non conformist in attitude.

Harry Blamiers observes that a priest-poet like Hopkins per-
sonally zealous to win souls ior the Chirstian faith, R.S. Thomas
looked at "man and nature in the light of eternity". The young priest
had studied the nature literary language, namely welsh, when an
adult, as a first necessary step towards fulfilling his cure of souls,
and at the same time he seems to have been attracted towards the
rapidly developing Welsh nationalist movement. His parishes in the
rural parts of Wales, his relationship with his parishioners, and the
effect supplied him with much of his poetic materials.

R.S. Thomas is the greatest living Welsh poet writing in En-
$ glish and an outstanding religious poet of the century. During his
.r,--.-" j- poetic career spanning a period of more than four decades, he has

published about twenty volumes of poems, a few selections had a
number of uncollected poems and prose pieces. The book which
earned him wide popularity was Song at the yearls Turning (1955)

, *hich included poems from two earlier collections. The stones of
the Field (1946) and An Acre of Land (1952) a dramatic poem en-

: r titled 'The Minister composed for radio broadcast (1953) and some
additional work. This major collection was followed by poetry for

: supper (1958) Tares (1964) and The Bread of Truth (1963) with
Pieta (1966) Thomas began to change his ground, His style, tone

. &r-rd perspective underwent a readjustment and continued in Not
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that he Brought Flowers (1968) HM (1972) Laboratories ol the Spirit
(1975) and Frequencies (1978) His Setected Poems 1946-1968
appeared in 1973. Another volume entitled R.S. Thomas Later po-
ems .1972-'1982 published to mark the poet's seventieth birthday
(in 1983) consists of a comprehensive selection written since his
select Poems together with forty three new poems, which will rein-
force his growing reputation as a major poet of our time.

R.S. Thomas is thus i prolific writer, a poet of international
repute and his poems have been translated into other languages
including French and Japanese. He has received the Heinemann
Award of the Royal Society of Literature, the Queen's Gold Medal
for poetry and three of the Literature Awards of the Welsh Arts Coun-
cil. He has written and lectured extensively on the hill country of
Wales the Welsh political and social situation, the natural world,
the nature ol ultimate reality, the process of poetic composition, the
language of poetry and the perennial themes like the conflict be-
t\,./een man and the machine, time and eternity, reason and emotion
and vision and reality. Just as Thomas Hardy is the spokesman of
the Wessex rustics, R.S. Thomas is the voice of the Welsh farmers.
Both are regional writers. Like Geoggrey Hill, Thomas too deserves
to be acknowledged for his contributions to English poetry, he has
also helped us to understand the Welsh farmers thoroughly.

I LAGO PRYTHERCH

MEANING AND EXPLANATIONS
Lago Prytherch: ln R.S. Thomas's mythology, Lago prytherch

is almost a generic name for the Welsh peasant enduring the harsh-
ness and loneliness of the hill farm, thereby letting himself be blind
to the things of the mind and the spirit.

Soliloquies: speaking one's thoughts aloud, disregardful of
or oblivious to any hearers present. ln drama (Eg. Shakespeare-
ean drama) a solioguy is a speech in which a character thinks aloud"
revealing his innermost feelings, motives etc., without addressing

a listeners.
crouched. lowered the body with the limbs together, bent low.
Surgery: operation on the body of the earth like ploughing,
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digging etc, with the blade in line 3-

November rays ot the sun's: Note the transterred epithet

"Rays ought to go with "suns" it has been transferred for the sake

of elfect.
graceless: withoui grace; without a sense ol what is right and

proper.
bareness: emPtiness
draught: current ol air in a room, or any enclosed place

Draught of nature sweeping the skull; The harsh, bleak land-

scape and climate which allect lago's mind and heart create
"thought's bareness " in line l2

Marring: spoiling, disturbing
gaunt: old and weak
marring..... question:The crouched or bent body of gaunt lago

resembles on oversized question mark on the square lields, thereby

disturbing their from design.

CRITICAL APPRECIATION OF THE POEM

ln this letter to Raymond Garlic written in March 1969' R S'

Thomas said: "As you will see lrom the poem" And Prytherch, then

was he a real man? ' I have never been quite sure about his exist-

ence-he's certainly dead now. The lirst poem lwrote about visiting

a 1,OOO feet up lirm in Manafor where I saw a labourer docking

swedes in the cold, grey air of a November afternoon, I came later

to reler to this particular farmer armed iestingly as lago Prytherch "

Lago Prtyerch is the subject ol about eighteen poems by Tho-

mas. He seems to be a composiie ligure who stands,or the endur
ance and simplicity of the ordinary larm labourer in hard land, "ob-

serves George Mac Beth. He makes his lirst appearance in "A

Peasant" as "as ordinary man of the bald Welsh hill." The poem

entilled "Lago Prytherch" brings out the poet's enigmalic attitude to

the peasant.
The poet begins the poem by imploring lo lago Prytherch to

Iorgive his naming him. The larmer is so far in his small lields, away

Irom the world's gaze, sharpening his blade 'on a could's edge'that
no one will tell how the poet made lun ol him The isolation and the

alienation of the Welsh peasant and the hilly terrain are suggested'
Likewise Lago will never know how the poet pitied his long solilo-

quies, bent low, ploughing digging and performing similar "surgery"

on the earth most patiently on a cold and loggy afternoon in the

month of November.
The poet goes on to say that people's "graceless accusatign"

was lhat he made lun of Lago. Watching the peasant ol work, he

leels sorry that he look Prylherch's "rags for theme" and exposed

his "thoughts bareness". ln other words, he leels sad that he had

made lun of his shabby appearance. He now realizes that science

and art the mind's rurniture have no opportunity to instal themselves

because the rough, cold bitter wind sweeps everything away from

the brain. The poet's feelings lor the larmer are a mingled lot His

true leelings are beyond the scope ol words. ls it mocking compas-

sionate? lt is neither exclusively. lt is a complex response as mys-

terious and engimatic as the physical appearance ol the gaunt lago

who resembled an oversized question mark. The bent body of the

lormer looking like an interrogative sign triggers off a volley of ques-

tions in the poet's mind. He admits that his poems were composed

"in the long shadow/ Ialling coldy across the page."

The theme of the poem is the speaker's attitude to lago'

George Macbeth observes" "Thomas seems to be fighting a run-

ning 6afile with a number ol feelings about this man' These include

irritation, compassion, admiration and, as here feelings too com-

plex to be resolved in to any one emotion. "lt is a sort of love-hale

ielationship . The two poems "A Peasant" and Lago Prytherch" throw

a llood ol iight on the central poelic concerned of Thomas, namely

growth into-a knowledge ol the real and the illusory in onesell and

6thers rrom an enforced intimacy like that ol locked wrestlers' with

what at lirst seems intolerably alien. While liking at the dark figure'

the poet probably wonder who really is the nature man, Prylherch

or nimsetl the literate, intellectual, sophisticated man of the world

These are the questions symbolised by the Welsh farmer as he

stands in the shape ci a question mark in the middle ot the square

Iield.
Flealization dawns on the poet about the hollowness or "bare-

ness" ol his self-assumed superiority complex, Ilooding, him with

sympathy, compassion and true love. When the poet- priest actu-

aity oeati with his rustic parishioners, his response vacillates lrom

"nnoy"n"" 
at their unthinking stolidity and passivity to a grrrdging

cuP/3812rc5/1,O0O - 3
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admiration for their simple elemental lives, Michael schmiat ob-
serves that lago Prthyerch is an omnipresent characler in Thomas,s
landscape. When Thomas writes: ,lThere is something frightening
in the vacancy of his mind, "we understand the poetis attraction:
there is something equally frightening in the visionary fullness of
his own mind, drawn to its struggred opposite, His d-isgust, con-
tempt and shock at the smell of the peasant are only the response
of 'the refined. '/But affected, sense confronting ,,stak naturainess.,,
The poet attempts to write, "The terrible poetry of this kind,, ln this
sense, Lago Prytherch becomes the image of the process of poetic
creation in Thomas.' 

The last two rines of the poem "My poems were made in its
long shadow Falling coldly across the page" explain the insepa-
rable bond between Thomas's poetic creation and the welsh Farmer. ,

His explanation in his essay words and the poet are illuminative in
this regard: "ln my contact with others or out in the world of nature.
I see something, begin to turn it over in my mind and decide that it

. has poetic possibilities." poetry thus begins when the poet seizes a
passing man and plants itself within him like a seed: such a world
for Thomas is the bald welsh hiils. Against the backgri'und of the
rugged hill country are depicted realistic scenes of the hard work-
ing peasants scratching a pitifur riverihood from bare and
inhospitables soil. The farmer's sweating body and dirty old clothes
which seem disgusting and revolting to the urban sophiiticated form
the poets's "theme." Another point emphasized by the poet is the
welsh farmeris "thoughts bareness-" or the frightening vacancy of
his mind. But his attitude which is iriiialty criticitand cJntemptutus
6hanges into one of sympathetic undeistanding and compassion
when he realizes that the peasant is as natural and untainted as
the soil on which he fights his rough batile for survival: lt is the
harsh land and the rough unfriendly weather that has turned him
into an imbecile. with such refrections anr. ,xperiences the poet's
blank pages are filled; poetry is born. Thris.Lago prytherch,, and
the related poems are Thomas's attempts to unraver the quintes-
sence of characters such as Lago (C.T. Thomas).

The poem also acknowledges the failure of language to.com -..

municate true feelings. The curious mixture of emotions roused in
the iroel's mind by the dark (rit6raily and figurativery crouched) gaunt
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figure of Prytherch is more to be inferred than expressed. ln the
opinion of Belinda Humphery, Prytherch the hill farmer is Thomas,s
meditative emblem Humphery, prytherch the hillfarmer is Thomas,s
meditative emblem of all his confrontations of life and its meanings.
col[[r/eir thinks that patrick Kavanagh's peasant figure Maguire
implltsed the poet and that Lago prytherch is its direct outcome.

lrrne poem is contains some fine images. rnthe first stanza
the farm labourer is described as a surgeon, sharpening his blade
to perform patient surgery under the dim November rays of the sun,s
lamp. The transfer epithet (November rays) enrichei tnir descrip-
tion. George Macbeth call this image a complimentary one. The
second stanza contains another fine word pictur'e. The welsh
farmer's mind is likened to an empty unfurnished chamber sans
(without) the mind's furniture namely',science and artr,. The physi-
cal appearance of the gaunt, bent prytherch resembles an over-
sized question mark, his dark figure marring the simple geometry of
the square fields. Thomas's images as weil as his verse emanate
from his experience and imagination. lndeed his ambivalent atti-
tude to Lago is picturesquely conveyed through a plethora (big mass)
of images.

[ago Pyrtherch becomes the medium through which the poet
interprets the world. He assumes great importance in the poet,s
mind According to H.J. Savill, "Lago,s repeated appeaiance would
also suggest that he had acted as a control, a sounding board for
the poet's personal sense of conflict between the old world and the
new." some feel Prytherch is a personification of 'wales and its
problems: others regard him as a poetic symbol. savil however
thinks that the poet was trying to solv'e the problems of communica-
tion by the adoption of a 'persona,. The peasant appears to be
more real than reality and the poet seem sever concerned with the
terrible "vacancy" of his mind Another critic R.G. Thomas perceives
in the plight of lago. Pytherch, the ptight of the decaying, depopu-
lated countryside. He says: "ln some subtle way Lago has become
part of the poet's mind, an alter ego,t ln the finalanalysis, in spite of
the stolidity of his mind, the ineptitude (weakness, dullness) of his
thoughts and his stinking rags, Lago is valued for his capacity to
endure. Lago Prytherch "is indeed a grim but obscurely moving and
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profound multi-layered Poem.

ll solL

MEANINGS AND EXPLANATIONS

hedge: row bushes, shrubs or tall plants etc. usually cut ievel

at the top forming a boundary for a field, garden etc.,

tall hedges: figuratively, a restriction or barrier

A field with tall hedges: defines the limited, enclosed area

with which Welsh farmers lives and works.
declining westward: setting, gradually losing strength, vitality

etc.
mangolds: mangel-wurzel or mangold wurzel a variety of beat

which is cultivated as a cattle food.
swedes: a variety ol turnips. The swedes or mangolds have

their green tops sliced off with a knife: the roots may then be clamped

for winter food, and the tops fed to cattle'
plying : working with an instrument like knife.
plying.....cold blade:The farm worker is probably using a knife

with a curved blade for cutting the mangolds and swedes.

This is his world: the welsh farmer's world is his field with tall

hedges.
the hedge defines/the minds, limits: the peasant like a frog in

the well. Just as the hedge encloses his tract of land, likewise it
stunts his mental growth.

only the sky/is boundless: note the glaring contrast between

the limitless sky and the limited soil.'
he never looks up: confirming the image ol the lrog in well.

the soil is all: the recurring or central ideal of the poem.

the knife errs: cuts and the peasant bleeds.
the blood.....it came: an apt reminder of the Biblical quota-

tion: "As dust thou art/To dust thou returnest"

CRITICAL APPRECIATION OF THE POEM

Like the Lago Prytherch poems. "Soil" too is taken from R'S'

Thoma's collection "Song At the year's Iurning (originally f rom The

Stones of The Field) lt relates the same theme with certain ramifi-

cations: The welsh farmer scratching a pitiful livelihood from the

drugging soil which renders him a limited being, a veritable (true

f rog in the well. His field is enclosed by tall hedges. A young moon

in the branches and a lone star declining westward set the back-
ground against which he works slowly. He is "topping" root-crops
like mangolds and swedes probably Ior his cattle. He uses a knife

with a curved blade for slicing ofl the green tops. The roots may

then be ctamped for winter feed and the tops led to cattle. Thus he

plies mechanically.
Thomas observed rather ironically:
"This is his world, the hedge defines
The minds limits."
Just as the hedge encloses his tract of mind, it likewise stunts

his mental growth. The Welsh farmer's "thoughts bareness" or the

frightening vacancy of his min" are brought out here. As a glaring
contrast to his enclosed mind is the boundless sky. The farmer never

looks up, thus confirming the imagery of his being a typical frog in
the well, a totally ignorant entity unaffected by external knowledge
or events. His gaze is fixed upon the dark soil which is everything
to him. He keeps on working on it mechanically and continually.

The knife errs, cuts him and the bleeds. His blood returns to the soil

as though bringing, out the truth of the Biblical saying.
As dust thou art
To dust thou returnest.
The part of Wales that Thomas writgs about is the hilly dis-

trict of Montgomeryshire, a romantic stretch of land divided here

and there by small river valleys. The grey stone buildings with their
guardian pines, set against the bare hillside, would make one look

for some highly imaginative, poetically inclined hill'farmers dwell-

ing there. But those dilapidated buildings are uninhabited. ln spite

of the several ruined homesteads, there are a few small farms and

crofts whose occupants manage to win some kind of living from the

grudging soil. lt is about such people that Thomas writes in this
poem. He believes that they are the true Welsh people. His feelings
towards them are a curious blend ol repulsion and admiration, love

and hate, and contempt and sympathetic understanding.
ln 'Soil' the Welsh farmer is portrayed as a colossal ignora-

mus, a literal frog in the well. The poet uses several images and

expressions to convey this idea. The tall hedges of his small f ields

deline his mind's limits. they restrict the horizon of his thought. Liv-
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ing and working on his field, he hardly ever looks up to perceive the
unlimited firmament of freedom and knowledge and light; he hardly
cares for such things , he does not seem to miss them probably
because he is not aware that such things exist. He lives on the soil,
on it provides wrought (produced) with tremendous labour. Every
drop of his blood finally returns to the same soil, for he hardly ven-
tures beyond the tall hedges.

The figure of the farmer plying mechanically and tirelessty on
the harsh, inhospitable soil haunt! the poet,s memory so much that
he writes about him in poem after time. The welsh farmer in the
poem is none other than the protagonist in ,,A peasant. or Lago
Prytherch" poems. Living in contact with the dark soil he leads a
more brutalised but less enlightened life. He reminds us of
wordsworth's leech gatherer but is devoid if the latter's nobility, dig-
nity. The Leechgatherer with his bent body can certainly be regarded
as forerunner of the !'gaunt question " in the square field ,' playing
mechanically his cold blade" never looking up. Both Word's and
Thomas's peasants and labourers endure in hard circumstances
with hardly a word ol complaint (p.G. Warrior)

The poem "Soil" should be read along with ,,Lago prytherch,,.
A peasant and the several poems on the welsh farrner written by
Thomas, since each poem interprets the other. They are all to be
regarded as a number of poems about the same person against the
same background, They form a well knit sequence.
R.S. THOMAS' POETBY-AN OVERALL ESTTMATE

R.S. Thomas is an out standing poet of our time for several
reasons. His poetry is extremely sincere, exquisitely simple and
extraordinarily direct. He writes with great precision and clarity,
poems that are simple at the same time profoundly moving.
"R.S.Thomas is not at all literary. ,,John Betiman wrote. Thomas
takes his forms for granted, worries little about poetic theory. He is
not an experimentalist in from nor does he belong to or believe in
any poetic school or movement. The verse emanates from his var-
ied personal experiences as a priest among the welshmen for de-
cades, his poetry can rightly be described as a "spontaneous over-
flow" of profound, deeply disturbing feeling,s sounds, symbols and
images. Most of his poems are terse and compact, mosily lyrics.
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Thomas's subjects ate the bleakness of man and nature in
the society and landscape of Wales as exemplified by the ,Lago

Prtherch' Poems. There is no banner waving, there are no conces-
sions in sentimentality or to any inherited altitudes in his presenta-
tion ol the welsh peasant. Among the human studies in which the
harshly repellent aspects of daily toil and stench dirt and death are
faced, the recurring poems about the welsh hill farmer reveal an
appreciation of a prototype of human, endurance His preoccupa-
tion with the dual power of nature to brutalise and to heal is rotted
in his awareness of the openess of human nature to the bestialand
the spiritual.

Glyn Jones observes that R.S. Thomas is much nearer a tra_
dition in wales which sees the poet as community in which he lives;
in fact some of his themes have much in common with those of
certain modern welsh language poet. patriots like saunders Lewis
and waldo william : like the welsh writers, he sees with bitterness,
sometimes perhaps with despair, the rual decay, the cultural ero-
sion and the depopulation which afflict the welsh countryside. ,,His

attitude towards his parishioners had been steadily unromantic but
also ambivalent and increasing tolerant. To quote Glyn Jones, ,, the
parish of R.s. Thomas' care is the wales of the gmall farms, and
his achievement has been to give his themgs and his characters,
limited and,remote, by his passionate concern,.,universal signifi-

. ln his later poems, the themes becgme more serlous. ,,the

machine becomes a pervasive,threat; the.Welshllandscape is re-
place at times by an.almost allegorical tandcape where Thomas,s
portentous vision of the future is briefly bnacted, or:whichGod looks
over and ruminates on, in the first person, The.retation between
man and God the real meaning of God consciousness;^the obstacle
posed by mechanisation and modernism in manfs spiritual quest
and like them are treated in his later poems. .

R.S. Thomas employs a very direct intelligible, lucid style to
convey his ideas and present his themes, He loathes. (dislikes) every
kind of affectation, artificiality and dishonesty, Absolute futilities the
hall mark of his writing. tf in each of his collection, there are dozens
limp poetical phrases. lt is because he has not questioned his lan-
guage, he has questioned his experience and adapted a conven_
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tional diction. He is not glven to loading his verse with difficult idi-

oms and phrases. Or to subject il to material innovation and struc-

tural embellishments. He is a stolid doggedly clear writer, who like

Robert Frost (who seems to have influenced him in this matter) is

committed to traditional presentation of his themes without the least

tinge ol sentimentality. The element of linguistic ornamentation or

employing words for word's sake is conspicuous by its absence in

Thomas's poetry. A great qualify of his writings is passionate natu-

ralness. His words are crystal clear like broad daylight There are

no obscure allusions in his style as in the case ol Geoflery Hill or

Seasmus Heaney. Hence his lines run, rather gallop smoothly

Thomas's simple direct style stems lrom the fact that he is

predominantly a poet ol feeling rather than thought. Thematically

speaking, most of his poems are invariably variations or ramilica-

tions ol i maior theme like the hill farmer, god or mechanisation;

but his poems present a variely ol emotions like repulsion, disgust,

indignation, irritation awe, sympathy' love, compassion, aesthetic

admiration piety and so. The striking tact is that he uses more or

less the same style lo convey these myriad emotions'
Another quality of Thomas's poetry is its conversational inti-

macy. Whether speaking directly as himsell, or speaking through a

p"riora as in the "Lago Prytherch" poems, he gives the readers

the impression that in a finite moment ol inlinite significance, they

are listening to a person, who knows them intimately' For instance,

the lines fi:om "Lago Prythersh'!> "Made addressed to Prytherch,

involves the reader on- account of their quiet, inlormal, conversa-

tionat tone, This sense.ot intirnacy. which allows the reader to share

the thoughts. and.ledlings.o{ {he poet, is created by an extremely

skilful use.oI:lpause:land'"run on" lines. Thomas often places a

colloquial statement al lhe end or the beginning ol some verse so

that a line of .ordinary speech is invested with exceptional meaning

Thomas's poetry abounds in sense and sound devices Allit-

eration and onomatopoeia abound in his poems. "Draught of na-

ture sweeping the skull" (Lago Prytherch) Declining westward set

the scene" (,soit)" are examples of alliteration of the's' sound

"Emerging " in Frequencies contain two examples of internal rhymes:

from morphemes and phonemes: that conceal god and reveal him

to us A great {ascination lor rhyme is found in his earlier poems'
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There are end line rhymes, besides internal rhymes and occasion-

ally delayed rhymes in his Poetry.
Thomas does not adhere to strict stanzaic torms or metre,

However his favourite rhythm is a heavy four-stressed line which

owes something to the beat ol traditional Welsh poetry George

Macbeth observes that "The stress accent writing of Rs Thomas

however, gives a much more perceptible 'beat" than the work of

any of his contemporaries or immediate predecessors' His later

polms and paragraphs ol lree verse is An example is "Emerging",

a poem taken from "Laboratories of the Spirit", Capital letters at

the beginning ol each line have been dropped and one can hardly

find any stanzaic pattern in such poems. Ol Thomas's poetic style

Calvin Bedient has made the lollowing observation "Roughly but

not the delicate water surlace tension ol phase than on the metrical

Ioot, rhymeless intrequently end-stopped and usually in Iines of fewer

than eight syllables, Thomas's poetry is like a briskly descending

brook. Everytning about il is bent to a single aim, namely the wilt

happy arrival at mainslream realization."
Repetition is another conspicuous leature ol Thomas's po-

etry, He repeats words, phrases and even long sentences some-

times with variation. "How I made fun ol you", "Made lun of you?"

"Fun?" appear in'lago Prytherch". On reading his poetry, one is

struck by his apt choice of words and lelicitous phrasing: particu'

larly rhe adiective. To Thomas adiectives are not only the.critorbn

ol i poet but also much more subtly feYelatory "Long soliloquies"

'patient surgery" graceless accusation'' true leelings 'gaunt ques-

tion (Lago Frtnyerctr)" tall city" snake haunted garden (Emerging)

some line examples which illustrate that Thomas's adjectives are

spontaneous,.slriking, prolound and thought-provoking 
- ...

The reai merittf Thomas's poetic art lies in, the skill and in-

ventiveness with which he creates metaphors. Seldom does a poet

employ this figure of speech as olten and as ellectively as Thomas'

His metapnoL which have their origin in nature, religion and sci-

ence help him to give concrete shape and pattern to his abstract

ideas . "science and art the mind's turniture" (Lago pyrtherch") "labo-

ratory of the spirit (Emerging) are examples. Besides he also em-

ploys similes, transferred epithet and other figures which help to

enrich his style.

`
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Thomas is a master of symbolic vision. ,,Lago pyrtherch,, is a
symbolic character who represents the average welshman with all
his stolidity, ineptitude and endurance. A very powerful symbol in
his poetry is the question mark made by the ciouched, gaunt f igure
of this solitary farmer at his plough. Many of his poemi *"r"-.ru-
ated in the long stiadow of this dark figure, "Falling coldry across
the page". Like wise Thomas's later poetry is highry symbolic where
he tries to communicate his knowledge of the unknowable reality
through the language of metaphor and symbors. There is a rich tap-
estry of images in his poetry; they are impressive and impression-
istic, varied and sublime" (p.G. Warrier)

The didactic quarity of rhomas's poems is as powerfur and
outstanding as their aesthetic value. Every poem has some mes-
sage to convey. The moralistic or propagandist intentions manifest
in almost all the poems dealing with the wales and the lives of the
hill men: Besides he is endowed with an immense descriptive power
and a rare gift of narration. His descriptions are not tainted or bur-
dened with allusions and obscure parallels; but they are natural,
with or without comments or reflections according to the require-
ment. For instance his poem "soil " affords a fine illustration of his
picturesqu'e depiction of man and scene.

George Macbeth notes that Thomas's poetry seems at first
sight a grim and forbidding body of work to approach. His tone of
voice is almost invariably severe, his rhythm slow and heavy and
his subject matter invariably Man scratching a pitiful livelihood from
a bare and inhospitabre rand". Thomas's poetry is narrow in range
but it seems sure to last for its depth and its honesily,,.

commenting on the poet's work. Michaerschmiit makes these
remarks. "The development of rhomas's work towards a greater
thematic inclusiveness his changing relation to place, the ev-olution
of his social and spirituar perceptions, and his ranguage reveal
clearly the growth of an imagination described by John BJtlman as,
"not at all literary"-an imagination pursuing what it perceives as
"truth" whatever the consequences for ,,beauty',. Thomas,s experi-
mentation is never merery pray. rt is arways an earnest engagement
with experience and with language,,.

Casting about for comparisons critics have compared R.S.
Thomas to crabbe for the way he comes to grips with the harsh
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realities of rurar rife-the dirt, the cruerty the near bestiarity: to Ed-
ward rhomas for his "srow meditative manner,, and his diiciprined
verbal sparseness. All agree that he has nothing in common with
his counterpart in name and fame. Dyran Thomas.-yet perhaps com-
parison might also be made with George Herbert. The two careers
of hidden devotion to human ministry *]t t 

" 
marriage of riterary to

personal discipline seem to match across the centuries.
Though he may resemble other poets in one respect or the

other, R.s. Thomas nevertheless has carved a permanent prace for
himself in modern poetry. He is indeed a major poet of the century,
yet like Geoffrey Hiil, he too has not received due recognition. p.G.
warrier thinks this courd be because he never tires to folrow the
current trend or fashion in poetry. But pursues his own manner of
utterance. His cistinctive voice had succeeded in producing a re-
verberating echo in the hearts of his admiring risteners and is sure
to gather a stilr wider and rarger audience in the years to come.
MODEL ANNOTATIONS

'1. I passed and saw you
Labouring there, your dark ligure
Marring the simple geometry
of the square fields with its gaunt question
A major poet of our age with a distinctive voice R.S. Thomas

is priest-poet G.M. Hopkins and worked for decades as crergyman
in the remote wersh country parishes whose rugged randscale and
stolid hill farmer he has cerebrated in his poems, the earry ones in
particular. His poem entitred. "Lago prytherch,,describes one such
typical welsh peasant bringing out the poet's enigmatic attitude to
him.

Seeing the crouched figure of Lago in the distant fierds work-
ing on the grudging soir with immense pitien.", the poet addresses
him and apologises for having taken his rags for theme and having
made fun of him (in many of his poems). He confesses that no words
can describe his true feerings for the peasant. Then in the given
lines, he goes on to.say that as he passed and saw him rabouring
there, his dark crouched gaunt (weak) figure resembred an over-
sized question mark marring or spoiling ihe simpte geometry or regu-
larity of the squaie f ielCs

〆
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ln R.S. Thomas's mythology, Lago Pryterch is almost a ge-
neric name for the Welsh peasant enduring the harshness and lone-
liness of the hill farmer, thereby letting himself bO blinded to the
things of the spirit. The question mark made by the stooping figure
of the solitary farmer is a powerf ul symbol in his poetry; many of his
poems were created in the long shadow of this dark figure, "falling
coldly across the page".

2. This is his would, the hedge defines'
The mind's limits, only the sky'
is boundless, and he never looks up
A major poet of our age with a distinctive voice; R.S. Thomas

is a priest-poet like G.M. Hopkins, and worked for decades as a
clergyman in the remote Welsh country parishes whose rugged land-
scape and stolid hill farmer he has celebrated in several poems of
his collection "Song At the years" Turning" Etc., ln one such poem
entitled "Soil" the poet present the peasant scratching a pitiful live-
lihood from the grudging soil.
' The labourer is working in his small field enclosed by tall

hedges he is'topping 'rootcrops like swedes and mangolds prob-
ably for cattle. Watching him playing mechanically with his cold
blade, the poet says in the given lines that the field with its grudg-
ing soilis the Welsh farmer's world;the tall hedges mark the bound-
ary ol his fields; they define the limits of his mind. Contrary to his
limited enclosed existence, the sky is limitless and the farmer never
looks up.

ln these lines the Welsh farrner is portrayed as a colossal
ignoramus, a literal frog in the well. The tall hedges are symbolic;
they restrict the horizon of his thought. Living and working on his
soil, he hardly looks up to perceive the unlimited firmament of free-
dom and knowledge and light; he does not seem to miss them, prob-
ably because he is not aware that such things exidt.

TOPICS FOR STUDY
1. Critica, appreciation of individual poems.
2.fhe poetic art of each poet.
3. Allusiveness and obscurity in Geoffrey Hill's

special reference to the prescr.ibed poems.
4. Use and significance of imagery in Geoffery

poetry with

hill's ':The

Pentecost Castlel' 
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5. The.elements of contrast in Seamus Heaney's poems (pre-
scribed ones)

6. The Welsh farmer as portrayed by R.S. Thomas with spe-
cial reference to the prescribed poems.

7. R.S. Thoma's approach to God (based on) the prescribed
poems.
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2. Nine Contemporary Poets
A Critical lntroduction P.R. King
3. Twentieth Century Verse (ed) C.T. Thomas
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5. Eleven British Poets (ed) Michael Schmidt.
6. Four Modern English Poets K.Balakrishnan
7. R.S. Thomas: A study in the
Development of his poetic Vision Paravathy P.G. Warrier.
8. Twentieth Century poetry G.Martin and P.Furbank
9. The Rhythms of English Poetry Derek Attridge,
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DRAMA
WAITING FOR GODOT
SAMUEL BARCLAY BECKETT

Samuel Beckett. the Nobel Prize winner for literature in 1 969,
was born at Foxrock, near Dublin in an Anglo-lrish, well-to-do Prot-
estant, middle-class family on Friday, the thirteenth of April on Good
Friday 1906. He was the second son of William Frank Beckett, a
quantity surveyor, and Mary, nee Roe, He spend his kindergErten
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days at Miss lda Elsher's Academy at Dublin. Later he had his pub-
lic school education at Portora Royal School (where Oscar Wilde
had his education) He was a brilliant student excelling both in aca-
demic activities and sports and games.

After his school education he joined Trinity College, Dublin in
1923 first as-pensioner and then as foundation scholar. ln 1927 he
passed his B.A. examinations and was ranked first in the First Class
in Modern Literature (French and ltalian) for which he won a large
gold medal and the moderatorship prize. While at the university he
actively participated in the Qolf Club, the Cricket Club and the Mod-
ern Language Society and played brilliant chess. ln the summer of
1926 he had his first contact with France when he went on a bicycle
tour of the Chateaux of the Loire.

After graduation, in 1928, he spent two terms as a teacher at
Campbell college , Belfast, The same year he went as exchange
lecturer at Ecole Normale Superieure in Paris. Jean-Paul Sartre
was there at the time. He met and befriended James Joyce there.

Beckett's involvement with James Joyce in Paris was of cru-
cial importance and influence. ln 1929 he edited some essays by

- several very close friends admirers and disciples of Joyce, who
were enthusiastic about Joyce's forthcoming "Einnegan's Wake"-
Work in Progress-which was published only in 1939.

ln the summer of 1930 his first publication - the poem,
Whoroscope, on Descartes- was issued by Nancy Cunard's HOURS
PRESS in Paris. The poem has won $1O/-prize.

ln 1930 Beckett was back in Dublin, this time as assistant
lecturer in French at Trinity College, Dublin, He took his M.A. de-
gree in 1931, He resigned his lecturership after lour terms. Beckett
was temperamentally unlit to hold down a teaching job and had to
undergo psychoanalytical treatment in London for a grave neurotic

.condition with severe and debilitating physical symptoms.
ln February, 1931 Beckett's first play- parody of" Corneille's

LeKid"- written in collaboration with fellow French lecturer at Trinity
College was performed.

ln 1931 his first, and also his last, major work in literary criti-
cism "Proust" was publ,shed by Chatto and Windus.

His association with Joyce and his critical study of Proust were
a turning point in his literary activities. The associative abundance
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of their worlds helped Beckett in division a recipe the literary
economy an economy of substance which strips his imaginative
world of the personal and civilizational accoutrements of life except
in so far as they selectively impinge upon his characters as alge-
braic symbols of abstract space, function or possession The asso-
ciation also explains his obsession with the antithesis between the
inner world and the outer world. You may recall Proust's involuntary
memory leading to mental alienation.

Years of wanderings in London, France and Germany between
1932 and 1936 culminated in his decision to make Paris his home.
ln 1937 he settled in Paris.

ln 1934 Beckett's f irst prose Fiction- a collection of short sto-
ries titled 'More Procks than Kicks'- was published by Chatto and
Windus.

ln 1935-36 his first collection of verse-Echo Bones and other
Precipitates-was published in Paris.

ln 1937 Beckett lost his father. He was left with a small annu-
ity which was his only source of income and his only support till his
success in the theatre in 1950s.

ln 1938 his first novel "Murphy" was published by Routledge.
lrish Murdoch, the novelist, an undergraduate at that time at Ox-
ford, was profoundly influenced by the novel.

The Second World War broke out. Beckett joined the Resis-
tance Group and was very active. ln 1942 when his Resistance
Group was betrayed to the Gestapo, he narrowly escaped with his
future wife, with just minutes to spare, and reached the unoccupied
Southern Zone, He became an agricultural labourer in the village
Rousillon in the Vaucluse near Avignon and eked out a living which
was literally hand to mouth. This is referred to in "Waiting for Godot'
as: But we were there togethei, I could swear to it! Picking grapes
lor a man called... (he snaps his fingers)....can't think of the name
of the man at place called....(Page 62: Waiting for Godot:Faber:
Paperback:1972) He spent three years there in the farm. He suf-
fered a serious nervous breakdown, Worse, he lacked access to
medical/psychiatric treatment. Then he embarked on his novel "Watt"
writing which he found relief: he was committing his confusion to
paper. lt was his last strictly English novel.

The wartime services of Beckett were recognized and he was

-s.
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awarded the Croix de Guerre and the Medialle de la Resistance.
ln 1 945 after the War Beckett returned to lreland to see his f amily.

ln order to get back to Paris he accepted a post as interpreter and
storekeeper at the lrish Red Cross hospital in Saint-L.O. Normandy.

ln 1946 he returned to Paris. Between .l946 and 1950 there
was burst of creative work. He wrote in French the trilogy of novels
Molly. Malone Dies and The Unnameable - and then 'Waiting for
Godot', preceded by 'Eleutheria' which was neither published in
French.

ln 1950 Beckett lost his mother. The following year 'Molly'
and Malone Dies' were published in Paris. ln 1g52 Waiting for Godot'
was published in Paris.

On 5 January, 1953 the world premiere of En Attendant Godot,
(the original French version 'Waiting for Godot') was given at the
Theatre of Babylone (Now extinct) Boulevard Raspial, Paris directed
by Ronger Blin. The same year saw the publishing of "Watt" and
The Unnameable'.

ln 1954 Beckett's own translation of En Attendant Godot' was
published in New York. On 3 August, 1955 waiting f or Godot, was
premiered at the Arts Theatre, London directed by Peter Hall, On 3
January, 1956 the premiere of Waiting for Godot was given at the
Miami Playhouse in America.

On 13 January, 1957 Alt That Fall was first broadcast by the
BBC, and it was directed Donald McWinnie. On 3 April, 1957 the
f irst performance of Endgame (in French with 'Act Without Wordsl )'
was given, directed by Roger Blin at the Royal Court Theatre, Lon-
don.

On 28 October, 1958 Krapp's Last Tape'directed by Donald
McWinnie was premiered at the Royal court Theatre London.
'Endgame' in English joined the 'Tape'.

ln 1959 The University of Dubin honoured Beckett with a
D.Litte, BBC broadcast'Embers' On JUNE, 1959. Embers' won the
'ltalia" prize.

The world premiere ' Happy Days' was on 'l 7 september, 1 961
at Cherry Lane Theatre, New and it was directed Alan Schneider.
Beckett shared the lnternational Publishers' Prize with Borges.

On l3 November, 1962 'Words and Music was f irst broadcast
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by the BBC. On 14 Nune. 1993,'Play'was first performed in Ger-
man at Ulm directed by Derek Mandel; on 13 October, 1963 the
first broadcast of 'Cascando' by RTF, Paris, directed by Roger Blin
wad don.

ln 1964 untitled'Film'was produced in New York under the
direction of Alan Sneider. ln Septmber, 1965 Derek Mendel Di-
rected'Come and Go'in German in Berlin. On 4 July, 1966 BBC
televised 'Eh Joe'produced by Mechael Bakewell.

ln '1969 the Nobel Prize lor literature was awarded to Beckett.
ln October the same year the f irst independent production of Breath'
directed by Geoffrey Giham in Glasgow took place (which was origi-
nally incorporated by Kenneth Tynan as the opening sketch in 'Ohl
Calcutta)

On22 November 1972lhe world premiere of Not 1 Was given
at the Licoin Center (Vivan Beaumont Theater Building) New York
directed by Alan Sneider with the famous Jessica Tandy and
Henderson Forsythe as the actors.

ln 1976 in celebration of Samuel Beckett's TOth birthday the
first broadcast of Rough 'for Radio' was given by BBC, besides the
world premiere of That Time and Foot falls at the Royal Court The-
atre in London. Beckett himself directed 'Foot falls'On 17 April1977
the BBC televised'Ghost Trio' and .....8ut the Clouds....'and they
were directed by Donald McWinnie.

Beckett continued to write and produce short experimental
plays and to bewilder audiences worldwide as the plays challenged
every aspect of conventional theatre by registering human mystifi-
cation and incapacity before the pathos of existence and the inef-
fectiveness of human endeavour to connect and comprehend the
divergent threads of existence.

Beckett may be said to have won general recognition as a
playwright through his play 'Waiting for Godot' However, his main
claim to distinction lies in his novels which we have listed above.
Since 1950 he has remained in the fore f ront of literature as one of
the most influential and original appealing and dominating figures,
mesmerizlng, above all, a generation of people that shuns facile
solutions to fundamental problems and questions relating to hu-
man existence and to the relation between the'Finite' man, and the
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'inlinite'space and time, in a world wherefore the traditional, time-
honoured God has disappeared, ln this he has been guided by Dante
and Proust as well as quite a few other metaphysicians.

Beckett's complex, abstract and quasi mathematical specu-
lations are encoded in a series ol clear, yet at tim.es nauseating
images and symbols. His vision of man disintegrating beneath the
overbearing and crushing threat of merciless. Times and Space
leads us to a picture ol the world / universe which is arid and
comlortless and yet compelling.

The above calendar o, events is complete as inlormation re-
garding lhe latest position is not available. Beckett died at tew
months ago. ln his death the world English literature lost one of the
most original writers ol this century.

INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATBE OF THE ABSUBD WITH SPE-
CIAL REFERENCE TO SAMUEL BECKETT

. Audiences, whatever their nationalities be, are part of people
and share the outlook oi their time and place - which means that
they tend to be myopic, biased, suffering lrom thoughts and feel-
ings bounded unconscigusly by their environment, likes and dis-
likes, traditions, conventions, customs, religions and the like. They
almost always arrive at the theatre with strong, preconceived no-
tions about'life'and secretly but strongly entertain notions about
how life is to lived. lt is their kind of life and the way that it is to be
lived that they expect from the play, coming alive belore them on
the stage through action and dialogue. We must always remember
that a play constantly interacts with the audience and so the audi-
ence is both participant in and arbiters of the lorm and conlent of
the dialogue, the dialogue being the carrier of meaning / sense /
substance or whatever we call it. Almost always, therefore, play-
wrights gave their audience what tbey wanted or rather expected
(until playwrights like lonesco, Beckett, Adamov, Tardieu etc / ar-
rived on the scene). Audiences wanled what we call now a Well
MAQE P_LAY. So, perhaps, the best way ol beginning a study ol
'Waiting for Godot'will be by stating that'Waiting for Godot'is what
a well made play is Not. lt is everything in drama except being a
well made one. This observation calls for an explanation - am elabo-
ration of what until now has beFn considered a well made play.
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We are nol aware ol any laws governing plays and lhe the-
atre, Yet we do expect a few things from plays, from the theatre
(here I am using the word'theatre'as a hyponym). Theratrical ac-
tivity has a long tradition, going back to 1500 B.C. in Egypt. Our
expectations, as a rule, have been generally satisfaclorily fultilled.
Any standard book on plays / theatre will give us the inlormation
about whal a well made play is. Nevertheless, we shall list the fea-
tures usually associated with them as follows:

(1) A well made play always has a beginning, a middle and
an end-

(2) A well made play is said to have witty, sensible, logically
acceptable and coherent dialogue in a language which can be heard
and understood by the audiences.

(3) A well made play normally has at least two and almost
always more than two (in fact, quite a few) characters, real or imagi-
nary, born out ol the close observation of the playwrights of the
people around them. Such characters are recognizably human and
their actions are justifiably (in a logically valid sense) motivated. ln
theatre parlance we may say that thelr actions bear the stamp ol
credibility and verisimilitude. The characters.may be one hundred
percent lictitious, still they may be "probable" and /or "possible".

(4) A well made play must have the following three 'key'fea-
tures all time - honoured ones.

(a) the crisis (b) the hero (c) the three unities (b) and (c) are
self-explanatory; (a) calls for an explanation. The crisis in a play
may be delined as that moment in the play when all the relevant
information about the main story (plot/theme) has been gathered
in and the audience can more or less correctly predict what the
outcome is going to be. lt is nol lhe denouement which literally
means the untying of the knot. Denouement stands for the
unravelling ol a plot or story. The crisis, we may, therefore, say, is
the momenl just before the denouement when the audience real-
ize for the first time when the unravelling will start and what the
outcome will be. The hero (the protagonist) and the three unities
of time, place and action are too familiar to us to demand any expla-
nation.

ll we look at'Waiting lor Godot'lrom the standpoint o( a well
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made play, we find that it has no beginning, no middle or no end, as
nothing happens in the play for it to have them. There is very little
action in the theatrical sense of the term. The play originally writ-
ten in French as EN ATTENDANT GoDor in 1948 and translated
into English by Beckett himself has its dialogue in excellent modern
English as far as individual utterances are concerned, but we fail
to 'understand'a iarge part of it, as it is not sensible, not logically
connected and not acceptable as discourse since the utterances at
time are fragmented, seem to be at cross purposes and faii to con-
vey anything meaningful. ln other words, each of the principle char-
acters talks, almost always, at different waverings with very litile of
what I might call COMMON DENOMTNATORTAL |DEATION, one
talks about one thing in half formed sentences the listener about
another things as if he has not heard the speaker and so on with
the result that, as we expect, there is practically litfle communica-
tion between them. The show puzzles us as it is unusual. To put
the whole thing in a nutshell, each humhn being is an island unto
himself - which is a strange kind of mental alienation. I shall try to
explain such a'character' using the following example.

lmagine a pendulum. lts property is to swing from one. end to
the other. Say, from A to B. lt swings constanlly A.to B without any
break or cessation at any point. The constant to and fro move-
ments may be equated with the interaction between the two char-
acters involved in the dialogue i.e. communication. The pendulum
is the dialogue between A and B. Now suppose the pendulum swings
to end A and stops there for a while before swinging back to B;
similarly it stops for a while at end B before. swinging back to a. So
long as the pendulum is arreSted at A; there is no communication;
The pendulum is very much there i.e. the talk continues but com-
munication breaks down. lt is virtually A talking to himself and B
talking to himself, though as the normal swing is resumed commu-
nicative interaction comes back. 'Normalr is a tricky word, though.
As we know that the pendulum behaves a.gainst all normal traits,
against all norms of human society. They talk, but they do not at all
communicate. ls it not similar to the mythical Tower of Babel, but
with a difference, where all talk in different language with no com-
munication, while in our case it is the same language with no com-
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munication? Well, the net result is the same.
The situation is highly suggestive and symbolic. lt indicates

an absence of purpose or direction in the case of those involvecj, as
also an automatic / mechanical existence and action inappropriate
to the occasion. The talkers are inert and will - Iess; confused and
disoriented; suspicious and fidgeting. lt suggests iixpoverishment
of linguistic and philosophical values, the general accepticism of I
about language and what lies behind it, manifest in the 'fossilized
debris of language", as lvlartin Esslin calls it, in the form of slogans,
cliches, repetitions etc. Leading to ritualization etc. Strung together
in nonsense patterns. The language is full of trite and irrelevant
remarks and sometimes it parodies the language of science anC
philosophy. Language which is the meaning transmitting medium
amongst humans is rendered vacuous and consequent by absurd.

Even such characters are small in number. Action is mini-
mal, as thin and transparent as a spider web. The communication
gaps are to be filled in by the audience through active participation
and involvement in the thin action. Here again a good deal will be
purely hypothetical and irrational with slim chances of confirma-
tion. However, the audience has to lock forms with what little goes
on the stage to extract something - a phenomenally small some-
thing - out ol it which turns and never ending. That, by the way, is
the success ol the play.

The characters in 'Waiting for Godot'and similar plays are, to
say the least, very unusual ones. They are not introverts; they are
not insane; they are not retarded; they are a sort of disorganized
about themselves. ln case we subject ourselves to an unbiased
and honest investigation, we will be surprised, nay, confounded, to
find that 'almost' always we resemble them. Perhaps it is our
'moods'; in their case it is their 'character'. When such characters
as we find in 'Waiting for Godot' talk, will be full of sound, and at
times f ury too, a kind of phatic communion, signifying not, of course,
nothing, but their peculiar island - like mental make-up. They do
not seem to "Live" rather, they "Exist".

The characters in our play have no identifiable, recognizable
features like surnarne, nationally, age, special clothes, marital sta-
tus, passport, driving license, identity card and such parphernalia.
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The result is that we do not know what to make of them. Their
action, what little there is, is not convincingly motivated. Even if we
stretch our willing suspension of disbelief to its elastic extremity,
we are unable to consider them as similar to us. We can hardly
look upon them as humans like us, who, we guess are 'normal',
normality being a strange scale of measure and varying from per-
son to person. These characters shatter all our conventional ideas
of normalcy, credibility and humanity; they are not aliens, though.
The best we can say about them is they do not belong' and 'they
are different'.

As we come to the end of the play we begin to feel and think
that we have been cheated. At the end, as the curtain falls, there is
the near unanimous value judgment that the play right has taken us
for a ride. ln perfectly justifiable disappointment, outrage, annoy-
ance and disgust we pronounce the judgement: The play is Absurd.
Nevertheless, we are profoundly disturbed. Moved? Well, I don't'
know. Perhaps. Disturbed? Yes. Very much.

ln the foregoing account I have been using words like ab-
surd, absurdity, nonsense etc. almost synonymously. The lollow-
ing account tries to explain what I mean by absurdity, using a lew
examples and situations. Once we know what is meant by absur-
dity, we willbe comfortable with plays, like'Waiting for Godot; which
belong to the genre called Absurd Plays. We will be tempted to
conclude the there is nothing absurd about the so called absurd
plays. On the contrary, they are great plays.

IMAGINE:
(l) (A) I have to go to a distant place by train. I stand in the

long queue for a long time to get my ticket. The train, in the mean-
while, arrives and stands on the platform. lt may leave any mo-
ment now. I feel restless, helpless. At last I reach the booking
counter, collect my ticket and rush to the platform. The train has
already started to move. I run all the way to the train elbowing the
milling crowd on the platform, run along with the train to keep pace
with it and at last am about to get into a compartment when the
train clears the platlorm leavrng me behind panting for breath with
the ticket in my hand. I have a terribly painful feeling of being
cheated. My frustration is boundless. I did everything within my
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power and reached. After all the law-abiding waiting in the queue,

labour, expenses, anxiety and physical exerti'on, I got nothing in

return. I have been lelt where I was earlier. Now an uncontrollable
series of thought passes through my mind: The train is f ull : there
are thousands of passengers inside. Why I was left behind is be-
yond my comprehension. What haven't I done? Everything that as

expected from me was done sincerely and honestly. I try to ratio-
nalize the result. I reach nowhere. lf only the train had given me
just two more seconds, I would have been inside; I would have
reached my destination as planned. But here I am, stranded, help-
less and bewildered, for no fault of mine as far as I could fathom. lt
is something like a punishment to me. Do I deserve it? lt is totally
unwarranted, senseless. lT lS ABSURD!!! I don't understandll! I

fell like a fish out of water.
(ll) (A) I have worked hard for my final examinations. I am

thoroughly satisfied with my performance. lt has been outstanding.
I expect a high first class even a distinction. The results are an-

nounced. Then, to my disappointment I do not find my number
anywhere. I have not passed the exams even in the third class.
This cannot be! ln mounting panic I look again. I find no number of
mine. Terrified, I conduct an enquiry. I learn that as per the regis-
ters I have not appeared tor the exams. So how can I find my

number? I then prove that I did write the exams. The records at the
exam centre indicate my presence. The university authorities state
that even though the records show that I have written the exams,
my papers are not with them, they are missing in spite of their best
efforts ot trace them. This kind of things does not happen. Mine is
the only and isolated case in the long history of the university. I felt
miserable, virtually mad. The incident def ies all understanding, all

rationalization. I fell cheated, absolutely helpless. Why me??? The
question torments me. lT lS ABSURDI!

Let us just go back to (l) (A). lf I had succeeded in getting
into the moving train, everything would have been all right, every-
thing would have fallen into a neat ot predictable pattern. Nothing
has gone wrong. I would have been perfectly happy and contented.
Let us refer to this as (l) (B)

Similarly let us go to back to (ll) (A). lf I had found my num-
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ber in the first class or distinction division, as was expected, my
calculations would have been proved correct, my expectations would
have been fulfilled. I would have been happy. Let us call it (ll) (B).

Now, imagine that I am writing two short plays - one based (l)
(A) and the other based on (ll) (A). lhave two options before.me:
I can end (l) (A) in two ways, as given above. That is, (l) as given in
(l) (A)and (2)(l) (B)and in the second example (l)as is given in (ll)
(A) and (2) (ll) (B).

lf I have decided to close my plays as (l) (A) and (ll) (A), they
will be absurd plays; if I have decided to end them as (l) (B) and (l),
they will be well made plays.

The absurd plays result because no amount of philosophical,
sentimental, moralistic or religious rationalization an explain satis-
factorily. How the things happend to me as they did. lf I was a
believer in Fate and / or Fatalism, I can satisfy myself by resigning
myself ot Fate. However hard I try, the experiences mystily me; in
fact, they are mind - boggling.

These are crude and prosaic example which try to show what
absurd plays are like and about. The theatre of the absurd has a
system of philosophy which we do not find in the above illustra-
tions. We ask questions like 'why me?'. lf everyone asks this kind
of questions, then the experience is unviersalized. That is the heart
of the matter.

Usually we calm ourselves by assertion 'The past is dead,
the f uture is yet to come, what matters is the present'. But living is,
and always will be, a concatenation of the past, the present and the
future Only animals live at the present, for the present We have a
better word to refer to this kind of living: EXISTENCE. Animals ex-
ist; humans live. We can do nothing at all to alter the past; only
animals exist at the present and for the present; we can do nothing
at all about the future either, as we do not know what lies ahead of
us. We do not know what the purpose of our existence is. We are
born into this (hostile) world without having been informed of the
purpose, if there be any, of our arrival. Being human, we expecl
that it will be revealed to us later today, tomorrow, the day after,
next week or next month or perhaps sometime next year. We are
all waiting for this revelation, for something to happen,to us so that
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the mystery is removed. We have no control over this removal or
mystery and subsequent revelation of the purpose of our existence,
but we can wait which is very much the only domain of our activity.
WE CAN WAIT AND WE DO WAIT AND WE CANNOT BUT WAIT.
Suppose nothing happens in spite of our continued waiting is pro-
longed and tends to be endless. Meanwhile, what do with time? To
kill time we do certain things - which in the philosophical frame
amounts to insignificance, mere trivialities. lf this is all about life,
why try to rationalize it ? Well, we need not. Life is beyond defini-
tion and rationalization.

I shall now try to explain the concept of waiting, using com-
monplace illustrations, I buy a lottery ticket and then wait for the
day the results are announced. I write exams and wait for the re-
sults. I wait for a job. I wait for my marriage. I wait lor the birth of
Children...l at long last wait for death. Life is endless waiting (with
death as destination and as the cessation of the waiting process).

The kind of waiting referred to above is too mundane. The
waiting that is mentioned in Beckett is 'spiritualized', 'rarefied' and
'highly hpersemanticized'. We can easily conceptualize the mean-
ing to 'waiting; if we imagine a prisoner who has been sentenced to
death on a particular day he is LOOKING FORWARD TO lT (Note
the irony). We must admit that the only thing the prisoner is ca-
pable of is to wait and it is this waiting that makes up his living. For
him living is waiting. We may further aggregate this. lmagine that
there has been a miscarriage of justice: the prisoner is fact inno-
cent; circumstantial evidence against him is so strong that the pros-
ecution could easily establish that he is guilty and the defence
could do absolutely nothing at all to save him. Can we never un-
derstand what the prisoner would feel under the circumstances?
How is this waiting tied to time? Waiting is possible through time
only and time ticks away-over which we have no control. The agony
is ineffable.

The works of Beckett ref lect some of the basic tenets of mod-
ern philosophy - the most conspicuous being Sartre's Existential-
ism. This is not to say that he borrowed everything from Sartre (re-
call that they were coevals).

Existentialist philosophers like Heidegger, Kierkegaard, Sartre
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etc. and writers like Kafka, Camus and others look upon man as an
island, as an alienated being cast into an unfamiliar, mostly hostile
universe which does not possess any inherent truth, value or sense
(i.e. meaning). The represent human existence on earth as a jour-
ney from nothingness to nothingness That is, existence is absurd,
anguished and meaningless. ln his remarkable and influential book
'The Myth of Sisyphus'Camus observes:

ln a universe suddenly deprived of illusions and of light man
feels a stranger. His is an irremediable exile.... This divorce be-
tween man and his life, the actor and his setting truly constitutes
the feeling of absurdity.....

Eugene lonesco has something to say in his essay of Kafka
about this:

Cut off from his religious, metaphysical and transcendental
roots, man is lost; all his actions become senseless, absurd and
useless.

Thus existential philosophy starts from the rejection of valid-
ity and reality of (general) concepts. We know that in idealistic phi-
losophy common concepts like beauty, goodness etc. are consid-
ered 'real'. A beautiful thing includes an element of beauty; a good
thing includes an element of goodness. ln other words, it is the
essence, beauty, that makes a thing beautiful. lt is the essence,
goodness, that makes a thing good. Therefore, ESSENCE COMES
BEFORE EXISTENCE. Well, existential philosophy says just the
reverse. lt is out of the beautiful thing that beauty, the essence, is
abstracted; it is out of the good thing that goodness, the essence,
is abstracted. That is to say, EXISTENCE COMES BEFORE ES-
SENCE. So general truths, ethical/ moral systems and the like are
pure illusion. Here by'general' we mean 'common to one and all'.
Therefore, as general truths etc. are illusions, there can be nothing
in this world common to all people, to every individual in this world.
That is to say, each one has to find out one's own salvation all by
oneself, because of the absence of generally, encapsulated in one's
own identity one is all alone; one has to discover for oneself every-
thing that applies to one that is also to say, we cannot find two
persons alike in this world. Each has to have his own sense of be-
ing the question is what is being? Philosophers have, time and again,
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asked this question. Beckett explores this in his cannon and leaves
it unanswered for the readers and spectators to form their own con-
fusions. The search continues for man's identity. Even if it appear
despiring and nihilistic, the quest is laudable because if we get what
we are searching for, we understand life and existence and the
meaning of life and existence.

It tradition literature through millennia experience both at a
and imaginary, (or is it imaginative?) has formed the framework
skeleton for padding and embellishment. Absurd writing of both
subjective and objective visions and experiences.

When the plays of Eugene lolesco, Jean Genet, Samual
Beckett. Edward Albee, Arthur Admove, Harold Pinter etc. are pre-
sented on stage these days, critics and audiences do not leave the
houses puzzled, outraged, feeling cheated or cursing, as they did
when they were premiered. To day their plays are crowd pullers,
box office successes, fascinating, stimulating, disturbing and above
all, strangely satisfying. The theatre of the Absurd marks the birth
of a new and different convention of drama. Let us recall the words
of Kenneth Tyran after he saw the premiere of 'Waiting for Godot'

It forced me to reexamine the rules which have hitherto gov-
ernment drama; and having done so to pronounce them not elastic
enough.

The label .THE THEATRE OF THE ABSURD. given to these
plays by Martin Esslin, Head of the Radio Drama department BBC
London and an authority on drama must be "understood as a kind
of intellectual shorthand for a complex pattern of similarities in ap-
proach, method and convention, of shard philosophical and artistic
premises, whether conscious or unconscious, and ol influences from
a common store of tradition".

The birth of the theatre of the absurd may be traced to sev-
eral causes like the conflict between science and religion conse-
quent upon Darwin's findings resulting in the disappearance of god
(or the death of god), the World Wars and the inevitable breakdown
of the so-called liberalfaith, the birth and spread of th.e communist
/ fascist nazideologies, the interbellum and post bellum disillusion-
ment, the barbarism of Hitler which manifested in concentration
camps, mass murder and genocide, the spiritual vacuity of the era,
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the total inability of rich, mechanical and material world to satisfy
the spiritual needs of man, the astonishing poverty of huge chunks
of humanity and their animal like existence and so on.

When we relerred to exislential philosophers and writers, we
menlioned a senseless (meaningless) universe, senseless actions,
senseless utlerances etc. Sense is carried lrom one individual to
another in a close - knit community through the language o{ the
community. And so, no wonder that the theatre of the absurd is
seriously concerned with criticism of language which has been de-
prived ot its logical semantic component. Language has become
empty (perhaps,'empty'is too strong a word an so we can use
'inadequate'in the place). When such an inadequate language be-
comes the medium of expression of say, philosophy, politics, eco-
nomics and the like the latter sulrer from imperlect expression,
Flecent books bear testimony to this observation. We do seem to
understand much ol what is being said in such books, not because
our grasping is deficient, but because the authors use a language
which is becoming increasingly inadequate. Similarly, most our day-
to-day communication is senseless, PHATIC and absurd. The lan-
guage ol the absurd plays on many occasions ceases to carry mean-
ing because only through such a language an absurd existence be
represented realistically. Here language uses mostly active vocabu-
lary but in spite ol that, signification remains opaque, hardshelled.
When our conceptualization o, the universe which takes a verbal
shape runs contrary to what is real (which again has verbal shape),
we suspect the latter and stupidly holds onto our tond vision. ln
other words the two pictures clash in order to desperately cling to
the accepted notions and values, we are prepared even lo change
the premise. For instance, suppose we say to an ill-inlormed per-
son that the earth is round, he may raise his eyebrows and ask;
'You mean flat'There is an incessant clash between illusion and
reality in this world which is put to artistic and creative use by writ-
ers.

The Theatre of the Absurd is not the only avent - grade one.
We have the theatre of crueliy, of fact, of protest, of anger, ol ritual
the comedy of menace the poor theatre and scores of other kind.
Almost every modern dramatist is the father of a new kind of the-
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atre. There is a good deal of experimentation going on in the field.
Now let us see what we have in'Waiting Ior Godot'. The play

was translated into many languages, performed in many countries
and was lhe most important intluential play of its generation. lt has
no plot. lt is static. NOTHING HAPPENS, NOBODY COMES, NO-
BODY GOES, lT'S AWFUL Lel us see what the play consist in:

By a tree on a country road, two old tramps are waiting ror
Godot. They encounter Pozzo and Lucky, master and slave. Alter
more waiting, a boy tells them Godot will surely come tomorrow.
The above happens in the first act.

ln the second act the same things happen (except that Pozza
has become blind and Lucky dumb). At the end they receive the
same message.

Valdimir: Well, shall we go?
Estragon : Yes, let's go (they do not move).
The two tramps under a tree on the bare stage are derived

from the cross talk comedians of the music halls and films, Chaplin
and Keaton oI the silent lilms (movies) and Laurel and Hardy ot the
talkies. The dialogue is repetitive patter.

What do we make ol this play?
It is an existential play herein the two tramps like ourselves

suffer constant practfalls, ponder the meaning of lile, contemplate
suicide and wait. Vladimir and Estragon are complementary per-
sonalities like Pozzo and Lucky. (lt is said the Pozzo slands for the
body, the material and Lucky the mind, the spiritual). The tramps
constantly wait for something, just like us. The act ol waiting is es-
sential to the human condition.

Beckett did not examine the illogicality of dreams, with the
surrealists, the nature of allegory with lonesco, non-sense lor its
own sake with the dada-ists, or even insist that the world is absurd
/ He has a particular voice: he considers the human condition at its
mosl basic level. He does this by examining the dramatic lorms of
expression and extending them to their limits, there by purilying
dramatic language and simplilying forms of lechnique. His in{lu-
ence has been phenomenal. You will find this when you do the play
in detail.

Beckett did not interpret the search for the sell (identify) as
lil
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meaning simply the attempt to define one's character. lndividual
characteristics (Personal moralities among them) were of less im-
portance than the basic human awareness of living, the sense grow-
ing or dwindling away, waiting for something to happen, the cycles
of friendship or alienation. With single - minded devotion and dedi-
cation he strove to develop a dramatic means through which these
inner rhythms could be captured. As he desired total objectivity, he
chose to write in French, English having too many personal asso-
ciations, (recall the associatrve abundance of the Joycean and
Proustian stream of consciousness and read 'Modern Fiction' by
Woolf) and then translated his works into English for British audi-
ences.

Whenever we talk about life, soul, mind and such things, reli-
gion is close behind. But Beckett did not betray too many signs of
religious beliefs. The play has quite a few references to Christian-
ity, but any traces of religious belief are promptly contradicted by
expressions of doubt and disbelief. Christianity is used within the
play as just one of those habits of fear or hope keeps a person
going through the endless process of waiting. Many critics tried to
associate Godot, the mysterious being for whom the two tramps
are without reason waiting, with God. Godot never appears. ln a
rare moment Beckett stated that Godt was not God.

lf Godot is not God, then what (many asked, many are asking
and many will continue to ask) dqes the play mean? The play infu-
riated many critics including lover Brown who said that he could
"find no satisfaction in the meanings of the mentally deficient". Bercht
saw the play as a justification of social inaction and also hated it.

Our answer to the question 'what does the play mean?' is
another question on 'ls it imperative that everything should mean
something?' Existence will be unbearable if everything that we do
and say is meaningful. Too much of meaning leads to what we call
ANGST. in the German language.

Beckett wished to present an inner f low of consciousness but
instead of choosing'a language dense with private association, he
evolved a primary language which would convey the flow direcily',
instead of through the mist of confused memories.

"Waiting for Godot' is basically about waiting for something to
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happen. Nothing happens, of course, for simple reason that if it did,
the play would no longer be about waiting, but about something
happening, Beckett's problems was how to translate the waiting
feeling into dramatic terms. He did so by carefully balancing one
type of expectation agaihst another which on a literary level resulted
in an almost hypnotic antiphonal prose - poetry, one short phrase
counter pointed by another:, and on a social level captured a mood
of irresolute, sceptical uncertainty which was perhaps the familiar
feeling of the 1950s when the earlier optimistic ideologies were prov-

ing false. The play is not pessimistic; it is even nibilistic. Waiting is
not Pessimistic. We Believe in Waiting. Beckett balanced out pes-
simism and optimism, death and birth, leaves falling and growing.

One of the paradoxes about the play was that it was regarded
by many as theatrically intractable and extremely obscure. Yet it be
came a popular success. The tramps set up a fashion of their own
in Great Britain, influenced Harold Pinter and T.V.comedy
programmes. Martin Esslin points out that the play was a great suc-
cess before prison audiences who knew nothing about the litera-
ture but everything about waiting.

It is said that Jarry's "Ubu Ro" first seen in Paris as far back
as 1896 was the first absurd play. lt was based on the assumption
that human lile and endeavour are so essentially illogical, and lan-
guage so inadequate that man's only refuge is in laughter. But when
ahd if many has lost his innate capacity to Laugh, either at his own
self or at life in general, then what? Let us not even think about the
answer. lt is too frightening, niglltmarish!!!

THE PLAY: WAITING FOR GODOT

JUST THE SYNOPSIS

THE TEXT USED HERE IS THE PAPERBACK EDITION OF FABER AND
FABER (1956) BEPRINTED lN'1972.

THIS IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE PLAY PROPEH READ THE TEXT AS
MANY TIMES AS YOU CAN.

'Waiting for Godot, to use the author's own words, is a tragi-
comedy in two facts. First written in French in 1948 as 'En Atten-
dant Godot' and then translated into English by Beckeit himself , the
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play has been causing violent debates and controversies' ever since

it. pr".i"t". in USA, UKl and France forty year ago' on what drama

is ana wnat the problems relating to drama are Recall Kenneth

Tynan has stated.
One evening on a lonely road near a leafless tree two fingures'

elderly, hall tt"rf -hulf clown' dressed in the vestiges of respect-

ability and equipped with cliche{hinking and veibal self-importance '

aie waiting lor'somebody ol the name Godot They seem to have

no f".ify,"no prolession (occupation), no home to go to Godot has

gir"n rhl, to understand, they seem to believe that their patience

ivill be rewarded. But it is soon apparent that they are Estragon and

Vladimir. They are not sure what shape the ofler of help of Godot

*iii1"k". They are not sure that they are at the right place either'

in"y 
"i" "* 

sure whether it is the day fixed Ior the rendezvo. us' As

in"i, J" 
""r 

know what they should keep themselves busy with dur-

intihe waiting, they do thL and that to while away their time' They

."L, to belong to category ol people well-known in. Paris as

cloCnnnos, p"rions who have known better days' who have been

educated, civilized and cultured. Physically they appear to.be com-

""i"tir"f, 
unscathed: One takes ofl his boots the other talks ol the

bo"p"f".'fh"V eat a carrot. They have little to say to each other

*ni"n ,"un..ornething They call each other by Two diminutive -

and Didi, the lormer being short for Estragon and the latier lor

Vladimir.- 
if,"i/ lirst look lo the lett, then to the right' They.talk about

going, preiend tnat they are in tact going, leaving each.other though

itt"if"* moments of separation, they get back to each other' Well'

,n"f 
"unno, 

go away, as they are waiting for Godot' about whom

the'audience- knows nothing except that he will not come At lasl

thatmuch at least is clear to everybody . .

Nothing is mentioned about their antecedents: no initials' no

surname, no-"g", no occupation no family, no society' property' no

."ii"r"fitv, in ihort, nothing at all They seem to have no future

plans at all except meeting with Godot'

Soon they have visitors two errie passers - by who serve as a

diversion distraction, who come lrom nowhere who are going no-

where and who leave no trace at all One of the two is Pozzo who

seems to be a local landowner. He says he is on his way to the

io*f Lii,o sell his slave, Lucky (the second personl who is-walk-

i"gln;"0 
"f 

him al the far end of a long rope which Puz.zo holds in

nll nanO., Lucky is decrepit, emaciated, anaemic and stilf The rope

i" rounO f,it n""k. Por.o and Lucky contrast with each other' yet

tn"y f,ur" one thinking in common: they are both driven by a des-

f"i'"t" ",t"*p, 
to eva-de panic which could grip them if they hap-

p"n"a ,o lose their beliel in whal Pozzo stands Ior' Pozzo halts a

irrite witir the two tramps, sits down on a camp stool' eats his lunch

""i"i"ii"g 
ot leg ol 

"oid "hi.k"n 
in front ol them' grants them the

Uon"" *ri"n Luiky spurms them smokes a pipe and then in grati-

iJe tor tneir company makes Lucky execule a lew shambles by

,"f oi ;orn""' 
"nd 

th"n thinks aloud ,for them He delivers a highly

fi.iui""qr" description ol the twilight Lucky, besides his dance'

labbtes an incomprehensible speech-his intellectual performance

;;;;i;i"; of stammering and stutterings and strange disconnected

sentence;. All ol them sel upon him to silence him Pozzo lives by

oioei" nrrrea at Lucky in the torm ot mono syllables' never looking

at him or even in his matters' He seems to proclaim to the wide

world that he is all in all, the whole world revolves round him and he

has the final say in all matters. He destroys whalever might be grow-

in! in ti.", byinot listening. He ignores urgericy by {idgeting with

r'ii pp" 
"i'"plving 

the intlerior oi his mouth with mouthsprarv He

relishes an impresslve show ol pessimism'

Soon Pozzo takes leave ol them with his slave ahead ol him

at the other end ol the rope with its noose round his neck' The two

trurpt nur" not been albne for long when a boy appears before

in"rri Utinging the news thal Godot "won't come this evening' but

surely tom-orriw". The boy goes away; darkness envelopes the place

uiro"t 
"t 

once when the two tramps conternplate suicide by hang-

ing themselves from lhe tree. Then they decide to call it a day and

t""g;. Britn"v oo not 1ro. The curtain comes down so much lor the

first act.
The second act. The same place is revealed as the curtain

ooes uo (in lact we presume that is the lollowing day)' The decor' at

I"vi"i" l. ,n" trme but lor iust one delail; the tree has sprouted a

i"* t""u"" lour or live. Didi is loined on the slage by Gogo: Didi

cuPl381ZO5lr,0o0 - 4



sings a song about a dog coming into the kitchen, stealinq a crust
or oread, getting kiled and buried on whose tomb is writterietc. etc.Gogo puts on his boots, eats a radish. He does not recall that hewas ther{e before.

, .,Po:.o and Lucky return from the side they made their exitrrom lhe tirst act. They have changed: pozzo is blind, Lucky is dumb.Pozzo does not remember anything. They fa ir l n""li iogetne,
and get up painfully. pozzo is exasperated at Didi,s questions ontime. He bellows thal life itself is oniy a briel instant. in"."ff, .ort,
out, brie, candle). pozzo leaves driving Lucky before nl.. n litU"later the boy comes and delivers the saite ,u".ug" u" J"ior", t,tr.Godot won't come this evening, but he ,ll come toirorrow. in" Uoydoes not seem to know or remember the two tramps: hL ha" n"re,seen them berore.

The sun sets; the moon rises; the two tramps contemplate
suicide, but without much determination - well, tfre Lrancires of tne
!:ee 

o.uS.l't to be quite strong tor rhat. They decide to lo "*"y, 
Urtdo not stir as the curlain comes down.

,. Th: play takes roughly three hours for performance. The au_orence sil mesmerized throughout. The endless waitinq produces
an effect o, searing pathos, il it were not to,. tt" taci iiai iecrertturns the tramps into clowns, who mess aboul witf, tf,"iin"i"I ooot.etc. and tumble in horseplay. The anguish of human ,""til-""n"".
ano rne meaninglessness of human existence on this planet con-sort.with crude panlomime. There is not anchor or aignity. Becf etrdenies satisraction to the audience and they f""r"1i" if"lf,or."proroundly disturbed.
WARNING

No synopsis, no matter how well written it might be, can everact as a substitute for the original full - length versio-n. Soihe aOovesynopsis is more like an apology and iridiscretion th* 
"nytningelse.

. ll is absolutely essential 
.that we redd the play repeatedlydozens of times and ,try to visualize the pertorman"! 

"io"-g;[h ,h"readings. This guarantees to us ever increasing satisfaction.

,,"^" Ijl:j^":?:.or the ptay ties in jts diatog;. we trave naroryuseo any part of the dialogue in our synopsis. So the synopsis is
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Just the carcass; the soul is nowhere in it
SEEK IT IN THE PLAY

. ... li th9 next few pages we are attempling a criticaj evatuationof 'Waiting for Godot,. This evaluation will amo"unt to.orn"1f]rg onfyif the text is thoroughly familiar to each of the ,"uO"r.:if,"r"for"
access to the text is presumed to be available to all

CRITICAL EVALUATION OF'WAITING FOB GODOT"

. .A. 
the curtain goes up, we discover a country road A leallesstree stands on one side. The time is evening.

, EltlaSon is sitting on a low mound aid trying to take ofl hisboots. This is how the play begins. The tocate t" ,,iio"niiiiuur", 
"oalso the character who is totally absorbed in frts tasf li clutO Oeany place. As we watch Estragon trylng hard in vain to take off hisboots, we begin to suspect th;t the-bo;ts n"r" o""or"'!rit ot ni"body (JUst as in the case of Molly where his Uicycle nas [".orn" 
"mechanical extension of man,s physical inefficien.i."y.- 

"'-
Vladmir appears. We hear Estragon speak the f lrst word as:Nothing to be done.
It this is true, we have to presume that for the rest ol his lifethe boots will remain as part of his anatomy. Wt i"f..r, i ,"V in" f *"t,is f rightening.
See how Beckett descrjbes Vladmir approiching.:
Vladimir (advancjng with short stiff strijes, tegs 

"wiOe, 
apartl.His words are, however, a morale_booste t.

. l'm beginning to come round to that opinion. All mv life l,ve
]il:! l" pr, it from me, saying, Vtadimir, o" ,"u.on"ur", vJr'iru"n,,yet tried everything. And I resumed the struggle.....

The resumption of the struggle is rem]iiscent of King Bruceof Scottand who was inspired by i spider to r.."rrn" ni. iili 
"rawho won the bat e after seven defeats. lt is quite a posiiive out-look. Note how all on a sudden humour springs:

,^ - -u$,l,ii 1 ; Tyrning to Eslragon): soih"r" yo, are again.rnrs rs more lrke phatic communion the normal communication. ButEstragon takes it to mean titera y and to refer to tf," iolui.,- '

Estragon:Am l? (Am lhere again?)
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Now let us look at what Vladimir says:
l'm glad to see you back, I thought you were gone for ever.

The words suggest that the going and the returning are a regular
f eature.

Estragon is glad, too, obviously to see Vladimir. He says : Me

too. So, togetherness is welcome and eagerly looked forward to
This is reinforced by the words of Vladimir:

Together again at last! We 'll have to celebrate this. But
how?....

On being denied an embrace, Vladimir sarcastically asks:
May one enquire where llis Highness spent the night?
Estragon:lnaditch.
Vladimir: (admiring) A ditch! where?
Estragon : (without gesture) Over there
We cannot explain why Vladimir admires Estragon for having

slept in a ditch. The absence of gesture appropriate to the response

conveys no meaning. Vladimir is not wiser as result ol the answer.
Vladimir: And they didn't beat You?
Estragon : Beat me? Certainly they bet me.

Normally, after'Beat me? We expect' Certainly they did not'.
Here we have just the contrary.

By now you must have become familiar with the linguistics ol
Beckett in Waiting for Godot'.

Let us take a review of what we have seen so far.
The first sentences spoken by Estragon and Vladimir (Noth-

ing to be done and l'm beginning to come round to that) strongly
indicates that what lies in front of them is nothingness. i.e. vacuity'
It is doubtless a terrible feeling. However, total apathy and insensi-
tivity have not possessed them. The humour, the sarcasm, the feel-
ing of togetherness and the resultant relief are all indicative ol some-

thing positive. Mutual dependence and fellow - feeling are desir-
able. ln fact they sustain them.

Even though they are unhappy now, they have happy memo-
ries: Vladimir : Hand in Hand from the top of Eiffel Tower, among
the first. We were presentable in those days. Now it's too late. They
wouldn't even let us up.

Passage of time has harmed them. They had know better days

had social recognition and acceptance, a status to boast of. At
present they are tramps. I have already mentioned that such per-

sons are called "clochards". Besides they have their private ailments:

Estragon's boots refuse to come off; Vladimir complains ol some-
thing.

'l' like to hear what you'd say if you had what I have. We have

already noticed how Vladimir walks. Now we hear his complaint.
He dos not name his illness. Therefore, we may guess that some-
thing is wrong between his legs. This support from the following:

Estragon : (pointing) you might button it all the same.
(Obviously it is the Ily of his trousers).
Vladimir : (Stooping) True. (He buttons his f ly). Never neglect

the little things of life.
We can not but notice the pure humour hidden in the words

whereas Estragon is obsessed with his boots, Vladimir is obsessed
with his hat. Both, with their antics, remind us of clowns. They seem

too busy themselves with trivial things. They have to kill time. They
have nothing to do. Their clownish actions continue. ln the course
of his clownish actions Estragon; with supreme effort succeeds in

pulling of his boot. He looks inside it, feels about inside it, turns it
upside down shake it, looks on the ground to see if anything has

fallen out, finds nothing feels inside again, staring sightlessy before

him.
Estragon : Nothing
Estragon : There's nothing to show
'Nothing' is word that is used numerous times in the play.

'srtaing sightlessly' suggests that they look but do not see, as per-

haps, their minds wander and they are not able to concentrate on

anything at all.
A close stylistic analysis may tell us that on many occasions

even when they are talking to each other in apparent earnestness
no communication in the strict sense of the term takes place be-

tween them They talk at cross purposes, suggestive of their wan-

dering minds as well as their inability to concentrate, to think coher-

ently, or to understand the other's point of view. if at all there is one.

Their (comic) antics, virtual pantomime as a Ylalter of fact tell us of

vacant minds and also that they have all the t re in the world and
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do not know what to do with it. This agony.
Estrgon rejects Vladimir,s request / suggestion/ demand that

the lormer put on his boot again. This occasions the learned com-
ment from Vladimir.

Tiiere's man all over you, blaming on his boots the taults ol
his feet.

The metaphor informs us that we charge the world with all
kinds o, imperrections when in reality the faults are ours.

All on a sudden, their talk switches to religious matters:
Vladimir : Go go
Estragon : What?
Vladimir : Suppose we repented?
Estragon : Repented what?

_ . Madimir: Oh.....(he reflects) We wouldn't have to go into the
details.

Let us look at the above dialogue. Even Vladimir suggests
that they repent, h'e has not cogitated on repenting. lt is Estragon,s
pursing of the matter that prompts Vladimir to refl;ct Even then he
is.not quite clear about what to repent. By now it is quife olear to us
that their utterances are iust sounds strijped of theii natural mean_
ing. See it is Estragon whofills in the gap in the thinking ol Vladimir.

Estragon : On being born?
'Vladimir breaks inio d heqrty laugh which the immediately

stifles his hand pressed to his pubis, hiJ face controlled. , I have
already mentioned that something is wrong between his legs, Now
we can be mora expliiit: he has some venereal disease. lt is taOoo
to name itor discuss it in public.

Vladmir : One daren,t even laugh any more.
Estragon : Dreadtul privation.
WFen Lwas reterring lo Jarry,s.Ubu Roi,(.l9g6), the first ab-

sqrd play, lhappened to mention that,human lile'endeavour are so
essentially illogical, and language as inadequate that man,s only
refuge is in laughter Vladimii suffe.rs unbearable pain when he tries
to laugh. Coupled with this inability to taugh is dreadful privation.
We can only imagine the horrifying situation where we dare not
laugh and ,ivhere we are destitute.

Vladimir can't laugh. But he linds that a laugh cannot be re.
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placed by a smile. The latter is not fulfilling. lts not the same thing.
Nothing to be done. This time it is Vladimir who says ,Nothing to be
done'.

Now their talk is on religioi. They discuss the Bible, the cos-
pels, the Dead Sea, Crucifixion, the Saviour, the two thieves, salva-
tion, damnation and so on. He talks about how only one ol the Gos-
pels mentions about one of the thieves being saved - which is a
probing theological question. This discussion of metaphysics shows
thal they are'educated' in such matters, despite their present dep-
rivalion.

Estragon, who is poetic (Earlier there is a mention of this fact
- his rags bear testimony to having been a poet) remarks that the
spot is charming. He suggests that they go. lt is now that lor the
f irsl time we hear Godot being mentioned.

Estragon
Vladimir:
Estragon' Vladimir :

Estragon
Vladimir:

Let's go
We can't

see any others?

(Despairingly) Ah! (Pause) you,re sure it was here?
what?

That we were to wait
He said by the tree. (They took at the tree) Do you

I dont know. A willow
Consider the last enquiry and the answer. First we have a

question, then an answer, then the cancellation of whal the answer
says. This type ol cancellalion and qualification in language is typi_
cal ol Beckett. The remaining part ol the dialogue is triviaiities. But
in their midst is hidden some vilal inlormation which has correct
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Estragon

bearing on the action of the plays.
Vladimir WElt are you insinuating? That we,ve come to the

wrong place? '
. Eslragoo: He should be here.

Vladimir: He didn't say lor sure he,d come.
Estragon : And if he doesn,t come?
Vladimir: Well come back tomorrow
Estragon : Possibly
Vladimir : And so on.
Estragon : The point is....
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Vladimir : Until he comes.
The above lines succinctly presenl the heart ol the play i e'

Waiting
However, they are not sure o{ anything ai all. They are not

sure whether they were there the previous day, whether they could

recongnize the place, whether it was the day Godot was to come,

etc., etc., Lingering doubts, hazy recollections, nebulous certain- '

ties - all these torment the two tramps. Sense of loneliness, dreams

and nightmares scare them.

-. Estragon desires to try out parting, There are time when I

wonder if it wouldn't be better lor us to part.

Atter bandying words with with each other, they come round

to
'What do we do now?'
A dozen or so oI lines now take up hanging-where to hang

from who lo hang rirst etc., Soon we come to a major point of the

play:
'Well ? What do we do'?
Don't let's do anything, its sater.
This iustities alllheir intertia, inaction and, perhaps, lear. There

follows a stitchmythic dialogue trom which we get some intormalion

on Godot, their relation to Godot'and the like. Theirs was a kind ol
prayer' a vague supplication to which his reply was that he would

see, that he couldn't promise anything, that he would have to lhink

it over in the quiet of his home, that he had to consult his tamily' his

friends his agents, his correspondents, his books, his bank accounts'

etc.l belore taking a decision.
They eat a carrot and carry on their empty talk.. And once

again, suddenly, Estragon remarks:
Nothing to be dqne
so lar we have been watching the two tramps and theirdoing

nothing. ls it because they cannot do anything thqf they are not

doing inyfhing? Or, is it impossible for them to lollow up their words

with the corresponding action as they cannot logically connect

through translation from statement to action? Worse still, don't they

know that normally statements should-be followed by action? For

inslance, if lsay l'm golng. I must follow it up with actual going-

which does not happen ih their case. So we are al a"loss to under-

stand what is going on. We can resolve the puzzle, though Per-

haps, it is becaUse they cannot will that they do not do (let us recall

the inaction of Prince Hamiet and the explanation give by Dr.Jones

when he says something like. lt is not that Hamlet cannol it is not

that he will not, it is that he cannot will) | have no intention of

opinionating you. We do not have to explain each and everything in

a work ol art.
Quite trequently they lapse into all kinds of arguments. Then

as iegularly as they argue they reconcile. This love hale relation-

ship is quite important in understanding the play, about the play.

Sofnetimes the arguments use the language of children when

the situation and the characlers become absurdly comic, ludicrous
and at the same time actually pathetic.

'Nothing to be done'. The finality of the statement is stagger'
ing its impact is lurther strengthened by a terrible cry, close at hand,

Estragon drops the Qarrot. They remain motionless... 'They are

scared to death, as il they aro being hunted downr Then enter Pozzo

and LuckyJ See how Beckett describeq their arlival:
Pozzo drives Lucky my mearis ot a rope passed round his

neck, So that Lucky is the first to appear. Followed by the rope

which is long enough to allow him to reach the middle oI the stage

before Pgzzo appears. Lucky cairies a heavy bag, a folding stool, a
picnic basket and a great coat; Pozzo a whip.

Perhaps, here Beckett was reminded of Tamburlaine' the

Great, the play by Madowe where the defeated kings were har-

nessed, bitted, reined and whipped. Obviously, the scene suggests

that Pozzo is master and Lucky his slave.
At lhis poiht we may nolice one thing about their names. The

names Viadimirand Estragon are both trisyllabic, consisting oJ eight

letter while beilg represenled graPhemically: similarly, Pozzo and

Lucky are disyllabic, and consist ol live letters when represented in

writing. -Perhaps, I am sure, Beckett is trying to balance and even

out lhe characters as pairs. Estragon is one of emotions: Vladimir

is on-e of intellect. Pozzo is master and all-powerful; lucky is weak

and slave.
Two sides of a coin? PerhaPs.
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A shout On' is heard, followed by the crack ol whip. But pozzo
stops suddenly on sighting Estragon and Vladimir. He jerks the rope
l/].olently backt Lucky falls in a heap wjth everything he carries.
Vladtmir's fellow teeling surfaces when he stepi to pick Lucky up
but Estragon pulls him back. pozzo warns:

Be carefull He,s wicked......With strangers.
Estragon. (Undertone) ls the that himi
Vldimir: Who?
Estragon: (trying to remember the name) Er.....
Vladim ir : Godot?
Estragon:yes.

.. Our question at this juncture is: How can one aflord to forget
the name o, the one who,s one last hope?

Pozzo's self-introduction comes to save Vladimir.
Pozzo: I present my self: pozzo
Only then Vladirnir replies to Estragon,s query. (To Estragon)

Not at all.
Nevertheless, Estragon is unconvinced.
Estragon: He said Godot
Vladimir: Not at all
Estragon: (limidly to pozzo) you,re not Mr. Godot, sir?
The situation reveals to us the mental make_up oi E"trugon.

Then Iollows a discourse on the name ,pozzo,: we h"", *iiution.
like Bozzo and Gozzo. pozzo,s bearing scares both anJ the tramps
at once become conciliating, apologetic.

Pozzo's words are worth quoting in full.
are human beings nonetheless. (He puts on his glasses)

As far as one can see. (He takes off his glasses) Of the sa-me spe-
cies as Pozzo! Made in God,s image!

Pozzo is inquisitive; he wants to know who Godot is; the dis-
cussion gets longer and longer: Soon we begin to have doubts.

lf one is made in God,s image, aun onJ b" human? Our idea
of humanity has to change ll we hive to accommodale tf,e trurnps
3. 

hrT"1 in each and every sense of the term. Appearances canoe qu rte deceptive.
Lucky has a human shape; he even speaks a human lan-guage But is he as human as we are? ls pozzo as much a human
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being as we are? Are not Estragon and Vladimir lacking in some_
thing essentially human? perhaps the best we can say noJru is: THEy
AFE ALL DTFFEBENT FROM ONE ANOTHER. Andthe difference
is qu ite sign if icant.

The words and actions ol pozzo and Lucky persuade us to
look at them in a new light. Estragon and Vladimir examine Lucky
when he sags as if he were a caged anlmal. They come out with a
profile of Lucky too, which tells us a lot about him.

We get a chance to watch the antics ol pozzo, too as also
the dance ol Lucky, a litfle later.

The treatment that is meted out of Lucky by pozzo is
unimaginably cruel. To what extent a human being can te borougn
low is illustrator by pozzo. The text of the play gi-ves a lot of infor_
mation on this. However Life of Lucky is organiziO by pozzo. Deg-
radation and deprivations are writ large on iucky,s face, his clothes
and also his blah-blah. ls it a commentary on exploitation of a man
by man it is difficult to say. Lucky is worse, lar worse, than a bonded
slave.

The status of Estragon is comparable to that of Lucky ln a
diflerent way. See how Beckett describes Estragon,s conduct when
he see and watches pozzo devouring his chick-en.

(They turn towards pozzo, who, having linished eating, wtpes
hts mouth with the back ol his hand)........(Estragon sees the"chicken
bones on the ground and stares at them greejily......)

Estragon.....(timidly) ptease sir.....
Pozzo: What is it, my good man?
Estrgon: Er...yo,ve finished with the.....er....you don,t need the

.....er....bones, sir?
Vladimir: (scandalized) you couldn,t have waited?

. lt.i: the' dreadful deprivation, that prompts Estragon to beg
for the left over bones. Hunger can not be restrained. S-elf respect
bends knees before hunger and thirst. Vladimir is scandalizeO Oe_
cause Estragon shamelessly displays his deprivation: he is not a
verse to eating the bones. Note how beautifully Beckett suggests
th is:

Vladimir: you couldn,t have waited.
They could have had the bones atter pozzo and Lucky leave

′
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them alone. Then they could have the wrap of selt respect about

them in fact. When Pozzo says that the bones belong to Lucky,

Estragon asks Lucky:
Estrgon: Excuse me, Mister, the bones, you won't be wanting

the bones.
Pozzo lollows it up with his own question and when Lucky

refuses to answer he says to Estragon: They're yours.
(Eslragon makes a dart at the bones, picks them up and be-

gins to gnaw at them)
There is a leeble attempt on Vladimir's part to obiect to Pozzo's

ill{reatment of Lucky (remember Vladimir is an'intellectual')
Vladimir: (sluttering resolute) to treat a man.....(gesture ro

wards Lucky)....like that....lthink ....1think that . no....a human t'e-

ing ...no ....i1's a scandal.
Estragon resumes his gnawing
Pozzo does almost alt the talking when the four of them are

together on the stage. But this talk is just bombast, full of arro-

gance. He is all ears when Vladimir says; let's go Vladimir says

"Let's go" a second time when Pozzo talks sense:
lhope l'm not driving you way, wait a little longer, you will

never regret it.
Vladimir changes his suggestion into l'm going Pozzo contir

u es:
.....Think twice before you do anything rash, suppose you go

now, while it is still day, .for there is no denying it is still day. .What

happens in that case...to your appointment with
this...Godel...godot...Godin...anyhow you see how mean, who has

your luture in his hands. (pause) ....at least your immediate future'
A couple of lines later we find Pozzo delivering the axiomatic

but plentitudinou s observation:
I too would be happy tb meet him (godot) The more people I

meet the happier I become. From the meanest creature one de-

parts wiser, richer, more conscious of one blessing, Even ioy " (he

looks at them cstentatiously in turn to make it clear they are both

meant)....eveiiyou who knows, will have added to my store.

ls the underlineC senlence a compliment? ls ii a dig at them'
Their talk continLes. ln the middle Estragon says. l'm going. No-

body seems to have heard him, though.
Pozzo talks about getting rid of Lucky and how the latter tries

to mollily his master so that he will be retained. Vladimir repeats.

You want to get rid of him? FIVE times and once a variant as

you've had enough ol him?
THIS KIND OF REPETITION IS ONE OF THE IN-TRADE OF

BECKETT, PINTER ETC,
We see d good deal more ol the antics of Lucky, the display

ot Pozzo and the agitations of Vladimir and Eslragon.
Now it is Vladimir who says: Let's go. But they do not stir.

Pozzo: (.....to Estragon) What is your names?
Estragon : Adam.
ls it a blantant lie? ls Estragon duping Pozzo? Or, has he

forgotten his name?
A few lines later, alter Pozzo's blah-blah, we hear.

Estragon : So long as one knows.
Vladimir : One can bide one's time
Estragon : One knows what to expect
Vladimir : No lurther need to worry.

―
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Estraton
Vladimir

Simply wait.
We're used to it

The underlined sentences highlight the theme of the play.

Pozzo demands of Vladimir and Estragon to appraise him:

Pozzo : How did you '1d me?...God? Fair?Midding? Poor?

Positively bad?
The bloated ego ol Pozzo is evident in these words. And

Vtadimir is quite game to answer.
Oh very good. very verY good.
And we hear some nonsense lrom Estragon:
Oh tray bong, tray try tray bond.
But soon he gets a chance to say:

ln the meantime nothing haPPens:
The sense ol sell respect comes to the fore in the case ol

Vladimir when Pozzo offers some favours to them and when

Estragon asks for ten francs:
Pozzo.... So that I ask mysell is there anylhing I can do in my

turn for these honest fellows who are having such a du ll, dull time'



Estragon: Even ten francs would be urelcome.
Vladimir : WE ARE NOT BEGGARS!
Pozzo....
Vladimir: Even five
Vladimir : (to estragon, indignantly) That,s enough!
Estragon : I couldn't accept less.
Pozzo wants to entertain them for which he wiil make Lucky

dance and think. Lucky used to dance the farandore, the fring , the
brawl the jig, the fandango, and even the horripipe. He capered
For joy. But now Lucky dances as if he is wearing stirts. More of
meaningless stichomythic dialogue follows and we hear the appar-
ently endless thinking aloud of Lucky,. pozzo cries ,His hat, and
Vladimir snatches it. silence of Lucky. He fails. BECKETT ls pRoB-
ABLY MAKING FUN OF THE IDIoM: TALK THROUGH oNE,S HAT,
This Suggests thal it is the hat that enables Lucky to think and talk.
Hatless, Lucky is deprived of both these faculties.

IS IT NOTA DIG AT US TOO? WHEN WE ARE NOT WEAR-
ING OUR HATS, WE ARE ABLE TO TALK AND THINK. TO THIMK
AND TALK.

Lucky who has fallen in a heap is helped to stand up with all
his equipment, He is quite unsteady on his regs. pozzo refers to the
stink of Estragon and Vradimir: the former has stinking feet, the
latter stinking breath.

There is protracted, farcicar reave taking with quite a few
adieus empty 'yeses' and ,thank yous,

Pozzo drives Lucky before him as they entered the stage some
time ago and leaves the stage. once again we have the twJtramps
alone on the stage.

We find them repeating what they have been tdlking earlier.
Estragon : Why not?
Vladimir: We're waiting for Godot.
Not the brilliance of Beckett's styre -the astonishing economy

of words:
Vladimir : That passed the time
Estragon : lt would have passed in any case.
Vladimir : yes, bul not so rapidly
This is a commonprace idea, but Beckett's handring of it praces

Il0
it in sharp focus and we rook at it with renewed interest.

The talk between the two tramps continues when we hear:
Boy: (off) Mister!
Estragon halts. Both look towards the voice.
Vladimir :Approach, my child.
(NOTE THE MOCK HERO|C, MOCK REL|GIOUS , MOCK

REGAL STYLE: IT IS PURE HUMOUR)
Enter Boy, timidly. He halts.
Boy : Mr. Albert....?
Vladimir : Yes
How can we account for the yes, of Vladimir?
Estragon : What do you want?
Vladim ir : Approach
The boy does not move.
Estragon: (Forcibly) Approach when youre told, can,t you?
The bluster of Estragon has temporarily unnerved the boy..

He advances timidly, halts.
Vladimir : What is it?
Boy: Mr. Godot.

. The mounting anxiety and tension are brillianfly suggested
by the display of impatience by Estragon which is counterbalanced
by the apparent calm and cool of VtaOimir.

Estragon: (violently) Will you approach! (The boy advances
timidly) What kept you so late?

Vladi, Mr.you have a message from Mr.Godot?
Boy: yes, sir
Vladimir: Well, what is it?
But Estragon's impatience never permits the boy to deriver it

and so the suspense mounts.
small tark continues. But something important comes up in

the middle.
Boy : Mr. Godot...
Vladimir: l've seen you before, haven,t l?
Boy : I don't know, sir,
Vladimir : you don,t know me?
Boy: No, sir
Vladimir: lt wasn,t you came yesterday?
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Boy: No, sir
Well, Now it is Vladimir who does not permit the boy to de-

liver the message. We also learn that the previous day they were
there and a boy approached them with a similar message.

IS IT THE FEAR IN THEIR SUBCONSCIOUS THAT MAKES
THEM PREVENT THE

boy from delivering the message? However, it has to be de-
livered and the reality faced. How long can one postpone its hap-
pening?

Vladimir: Words, words, (Pause) Speak
Boy: (ln a rush) Mr Godot told to tell you he won't come this

evening but surely tomorrow.

SILENCE
Then follows a series of questions with which Vladimir probes

the Boy-his relation with Godot, how Godot treats him, whether he
beats him, whether he gets enough to eat, whether the Boy is un-
happy etc. etc., The Boy prepares to go away, as Vladimir permits
him to go.

Boy: What am I to say to Godot, Sir?
Vladimir: Tell him....tell him you saw us. (Pause) You did see

us, didn't you?
Boy: Yes, sir
Note the doubts and uncertainty of Vladimir.
Once again the two are left alone to talk to each other.

Estragon is leaving the boots behind, he is not going to wear them.
Vladimir says: But you can't go barefootl

Estragon: But Christ didi
Vladimir : Christ! What's Christ got to do with it? You're not

going to compare yourself to Christ!
Estragon:All my life I've compared myself to him.
Try to recall what I mentioned earlier. Beckett uses this kind

of a balancing technique quite often. Faith and doubt are matched,
so that we do not emerge any wiser about Beckett's religion, or
attitude to religion.

Almost at once reality dawns on them:
Vladimir: We've nothing more to do here.
Estragon: Nor anywhere else.
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This terrible pessimism at once balanced by Vladimir's strong
optimism.

Vladirnir: Ah Go go, don't go on like that. Tomorrow every-
thing will be better.

Estragon: How do you make that out?
Vladimir: Did you not hear what the child said?
Estragon: No
Vladimir. He said that Godot was sure to come tomorrow

(pause) What do you say to that?

.Estragon: Then all we have to do is to wait on here.
The 'ON' after wait suggests ominous continuance of the pro-

cess of waiting.
'Estragon would like to bring a length of rope the lollowing

day probably to consider again death by hanging.
They reminisce. Estragon would like them to go separate

ways. Though Vladimir is not for it. 'Nothing is certain in this world.
However, Vladimir says: we can still part, if you think it would be
better. But thinking is not Estragon's forte.'

We are now coming to the end of the first act of the play as
follows:

Estragon: lt's not worth while now
Silence
We can almost reach out and touch and feel the silence.
Estragon: Well shall we go?
Vladimir: Yes, lets go
They do not move.
I have already mentioned about the severance between words

and acts. lt appears that just their lips move, their hearts and minds
are far, far away.

THE CURTAIN FALLS

ACT II
Next day, Same time same Place
The identical repetitive unchanging pattern suggests stagna-

tion. lt is events which cause chances and it is changes that cause
events. We find neither ol them here, except for a minor thing: the
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tree has lour or rive leaves. lf it is truly NEXT DAY it is too soon for
the tree to have developed these leaves, We will have to exercise
our willing suspension of disbelief to its extreme. But then in an
absurd play any thing is possible.

The stage is bare but for the boots of Estragon and the hat of
Vladimir.

Vladimir appears. His antics are seen. His song is heard.
Estragon enters. There is the frantic reunion. Estragon seems

to have taken a beating and to be scared.
Estragon: Don't touch mel Don't question me! Don't speak to

mel Stay with me!
Vladmir: Did lever leave you?
Estragon: You let me go.
Almost at once they fall into each other's arms and embrace.

End of embrace. Estragon, no longer supported, almost falls. There
is moving pathos in these actions. We begin to believe that they
cannot exist apart from each other. A posl morlem takes place over
the events of the previous night.

Vladmir reminds Estragon: Wait for Godot (Estragon groans.
Silence) Things have changed since yesterday.

Estragon does not seem lo remember much of what had hap-
pened the previous day. He is furious. When Vladimir asks him
whether he remembers the place, he explodes:

Recognize! What is there to recognize? All my lousy lile l've
crawled about in the mud! And you talk about scenery!( Looking
widely about him) Look at this much-heapl l've never stiried lrom itl

Estragon gives vent to his frustration in no mincing terms.
But Vladimir romanticises his bygone days:

But we were togetherl Could swear to it! Picking grapes for a
man called...can't think of the name of the man, at a place
called...can'l think of the name of the place. Do you not remember?

But this romantic notion is not shared by Estragon
Vladimir: You are a hard man to get on with, Go go
Estragon: it'd be bettsr if we parted.
This is a game frequently played between the two-going their

ways and always corning back to each other.

.+

Vladimir: (in anguish) Say anything at alll
Estragon: What do we do now?
Vladimir: What for Godot.
Much of what lollows over the next few pages is nonsense.

Vladimir is trying to help Estragon remember what transpired there
the previous day. lt is no good: memory fails to serve him. The talk
hinges on Estragon's boots. Then all too suddenly.

Estragon: l'm tired, Let's go
Vladimir: We can't
Estragon: Why not?
Vladi : We're waiting for Godol.
Estraggn: Ah! (Pause Despairing )What if we dol What'll we

dol
Vladimir: There is nothing we can do
We are reminded ol the nothing passage from Eliot's The

Waste Land'. Eslragon grows sleepy. Vladimir sings something like
a lullaby, covers his friends body wilh his coat. The loving kindness
is soul stirring. Alter all, they are not fully dehumanized automa-
tions!l There is still some humanity left in them.

We hear again the same refrain:
Estragon: We can't
Estragon: Why not?
Vladimir: We're waiting lor Godot
Estragon talks about leaving, but he does not leave.
Then ,ollow their antics with the hat, lrantic movements about

the stage, hiding behind the tree, scanning the horizon and so on
which are all apparently disconnected actions.

' lt is followed by a wordy duel, a rapid fire dialogue and quickly.
They make up. They play about.

(Enter Pozzo and Lucky. Pozzo is blind, Lucky burdened a
before Rope as before, but much shorter, so that Pozzo may follow
more easily. Lucky wearing a dillerent hat. At the sight ol Estragon
and Vladimir he stops short. Pozzo, continuing on his way, bumps
into him)

Estragon does not recognize Pozzo and Lucky, despite his
meeting with them the previous evening Pozzo's blindness is not

Stichmythic dialogue coiltinuss. and once again explained.
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Estragon's twice repeated ls it Godot? is not answered by
Vladimir. Vladimir, however is imrrrensely relieved that they have
company.

"We are no longer alone, waiting for the night, waiting for
Godot, waiting for...waiting, All evening we have struggled, unas-
sisted. Now over, it's already tomorrow.

When Estragon is informed that the person is not Godot, he
is chagrined. And we have the refrain:"

Estragon: Let's go
Vladimir: We can't
Estragon: Why not?
Vladimir: We're waiting for Godot.
ln the case of Pozzo the bluster has given place to abject

helplessness. He repeatedly cries for help. "Pozzo writhes; groans,
beats the ground with his fists."

Vladimir's suggestion to capitalize on Pozzo's helplessness
is worth tooking into

Vladimir: No, the best would be to take advantage of Pozzo's
calling for help.

Pozzo: Help!.....
Vladimir: ln anticipation of some tangible return
Estragon: And suppose he
Vladmir: Let us not waste our time in idle diseourse. For the

first time in the play we find Vladimir waxing eloquent. And the pas-
sage deserve quoting in full.

Let us do sornething, while we have the chance! lt is not ev-
eryday we are needed. Not indeed that we personally are needed.
Others would meet the case equally, well if not better. To all man-
kind they were addressed those cries for help still ringing in our
earsl But at this place, at this moment of time, all mankind is us,
whether we like it or not, Let us make the most of it, before it is too
late! Let us represent worthily for once the foul bre.ed to which a
cruelfate consigned us! What do you say? (Estragon says nothing)
It is true that when with folded arms we wright the pros and cons we
are no less a credit to our species. The tiger bounds to the help of
his congeners without the least reflection, or else he slinks away
into the depts of the thickets. But that is not the question. What are
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we doing here, that is the question. And we are blessed in this, that
we happen to know the answer Yes, in this immerise conf usion one
thing alone is clear, We are waiting for, Godot to come

Estragon: Ah!
Pozzo: Help!
Vladimir: Or the night to fall. (Pause) We have kept our ap-

pointment, and that's an end to that, We are not saints, but we have
kept our appointmenl. How many people can boast as much?

This is crucially important as it asserts that they have kept
their side of the bargain. However, this is beautifully cancelled by
what Estragon says: Billions. I have already mentioned how Beckett
uses statements and counterstatments used one after another to
even out the fact so that Beckett is always seen sitting on the fence.

What follows next is profoundly disturbing and pathetic:
Vladimir: All I know is that hours are long, under these condi-

tions, and contain r.rs to beguile them with proceedings which how
shall I say-which may at first seem reasonable, untilthey become a

habit. You may say it is to prevent our reason lrom floundering. No
doubt.

Waiting has become a habit and it helps.
Estragon has a rare aphorism to his credit:
Estragon: we all are born mad. Some remain so.
This smacks of Francis Bacon and Rousseau. Only a person

who is sane accepts the fact that he is going mad. We begin to look
at Estragon with a new interest. When Pozzo offers to pay for help.
Estragon at once asks: How much ?

Let us see how it develops:
Pozzo: Help! l'll pay you!
Estragon: How much?
Pozzo: One hundred francs!
Estragon: lt's not enough
Vladimir is too modest, too reasonable and too kind
Vladimir: I wouldn't go so far as that.
We get response from Estragon which is just the opposite of

what we normally expect.
Estragoni You think itis enough?

(We eXp99t・ Y9u thりふ,ithり。1甲り9hl i′
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Vladinnir:We wait いノe are bored No,donit protest,we are
bored to death, therels no denying it. Good  A diversion comes

along and llvhat do we do?

We letit go waste Come letls getto workl(He advances to‐

wards the heap,stops ln his stride)ln an instant a‖ wi‖ vanish and
welll be alone once more,ln the midst of nothlngness

Both the trempS are tota‖ y alienated,surrouハ ded by nothih9-
ness,Vladimir attempts to pu‖  Puzzo to his feet, but fa‖ s:the ef―

forts continue, but to no ava‖ , he seeks Estra9onis help, when
Estragon says:IIm going Vladinnir begs him notto Then

Vladirniri Help mo first_Then wel‖ go together

Estragon:You prornise?

Vladimiri l swearit!

巨stragon:And Welll never come back?

Vladimiri Neverl

But we can safely guess thatit w‖ l never happё n;lt w‖ l re―

main a mere pipe dream.

Vladimlris not able to get up in spite ofthe extended hand of

Estragon. POzzo continues to cry for help Vladinnlr kicks. Pozzo

who cries and cravvls avvay and fa‖ s again The tramps continue
thelr arguments Estragon ca‖ s Pozzo Abel, Cain etc., a fevv line

later we find Estragon and Vladinnir atth9ir Old game

Estragoni Letts 9o

Vladirnir i 1/Ve canit

Estragon:VVhy not?
Vladimlri VVe are waiting for Godot

WE HAVE HEARD THIS DIALOGtJtt REPEATttD Att REGU―
LARINTERVALS.WELL,ANYttHING REPttATED ON A REG∪ LA R
BASIS BECOMES RIT∪ ALISTIC SO IT VVILL NOT BEINCORREC丁
IF 1/VE SAY ttHATIT IS ALMOST A RITUAL FOR∨ ILADIMIR AND
ESttRAGON TO WAITAND ALSO TO INDULGEIN ttHIS KIND OF
A GAME,OF TALK AS TIME PASSttS,A RITUAL DEGENERATttS
INTO NOttHING B巨 丁丁ER THAN A HABITUAL ACT10N

VLADIMIR HAS ALREADY REFttRRED ttO ttHIS IN HIS
LONG SPEECH

Atlong last between them Estragon and Vladimir carry POzzO

Aヽ/hO Cannot stand erect There is 9ood deal of empty llvords be‐

lllt
tween them. Estragon betrays his knowledge of classical mythol-
ogy. Pozzo chews the cud of memory, happy memories. pozzo asks
after his menial (Lucky) Pozzo wants one of them to go find Lucky
and to check whether he is hurt. Estragon does not move when
Pozzo asks why he is not going and the answer is: l'am waiting for
Godot.

Let us look at the above carefully. Lucky is quite nearby. lt
will take hardly a minute or so to go find if he is hurt, However,
Estragon does not stir, because waiting for Godot has got ingrained
in his consciousness, waiting for Godot has become an obsession,
waiting for Godot has become a habit. AND ONE TAKES ONE'S
HABIT TO ONE'S GRAVE.

However, Estragon is persuaded and assured that Lucky will
not harm him, Estragon goes to the inert Lucky, kicks him, hurls
abuses at him when Lucky stirs, ln the process of kicking Estragon
has hurt his foot. He moves away, limping, gaining: sitting on the
mound, he seems to fall asleep.

Pozzo does not seem to remember that they met the previ-
ous day:

Pozzo'.1 do not remember having met any one yesterday. But
tomorrow I won't remember having met anyone today....

Desertion of memory leaves a man in the state of animals.
Loss of memory leaves a man a vegetating substance.

As pozzo prepares to leave them, Vladimir asks him to in-
struct, Lucky to sing:

Vladimir: Before you go tell him to sing.
Pozzo: Who?
Vladimir: Lucky
Pozzo'. to sing?
Vladimir: Yes, Or to think, Or to recite
Pozzo'. But he's dumb
Vladimir: Dumb.
Lucky can't even groanl One whose eloquence had to be forc-

ibly terminated just a few hours ago is now dumb!!!
The question 'When?' irritates Pozzo and he explodes into

words:
Pozzo. (suddenly furious). Have you not done tormenting me

with your accursed time! lt's abominable! When! When! One day, is
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that not enough for you, one day like any other day, one day he

went dumb. One day I went blind, one day we'll go deaf, one day
we were born, one day we shall die, the same day, the same sec-
ond, is that not enough for you? They give birth astride of a grave,
the light gleams an instant, then it's night once more.

We notice that it is when they are furious, that they deviate
into sense and WHAT SENSE!!!

Pozzo and Lucky leave the stage once again leaving the
tramps alone.

Vladimir: I felt lonely
Estragon: I was dreaming I was Happy (Happiness is pos-

sible only in dreams)
Vladimir: That passed time
Estragon: I was dreaming that....
Vladimir: (vehemently) Don't tell me!
So, the rather meaningless talk continues, either the same

way or in a little changed style.
Estragon: Let's go. We can't
This time Estragon seems to recollect that they cannot go as

they are waiting for Godot.
Vladimir thinks aloud: there is profound wisdom in his words.
Vladimir: Was I sleeping while the others suffered? Am I sleep-

ing now? Tomorrow, when I wake, or think I do what I say of today?
That with Estragon my friend, at this place, until the fall of night, I

waited for Godot? That Pozzo passed, with his carrier, and that he
spoke to us? Probably But in allthat what truth there be? (Estragon,
having struggled with his boots in vain, is dozing off again, Vladimir
stares at him) He'll tell me about the blows he received and l'll give
him a carrot. (Pause) Astride of a grave and a difficult birth. Down
in the hole, lingeringly, the grave digger puts on the forceps. We
have time to grow old. The air is full of our cries. (He listens) But
habit is a great deadner. (He looks again at Estragon) At me too
someone is looking, me too someone is saying, he is sleeping he

knows nothing, let him sleep on ( Pause) I can't go on! (Pause)
What have I said?

Enter Boy right. Once more we hear a dialogue exactly sirni-
lar to the one we hard at the end of the first act.
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Boy: Mister.....Mr.Albert.....
Vladimir: Off we go again (Pause) Do you not recognize me?
Boy: No, sir,
Vladimir: lt wasn't you came yesterday.
lf it is a different boy how come that Vladimir asks these ques-

tions? He should be able to recognize them as two different boys.
Note the change in the dialogue even though the content is

exactly identical.
Vladimir: You have a message from Mr.Godot.
Boy: Yes, sir
Vladimir: he won't come this evening
Boy: No, Sir
Vladimir: But he'll come tomorrow
Boy:Yes,sir
Vladimir: Without fail.
This time Vladimir anticipates the words of the BOY. lt is as i{

their roles are reversed.
Vladimir: What does he do, Mr.Godot?........

Boy: He does nothing, sir.
WELL IF GODOT IS A PERSON AND HE DOES NOTHING,

(ABSOLUTELY) NOTHTNG (AT ALL) HrS CASE rS WORSE THAN
THAT OF THE TRAMPS, BECAUSE THE TRAMPS AT LEAST DO
THEIR WAITING DO WE NOTICE A SHIFT FROM NIHILISM TO
POSITIVISM IN BECKETT?

Vladimir enquires: How is your brother?
Boy: He's sick, sir

Vladimir (softy) has he beard. Mr.Godot?
Boy: Yes, sir
Vladimir: Fair or...(he hesitates).....or black?
Boy: I think it's white, sir
SILENCE
Vladimir: Christ have mercy on usl
What has this prayer got to do with the white beard of Mr.

Godot? We haven't the faintest idea, Perhaps Vladimir has none
either, lt is almost an involuntary cry, a reflex action, of Vladmir, But
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the next few words convey a volume of meaning. vladimir: Tell
him.....(he hesitate) teti him you sa\,v me and that....(he
hestitates).......that you saw me. (pause) Vladmir advances, the Boy
recoils, Vladmir halts, the Boy halts, With sudden violence) yor,re
sure you saw me, you won't come and tell me tomorrow that you
never saw me!

Silence, Vladimir makes a sudden spring forward. The Boy
avoids him and exit running. silence. The sun sets, the moon rises.

Estragon: What's wrong with you?
Vladimir : Nothing
Estragon:lamgoing
Vladmir: So am I

A couple of lines later
Estragon : Where shall we go?
Vladimir: Not far
He cannot name their destination because they have none:

they have no place to go to.
Estragen: Oh yes, let's go far away from here.
Vladmir : We have to come back tomorrow
Estragen : What fro?
Vladmir: To wait for Godot.
Thus waiting for Godot has become a ritual and is fast be-

coming a habit, the great deadener. The two tramps have been
perhaps desensitized, which accounts for their mechanized move-
ments. They have become mere atonements, puppets, wound and
realized to execute standardized movements. This explains to a
large extent Estrogen's obsession with his boots and Vladmir's with
his hat.

It is also apparent that they cannot escape from the waiting
Note:
Estragen: an if we dropped him? (pause) lf we dropped him?
Vladmir : He'd punish us
The fear of Godot chains them to the place. That is to say,

everything depends upon Godot's Arrival. Godot does not, nothing
will happen. lt is endless waiting which is horrible prospects for the
tramps. ln their subconscicus, perhaps, the idea has germinated
which is suggested by their contemplating the tree..

Ill
Vladmir: Everything is dead but the tree
(This Everything includes them too doesn't it? Does it imply

that they are clinically alive, but mentally and spirituality dead")
Let us follow the dialogue:
Estragen: (looking at tree) What is it?
Vladmir: it's the tree
Estragen: Yes, but what kind?
Vladmir: I don't know, A willow
(l have already dwelt upon the peculiarity of such statements)

Estragen draws Vladimir towards the tree.. They stand motionless
before it. Silence.

Estragen: Why don't we hang ourselves?
Could it be the subconscious urge to put and end to this kind

of waiting that prompts Estragen to contemplate suicide? On sec-
ond thoughts, we agree: lt is perhaps so.

But they have no rope. They have Estragen's bugle. The belt
turns out to be a cord and breaks when they test it strength

They agree to bring a good bit of rope the following day.
Anyway the hanging is postponed
Vladmir: We'll hang ourselves tomorrow (pause) unless Godot

comes.
Estrogen: and if he comes?
Vladmir: We'll be saved
It is quite a bit if , though
A few lines later, the familiar refrain:
Vladmir: well? Shall we go?
Estrogen: Yes, Let's go

THEY DO NOT MOVE

CURTAIN
Now, what happened on the stage in the course of the two

acts of the play deserves a closer, deeper examination. The two
tramps are awaiting for someone called Godot. As the curtain goes
up this is what we find.

As the curtain fplls at the end of the second. act, we f ind them
still walting. ln between they hav-e done nolhihg, absolutely noth-

争
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ing. Expect waiting which does not call lor or require any exertion.
Although they have done nothing excepl waiting, something dis
happen

TIME HAS PASSED
Twenty rour hours have passed between the rise and the lall

ol the curtain. Perhaps nobody noticed lhat, What do we make oul
of this? Only time can tell whether Godot will come or not, And here
the two tramps have to wait oul lime. Man. Slave to time tide to time
and the linile being is crushed by time, the inlinite. Man wailing out
his time (his lile) during which nothing meaninglul happens to him
this seems to be the general drilt of the play. lt is events that mark
the passage ol time. ll nothing happens, time cease to be relevant
to man. Time stands still so does man.

And so does life. When nothing changes.. Lile cannot be lived,
as change constitutes life.

Waiting ,or things to happen when nothing seems to happen
is absurd. But does man have a choice? The tide of time carries
man, not man the tide of time. Only time can make things happen
and it is happenings that constitute time. ln this vicious circle where
is the place ol man? Hence to search lor a place in this scheme of
.things is absurd.

But time the tyrant is not invincible. Man has weapon to fight
against his tyranny. That is suicide. This could be the reason why
Vladmir and Estragen talk about suicide. To wield it, must have slu-
pendous, extra ordinary courage. ll is this courage that is lacking
in the tramps. And hope makes them weak. Hence their misery;
hence their endless waiting.

At the same time, is into waiting also hoping? Hoprng is posi-
tive! Hence all is not lost. Suppose Godot does come lomorrow
then ? Waiting bears f ruit: hope is rewarded.

Let us wait and hope. Let us hope and wait.

WABNING
THE NOTES GIVEN ABOVE ARE NOT SUBSTITUTE FOR

THE ORIGINAL TEXT. THE PLAY SHOULD PREFERABLY BE
SEEN IN ACTUAL PEBFORMANCE IN ITSABSENCE, THE TEXT

:I?rlo PE..F.EIP ,,cARqt_H[LI prvendr rrMEs ArrEMprs

12,1

SHOULD BE MADE TO TIE UP THE LOOSE ENDS

EXEBCISES IN COMPOSITION

Alter reading the text several times elaborate upon the fol-
lowing points, Some ol them have been touched upon in the notes
in a casual way. These exercises would go a long way in helping
you lamiliarize yoursell with the play. I have elaborated the last poinl.
Which is also the most diflicult, in order to help you with a model.

(1) The two tramps are just what they appear to be nothing
more, nothing less, Are they "round" ? Do they have any complexes,
neuroses or flaws? How do they mingle with the backdrop? ls there
anything common between the tramps and the bare country road?

(2) Vladmir is perhaps more aggressive than Estrogen. ln what
other ways are they diflerent from each other? ln what ways are
they similar to each other?

(3) Pozzo and Lucky act as a foil to Vladmir and Estrogen
How?

(4) Repetitions, either identical or with minor variations, are
used through out the play in the lorm of movements, words, ideas
etc. Examine how they contrast with each other where variations
are lound and how they reinforce and emphasize each other where
they are identical.

(5) lt is not obligatory lor plays to have a meanlng or a mes-
sage. Our play bears testimony lo this observation. Perhaps the
very absence of meaning may be the "meaning " o{ the play. Criti-
cally examine the play and derend this statement.

(6) Dozens o, interpretations are possible for the play. How-
ever none of them is going to be delinitive. Attempt a lew interpre-
tations.

(7) Becket does not reveal the identily of Godot. Who could
he be?

(8) The dialogue in the play is stoichiometric in many places
ldentily the various characteristics of the dialogue with special ref-
erences stichomutia.

(9) The stylized movements and gestures of the lour (main)

characters remind us oi those of Chaplin and Keaton of the movie
times and Laurel and Hardy ol the talkies. Make a list of such
tures and movements.

ges-
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(1 0) Opposing elements like lauglrter and pathos, disgust and
fascination, wonder and bewilderment are beautifully balanced in
the play to create a taut structure and a fast pace. ldentify such
opposition.

(11) lf Vladimir and Estrogen are elderly people. lf they are
our coevals, we may safely presume that they lived through all the
major events of the present century, like the two World Wars. The
Bolshevik Revolution. The interpeliing depression and the sue Cri-
sis. Could these events have any impact on them?

(12) Can we extract any philosophy from the play? lf the an-
swer is yes, what is it? if the answer is no explain why it does not
have any.

. (13) Opposites like sanity-insanity, truth-falsehood, allegiance
-desertion are balanced in the play. ldentify the area where this is
done.

('14) Numerous references are made to the Holy Bible in the
play identify such references and explain them.

I shall attempt to answer this one (14)
What becket says about Mr.Godot in various places in Wait-

ing for Godot strongly reminds us of the Bible God...Estragen and
Vladmir, the two attempts, are waiting for him on the country road
beside the dead tree in the vanishing twilight with a not infrequent
f leeting vision of a rescuer cum provider cum saviour who may keep
up his appointment with them and alterwards take them to a place
where they can be warm and dry and comfortable and can sleep,
with a full stomach, on straw. Reference is made to tending sheep.
And also goats, The tramps will supplicate and go to him on their
hands and knees. He will be angry if they do not wait'for him. He
would punish them. He is reported to have a flowing white beard.
He does nothing (for a living) Abel and Cain are mentioned; in the
former is God's beloved the latter is fugitive from a God and gets
punished. On more than one occasion Christ's crucifixion is dis-
cussed. The four Gospels give different versions of the scene of
the crucifixion which becomes a moot theological problem Vladmir
and Estrogen remember about the vine yards where they were to-
gether a decade ago plucking grapes (doesn t it remind us of the
Lost paradise?) All these and many more indirect reference and
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echoes smack of Christianity.
But Becket does not commit himself to the religion (Christian-

ity) Belief and disbelief ,.faith and doubt are placed side by side and
they cancel each other.

Today it is commonplace that God of the Holy Bible has dis-
appeared and people are waiting for his reappearance. (We have
here an interesting archetype-the search for the holy Grail by the
knights of King Arthur's Round Table bur reversed ie God is ex-
pected to go to the questers who are waiting, who are obviously
immobile. Paralysed, scared to go to him. lf this is not true. How
can we explain their deciding to go but being unable to move?

Once this is properly understood, the play comes alive with
explosive force and blinding ievelation. The guarantee of the reap-
pearance of plenty and prosperity and the restoration of potence to
the wounded fisherking (who, in the context of the play, is Estrageri/
Vladmir) Remember both have some physical handicap (ie titeraily
wounded) Estragen's swollen foot and Vladmir's suggested vene-
real disease. Once they were the custodians of the Grail symbol,
then they lost it. Now probably it is going to be resorted to them.
When they will return to the world of "Normalcy" The questions they
ask each other and themselves suggest the questions the gesture
was supposed to ask when the Grail symbol is displayed before
him in the Grail Castle)

The tree may be the symbol of the Cross(......the dead tree
gives no shelter.....) and the idea of hanging then of crucifixion.

See what Beckett has to say
Vladmir: We'll hang ourselves tomorrow (pause) unless

G,odort comes.
Estrogen: And if he comes?
Vladmir : We'll be saved (my capitals)
lf Godot comes he being the saviour, they will be saved. Ei-

ther way it is saving.
Let us now look at another piece of dialogue where the tree is

mentioned.
Estragen: That we were to wait.
Vladmir: He said by the tree ( They look at the tree) Do you

see any others?
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Eqtrogen: What is it?
Vladimir: I don't know A Willow
Estrogen:: Where are the leaves?
Vladmir: lt must be dead
The dead tree sorouts "four of five lives" on just about twenty

lour hours,which is a miracle.
It could be the strong faith the tramps have in Godot (that he

would come and save them) that is behind the symbolism the dead
tree (God and Faith are dead) coming back alive (the disappeared
God and the vanished Faith are reborn)

This idea gets reinforced by the following quotation.
Estrogen: What about hanging ourselves?
Vladmir: Hmm. lt'd give us an erection
Estiagen: He is like a dead tree which cannot haye any foli-

age. So hanging (Symbolic of Crucifixion) confers on them potence.

Beckett minces no words when he mentions where it falls man-
drakes grow.

The following quotation gives.the last word on this aspect of
the play.

Vladmir: But you ian't go barefoot!
Estragen: Christ did
Vladmir: Christ ! What's Christ got to do with it. You're not

going to compare yourself to Christ!
Estragen: All my life l've compared myself to him

THE FORE GOING ACCOUNT IS BY NO MEANS A DEFINI-
TIVE EVALUATION OF EITHER SAMUEL BECKETT OR WAITING
FOR GODOT. THE PLAY HAS SEVERAL LEVELS AND LAYERS
OF MEANING IF WE INSIST ON MEANING. MY HUMBLE RE-

QUEST IS LET US NOT LOOK FOR ANY SUCH SPECIFIC MEAN.
ING.

FOR,FURTHER READING
1. Beckett- a study of his plays: Fetcher & Spurring
2. Samuel Beckett: Macmillion Modern Dramatists: C.R.Lyons

3. Samuel Backett: Twentieth Century views Ed.by martin

Esslin
4. Modern British Dramatists: a collection of Critical essayed

by John Ressel brown
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5. Absurd drama : Ed by Martin Esslin
6. The Theatre of the Absurd: Martin Esslin
7. The Myth of sysiphus:Albert Camus
B. Tynan on Theatre: Kenneth Tynan
9. Post war British Theatre John Elsom
10. The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama: Keir Elam
The definitive biography of Samuel Beckett is said to be by

Derider Beir the writer of these notes has not been able to have
access to his biography

BY
G.S. RAMAKRISHNAN
S.K.V. College. Thrissur
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LEAR
EDWARD BOND

INTRODUCTION

I am sure you will agree with me if I say that today we live in
an age obsessed with power-politics. corruption and violence. we
see so much violence and callousness that many of us are even
losing our basic instinct to react. And that is a dangerous predica-
ment for unless humanity reacts in this hellish state of affairs it will
never act in a way as to set thing any person. Any literature or
artistic creation etc. which can give us a jolt from dazed state of
sung complacency is the need of the hour.

EDWARD BOND: A BRTEF INTRODUCTTON
Edward Bond was botrn of working crass parents in North Lon-

don on 1B JULY. 1934 and educated there. He was sent to various
schools in 1946 he was classif ied as non academic unsuitable for a
grimed school education . ln 1949 he left school and began a se-
ries of short-term jobs in factories and offices. ln 1953 he was called
up for national service and sent to Austria as a clerk in the Allied
Army of Occupation

Two factors or events exerted a profound infruence in Bond,s
later career as a very powerfur praywright and spokesman of our
times (1) in 1948 Bond was highly impressed by Shakespeare,s
Macbeth prbsented at the Bedford rheatre in London. He remarked
"For the very first time in my life I met somebody who was actually.
talking about my problems, about the life l'd been living the political
society around me" He later explained that this was because
shakespeare stated the problems in such a way that they had to be
considered politically. And secondly (ii) white serving in the Army in
1953 his political awareness was sharpenr .J He said ,,you 

f ind in
the army that the class structures are not g,,ossed over. There was
brazen brutality'.

Remember these two infruence are particurarry evident in the
play Lear which you are about to study.

The most important writer to emerge during the 1960s Bond

. l3()

has a number of powerful plays to his credit. They include The
Popes's Wedding (1962) Saved (1965) Earty Morning (1968) Lear
(1971)Bingo (1973) and so.on

.Lel qs now proceed to study'the pray LEAR prescribed for
non.detailed study.

LEAR
Draimatics personae
Main characters
Lear: An autocratic despot bent on building il'1e wail which

teaches him a better lesson and leads to his ultimite downfall and
death.

Bodice, Fontanelle: Lear's daughters, symbols of violence and
cruelty

Duke of North: Husband of Bodice.
Duke of Corn Wall: Husband of Fontanelle
warrington: Lear's advisor who is publicity tortured and muti-

lated by the two dauthers thereby adding to the horrifying aspect of
the play.

The Grave digger's boy: perhaps the only source of solace to
Lear when deserted and humiliated. His Ghost continues that role
aftdr he is killed.

The grave digger's boy,s wife: Whose name later on is re_
vealed as cordellia, and who is rap'bd by the soldiers at the end of
Act I only to undergo metamorphoses as a revolutionary leader of
the peasants towards,the end of the play.

carpenter: who roves corderia stands by her and rater be-
comes commander of her peasant army.

Thomas and susan: A coupre with whom Lear stays in Act ilr
who are left to build a better world from their understanding of Lear's
new philosophy.

John: who loves Susan and offeri to marry her. But Susan
will not leave Thomas to go with John.

Apart from the above ten or so main characters of the play
there are about seventy other speaking parts. Bond says ln h sense
they are on role sirowing the characte]s of a society. 

-

Now that you have been introduced to the main characters.
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Let us study the plot of the play f irst. S/e shall take up characteriza-
tion in detail later on.

The play is made up of 3 Acts. Comprising 18 Scenes in all

(7 +7 +4)

ACT I

Act I consist of seven scenes. The play Begin with Lear's visit
to the huge defensive WALL urhich he is having built in order to
safeguard, he claims the peace and security of his people against
his enemies, namely the Dukes of North and Corn wall' He is ac-

companied by his two daughters Bodice and Fontanelle. His Ad-

viser Warrington and an old council. ln spite of the loud protests of

his daughters he executed a man for causing the death of another
worker on the wall.

This is too much for the two young ladies. They grasp the

opportunity to announce their intention to marry the very same en-

emy dukes and with their help to demolish the wall. This in fun is
too much for Lear who raves and curses his daughters Civil War

Follows Warrington is reputed by the sisters. Each one has already
tried and failed to suborn him into betraying Lear about assassinat-
ing the dukes and newly widowed princesses. ln revengeful fury
the sisters have him tortured mutilated and then released. Allthis is
in full view of the audience and reeks in horror. Warrington is now

deaf and dumb but not blind.
Soon Lear becomes a f ugitive and is given shelter out of pity

by a grave digger's Boy despite the anxiety of his young pregnant
wife. Warrington comes at night and tries to kill Lear but merely
wounds him before running away.

Presently soldiers from the two sisters come there, shoot the
gravedigger's son and rape his wife. Lear is taken captive' A car-
penter from a nearby village in love with the Boy's wife (who it is
then revealed is called Cordelia) kills the soldiers as a nemesis for
thtiir atrocious acts. Thus Act I ends on a high key note oi explicit
violence.

ACT II

This act also consists of seven scenes, all quite short. The
dukes hope to save Lear's life. But they do nothing to prevent him
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from being brought fortrial befOre a ludge WhO has been ordered

by Bodice to aggravate mattё rs and thё n condemning Lear.丁 h9old

man does not recognize his dalgnters.He is appa‖ ed by his ovvn

mlrror reflection which appears to hirn to be thё  image of a caged

beastfor which he feels intense pity.

Fontane‖ e is increasingly distracted from politics by her sev―

eral 16vers.Wh‖e Bodice,thё more Cunning ofthe two,cOn,pirets

to take over supreme command and eliminate her SiSter The dukes

flee from theirtreacherous wlves butthey are recaptured.

The plot assumes a Supernatural dlmension when Learis vis‐

ited in Prlson by the Ghost ofthe grave digger:s Boy.Rememberhe

was k‖ led by the soldiers atthe end ofthe previous act Lear also

sees the ghosts of his two daughters as young 9irls.

A rebel Army led by Corde‖ a and the Carpenter OVerthrows

the tvvo sisters reglme. Bodice and Fontane‖ e are captured.

Fontanele is shot and her body is dissected,wh‖ e Lear watches

on,fascinated by the neatness and beauty ofthe anatomy and he
is baffled or shocked to learn thatltls the body of h:s own daughter

whom he had come to regard as monster.Bodice Struggles for‖ fe

but she is k‖ led painfu‖ y.

The carpё nter views Lear as a poteptial treat,but Cordena

will not permit his execution,lnstead she rnates him a Worse,more

inhuman Punishment,Lear:s eyes are ruthlessly but expertly plucked

and he is setfree to wander vvilh the bOy's ghost.

As a next step,Cordelia gives orders for resuming the work

on Learis wa‖ .The imp‖ cation or rather effectis that the land and

‖vёlihood ofthe peasants are snatched from them.Moreoverthey

are compe‖ ed to labour on the wa‖ in precarious unhe,lthy condi‐

tions. Lear who has become enlightened as a result of a‖ his expe‐

rience precipitated by his own f6‖ y and arrogance,was Ciorde‖ a

on the dangers of such a harSh policy.Atthe end of Act‖ ,Lear has

become acutely sensitive to the intens6 Sufferlng around him:

ACT‖ l

The final act has 6nly 10ur scenes・ By now seveh months

have elapsed and L9ar haS 16re OrlelS Come to terms with hls
physiё al b‖ nダnesS He now l市e,atthe BoyIS hOuse wnh ThOmas
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and Susan a young couple. Susan is pregnant, she is a loved by
John a man from the village but refuses to leave. Thomas for him.
(note how there is some similarity between this scene and the one
in Act I where Lear comes for shelter to the Gravedigger,s Boy his
pregnant wile Cordelta and her lover the Carpenter)

Lear has become a target Ior opposition to Cordelia,s regime.
People flock to listen to his stlmulating political parables. Two de_
serters from the wall arrive. One is a petty criminal who used to
trade illegally in tobacco and other goods, the other is Ben, a young
orderly who had broughl food to Lear in prison. Cordelia,s Soldiers
come in search ol the two men but leave without discovering them.
They also warn Lear that hence forth he will be under surveillance.' The old councillor who has successfully switched allegiance
'with every shitt of power informs Lear that he is now under house
arrest. Ben and the other deserters are arrested. Ben is glad to
return to the wall to organize opposition there to Cordella,s govern-
ment. The other deserter is to be hanged.

Lear is indignant and pained at the inhuman cruelty and moral
hypocrisy of the new regime and despairs o, his ability to aller the
current political set-up. The boy,s ghost which has become steadily
pale and emaciated tries to persuade Lear to give up the struggle
and lead a life of quiet seclusion.

Cordelia appears along with the carpenter and tries to con_
'vince Lear, that he must stop opposing her. Lear, on the other hand
declares that he cannot be silent and tries to make her realize the'need for petty and compassion, but she argues that hardness is
required in order to make a leader strong enough to buitd a better
world. She ilso warms Lear that he will be tried'and sentenced to
death. The Boy's ghost hovers around feeling distressed that she
does not recognize him, her [ormer husband.

After Cordelia has gone, Lear informs Thomas and Susan
that he must make a journey with Susan's Help. The Boy,s ghost
st',mbles in bleeding. For he has been attacked by pigs and mustd' second time. He thus leaves Lear Iree to go the wall and show

.. rn a\.tron what he has learnt from the mislakes he had committed as
a king.

Taking spade Lear climbs the wall and begin to shovel the

l]4
earth down from the top. Continuing to work even when challenged
by an oflicer in Cordella's army, Lear is shot. The officer hus es the
few bystanders away so that only the Wall and Lear,s body remain.

The play begins and ends with Lear,s wall.
Let us sum up the main points ol the plot.

ACT I

The autocratic Lear is bent on building the defensive wall.
His daughters Bodice and Fontanelle turn against him and announce
their decisions to marry the enemy dukes of North and Cornwall
respectively. ln the civil war that follows the daughters capture the
king's adviser Warrington and have him mutilated. Lear who has
become a f ugitive is given shelter by a Gravedigger,s Boy. Soon
Soldiers from the two sisters shoot him and rape his young preg-
nant wile Cordelia. Lear is taken captive. A carpeOter who loves
Cordelia kills the soldiers.

ACT II
Lear is brought lor trial berore a judge. He is put in prison.

The Gravedigger's Boy's Ghost visits him. A rebel army led by
Cordelia and the carpenler overlhrows the sisters regime. Both Bodic
and Fontanelle are killed. Lear's eyes are plucked out. Cordelia
gives orders lor resuming work on Lear,s wall. Lear tries to warn
her against such a policy. He has become acutely sensitive to lhe
intense suflering around him.

ACT NI

Seven months have elapsed. Lear now liveS in the Boy,s house
with Thomas and Susan a young couple. He has become a target
for opposition to Cordelia's regime. people flock to listenlo his stimu-
lating political parables. Two deserters from the wall arrive but soon
they are arrested. Lear is pained at the distress caused by Cordelia,s
regime. Cordelia appears with the Carpenter and warns Lear not to
oppose her. The ghost dies a second death. Accompanied by.Su-
san Lear goes to the wall. As he starts shovelling the earth down
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from the top, he is shot by an officer in Cordelia's army.

STUDENT ACTIVITY
Read the original play a number of times and with the help of

the above outline, try to understand its plot carefully.
We shall now proceed to study various aspects of the play.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF THE PLAY
Edward Bond had a clear ides of the structural format ol the

play Lear well before he started composing it, to quote his own
words:-

"l know exactly what l'm going to say. I know exactly the or-
der ot the scenes and what's going to happen in them and what
character has to be there at what point. The dilliculty is to get them
there there's the painlul thing (Drama and the Dialectics ol Vio-
lence' lnterview, Theatre quarterly, 1972).

The author's own account of his approach to the organization
o, action and relationship in the play throws on the deft and pains
taking management or scattered material required by an Epic sub-
ject. The structural design ol Lear has atfinities both with the se-
quences of plays written by a classical Greek dramatist such as
Aeschylus and with Shakespeare's historical epics. lt is the pattern
of dialectic or logical argumentalion. Progressing trom the theses
(dominant idea) through the anthesis (an alternative or conflicting
idea) to synthesis (or the final idea) which concludes the ptot. The
pattern is indicated by Bond in his Prelace to the play:-

"Act One show a world dominated by myth. Act two shows
the clash belween myth and reality, between superstitious men and
lhe autonomous world. Act Three shows a resolution of this, in this
world to prove real by dying in it. Clearly, this emphasizes the the-
malic importance of 3-act structure which lends coherence and com-
pactness lo the 18 short scenes constituting the play.

lf we analyze the structural lormat we can see that each act
moves from a point or phase ol conllict to some kind ol resolution:

Act.l portrays Lear at a moment of real crisis : The autocrat
challenged aftd.about to be deposed. Then the wheel ol ,ortune
turns with his lall and capture raising his two daughters to the top,
but simultaneously elevating a new Nemesis an the forms of Cordelia
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and the Carpenter to pursue the prosecutors ol the old king.'
Act ll Depicts Bodice and Fontanelle at the pinnacle (height)

of power and ruthless cruelty. Bodice is all the more striking, caught
up in the conllict between her self image and the political reality in
the form ol Cordelia's revolutionaries. The killing ot the two sisters
establishes the power of the new Nemesis. This is followed by the
building ol Lear like another Greek tragic hero Oedipus lor being
the product of an irrational system ol privilege. A myth ol kingship.
This action completes the clash between myth and reality. Physical
blindness orfers Lear a new freedom to discover the truth about his
responsibilities towards his subjects, in other words to become mor-
ally aware. The journey towards reality begin berore the close ol
Act ll.

Act lll begins with Lear's enjoying sort ol serenity and status
as a leader ol the people talking to them in parables. But the con-
tlict between Lear's personal prestige and well being on the one
hand and an insistent need lor some positive political action on the
other hand is still present. The resolution to this conrlict comes soon
after his final conlrontation with Cordelia; he decides to demolish
the defensive wall which he and after him Cordelia has used to
imprison the people. The action leads to his martyrdom. But.all is
not lost. Thomas and Susan are lett to build a better world based
on their understanding ol the ralionale rationable behind Lear's as-
sault of lhe wall.' Thus we see that each ol the lhree acts is sell - contained,
that is, it contains the information needed to explain its situation
and their significance, and lo make the events appear to be coher-
ent, each act builds to a recognizable climax, while at the same
time the three acts are properly inier - related. Moreover the the-
matlc clarity of thb 3-act structure in not diluted by the series of 18
short scenes. On the contrary it is this loose episodic structure lhat
links Lear to the Shakespearean epics, each episode drarnatizing
one signiticant moment in the shifting balance of political power
which makes up a nation's evolution.

It is commonly agreed that the work ol Edward Bond has in
some degree been inlluenced by the Epic Theatre of Bertolt Brecht.
Let us now iry to analyse Lear as a product ol Epic theatre. Bul
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before, that lwould advise you to look up "Eprc Theatre" in some
standard Glossary of Literary Terms" (sav by M.H. Abrams) and
become familiar with its salient features.

LEAR'S. PRODUCT OF EPIC THEATRE
ln the 1920s, the German playwright Bertolt Brecht identified

his plays as epic theatre. By this term, Brecht signifies primarily his
attempt to emulate, on the stage the objectivity of epic narrative,
his aim was to prevent the spectators. Emotional involvement with
the characters and their actions and so to encourage them to criti-
cize, rather than passively play represents. Bre, ht used what he
called Estrangement effects (sometimes translared as alienation
effects) for this purpose.

Try to apply these principles to the play Lea
Bond statement that an epic play tells a story and why it hap-

pened brings out the predominance of action over ;haracter, even
while he is concerned to present his selected indiv, rals vividly and
with conviction. ln allthe 18 scenes, he presents J,rty whatever is
immediately and obviously relevant to the politrcat situation being ,

described. (Refer to the plot outline given in 14 and you will realize
how the play is a narrative of single episodes which follow one an-
other coherently without unnecessary details or digressions).

Take for instance the case of Cordelia Bond concentrates on
what happened to her which ultimately transforms her from the
Graveddigger's Boy's anxious, pregnant wife to a revolutionary
leader. The audience pool at her brieflv ,n a staccato (detached)
sequence of significant moments, it is r'rr rnvited to share her ex-
perience, but to recognize it, moment by rrrr..rr'[eht as the product of
changing historicaland political realities. The point about historical
forces; we are made to see, is that they affect people and so they
do remain merely abstractions. Allthese principles hold good in the
case of Lear's transformation.

Another aspect of the epic theatre as seen in Lear is that
there is no deep introspective contemplation of character as in the
cases of Shal<espeare or lbsen or any writer in Dramatic theatre,
particularly soul stirring tragedies. But he is concerned to.repiesent
his characters individualexperiences drarnatically, to imply an emo-

l.lu

tional lile and a consistent inner logic through response to the chang-
ing conditions of their world. Their actions, the features of the epic
story must spring convincingly out of these implied feeling. lt is the
sense of a character's continuing inner life that enables the audi-
ence to understand the connections between episodic events with-
out at the same time getting emotionally entagled. To cite Cordelia's
case again.. The theatrical silence that separated the rapped
Cordelia standing helplessly beside her husband's body at the end
of Act I from the incisively ruthless guerilla leader on the battle field
in the final act is filled with such incidents and events which help
the audience to understand (through inference of course) Cordelia's
potential for suffering indignation and calculated retaliation.

Listen to what Bond himself says in this matter :- "l regard
subjective experience as very important but often I have to creAte
that subjective - presence on stage very swiftly and without demon-
stration the prdcess of inner - invention "Bond's epic theatre there-
fore is much more than a political manifesto, he is not only con-
cerned about dramatising the emotions and motivations of his char-
acters but is also emphatic about the importance of that one signif i-
cant moment in the shifting balance of politicalpower which makes
up a naiion's evolutions. Thus in Lear, we watch two or three lines
of political activity switching quickly from one to another and thereby
gain a gbd's eye view of the historical processes that have shaped
society.

As a next step, we could indulge a little in comparative study.
Surely you are familiar with Shakespeare's tragedy King Lear. Bond's
"Lear" is often described as a critique or review of Shakespeare's
"King Lear" Before we attempt such a question. I suggest you go
through King Lear and note doWn points of similarity and difference
between the two plays.

PLOT OF KING LEAR IN A ANUTSHEI-L
King Lear, a powerful monarch in deblining years, hhnds over

his kingdom to his two daughters Gonerial and Regan cutting off
through a petty grievance, his youngest daughters Cordelia who
loved him dearly, without a share ahd deciding to live alterriately
with the bther two.
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Soon these two elder daughters use their authority to turn
their father out and then conspire for supreme power, the one against
the other. Another complication is that they are both enamoured by
the same man Edmund, the illegimate son of the Duke ol Gloucester,
and Gonerial is prepared to have her husband (The Duke of
Cornwall) murdered so that she may marry him.

ln the end Cordelia, now queen of France brings an army to
fight lor her father against his oppressors. lt is defeated, but the
ligure heads of the victorious army meet death in their hour of vic-
tory. For Goneril poisons Regan and them commits suicide. Those
remaining resolve that right shall be done but not belore Cordelia is
hanged in prison and Lear dies over her dead body.

FROM KING LEAR TO LEAR
Bond observes that "the social moral of Shakespeare,s Lear

is this endure till in time the world will be made right. That,s a dan-
gerous moral tor us. We have less time than Shakespeare,,. This
and several other statements Bond has made suggest why he felt
particularly challenged by the earlier play and what his recreation
of that story was intended to achieve. lnstead of Iollowing King Lear,s
progress towards Self . Knowledge, reconcliations and acceptance
Bond's play can be seen as tracing historical in an epic way.

For Bond the abdication ol Political responsibility which King
Lear's action denotes, is unacceptable, unreasonable, a sign of
moral collapse rather than return to sanity. His Lear is olrered just
such a retreat rrom political activity by the Gravediggeas Boy,s Ghost
in Act lll, scene ii who suggested that people shoutd learn to bear
their own suflering and that Lear should live in quite seclusion. Lear
does succumb brierly but soon realize that it is such selfish quiet-
ness that musl be renounced, not active involvement in the world.
He h'as the moral courage to declare.

"l made all the mistake in the world and I play for each oi
lhem" (Act ll Sc r")

Bond argu:s that by a theatrically effective Sleight of hand in
King Lear, Shaxespeare has transmuted the politiial problem into a
perso al conflict, as though implying that in spite of every thing, the
system itself survives Such a return to the bad old ways is not
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acceptable to Bond. His work is bleak in may respects but he ex-
plains that is essential to its political efrectiveness that the play of-
feis a way out of the society dominated by fear and violence. (We
shall say more about violence and its presentation on the stage in a
later section).

The death ol Bond's Lear looks backwards to the mistakes
he must expiate but also forwards to the possibility of a more ratio-
nal society that may be shaped by succeeding generations uI-lder-
standing ol the event. To quote Bond himself.

"My Lear makes a gesture in which he accepts iesponsibility
for his lile and commits himself to action..... My Lear's gesture
mustn't be seen as final... He makes his gesture only to those who
are learning how to live.

The audience who comes to watch Lear does so with a cer-
tain amount ol previously gained knowledge. They already presume
that the story must be about the surrender of power to daughters
who prove ungratelul and unscrupulous but who are ultimately pun-
ished for lheir inhumanity. Refer to the two plots and you can see
several parallels. There are similarities between Regan and Bod-
ice; and between Goneril and Fontanelle quite apart from the rhyth-
mical echoes within the pairs ol names. (We shall take up their
characters lor a more detailed study later on). lnstead ol lhe third

. daughter. Bond chooses to place his Cordelia outside the royal family
and makes her rise to prominence as a revolutionary leadEr. While
the king and his two daughters die in both play in Bond's play.the
Gravedigger's Boy fulfils the role of being Lear's solace in desola-
tion which is shared by the Fool and Edgar in the earlier. But unlike
them, the Boy does not survive.

It rs no single individual who shoulders the burden of respon-
sible government reassuringly just before the final curtain - Bond
leaves Cordelia desperately .trying to impose her idea of law and
order on a battles carried nation, while the luture, in the shape of
young people like Thomas and Susan, gathers strength and polili-
cal awareness. Clearly Bond's obiective is to "provide a meaning to
the strong" which will make Shakespeares play seem relevant and
lruthful to the twentieth century audience.

Lear presents a more realistic picture of autocracy and tyr-
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anny than King Lear. For lnstance in the older play. The oppressive
cruelty of Cornwall is highlighted by the sudden gesture or protest
from his servant at the building of Glouster. Bond dismissed this
servant's violent protest as part of "A feudal myth" evidence of
Shakespeare's political naivety and romanlicism. ln his opinion it
was Shakespeare's hopelul asserlion that the excesses ol authori-
tarian reign would always be tempered and checked by the stalwart
decency ol the common people.

Bond goes much further and gives us a more truthful and
realistic interaction between the governors and the governed in Lear,
Act l, scene, iv, when a soldier is ordered by Lear's daughters to
mutilate the captured Warrington. Note two things here (i) The sol-
diers is nol individualised by name but merely labelled with a letter,
obviously signifying his anonymous status in a typical totalitarian
set - up.

(ii) He does as he is trained and paid to do without any melo-
dramatic display ol emotion shrugging off moral responsibility of
his part in the atrocity. Bond there by headlights the callous, moral
apathy of our times, a dangerous syndrome indeed!

Bond wants his story to seem more rational and thought pro-
Voking than Shakespeare's story which seems to have a lairytale
quality about it. May be it was this tanciful element which captures
his lancy and challenged him to atteppt a more radical version.
The political aspect also appealed to him. He adapted the 'l6th Cen-
tury play to suit his needs. We have seen the way in which the two
Lear's differ in their basic approach to the problem.

Let us also consider the matter in the case of the two Cordelia.
As I have already pointed out, Bond's Cordelia is not the youngest
and pretliest of the three princesses, rather he emphasizes and
significantly, explains the dillerence between her and the other two
by placing her within a different social, economic and political con-
text. ln 6ach case, the Cordelia's decision to lake up arms against
the two corrupt sisters results in her own downlall, While
Shakespeare's heroine is defeated and hanged in her prison - cell.
Bond's revolutionary leader becomes hardened and harsh through
the exercise of power goading others particularly Lear to oppose
her autocratic ways. ln each case. The impression left in the
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spectator's mind is that Cordelia's fate may appear to be unaccept-
ably cruel, undeserved. When we consider the characters enduring
desire to do good to do what seems right and ju'st to fight against
tyranny and violence. lndeed both are sinned against much more
than sinn ing.

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Read the two plays side by side a few times and sharpen lhe
impressions ot parallel and contrast left by them in the matters ol
plot Character and dialogue.

By now you must have formed your own picture of the major
character of Bond's play with juxtaposed. (Placed side by side) pic-
tures of their counterparls from Shakespeare's play. Let us dwell a
little more on characte rization in Lear.

CHARACTERIZATION IN LEAR
We have already noted the predominance of action over char-

acter in Bond's Lear. Refer 1.6. However the characlers in Lear are
not mere puppets or spokesmen ol certain ideas alone. On the other
hand, they are quite individualised and become etched in our minds.
To appreciates them tully we must instantly comparp and contrast
them with their counterparts in Shakespeare's play. You will recol-
lect that some observations have already been made in 1.8.

LEAR
Bond's Lear is not the same as his Predecessor. ln

Shakespeare's play. Lear is pictured as a powerlul monarch who
chooses to abdicate, to disown Corelia, to dictate his terms of re-
tirement and so on. Later on he shows no interest in resisting his
capture by Edmund as he is wholly absorbed in his relationship
with Cordelia. He plays no part in his own release. Nor is he able to
prevent his daughter's death. Finally and most importantly, his own
death has no signiiicance lor him beyond the termination ol his ex-
istence on earth. He neilher seeks it actively nor shows any under
standing of its political impact.

Let us place Bond'S Lear along side. His Lear does nol choose
to surrender power and status; in fact they are snatched from him.
His apparent insanity into a nightmarish world of tortured images is

|
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a phase through which he reaches a more rational understanding
of his situation and can act morally, that ls in Bond's terminology, in

a politically r€sponsible way. He then chooses to defy Cordelia, lo
leave his asylum with Thomas and Susan to set right (or at least
make an attempt) all the loolish acts ol injustice and cruelty he had

done, and thus become a new messiah or saviour of the people by
saving them trom the clutches of Cordelia. To quote Bond.

"Lear discovers something in himself, out ol this comes his
ability to act. He underslands" At last and has the "arrogance of

truth and simplicity."
The most significant gesture about Bond's Lear is that he

makes a solitary assault on the Wall (which has become a symbol
Ior the kind of implacable paternalism practiser by him and Cordelia
later). The action is important because it demonstrates a way out of
the present predicament what the playwright rerers to in the play's
preface as "a method ol change" rather than a plan o, the luture".
Thus Bond's Lear impresses us as a more realistic, practical, flex-
ible autocrat, endowed with the rare gift to learn from his mistakes
and actually make amends accepting the obligations and responsi-
bilities incumbent upon him as the saviour of his people.

BODICE AND FONTANELLE

Shakespeare presents Regan and General as two ugly sis-
ters in a fairy tale infected with motiveless malignity. He indicate at
the outset itsell that their declaration of filial love and duty are spu-
rious. They shilt Irom public declaration and finally to the military
and political opposition which destroys them all. But the play does
not ofler satisfactory explanation as to why they are so willul, self-
ish and inhuman where as their youngest sister is totally diiferent
{rom them. Beyond Cordelia's reference to her own growing up,

there is little dramatic lite given to the idea ol Lear as a father to
very young daughters.

Bodice and Fontanelle are the modern counterparts'ol Regan
and Gonerile. Observe their names. Look up their meanings in a
dictionary see the way Bond has delineated them. Like the elder
daughters of King lear. They too are shown moving lrom decorous
involvemenl in the performance ol their father's public duties to the
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explicit opposition to Lear which leads to their own ruirr. Bond de-
picts their revolt as a consequence of their up bringing-they have
grown to fear not to love their overbearing lather, and they have

been reared in a system ol privilege and an atmosphere of violence
which in turn has taught them to act with brutal selfishness.

It is worth while to go! Through Author's Preface to Lear, lor
among other lhings, Bond dwells at length about Qhildren becom-
ing aggressive and violent ii brought up in an atmosphere of emo-
tional neglect, lack o, assurance, care and love. I shall quote a few

sentences at random since they throw light on Bond's treatment of

the two sisters.
"Our society has the structure of a pyramid of aggression and

as the child is the weakest member it is at bottom... Almost all orga-
nizations dealing wlth children are obsessed with discipline..... We
build homes without proper ptaces lor them (Children).... Every child
is born with certain biological expectations.....That its unprepared-
ness will be cared for, that it will be given not only food but emo-
tional reassurance. That it will be born into a world waiting to re-

ceive it,.... But the weight ol aggression in our society is so heavy
that the unthinkable happens. We batter it...... So the small infi-
nitely vulnerable child panics - as any animal must. lt does not get

the reassurances it needs in its lear it identifies with the people

who have power over it.
Bear the above points in mind when you analyse the charac-

ters ol the two sisters. Fontanelle greet.the moment ol open conflict
with relief exclaiming "l was always terrified of him" Like wise Bond's

Lear like his older model tries to dissociate himsell from his daugh-
ters and curses lhem when they oppose him. Yet he remembers
their childhood with nostalgia creating a picture of them as vulner-
able and affectionate, needing his care and attention and love" The
two girls appear to us as eager. Even anxious to please their father
who is a remote ligure often away from his lamily in hot pursuit o,
power and political security and whose appearance are rare occa-

s ions.
Thus Bond implies how the present ruthlessness and callous-

ness of the two sisters have their roots in an unsettled, fear - rid-

den, emotionally suppressed childhood.

―
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Even as a child 3odice is preoccupied with images ol power
and megalomanio. thc s61ryg1 - politics that spell final doom for all.
The lamily of Iathe, ",,d daughters sans mother has atways been
walled in by the reallties of politics. They have had only an illusion
of lteedom. But Bodice .i capacity to realize the havoc that power is
creating to her perhap. nakes her a more sympathetic and vulner-
able figure in spite of tr,e atrocities she has been responsible for.....
The trainees of power link her with Cordelia, while Bodice is born to
"greatness", Cordelia has it thrust violently upon her. But predict-
ably, the result is much the same. Compared to Bodice, Fontanelle
is slightly less in everylhing: nol as shrewd and calculating more
crude and childish with and unnatural urge for cruelty. But for that
matter, both daughters are sadists: the torture and mutilation ol
Warrington bear ample testimony to this fact.

THE GRAVEDIGGER'S BOY
You must be familiar with the Fool in King Lear. One of his

roles in the play is to comfort the old king when he leels insulted
and deserted by his daughters. Further thej fool tries to make Lear
understand the nature and extend of his folly, not maliciously but
because he really cares for the old, helpless man. However Lear
lails to perceive the relevance of the Fool's observations to his own
situation. Thus the two characters are presented by Shakeshpeare
as in alliance against the daughters sellishness and callousness
which the audience already knows to be despicable.

ln Bond's Lear, the Gravediggefs Boy at first perlorms a
slimier funclion. Another words, he appears when Lear is displaced
and lhreatened and he shows a pity to the old man, as though of-
Iering an alternative to the father child bond which has proved so
damaging and demoralizing to both Lear and his daughters. ln this
situation he does not view Lear as powerful king of ,igure who stands
for an unworkable political system and wields power irresponsibily.

Another role performed by the Boy is that like Shakespeare,s
lool, he ollers a critical picture of Lear's arrogance, blindness and
folly as king, He openly criticizes the "Wall death,,caused by Lear.
His words are lull of irony when he tells Lear lhat he would go back
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and dig a grave for him (Act i Science iv) Bond,s Lear like his
preducess or does resist the plain truth being thrown on his tace,
but thanks to the Boy and others, he is pushed towards a iealiza-
tion ol his actual plight.

Besides that of the lool, lhe Boy,s role also contain elements
of Edgar in King Lear, Shakespeare,s Lear is moved lo pity at the
spectacle ot Edgar in the guise of a poor mad Tom, a ragged socral
outcast, it is a delinite step on the old man,s journey towards some
kind of rehabilitation- it begins lo cul through his stubborn egotism.

Like wise the Gravedigger,s Boy not only show pity himsell to
the old king but perhaps more valuable, he teaches Lear to fell pity
and compassion-not a generalized and largely rhetorical pity for
the sutfering multitudes, generally speaking, but pity directed to-
wards specific pain, a response to another,s immediate need. ln
prison, the emaciated and disoriented ghost o, the Boy clings to
Lear. He makes the old king realize his personal responsibility for
the suffering of others and his need to try to make amends.

Note that the intense pathos of the relationship between Lear
and the gh'ost help to humanize Bond,s political epic; to add an
important dimension to the "meaning,'that the character of Lear is
lo communicate to the audience. Bond further implies that a life ol
political retreat, withdrawl ,rom social responsibilities and choosing
a selfishly sentimental pastoral idyll all which the Boy,s Ghost sug:
gests to Lear, are not desirable or acceptable.

Thus the Boy and his Ghost play an instrumental role: that is
they are an essential part of Lear,s journey from political and moral
blindness towards awareness and action. And like Shakespeare,s
Fool, they tade out once their task has been compleled.

CORDELIA
Much haS- already been mentioned about Cordelia,s charac-

ter in the earlier sections. We shall close up this section with a few
more observations about her. Like Lear, Cordelia is a round char-
acter, to use E.M. Forster's terminology. That is to say, they un-
dergo change and what we see of lhem in the first act. While Lear
changes in a positive manner, visibly evolving into a much better
more coinpassionate, more concerned and responsible human be-
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ing, the process is reversed in the case of Cordelia
Unlike King Lear's daughters, Bond's Cordelia lives as a rural

peasant, not at court, better, educated than her husband the
Gravedigger's Boy but still tied to the land by the routine of
subsistance farming. The Soldiers violation of her to act politically.
Such a decision inevitable change the course of their life and her
character too. She is transformed into a hardcore revolutionary and
powerful ruthless leader reminding us ol Lear at the beginning of
the play.

Cordelia's character has a touch of universality about it. Think
of the various films about terrorists and Mafia-gangsters, and revo-
lutionaries you have watched. Don't you find that in most cases it is

callousness and partitive and that too undeserved. Which often pro-
vokes well-meaning sensitive individuals to turn cruel and wield
power irresponsibily? Does such a change appear to you as Natu-
ral and Realistic?

Now that we have studied the "Plot" and character aspects of
the play let us spend some time on the third ingredlent of Drama
namely Dialogue.

USE OF DIALOGUE IN'LEAR'
Dialogue is perhaps the most interesting part of play often

more than action too, since it is through the utterance, that various
character revealthemselves to us.' Since it a political epic. The dialogue in Lear is generally ef-
fective terseand rhetorical (in the manner of a speech) According
to Bond, Rhetoric is one of Lear's Three Great Crimes, ln the early
scenes of the play, the rhetoric is used to defend what Bond de-
scribes as a myth which asserts that Might is Right and that Law
and Order legitimate weapons in the hands of strong governments.

Lear, Cordelia, Bodice, Warrington etc. all use or abuse lan-
guage in order to defend the idefensible, Let us take a few example

(1) At the beginning of the play Lear declares: My wall will
make you free Does it? You will remember how all the problems
revolves around the Wall. The revolt of his daughters, the imprison-
ment of Lear killing of the Boy. Rape of Cordlia Lear's enlighten-
ment, Cordelia's assumption that the wall must be built implying
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that history repeats itsell and the wall continues to stand as a sym-
bol of fear, terrorism, v'olence and other attendant evils of totalitari-
anism.

(ii) Regarding the trial of old Lear, Bodice remarks. "This is a
political trial" Politics is the higher form of justice" Can anything be
further from the truth?

Similarly Lear is blinded callously in a "refined inhuman "way
in order to make him "politically ineffselive " indeed suff ering meted
out in the name of politics knoivs no bounds and it is all couched
nicely in language. The neo-wise Lear's comment is quite relevant.
"You commit crimes and call them law". The great enemy of clear
language is in sincerity " Abuse of language is linked with abuse of
power, as the above bits of dialogue prove.

The rhetorical style has a yustiliable role in Bond's play
Shakespeare's Lear also begins with a rhetorical defence of an
action which events prove to have been indefensible Regan and
Goneril use rhetoric to gain power and partition of the kingdom,
whereas Cordelia's inadequacy to wield rhetoric fetches her cruel
punishment and unrest abandonment. Bond has not only adapted
the epic structure and scope of Shakespeare's theatre for his own
purposes. He has also exploited the possibilities inherent in the
epic style with its freedom from naturalism, making way for vivid
imagery, oratory, parables and overtly theatrical statements and
gestures.

Secondly, the political rhetoric of the various characters in
Bond's play, we must remember, is in its turn, only one element of
the rhetoric of the plays as whole, it is a political epic. a propa-
ganda play. And Bond himself writes. "A propaganda ply must be
able to tell its message to an uninformed or resisting audience"
Thus his use of language in the play is both dramatic and poetic,
Significantly he gives nearly turned phrases to characters whose
hypocrisy and abuse of authority he intends to expose and con-
demn. Bond is certainly not naive stylistically as some critics think
on the other hand, the width-and intensity of his reading is well
reflected in the range and sophistication of the language of Lear.

No political play or novel can.eschew (Avoid) violence for it
involves power-clashes. Should violence be enacted on the stage

ミ
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or should it be reported? This has been the major point of dispute
among ditferent schools ol Dramatic Theory. Find out what the clas-
sic and Romantic schools lelt on this issue. We shall turn to this
aspect in the case ol Lear.

VIOLENCE IN'LEAR'
Bond's preface to the play Lear begins like this:
"l write about violence as naturally as Jane Austen wrote about

violence. Violence shapes and obsesses our society and if we do
not stop being violent we have no future. People who do not want
writers to write about violence want to stop them writing about us
and our time lt would be immoral not to write about violence."

The above passage clearly slales Bond's obsession with the
theme of violence and his moral insistence upon presenting it in his
plays. Above all he preoccupied with political violence, the outrages
ol those in power against the poor and the helpless-whether peas-
ants, women children or victims of whatever kind.

The play Lear is indeed a rarrago (mixture) of sensational
scenes of violence and cruelty. Take the torture ol Warrington by
the two sislers in Act lscene iv. lt takes place in full view ol the
spectators. Please read this scene: only then you can experience
the nightmarish horror of the whole thing. Bodice knits while that
soldier. "A"kicks at Warringtonl He and Fontanelle jump on the
victim's hands! The devilish woman screams. "Jump on his
head....kill him insrde....l want to sit on his lungs!" and so on. As a
climax to the mutilation process - for Bodice has already
Warrington's tongue cutt olf-she pokes her knitting needles into
Warrington's ears! Enough is enough, one might say

The shock such a scene provokes is that of the powerless-
ness ol morality when confronted by the banality ot evil. What hor-
rifies us is the interior space of lerror as a form ol destructive play
without limit. Nothing seems to be bound terror except the boredom
or exhauslion of its preparator.

To cite another instance, eQually powerful in its effect is the
removing of Lear's eyes by another political prisoner with a device
"perlected on dogs for removing human eyes" ln Act lll Scene if.
The evenl is calculatedly shocking first Lear is cqaxed into a strait
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jacket and then a contraption (device) is lowered over his head.
The formality and the deliberation of the actions heighten the hor
ror, since they allord time for the audience to understand the real
signilicance, and hideous reality behind the 4th prisoner,s comment
to the carpenter. "Then he could be made politically inelfective,,
(Same scene) there is time also to anticipate and imagine the re-
finements of pain to be inllicted on Lear and to cringe at Lear,s
terror. Please note that Bond does not allow any soltening ol the
event. Lear Screams in excruciating agony (deep pain) while the
4th prisoner proudly describes the details o, the procedure.

ln his treatment of violence. Bond also engages the spur ol
revenge. The savage murder of the Gravedigger's Boy and the rape
of Cordelia,-her identily dramatically withheld until after violation -
generates a counted violence that ts organized but without pity. The
Carpenter who avenges the Boy and Cordelia by murdering the
soldiers who have attacked them later becomes a commander in
Cordelia's peasant army which unleashes (releases) more violence.
The cycle ol violence is respective, but revolutionary too. lt is not
merely the disposing ol two prodigal daughters as in Shakespeare,s
tragedy. But the class vengeance of a peasant woman killing both
sisters. Rendering politically ineffective and then at last killing their
wronged lather also as members ol the same political order.

That the presentaion of such violent scenes on the stage can
be theatrically powerlul is evident from the response of critics to
each production of the play. For instance, the Royal Shakespeare
Company's production of Lear in 1982 met with critical respect for
Bond's ambitious choice ol subject etc. but there was also lasci-
nated an unease about the enacted violence.

What do you feel about enacting so much violence on the
siage ? why?

We may have diiference of opinion on this matter but the point
we have to understand here is that if the horror were somehow
diluted rendered aesthetically decorous, the purposes of meaning
of Bond's epic story would become blurred. The nightmarish events
in the play are involved in his thesis that men are not necessarily or
annately violent. But are driven to react violently when they feel
trapped within an irrational and inhuman political system and so
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on. The aulhor insists in his preface that even such a play as Lear
which depicts the darkest side ol man's experience, is not fully des-
perate. Bond exclaimed the intention ol the play's linal image. Lear's
assault on the Wall is a positive action not a gesture of despair.
Thus by enacting stark violence on the stage. Bond aims at teach-
ing truths, expgsing naked reality to the people, facts which he feels
cannot be taught through the traditional institutes ol state, school
and church, since these are cripples and corrupted by capitalism.

Christopher inner remind us that Bond sees his audience. as
composed of "spiritually dead people" and he thinks il is necessary
to disturb them "emotionally" in order to achieve his purpose he
reached to certain dramatic devices. For instance recall the
Warrington torture scene in Lear (we have referred to it many times
in the earlier sections). The incongruity ol juxtaposing heartless
lorce and human sullering is explicitly intended be highly disturb-
ing, As Bond has said, the effect ol such an inappropriate tone is
very cruel. lndeed Bond's use ol farcial comedy has to be viewed
as an extension of his naked image of violence.

Compare the above scene with the baby-killing scene in Bonds
'SAVED' (1965) in which some young layabouls (loaf ers) amuse
them selves by rubbing a baby's face in its own excrement, throw-
ing Iighted matched into its prim and then stoning it to death ! Height
ol sadistic violence and most inhuman cruelty we would exclaim.
Now in such scene. Bond's social indignation is evident. He has a
sense of humour but his shock lactics screams at the gods.

ln terms of dramatic Iunction, the value of such enactment of
violence primarily that they provoke exlreme, reactions in the audi-
ence. As Bond commented: Every body's reaction is different.....they
must ask themselves, nol ask me what lthink about it"

ln lact the change from graphic realism is saved to the grand
fantasy of Lear is only a response to the public's capacity for ac-
commodating themselves to violence,. As Bond openly admits> "1

had to f ind effective.... "This is what he has labelled Aggro-Elfect in

deliberate distinction lrom the Brechtian alienation eflect."
Thus we see that Bond perceives outraging the audience

emotionally as a sort of shock therapy designed to galvanize their
consciences into lile and provokes them into viewing society "ob-
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jectively" and "ralionally" that is to say from his perspective. For

him the degree ol violence is nothing more than a measure of ur-
gency, and he denies any "desire to shock". Regarding the use of
"Aggro ellects" in his play Bond says.

"And so it's only because I feel it is important to involve people

in the realities of lile that I sometimes use these effects,."
Now that we have said quite a lot about violence in Lear, let

us brielly turn to his Preface to the play.

AUTHOB'S PREFACE

Like Bernard Shaw, Bond has prefixed a Preface to his play
Lear as well as several other plays. Such a prelace is ol great rel-

evance to the proper understanding ol the play lts theme or themes,

the controlling ideas, the wants to enact and so on. Now, lwould
advise you to read the Author's Preface caretully and note down
the important ideas. They will help you to understand and appreci-
ate the play better. I shall however give below a lew points con-
tained in the Preface, which you should specially note:

MAIN POINTS IN AUTHOR'S PREFACE TO 'LEAR'

(i) We are not basically violent, but respond aggressively when

constantly deprived or threatened.
(ii) Aggression has become moralized and morality has be'

come a lorm ol violence.
(ii) Children, like adults, evolve into violent being when they

are battered by the weight ol aggression everywhere in society.
(v) Social morality is a form ol suicide
(vi) Spending lives doing things for which we are not biologi-

cally designed results in making us more and more tense, nervous
and aggressive.

(vii) Our sort ol society is dangerously aggressive being basi-
cally unjust and making people lead unnatural lives.

(viii) The only way out for such a society f ull ol injustice is that
must be violent.

(ix) The solution lor the injustice and violence in our sort of'
society is to LIVE JUSTLY: allowing people to live in the way for
which they are evolved.

We have covered in thq above sections some ol the basic

`
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and impor.tant aspects of the play. We are now in a position to give
an overall estimate of the author and his work.

BOND AND ,LEAR,: AN OVERALL ESTIMATE
The most importdnt writer to emerge during the 1960s was

Edward Bond whose concerns prophetically foreshadowed those
of the coming decades. ln a relatively brief dramatic career consist-
ing of a little over half a dozen full length play, Bond has emerged
as a distinctive yet wholly representative voice in the British the-
atre-representative not of a school of dramatists, but of that grow-
ing concern lor ecological values which became widespread in the
early 1970's and of which Bond emerged as an early prophet. Not
that he engages in the immediacies of life "in a sense Jar wider than
would have been understood by dramatists a generation earlier.

Bond's plays from the close social realism of Saved to the
eloquent myth-making of Lear managed to blend a high serious-
ness of purpose with extreme precision of theatrical execution- and
a gift for independent verbal and physical imagery unequalled since
Brecht (Simon Trussler)

As James Holloway points out, Bond is a significant figure
not only because of the intrinsic interest of his deeply felt and hu-
mane work but because of embodies as perhaps no other writer of
the sixties and seventies, sorne of the distincily insular traits of the
writing of the time along with qualities that represents the growing
strength'of continental influences and traditions as they 6egin to
return to the literary scene Britain in the later years of the post wai
period (John Holloway)

Like Osborne, Edward Bond achieved immediate prbminence
through the controversy surrounding his first play saved (produced
in 1965) But unlike osborne, Bond did not become quickly accepted, 

-

lnitially he was subjected to perhaps the most violent storm of pro-
test and denigration (defamation) aimed at any modern dramatist
since lbsen. fiis plays were described by pressure groups among
the general public as sadistic, filthy "unfunny and obscene' Gradu-
ally a counter reaction set in leading theatre people and critics like
oliver, Tynan, Martine Esslin and others were quick to perceive the
strikingly originaland profoundly moralquatity of his work "And with
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his truly impressive output of ten full length plays, four adaptations,
an opera and various short piece in the last fifteen years, Bond is
now widely accepted as the single most important contemporary
British dramatist, (Christopher lnnes),,

All'Bond's qualities as an effective praywright can be perceived
in his play Lear. The play was first performed at the Royal court
Theatre in September 1971. Taking as its starting point the story of
an autocratic monarch deposed by his two power-hungry daugh_
ters, the play presents an extravagantly horrific parable of the cor-
ruption of power ahd the ruthless cruelty imposed on us by the as-
sumption of modern society.

Simon Trussler observes that Lear must stand as Bond,s high_
est artistic achievement, The play had its beginnings in Bond,s dis-
satisfaction with various elements in shakespeare's version; nev-
ertheless it stands entirely in its own right in its vision of the once
authoritarian, dispossessed Lear travelling a lonely road of self dis-
covery as his daughters do batfle for his kingdom. The revolution-
ary leader cordelia perpetuates Lear's mistakes Thus Lear, his
daughters and the c--onquerors too, have all suffered and are de-
picted as suffering hideously caught in the trap. Lear dies in a futile
attempt to dismantle the wall into whose "defensive" construction
he had diverted the energies of his kingdom. However the best thing
he achieves before his death is that he perceives and gives voice
to the urgent need both for an awareness of man's trapped state
and for pity as a corrective

"Lear" is a very personalachievement yet persuades us of its
dramatic rightness. And implies us with its moralforce. Thd Ghost
who has to die a second time is a recurrent figure in Bond's plays:
nevertheless in this play it is no idiosyncratic ingredient but an en-
tirely appropriate embodiment of an insidiously attractive way of
living in which Lear once found refuge, but which finally like the
ghost must be allowed to die.

Bond's vividly theatrical vision and his ability to weave, dis-
parate threads in to a unified work of dramatic art are evident in the
play Lear. His use of "aggro effects" to shock the audience at the
outrages of society is admirable, in the blending of satisfaction with
an artistic experience and dissatisfaction with the society. Bond
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comes closer to Brecht than any other writer in the modern British

theatre.
We have come to the end of the Unit on Edward Bond's play

Lear.. Hope you have understood the basic reatures of the play.

Read the original text a number of times with the help of this study
material and master each aspect. The more through you are with

the play the more easy it will be lor you to write your examination
, and race the viva voce. Let us wind up lhe study part ol the unil with

briel summering up of the important aspects of the play.

LET US SUM UP

(i) The play Lear (1971) is a powerf ul play by the English play
- wright of the post-war period Edward Bond (born 1934)

(ii) lt is an extravagantly horrific parable on the corruption of
power and of the ruthless cruelty imposed by the assumption ot

modern society.
(iii) it is a product of the Epic theatre associated with Bertolt

Brecht.
(iv) lt is a critique or rehandling ol Shakespeare's's King Lear
(v) The play is noted lor its powerful character-delineation

and erlective dialogue.
(vi) The obsessive theme of the play is VIOLENCE or aggres-

sive nalure of man deprived and torced to lead an unnatural life.
(vii) The play has an effedtive Author's pretace Which con-

tains many weighty themes and ideas we come across in Lear as

well as in his other plays.
(ix) Finally it is a thought-provoking play which lorces us to

realize through our own reaction to the play, the urgent need to set
. things right in an uniust, violent society LIVING JUSTLY allowing

people to live in the way for which they are evolved.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Now that you have understood Edward Bond's PIay Lear well,
read the study material along with it and prepare your own essay in

about 450 words on the f ollowing:
(i) Edward Bond's Leai as product of the Epic Theatre.
(ii) Discuss Bonds Lear as a critique of King Lear (March 1 995)
(ii) How does Bond's Lear enact the theme ol violence? What
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are lhe devices used?
(iv) "Although tragic scale is unimaginable except in the the-

atre, Bond's Lear is not primarily a play for "theatre goers", but it is

meant lor any one concerned with our apparently hell-benl course

towards self-destruction- Do you agree?
(v) Characterization in Bond's Lear
(vi) The author's message in Lear and his means of convey-

ing it
(vii) the signilicance of the wall in Bond's Lear
(b) Prepare some Quiz type questions lor the written exam

and the viva voce. For this, read extra, books on Edward Bond and
have a general idea about lhe Ply wright and his works. See 1.17

for specimen questions.
(c) Discuss with your lriends the underlying themes and mes-

sage of the play. Compare the play with the political developments,
terrorism, outrages etc. happening all around us and verity whether
Bond is depicting a universal Phenomenon.

I shall list below a tew uselul books for your extra reading

' Suggestions for lurther reading
1 . 2oth century Drama edited by James Vinson
2. A Guide to 2oth Century Literature ed by Harry Blamirrs.
3. Longman's Companion to 20th century literature by A.C.

ward
4. A New Pelican's Gude to English Literature Vol. Vlll
5. Tragic Drama and Modern Society by John Orr.
6. Modern British Dramatist, New Peispectives. ed John

Russel Brown
(Read lntroduction pp 1-12 and Ch.ix. "The polilical spectrum

of Edward Bond" by Christopher lnnes.
7. A Glossary ol literary Terms by M.H. Abrams:

SAMPLE 'OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS.

These are a regular feature of the written examination. A tew
sample are given below:-

1. Bond's Lear is a reworking of a play by
.........................(Shakespeare)

2. What is the theatre of Edward Bond called? (The Rational
theatre/ Epic Thealre)
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3. The character who pokes the needle into Warrington,s ears
(Bodice)

4. Who removes Lear's eyes?
5. The obsessive theme of Bond,s Lear (violence)
Make more questions in this pauern, they will help you in your

viva voce too.

FICTION
LORD OF THE FILES

WILLIAM GOLDING

INTBODUCTION

William Golding was born in Corn wall in .19 September 191 1

into a world of sanity and logic and fascination. ,,lvly life is passe in
condition ol ravished astonishment!, The exclamation he gives
to the experimental scientist in his play. The brass Butterfly,
might have been, and perhaps was spoken by his {ather, Alec
Golding, But the first memory which he has given us of his child-
hood, in the autobiographical fragment, the Ladder and the tree,
is of terror and darkness! Darkness and indescribable terror
made objective in the Flint -walled cellars of their fourteenth
century house in Marlborough, and in the graveyard by which it
stood.

He offers a social cause for this contact with darkness.
"Had my mother perhaps feared this shadowy house and its
graveyard neighbour when she went there with me as a baby?
Shd was corntish and the Cornish do not live next to a grave-
yard from choice. But we had very lit e choice. My father was
master at the local grammar school, so that we were all the
poorer Ior our respectability. But clearly this matter of class is
nol cause but only part of the conditions Ior a personal plight.
By the time Golding was seven he had begun to connect the
darkness, thougl- rot the storm, with the ancient Egyptian, From
the learnt, or on .:rem he projected mastery and symbolism, a
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habil of migling life and death and an attitude ol mind sceptical
of the scientilic method that descends lrom the Greeks.

Variously hailed as a ,abulist, ',Marginal', Anti-realize,
Philosophical novelist, and anthropologist of the imagination,
William Golding, who moved into the hallowed precincts ol lic-
tion relatively late in lile, has come to occupy a unique defying
classification and categorization. A section ol the critics tend
to over emphasize some of Golding,s limitations which could in
fact be seen as the se'lf - imposed Iimits within which he chooses
to operate. However no one can deny the originalily, vitality and
seriousness of his work. He may not be prolific or versatile but
he displays a rare technical virtuosity and remarkable imagina-
tive power.

Golding draws upon the rich literary tradition only to as-
sert his untitled artistic identity. lt is righ y said that,,his origi-
nality in prose is much like that of Eliot,s in verse.
Tradition.....Leaves its mark on his work, but his work leaves
its individual mark, and sometlmes excroriatingly on tradition,,
Golding would use the original texts only to violate them. And
whether its is de-romanticizing Ballntyne, inverting Wells, sub-
verting Dante, or " Deconstruclion " Coleridge, Golding,s work
presents the subject in a startlingly new light, giving it yet an-
olher dimension. lnvariably in this process he raises disturbing
questions relattng to the human predicament.

Golding's novels move at the level ol phenomena ol things
happening in the physical or the spiritual worlds, and develop
their own forms for experience. Golding's work is not just a
powerful relutation of the naive optimism ol Wells or shallow
progressivism of Ballantyne. He would rather question a whole
tradition embodying man's simplistic and optimistic lormulations
about himself . His work mainly based on his own painrul obser-
vation ol the cul( of the irrational and on his own war - time
experience, seems a counter blast to the eighteenth century
biologists like James G Frazer and Edward B. Taylor, and such
liberal thinkers in modern times as H.G. wells and Sir Julian
Huxely, Actively opposed as he is to the behaviourist assump-
tion that human ills are related to the environment, Golding puts
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the locus oI all evil in lhe "will" ol man., his work oomeslicates
the limitations of order ehvisaged by the rational consciousness
ol man.

Man's dream ol a rational, well structured universe and
the poignant awareness ol the threats to the dream are well
expressed by Golding, even in his early literary efrorts, Goldine
visualizes the Universe as "Cosmic Chaos". He is stated to
have observed in the course of an inlerview with Owen Webstar
that the basic problem ol modern man is 'learning to live fear-
lessly with the natural chaos of existence. Withoul ,orcing arti'
ficial pattern on it". But then order or patlern is very much a

human need. lt is sought in our individual lives. Social inter-
course, scientific and philosophic investigation, and literally and
artislic endeavour.

Golding's Iiction locuses on this significant aspect ot man
quest for order on various levels and encountering in the pro-
cess chaos within and without. ln Golding's world chaos mani-
fests itsell in various torms. On the social level it is seen in the
form ol violence resulting lrom the clash between dilferent types
of order (Lord of the files). lt is also experiences in the torm o[
moral evil and seen as resulting lrom not only over assertion of
lhe ego, (Pinchor Martin) but irrational laith (The Spire). There
is the natural chaos of existences. The pattern lessons of lile
poinled out by Talbol and realized by Sammy Mount joy at the
end ol his agonizing quest lor a pattern. Again it is, in the
Nietzchean terminology, the Dionysian impulse as opposed to
the Appollonian motive.

Golding's novels at the Level ol phenomena, of things hap'
pening in the physical or the spirituai worlds and develop their
own lorms lor experience. One consequence o, this is that.
Perhaps more lhan with any other, novelists, the process of

reading a Golding novel is over whelmingly important. He visu-
alizes a state in which man lived in perlect harmony with the
Universe (The lnheritors). Man was a perfect microcosm ol the

macrocosm. Being unsell - conscious he was never aware ol
nature as other, and was absolutely free of the tension between

order and chaos. Golding also depicts man's loss ol the sense
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of unity with the universe with the lragmentation ol his undilfer-
entiated consciousness. Man's rise to consciousness is seen
by Golding as a Iall. Man is destined to endure the trails of self
ranging from an adolescent's awareness ol the ignominy of
growing up through the exceptive and self deceptive subter-
fuge of a noble aspiration to the seriocomic rites ol passage, to
an adult sense of sin and sell - hood, disgrace and defilement,
and ignominy and guilt. ln Golding's universe the descent of
man is enacted not in the Darwinian sense. But literally and in
the theological sense ol the lall. While the doctrinal lall forms
the skeletal back ground. Golding depicts the Fall not only as
occurring in the history of the human species (The inheritors)
but as a destined event in the Blakean sense, in the life of a
social class (LorC of the files) or in that ol every individual as
he moves trom innocence to Experience (Free Fall and the Pyra-
m id)

Golding says that he would rather trace his literary lin-
eage to the great Greek writers, Euripides, and Aeschylus are
the obvious influences. While on the one hand, he is akin to the
great Greek tragedians in his preoccupation with lhe human
tragedy he resembles on the other, such maslers of liction as
Melville and Conrad in hls emphasis on the natural chaos ol
existence. lN his thematic pre - occupations'man's alienation,
Iree will, guilt, primacy, and universality of evil - Golding comes
close to writers like Melville, Conrad and Graham Greene.

Like Melville and Conrad, Golding presents his themes
through myth'and table, symbol and metaphor. While John
Peter's evaluation of Lord of the flies, the inheritors and Puncher
Martin as fables has been generally accepted and has, in fact,
set the trend for the analysis of Golding's lorms and themes,
Golding himself said thai he would prefer the description myths
ol total explanation cif his worked, Golding seeks to transcend
the limilations inhererrt in fabulation by giving it a mythic di-
mension as well as by expressing his meaning through symbol
and metaphor. He may not have outlived his narrative strategy
as Henry James ror instance, did through his prefaces and note-
books. Golding's novels are symbolist in their settings and ac-
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tions so that reading Golding becomes an act of journeying by
symbolic sea, or exploring the, "Cathedral ol the mind,,or the
rock of the "ravenous ego"

LORD OF THE FLIES: THE FRAME WORK AND THE SToRY
At the beginning of Lord of the Flies (19S4) the reader

has two forms ol reality ollered him, one in the text, the other in
the title, the text begins with a well known sort of story: boys
making their own lives on an island, apart lrom adults. The
immediate model is made clear enough: Ballantyne,s ,,The coral
lsland" ('1858), in which three adolescents, Ralph, Jack and
Peterkin create a happy simple lile on a paciric island. But on
can leel many others of the genre hovering about the story,
notably Arther Ransome's Swallows and Amazons, and even
more his Secret Water in which a naval officer,s Children play
at explores in the marshy islands behind Walton - on - the Waze
in Essex until conrronted by local children whose game is to be
Savage tribe with corroborate, ritual dance and mock human
sacrifice. But the children are all very nice and responsible chil-
dren, and everything remain al the level ol game.

Ballantyne's names, Ralph and Jack are those of the two
principle characters in Golding's book. And the first chapter dif-
fers from Ballantyne's and Ransome's shape lor the world only
in Goldi.ng's peculiar, detailed almost halucinatory awareness
of physical reality.

The title Lord ol the Flies can perhaps be trqced to the
Jewish hierachy of demons where there is reference of
Beelzebub who is known as the Lord ol the Files. The chief
representative of the false gods. The ti e therefore, is appro-
priate to a novel which like a fable conveys a moral that the
world is not the reasonable place we are led to believe and that
"all power corrupts" and that one has to live with the darkness
ol man's heart, lt is the author's philosc, ,y to restore principle
in an unprincipled world. Restore beliet to a world of disbe-
lieves.

The novel opens in a terrilying atmosphere, nuclear war
has broken out in Europe and a school from the English Home
counlies has been evacuated by an aeroplane to an unknown
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destination. The plane has touched down at Gibralter and Addjs
Abab, then still IIying south east wards. lt has been attacked,
its crew killed, but its passenger tube released so that it can
crash land on the jungle below. At the moment of impact, a fierce
storm is raging and only a few boys - Ralph, Jack, Roger, Simon,
Piggy amongsl them manage to scramble out ol the tube be-
lore the wind sweeps it out to sea. They arrive on an unnamed
island. lt is full ol coral reef, beaches and fruit trees that bear
all the year round. ln the Edenic island there is plenty ol food
fruit and lresh water. Hence forward, the novelist concerns him-
selt with the adaptation of the boys to their new tropical back-
ground. They have their assembly, they pursue their own plea-
sure all within law and rule. The boys behaviour on the island
has been variously as they evolve their own goods, totems and
taboos when they are deprived to parental authority. Some see
it as a parable ol man stripped of sanctions ol customs and
civilization, others as attracl aboul the diflerences between
democracy and civilization, others as a tract about the dilfer-
ence between democracy and anarchy and others relate il to
the story ol the Fall ol Man and the Garden of Eden. The beau-
titul conch Balph and Piggy discover brings allthe boys together
and soon becomes the acknowledged symbol of harmony and
order. lt is the possession of the conch that more than anything
else qualifies Ralph to be the chief. There are no elders to
boss around. We've got to have rules and obey them. After all,
we're not savages.......'says red-harried, tall, thin, quick to an-
ger, proud and aggressive Jack Meridian. He has all the quali_
ties ol a twentieth century dictator who in league wjth Lord of
the Flies has thirst lor power. He is their choir leader wears a
golden badge on his cap. They are like boys of any cathedral
school - highly organized., civilized and disciplined. The trag-
edy is sharp as lhey Iall from that civilized height. They turn
into savages - naked, painted, gorging, on pig-flesh, and whoops
of aah-ah and "ooh-ooh" are heard, they all participate in ex-
ploring the meaning and consequence of the creation of evil.

Ralph and Jack are antagonistic to each other, leader-
ship is there upon Ralph. He is not intellectual and loqical as
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piggy. He would never be a good chess player. He is not so
intuitively right as Simon and aggressive as Jack. He is straw
boy of democracy, tossed about by forces he cannot cope with,
he is courageous intelligent but finally despairs of democracy
which manic only "Talk, Talk, Talk', apologizes to piggy and faces
his guilt ol Simon's death is characterized most effectively and
poignantly. He is a stunning, vivid little boy aged 9 or 10. lt is
he who discovers that the Beast reportedly send is not more
than a dead airman whose parachuted - strings have tangled in
the rocks and scrub. Thus when a wind blows and the strings
tauten, the helmeted figure rises and seems to peer across the
mountain. Then, as soon as the wind drops, the lace falls for-
ward upon its knees. Simon is full ol vision and forethought
and tries to explains this and the fact that the Beast whom they
all lear is not real and it really lies with in themselves, the oth-
ers will not listen and club him to death. He suflers trom epi-
lepsy as some great man of the past, the Lord of the Files visits
him in a key scene when the lit is about to take him. He has the
touch ot the mystic and his is the voice ol warning. He becomes
the central figure ol the Lord ol the Flies Scene. Very powerful
and poetic, and he also a human or a pig's head off stick. But
this does not mean that Simon stands lor wisdom and Jack for
evil. The situation shows that the human nature id very quali-
ties make him a sinisler roil and contrast to Simon. Piggy has a
name that has irony in it and he possesses good and bad at-
tributes o, a weaker sort o, intellectual. He rationalize's Simon's
death just belore his own. Ralph acts as a conscience lor him.
The Ralphs of this world do nol see lhat the logic of Piggy's
mind will not cope with ihe situation.

Ralph dimly realizes that the world is not ready ,or its
saints, or Simons nor even piggies or Ralphs. However, the lat-
ter do try to stop relapsing into barbarism. The world of the
boys in the island domesticales that good and bad can exist
side by side in the darkness of man's heart, Not only is the conch
shattered in the process but the island itself is set on Iire. The
fire however attacks a passion cruiser to the island and thus,
by the irony of circumstance. The boys are "rescued" for the
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time being from a total collapse. lt is a novel that reveals
Goldings philosophy that the world should restore principles in
an unprincipled world, restore beliel to a world ol disbelievers.
This is the hidden appeal and message.

A CBITICAL FOCUS ON THE NOVEL
One might as well ask with Ralph: "...what's wrong?....

What makes things break up like they do?" (P. 154) that is what
the novel is about the failure to establish order. An answer is to
be found. On the surface level of action in the intellectual com-
plications o, the three main characters, in their motives and
deeds, and on deeper level, in the constitutions of man's psyche,
in "mankind's essenlial illness" (p.47)

Ralph and Jack are vitally different in their natures, up-
bringing and attitudes"......Two continents of experience and
feeling, unable to communicate" (p.60) Their two worlds are
essentially incompatible....." The brilliant world of hunting, tac-
tics, fierce exhilaration skill...(and) the world of longing and
baffled commonsense" (p.77) As such they are always at cross
- purposes. The first note ol antagonism is struck on the ques-
tion ol properties. While Balph says, "The best thing we can do
is to get ourselves rescued" (p.58), Jack replies, Rescue? yes
of course. All lhe same. l'd like to catch a pig lirst" (p.58).
Later in the scene of final conrrontation between the two groups.
Piggy tries in vain to make Jack and his savages see reason. ln
other words, the question berore them is which is more funda-
mental a communal ellort at being rescued or an assertion and
imposition of the will over the community? lt is a clash ol will
the rational will aiming at decent. Democratic leadership based
on reason, and irrational will seeking to establish an authoritar-
ian regime.

Jack and his cohorts are introduced in a way which is omi-
nous in its import. They appear to Ralph from the distance as a
dark creature wending its way to the platform trom where he
has blown the conch. "Within the diamond haze of the beach
some dark was lumbling along.....The creature was a party of
boys..... Their bodies....Were hidden by black cloaks.....The boy
who controlled them was dressed in the same way" (p20-21).
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The words suggest that level exists as a potentiality in Jack.
The "opaque mad look" (p.58) slamming his knife into a tree
trunk and looking round challengingly, the offhand authority in
his voice, and such other intimating gestures all these things
are pointers to his ungovernable energy and perpetual res ess-
ness. The infernal incantation kill the pig. Cut her throat! Bah
her in (p.82). but a disguise, like the paint on his face, Ior his
emotional self -indulgence. His desire for maligant power sets
no store by the conch whrch stands for order and harmony.
When he finally breaks away from Ralph and becomes the chief
of his tribe, he shows himsell susceptible to the totalitarian temp-
tation and empowers himself with titanic evil. "Power lay in the
brown swell o{ his torearms; authority sat on his shoulder and
chattered in his ear like an ape" (p.165). The translormation of
the chapter chorister into a savage tribal chjef is lhus complete.

The confrontatjon between the representatives of order
and the forces of chaos takes place when Ralph, accompanied
by Piggy and twins, sameric, visits the cas e Rock. The strong-
hold ol Jack. ln the violent clash that follows, samneric are cap-
tured and lorced to turn savage. lt is as though civilization had
been forced into subjugation by brute lorce. piggy holds up the
couch and appeals for order. But the fragile shell is nolhing
before the fierce anarchic lendencies ol Jack and his men. Once
in lull flow, they brook no opposition and react with all violence
and lorce. Roger, Jack's, Hench, lets lall a huge rock which
strikes Piggy hard and drives him to his violent death, with the
talisman in his hand expounding into pieces. Now jack and his
men turn their attention to Ralph who runs away and conceals
himself in the forest. The pig-hunt degenerates man-hunt. The
savages with their paint, spears, and ululation spread terror.
The whole forest is seen "shuddering with flame,' (p.ZZ4 fhe
fire that is meant for rescue all but destroys Ralph and the is-
land when a naval orficer who has just arrived intervenes.

Ralph horrilied at his own plight with piggy and his conch,
all order and sense are lost. He finds himself an outcast. ln
trying to come to terms with the outrworld, he discovers the
horrible innerself ol man. As the metamorphosis of the choris-
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ter and his Choir boys into savages is complete, Ralph weeps
"lor the end ol innocence, the darkness of man's heart......"
(p.223). The moment of his anguish and lerror is also the mo-
ment of self knowledge.

lf such a traumatic experience was necessary for Ralph
to realize the power of darkness, Simon has an intuitive grasp
ol it. Jack and his followers, like the newmen in the inheritors
and the boys in the Coral island, externalize the Beast and pla-
cate it by animal scarifices. But Simon knows that it is inside
man. The introspective Simon's communion with the Lord of
the Flies, which may be called the key episode of the book, is
but a communication with, and a recognition of the powers ol
darkness within himself and withln everybody. The Lord ol the
Flies tells Simon, "you knew, didn't you? I'm part ol You? Close,
close,l l'm the reason why it's no go? Why things are what they
are?'' (p.158) The devil says they are going to have fun on the
island and threatens Simon with bitter consequences lJ he in-
terferes. And it does carry out its threat as Simon, A little later
tries to save the boys from the fear for the "Beasl". Atter the
communes with the Lord of the Flies. Simon comes across lhe
"beast" "a himped thing" (p. 161)

Golding rerers to Simon as a "Christ-figure" lndeed Simon
reminds one ol Christ and other martyrs, who initially are not
understood by their Iellowmen and meet with the inevitable tragic
end. lt is not without significance that Simon is represented as
being subiect to epileptic fits as the prophets were. More often
than not, the quest for truth involves as confrontations with un-
truth and results in the seeker's violent end. The.tragedy ol
Simon way well be regarded as yet another triumph ol 6vil forces
and setback lo man's quest for truth beauty and goodness.

ll Simon is a Christ figure, Pigy is "the Socretes ol the
story". Piggy too like Simon, can be credited with an adult un-
derstanding ot lile. He thinks purpose fully like adults and dis-
plays practical sense. Good intention and democratic instinct.
Practical interesls engage his attention all the time. He scorns
the "senseless ebullience of the children" (p.42l| and his pas-
sionate willingness to carry the conch against all odds" (p,190)
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show that order and discipline are the supreme values for him.
Viewed in anthropological terms of the tall, Lord of the

Flies is a sequelto the lnheritors In the inherilors Golding shows
that the fragmentations of man s consciousness constitutes the
fall,. WH Auden, in one o, his poems. states how the lall has
fragmented man's consciousness into four faculties - intuition,
,eeling sensation, and thought: Simon, Ralph, Jack and Piggy
may be said to represent the tour faculties respectively. The
clash among them is in its essence symbolic of the various
puolils and pressures man experiences on the existential level
as a result of his f rag m en ted-con sciou sness.

Lord o, the Flies depicts a clash, on the societal Ievel,
between law makers and law-breakers, between the champi-
ons ol order and the lorces ol anarchy while the fire around
which the boys gather is a signal ol human sociability, the pig-
hunt is expressive of man's blood lust. On the political level. lt
represents the conflict between what mighl be called the utili-
tarian dem.ocracy and authoritarian ism. Where as Ralph with
his slogan of signal ,ire and shelter may be taken as represent-
ing the "enlightened selt-interest of Hobber, Bentham and Miller,
Jack's doctrine of pighunt is an expression of his lust for power.

ln his book on violence and destructiveness Erich From
speaks of rational and irraiional will. He means the energetic
effort to reach a rationally desirable aim. lt requires, according
to his realism, discipline, patience and the overcoming of sell
indulgence. The irrational will is powerlul, but man is not the
master of this will; he is driven by it. From observes that Hitler's
will was indeed strong. lf we understand it as irrational will. But
his rational will was weak Ralph may be said to represent rational
will, and Jack irrational will. Jack is so much obsessed with
pig-hunt that it almost consumes his spirit and energies. He
confesses to a feeling of "being consumes his spirit and ener-
gies. He confesses to a feeling of "being hun.ted; as if some-
thing behind you all the time in the 1ungle". (p.57) Ralph is
affirmative and sanguine, jack is sadistic and deslructive.

The problem of man's struggle with the "beast" may be
studied in terms of the Apollonian-Dionysian dichotomy drama-
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tized by Euripides and propounded by Nietzsche in his The birth
Tragedy out of the spirit of Music where he invokes the Dionysian
powers. According to Nietzsche, the Apollonian and Dionysian
elements are the two aspects of consciousness and the sub-
Jective tragedy is an integration ol these two elements. The
clash between Ralph and Jack is symbolic ol the clash within
man, between the rational and irrational. This is dramatized,
though suggestively in the theatre of Ralph's consciousness it-
self. His instance on making fire and building shelters is an
Apollonian urge to preserve the ego in the lace of the Dionysian
lrenzy within as well as without.

The dead airman may be regarded as the evaluative im-
age in the novel. Apart lrom the fact lhat the boys incarnate the
beast in the form of the dead parachutist. The implicit state-
ment seems to be the beast in man himself, the adult, and the
adolescents betray the ,act that the beast is within them as well,
for they shows themselves to be no better than the adults. The
dead airman is as much a beast as its victim and presenls "the
picture ol a human at once heroic and sick" (p.113)

Golding said that he would like lo have his novels charac-
terized as myths rather than Iables. Market Kinkead-weeker and
Jan Gregor observe that the essence ol literary myth is rever-'
sal and discovery. They point out that Oedipus Rex (cited by
Aristotle as the perfecl tragic mythos)" opens with the asser-
tion of stable world... but it dissolves in the acid of a different
truth". The boys in Lord of the Flies begin on a note ol har-
mony in paradisal surroundings, but their harmonious existence
quickly degenerates into anarchy. The lesson brought in the
wake of anarchy lorms a most poignant discovery of the book.
The various episodes on the island are the rites de passages
for Ralph, producing in him" a convulsion of the Mind" (p.84)
and initiating hrm into an awareness ol the heart of darkneSS.

"Myth" it has been rightly said".... is not a distinct Iictional
mode or f orm. Myth is simply an imaginative tendency or mode
of perception to which all are struggles". And in Lord ol the Files,
as in Golding's other novels, we see the workings ol the myth -

imagination as it seeks to transcend the limitations inherenl in
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labulation and invesls the book wlth greater depth, signilicance
and scope.

Having taken part in world war ll, Golding realized how
rational intelligence and material progress made man more cor-
rupt, violent and destructive. Golding said,.World War ll was a
turning point lor me. lbegan to see what people were capable
o{ doing" lt destroyed his youthful illusions comparable to the
optimistic. picture conjured up in f ancy, by which now thought
he should deromanticize. While the coral island is a paean of
civilization, Lord of the Flies is about what might be called .The
nemesis ot civilization". ll points oul how civilization, besides
being ineifective as restraint on man's inner depravity, arms it
with greater powers ol destruction, and annihilates mankind that
has created it. We should remember that the boy,s situation on
the island is the resull ol the civilized netions going lo war. The
initial disaster the boys experienced had been ivrought by the
civilized adults.

Golding commenting on the ending of the story says, ',The
oflicer. Having interrupted a man-hunt, prepares to take the
children off the island in a cruiser which will presen y be hunt-
ing its enemy in the same implacable way. And who will pres-
ently be hunting its enemy in the same implacable way. And
who will rescue the adult and his cruiser? lt is better to leave
the question unanswered. The Novel is hence marked with rich
allegoric dimension and interpretative possibility.

Though pessimistic apparently Lord of lhe Flies is far f rom
being a depressing novel. On the other hand, lt is a work af-
lording great delight to its readers. lt is as delightf ul as
Ballantyne's The Coral lsland and it does retain in the opening
chapters the "Coral island" glamour. On the surtace level ol
action, it is exciting and suspenseful and its narrative momen-
tum, meeting Jame prescription ol Continues relevance,,take
the reader along to the inevitable catastrophe i the boy,s soci-
ety. Each episode - the sounding of the shell. Making the fire
on the mountain, pig hunt, the search for the beast setting up
arrival camp contributes to the whole bringing to light,,mankind s
essenlial illness" (p.47) The first conlrontation briween Rajph
4n,1 Jack soon after a ship passes the island while the fire is
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out, is well dramatized. Again, the Lord of the FIies Scene oc-
cupies a key place in strategy of the novql. The episode effec-
tively reinrorces the novel's theses. lt lorms the mgst signifi-
cant locus deepening and enriching our understanding of the
novel's major concern, namely the primacy of evil.
MODEL OUESTIONS

1. Consider "Lord of the Flies" as an allegory.
2. "Lord o, the Fties" is about what might be called ,,the nem-

esis ot civilization". - examine? Novels by William Golding
Lord of the Flies London : Faber & Faber .l954

The lnheritors London: Faber & Faber .l995

Pincher Marlin London: Faber & Faber a 1 956
The Brass Butterlly London: Faber & Faber i 95g
Free Fall London: Faber & Faber 1959
The Spire London: Faber & Faber 1964
The Hote Gates London: Faber and Faber 1965
The Pyramid London: Faber & Faber 1967
The Scorpion God London: Faber & Faber 1971
Darkness Visible London: Faber & Faber 1979
Rites ol Passage London: Faber & Faber 19BO
A Moving Target London: Faber & Faber 1992
The Paper Men London: Faber & Faber 19g4
An Egyptian Journal London: Faber & Faber j 9g5
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THE GOLDEN NOTE BOOK
DORIS LESSING

AUTHOR AND HEB WORKS
Doris Lessing was born in Persia, o, British parents, But her

father migrated to Rhodesia and settled down as a farmer. She
became a leading European novelist, writing about her African ex-
perience. She married twice and divorced. All her novels are re-
lated to her own life. Her maiden novel "The grass is Singing', was
an instant success. ln her literary career of 40 years, she was con-
sidered to be a Marxist Terrorist and mystic, though she serves all
these labels. She has not expounded any specilic ideology, but
touched upon variety of ideas and forms. She has produced her
novels as series, For example children of Violence series consists
of five highly, autobiographical novels with Martha quest as the cen-
tral ligure. The space fiction series are known with the over all title
of Campus id Argus "Archives" And they are five in number.
Lessing's short stories are generally ''rehearsals or exercises lor
her novels".

Lessing's own sense ol displacement leads her lo concen-
trate in her novels on the theme of search for identity, the roles of
women in relation to men and to each other etc. Rubenstein ls right
in saying that "the comrnon denomination in Lessing's f ictional world
is the mind. The discovering, interpreting, and ultimately shipping
its own reality"

SUMMABY

The Golden Note Book: "Narrates the story of two women
f riends living in London. lf records the emotional problem experi.
enced by these two lonely free woman. Anna is divorced and has a
daughter called Janet. Molly is also divorced and lives with her
twenty year old son. Tommy. Molly's former husband is trying to
divorce his secind wife, Marian who has three kids by him. Yet is
still concerned about Tommy. Anna records her experiences in di!
feieilt colour note books. Tommy reads them and tries to commlt
suicide. He doesn't die, but blinds himself . Janet goes to the board-
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ing school. Lelt alone, Anna is on the verge of going mad. She
meets an American in a Similar condition. Has in affair with him
and recovers lrom the break-down. She begins some welfare work
and marriage guidance. Molly also remarries.

NARBATIVE TECHNIQUE
The Golden Note Book is an experimental novel, written paro-

dying the conventional realist novel. The strength and innovation
of the novel is lhat it conrirms the realist strong and the examina-
tion of realism. The form ol the novel is rather complicated. lt con-
sist of a realist novel entitled free women, Anna and Molly. Free
women is narrated in the lhird person inobjective tone. In between
each part of three women, the novel has extracts from four different
coloured with Anna Woolf, the writer. Here Anna presents The ma-
terial she used to write her best selling novel "Frontiers ol war, gradu-
ally Anna experience the writer's block and Ioses her ability to write.
The black note book reduces to cutting files about violence in Ar-
rica. Here she discusses the problem of apartheid. The red note
book deals with Anna's experiences with the Brilish communist party
and states how she resigns from it. This is again lull ol newspaper
cuttings. Yellow note book deals with Anna's novel "The Shadow ol
the Third" which is a lictionalized version of her own life. lt tells the
story ol Ella. Writing a novel about suicide and her relationship
with Paul. The blue not book in actually Anna's diary where she
records her writer's book her sessions with psychotherapist, it gives
all factual account of her break-down, her relationship with Soul
Green, Molly and Janet.

Thus the four note books symbolize the chaos and disinte-
gration in Anna's personality. With her re,uvenating experience with
Saul Green, Anna recovers, gets out ol the writer's block as they
give each other the first sentences of their novels. The sentence
Saul Green suggests lor Anna, happens to be the opening sen-
tence ol free w)men. Thus the diflerent strands of the novel invite'
at a point., giving the novel a cycle pattern. The final golden note-
book symbolizes Anna's psychic integration and the other four nole
books symbolize her leeling ol disunity.

The dilferent notebooks through the different perspectives they
represenl about a single evenl, show the reader the many way the
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source material can be represented. Lessing's note books help
her a great deal to convey layers of consciousness of her charac-
ters and their madness and nervous breakdown.

The different note books, which contain different versions of
her novels, juxtaposed with free women, in fact explains to the read-
ers the mechanics ol fiction writing. The reader can deduct the
process of selection, omission and shaping in the art of novel writ-
ing.

The fragment form of the novel in lact echoes the content.

FEMINISM

The Golden Note book is considered to be a key text ol femi-
nist movements in the mid 1960s. But Lessing in .her prelace de-
nies this categorization. Yet the fact remains that in her novel Lessing
touches upon the desires and frustrations of woman. Women's
search Ior identity happens to be a major theme in this novel. ln

Golden note Book" the lemale protagonist Anna Wolf is shown to

disintegrate, reintegrate and evolve as a new personality.
The novel does not advocate libertation from marriage, but

thinks ol means to enhance the quality of marriage. Characters .

like Richard or Michael have only a minor role to play. through the
emotional conf licts of Anna and Molly. Lessing presents the dam-
aging elfect of the reiectlon by men and the women passively ac-
cepting it. Yet at th'e.overall view, the lemale need for the opposite
sex is stressed. We lind women like Anna, Molly and Marion sup-
port and protect each other against the pain caused by men like
Richard. There is a critical presentation ol the relationship between
men and women. The novel also abounds in lree open discussion
ol lemale sexuality.

Books for Further Beading
Loran sage, Doris lessing
Ruth Whiltacker, Doris Lessing
Anita Myles, Doris Lessing
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THE LONELINESS OF
THE LONG - DISTANCE RUNNER

ALAN SII-LITOE

A INTRODUCTION

The Loneliness of the long distance Runner was published

in 1957 in a collection ol short stories to which it gave its name.
It could be reckoned as a "novella". Alan Sillitoe the son of a

..poor labourer in a bicycle factory at Nottingham, after eaving
school at fourteen he too worked in a bicycle laclory. Later on
he was carried up in the FAF and while on service in Malaya
contracted tuberculosis. Silitoe began to write during the year
he spent in hospital and has made wriling his career. His first -

full - length novel. Saturday Night and Sunday Morning pub-
lished in 1958 caused a remarkable impact because ol its grimly
realistic portrayal o, working-class lile ol course from a particu-
lar angle. Subsequently he published "key to the Door" The
General and a volume of poetry. The rats and other poems.

Sillitoe belongs to a group ol writers -- Jon Brain, John
Wagne, Keith Water house, Stam Barstow and the like -- who
tried to take an an it-estab lish m ent, outlaw stand especially to
highlight the Ilight of the working class. The works ol these
writers were turned to successlul films too. The same concern
for the working class was gaining ground in the theatre too.
Harold Pinter, Arnold Wesker and Shelagh Delancy belong to
th is category.

The labour Government which had.come to power in 1945
tried to remove the remaining class barriers. Post ' 1940 Brit-
ish Novelists and dramatists were concerned with these social
changes. But at best only a back drop. These writers were
more interested in depiciting the impact of these changes on
the people. The generation gap too becomes an absorbing
theme. The constant conflict between the in law blocks and out
law blocks grips the attention of these post 1940 "angry young
men protest writers". Sillitbe's hero (almost unnamed). But of

● I
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course named once or twice as Smith, as a victim ol this on
going struggle (His) hero, however was born to delinquency.
We know nothing ol how his lamily has been reduced to such
uncompromising hostility to sobiety. but we are left with the im-
pression that he had no alternative, but to be one of the Out-
law blocks, like me and 'us' inevitably opposed to the in law
blocks like you and them? He presents in an extreme, form
that opposition belween them and us that professor Hoggaurt
sees as a major factor in the ordinary person's attitude to soci-
ety. The world ol them is the largely impersonal world of the
"Authorities and the Bosses",. ln sharp contrast to the intimate
and human world of one's own family and neighbourhood.

Often the world of government and administration is not
comprehended by the masses and any sort of its intervention in
private life resented by them. The authorilies any ment it by a
sort ol mystery willingly imposed on it. "ln the Loneliness of the
Long-distance runner they speak impersonally in the Plural:
They always say "WE" "WE" never "l" "1" as it they feel braver
and nghter knowing there's a lot of them against only one"
(David Elloway. "lntroduction" 1959, 203) "Organization", "Com-
munity" etc. are impersonal abstract terms inspiring the indi-
vidual in no way.

The "Welfare state" ideals did not yield the intended re-
sults. Family ties weekend. Better social security measures
enables adolescent and girls to mature equalize. The relative
economic stability olfered by the "Wellare state" also contrib-
uted to the independence of adolescent. "But if post-war pros-
perity has loosened the bonds that tied the teenager to his lo-
cal community, it has left him with the sense ol belonging to no
community at all. Although he enjoys economic security he lacks
the security of feeling himself a part of an organized soclety/
and it is those who leel insecure and in significance who find it
necessary compensate lor this by aggressive self-assertion. The
condition ol our commercialized society make it increasingly
difficulty for the individual to feel that he has a significant part
to play in it. He will probably have a dull routine job on an
assembly line, in an office or behind a shop counler......Boredem
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is probably as importanl as in secuirty in causing delinquency
Together they breed that barrdn cynicism that finds expression
in pointless rebellion (206)

Silliloe addresses to some of these problems in a Iorceful
but poetic way in "The Loneliness ol the Long-distance Run-
ner" He makes use of his childhood and adolescent experience
to tell the iale of an adolescent delinquent, Smith. His criticism
of the society and establishment is well based on the unpackable
experience ol the depraved working class.

ESSAY
1. Consider "The Loneliness ol the Lond-distance Run-

ner" as protest Novel
or

Comment on the metaphor ol running in the "Loneliness
of the Long-distance Runner?

Or
Alan Sillitoe is a powerful spokesman of the working class"

as seen in "The Loneliness ol the Long.Distance Runner" Dis-
cuss 

or
Give lour impressions ol the post 1940 English society

based on the "Loneliness ol the Long-distance Runner"
Ans. Alan Sillitoe's "Loneliness of the Lond-distance Run-

ner is a moving account ol the social malaise. The delinquent
Smith is a typical instance ol the "angry young man" genera-
tion. He could not comply with the outmoded authorian ways ol
the impersonal "we" -- the establishments and community.

The tale of woe and anger begins with the present. Smith
is now in Borstal to get himself redeemed for the sake of the
"We" he has been running virtually through out his lile. ln a way
his Borstal term is also a sorl or runner. ln a cryptic, way his
leeling is put down", I did'nt mind it much to tell you the truth
because running had always been made much ol in our family,
especially running along from the police" (157)

The society its establishments and lhe victims (us) are
equally cunning, They are cunning and l'm cunning. lf only them
and us had the same idea we'd get on like house on fire, but
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they don'l see eye to eye with us and we don't see eye to eye
with them, so that's how it stands and how it will always stand,,
(157)

They are always supervisors, "German generals Irom the
tops of tanks" (158) They want others (us) to will laurets for
them. The governor of the Borstal school reckons Smith as a
race horse. Smith's anger is writ large in his words, "They"re
training me up fine for the big sports day when all the pit-faced
snooty-nosed dukes and ladies -- who can't add two and two
together and would miss themselves llke honeys il they didn,t
have slaves to back-and-all and make speeches to us about
sports being jusl the things to get us bading an honest life and
keep our itching finger. olt them shop locks and safe handles
and hair grips to open gas meters. They give us a bit of blue
ribbon and a cup Ior a prize atter we have shagged ourselves
out running or jumping, like race horses, only we don,t get so
well looked arler as race horses, that is "the only lhing, (lSS)

Smith does not entertain any lellow leeling too, He feels
the other 300 odd Borstals are sleeping deal. He alone is run-
ning. Runnlng for life. Thinking lor himsell. Running away from
death. The establishments wants every one uf us to be good in
its terms. He does not mince his words. ln-law blocks like me
and us and waiting to phone for the coppers (police) as soon as
we make a false move" (157), He scans his mind, He linds things
clearly, To be honest in his own way he. has to break the so
called laws. He thinks (in a literal figurative way). "|t,,s a treat
being a long distance runner, oul in the world by yoursell with
not a soul to make you bad-tempered or tell you what to
street......Everything dead, but good, because it,s dead before
coming alive, not dead after being alive (160). What is in short
for him if he wins the race and completes the term in Borstal in
a successrulway? Army. What is the diflerence between Borstal
& the army? Nothing, both are equally "Progressive and mod-
ern places" (161). He must win the Borstal Blue Ribbon prize
cup For Long Distance Cross Country Running (All England).
For What? To, embellish the establishment. No, no, no, that is
what Smith lee19, .He is dete.rmined to,tose,the .race, though he
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is easily the best, just to be honest to himself, ,,1,,d ralher be
like lam (163) "l am honest.......l'll always be honest.....Elt it,s
true because I know what honest means according to me and
he only knows what it means according to him" (163)

Borstal didn't hurt him or help him in any way. Eslablish-
ment can not do much for the working class. He thinks Non it
(Borstal) doesn't get my back up, because its always been up,
right lrom when I was born. What it does do is to show me what
they've been trying to brighten me with" (164) ln a way he has
been (the working class in general) carrying on an unarmed
combat. I know who why enemies are and what war is...l,m in a

. different sort o, war, that they think is child's play" (165). peopte
like us are engaged in a constanl war, Smith thinks rightly. ,,1

know every minute ol my life that a big boot is always likely to
smash ror myself" (166). While raciung does the shop like a
petroductyl he feels empty. As empty as he was before he was
born. He asserts, (E) very run like this is lile -- a little life, I

know-but a life as Iull of misery and happiness and things hap-
pening as you can ever get really around yourself -- (167).
Cahpter '1, thus puts, the whole "War" in the right perspective.

The author merges running with thinking. Chapter 2 tells
you how and why delinquents like Smith multiply and increase,
Big families. Smith has five brothers & sisters, an ailing father,
caught with in escapable career (not in heaven or hell), a lrol-
icking wife cuddling herself with fancy lovers upon the bed both
by the deals given to her by the munilicent bicycle factory man-
agement as a reward lor the "timely" demise ol her husband. A
realistic and bitingly satiric picture ol the post - 1940 social set-
up is given in this chapter. Tallies (Television sets) tell you of
the things you have to buy. The world or riches * treasures are
thrown open to you. Smiths get on the more prompted by this
Smith and his pal, (Mike, in this story lhere are many more in
the world) break giltes, leap walls, take away baker's cash
houses stores the points notes in drum pipes. This is not just
an act of law breaking. lronically it is an inescapable leap for
lile. ln that race they are caughly rather trapped by intelligent
coppg(s..The end product in Smith's Comlortable life in.Bofs_tal,,
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for redemption, resurgence, Society makes theories. Society
makes law breakers. The verv :,ame establishment generates
delinquents. Borstals "reform" them coppers subsist on this gov-
ernors triumph on it. Sillitoe freely mixes stark realist with sar-
donic humour and cutting social rules mounting ambition, loose
morals, rebellious tendering etc. Make the state ol post 1940
English society an alarmingly in chote one. Sillitoe tenders cin-
ematic graphic shots rolling in poetry, with commendable case
and skills.

Chapter 3 puts the war thal is going on between the im-
personal establishments and the deprived and depraved angry
youngmen of the working class in the right perspective. No love
or understanding is best between these warring groups. The
Governor, Roach, the sports master, the wellflashed and llushed
ladies (ever anxious of the victory ol Smiths) array on one side.
The irony is the other ol the Borstal too lail totally to grasp in
meaning ol the losing of the race by Smith. Smith has a phi-
losophy ol his own., 'Because, you see I never race at all: I

just run and somehow I know that il I forget l'm racing and only
joy-trot alone until I don't know l', running I always win the race
(186). But paradoxically while l'm running I always win the race"
(186). But, paradoxically while running he thinks lor himsell in
a bold and original way. He arrows and l've been able lo do
this because l've been thinking; and I wonder il l'm running
because l'm too busy thinking" (1986-87). While running
steeped in loneliness he Ieels the only honesly and realness
there was in the world" (199). He knew that he has run the race
and win it on his own terms to register his protest and also to
prove his very existence. The motion of honesty dillers widely
between We and us. He also fully realized the dire conse-
quences ol acting against lhe wishesol "we" Still he prelerred
lile to death And so I will hit him where it hurts a lot, and he'll do
all he can to get his own back tit for tat. Though l'll enjoy it
most because l'm hitting ,irst. And because I planned it longer
(190). At this juncture he is reminded of his father's long sulfer-
ing due to canGr, the inevitable and death, almost around in
blood, still his honesty to be himself rejecting totally the medi-
cal also (arms) of the tentacle like establishment, singularly
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devoid of conscience one way of being true to his rather is be-
ing true to himself, by hammering out a different ken ol hon-
esty, incomprehensible to we. The usual pattern is Borstals,
regiments desertion and then jails. That is the date ol many of
Smith's cousins. lt is a ref lection ol the post - 1940 sociely torn
by diverse problems and possibilities. Smith's anger, any wish
& protest take concrete, shape as a firm a vowel. By God l'll
stick this out like my dad stuck out his pain and kicked lhem
doctors down the stairs: il he had guts lor that term l've got
guts for this and here I stay waiting tor Gunlhorpe or Alesham
to bash that turf and go right slap-up against that bil clothesline
stretched across the winning post" (194).

Smith deliberately "lost the race. His own "pals" (inmates
ol Borstal) hated him. The governor & company were in ire Smith
was, ironically enough, at peace with him for he carried out his
plan of protest in the most honest manners possible. His re-
lease lrom the Borstal alter six more months of rigorous life
didn't bring about much change in his lile.

Alan Sillitoe makes no secret ol his anger depression and
protest. Smith is only his mouth piece, a true representative of
the unlucky working class. Superlicial, Half-hearted esteems
cannot cure deep rooted maladies. ln a way all working class
people are long distance runners al bels in league with "loneli-
ness" and a hardwon honesty ol their own.'

2. Comment on the style and narrative strategy of Alan
Sillitoe in The Loneliness ol the Long-Distance Runner

And: ln the loneliness ol the long Distance Runner, Sillitoe
tells the story entirely lrom the point of view ol Smith, the delin-
quent ill-fared representative of the working class. The first per-
son mode ol narration banking resourcefully on the past and
present builds a solid blank lor fulure rumination. The vocabu-
lary is crude and blinded still Sillitoe raises to poetic heights
occasionally. The narrative gives the impression of being the
disordered thoughts of an uneducated mind, although in fact
these thoughts are assembled skilfully to give a picture ol his
past and present life and are gathered together into a unified
climax. They are given direction by the running.

(,t
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They plod on to lhe accompaniment of the trot-trot, slap-
slap-slap-slap, over the stream into the wood, through to the
crunch slap end" The style is as hard, spare and wiry as the
runners mussels and as uncompromisingly blunt as the survey
heat of the Borstal boy. lt has the continuous monotony of a
long distance run (David Ellovar, introduction) The Lonelines of
the Long-distance Runner, 1951:214) and facts spring in his
mind just as in one who is engaged in physical activity. Run-
ning, thinking and narrative merge in this work. (use relevant
portions lrom the earlier essay)

Just as in real life some ideas which one wants to keep
away lay hold on him when one keeps jogging or running. The
death of Smith's father gets this trick in Smith. lt is a revelation.
It is a booster lor him to be honest in the hard way. That teaches
him to be uncompromisingly honest even in his mode ol narra-
tion.

Running and the narrative are in separable, for running
provides Smith with the opportunity lo think. tt makes him 'think
so good'. 'l gel to thinking, and that is what I like'. For Smith
ru nnin g is th inkin g.

I feel lhat up till then I haven't been running and that l've
used up no energy at all. And l've been able to do this because
l've been thinking, and lwonder il l'm the only one in the run-
ning business with this syslem ol lorgetting that time because
l'm too busy thinking.

Earlier he had no chance lo think
l've had no time and peace in all my bandit lile....To give

it a rest by slap dashing down through the brambles ol the
sunken lane.

Even the identity ol Smith is dependant on running. His
mind is his alarming runner-brain. For him running is life. The
novelist gives il more credence by linking it with his protagonist's
sense o, freedom and lile. At no point it is idealized. Every-
thing described in simple primitive terms.

Chewing wood and dust and may be maggots...... or trot
this lovely pattern 1 94.

The intensity in the narrative depends on the position of
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parallel thought streams of the Governor and his people (we)
and Smith and his pals (us). lt is tike playing balt playing ba
with us and we'll play ball with you. The Governor deems the
runners as a race horse ment for winning races only. Smtth,s
vision ol life is structured on some totally difrerent ideas. Thq
rebellions mood and thoughts (certainly words too) do not alone
Smith to win the reace to please the authority Smjth doesn,t
approve ol a dead society- he yearns to live. And the only way
to be so is to be a non-conformisl. Smith's narrative is con-
strucled in such a way as to Iacilitate almost a continues blow
ol anger, remonstrance and anguish.

The race track is used as a stereo typed symbol of regu-
lated clear life (Elaborate) Smith's attitude is very different. I

knew what the loneliness of the long distance runner running
across country lelt like, realizing that as far as I was unscented
this leeling was the only honesty and realness there was in the
world (1 87-88)

With trusted integrity he sacrilices the prospect of com-
fort and success for a principle. He is honest, as he continually
asserts honesty to the personal identity he has discovered in
his running (Elloway, 222)

(Elaborate this point by taking relevant comments and pas-
sages from the text/previor.is essay)

Hard running that too running on purpose to lose the race
makes Smilh (the author) to think deeper and deeper on the
irreconcilably at work in the society. (ol this father,s suffering &
death. His mother's fancy love allairs. Oll the tangent assas-
sins from the factory & lnsurance. His own family's early state
ol object poverty. The present transient state of relative luxury,
his persistent inclination to there and role -- all become the
stable of his thoughts and spokes ol his narrative) amplily

See the lmportance that the novelist gives to the f inal run
ol Smith. lt is a run for life. ln fact it becomes the very life of
the working class. The very exislences of that class is depen-
dent on their capacity to action their own. Just as the final
running gains greater momenlum and meaning in that way the
narrative too gains were and vitality in the last cap because of
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th is.
Smith while running with an unllinching determination to

lose realizes his own nature. Even he suspects the act of think-
ing now. He is not pretty sure about the stance ol the Borstal
authorities visu-ris his own. The Robuert se ll-s uflicie ncy ol the
bright beginning has been humanized until at the end he is blab-
bing like a baby. Still the dominant emotion is that ol defiance
just as the defiant rhythm of his running. The Iinal running
coincides with the tragic like this in the runner's stride can I

keep on like mysell and beat them back see the me loved wis-
dom even within the rebel, Smith through a sullle narrative nu-
ance he rings in the birth.

What a life for all of us, well, l'm not grumbling, because
if I did I might just as well win this blending race, the novelist
asserts, to grumble is not in keeping with the Out-law bloke" He

has to strike against the in-law blokes surrounded at the win-
ning just to cheer the cup winning, obedient;long distancir run-
ner. The narrative strategy is to make it known through Smith
himself that being along-distance runner ol his type in no longer
a treat..... Out in the world by yourself with not a soul to make
you bad tempered/

The gap between appearance and reality is well brought
out. The sad realization of smith points to this. He avows. lt
was hard to under stand and all I knew was that you had to
run, run, without knowing why you were running....And the win-
ning post was not end to it....(188). Still he is determined to
light on till his very end. Until then I am a long distance runner.
Crossing country all on my own no maller how hard it feels (195)- The long distance Runner continuous to cross country all
on his own, trust he now understands what this involve. He un-
derstands, too, the real rather of his "honesty" that the has dis-
covered in running. lt is not merely an honest expression of his
own feeling. When he has connected from himself, as will as
trom the "in-laws" but an honest recognition of the real nature
of those leelings, by means of a protective mask of cynicism.
he now knows that it is nol only cunning "What counts in this
lif e" (Elloway 226)

The Loneliness of the Long-distance Bunner begins with
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self-assertion, but ends with a certain amount of self knowl-
edge. The narrative strategy, the metaphor oi running, crude

and blunter vocabulary, mild humour, poetic flourishes, free
mighting ol past & present, the confessional lirst person strain
all make the loneliness o, the long-distance, runner meaninglul
and worth probing deeper to get a better awareness ol the plight ol
the working class in a last changing society.

Lesson prepared by
(Prof. N. Ramachandran Nair)

University of Calicut.
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DYLAN THOMAS
Dylan Thomas was born in 1 9,l4 in Swansea, Wales where

his tather taught English al the Grammar School. His prose works
show us how fascinating a place Swansea was to him as a boy. lt
still contains, within its municipal boundaries, some of the ugliest
and some of the loveliest parts of the British lsles, and when Tho-
mas was young this conlrast was even greater. Close to the oldest
parts ot the town, later to be destroyed by German bombers, was
Swansea's pleasant beach, which within walking distance for an
active boy were the unspoilt beauties of the Gower peninsula. Tho-
mas recounls the thrills of his boyhood in his semi-autobiograph i-
cal short stories, "Portrait ol the Artist as a young Dog,,, anJ in his
broadcast talks published under the title ol ,,Ouite Early One Morn-
ing."

When Thomas lelt school he worked for a year as a reporter
on a Swansea newspaper and then risked his chances in London,
where he made a precarious living by doing odd jobs lor newspa-
pers such as reviewing thrillers. During the Second World War
Thomas, who was rejected from the army as medically unlit, won a
deserved reputation as a script-writer and broadcaster ior the B.B.C.
He exerted a magnetic influence on all who listened to his reading
of-poetry on the radio or on gramophone records. His warm, pow_
erful voice and his essential sincerity made many poems either writ_
ten by himself or by a wide variety ol other poets _ sound greater
than they had ever seemed before. He was also becom ing-notori-
ous as a bohemian personality who drank too much, was an irre_
sponsible spendthrift, and either amused or shocked his listeners
with outrageous witticisms. Thomas offered poetry readers what
they wanted in the 1940's. His poetry did not argue about politics,
instead it was lyrical in a challenging manner about sex, religion
and death. For ten years or more he was the model whom the
young poets copied.

ln 1937 he married Caitlin Macnamara, a niece of Augustus
John the painter, and they went to live in Laugharne. lt is a-pictur_
esque little seaside town near the farm where he stayed as a boy
with his aunt Laugharne's ruined casfle, covered with ivy, looks down
on ? Lilliputian harbour and a wide, shallow estuary. At low tide the
drying sands stretch for miles, but at high tide the dazzle of the sea
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comes right into the town.
Thomas'death in the U.S.A. in 1953 was hastened and dra-

matized by his three tours of America, during which he delighted
huge public audiences with his inspired readings oi poetry but
shocked many people who met him in private by his reckless drink-
ing and conversation.

He arrived in America for the last time in October 1953. He
looked very ill indeed, but he was able to see the first performance
of "Under Milk Wood", in which the inhabitants of lhinly disguised
Laugharne reveal thitir emotions and daydreams in poetic prose. A
few days later he died in hospital of ,direct alcoholic toxicity in brain
tissue and brain cells.' lmmediately, journalists who had never read
a word of his poetry joined with those poets who had read every
word of it in raislng melodramatic cries o, exaggerated grief and
adulation. ln America admirers collected the money to lly his body
back to Laugharne, while in Britain they made assertions as hys-
terical as George Barker's claim that the death of Thomas repre-
sented 'the undisguised intervention of the powers of darkness in
our affairs.'

The best we can say lor Thomas as a man is that he was
always honest sincere, that he was rude only to those people whose
interest in poetry seemed to him to be mere pretence, and that he
was driven to drink by the fear that he had ouflived his inspiration.
He had written very little in the last seven years of his life.
THE POEMS OF DYLAN THOMAS

Dylan Thomas believed that,,a poem on a page ins only half
a poem", but that "reading one's own poems aloud is letting the cat
out of the bag". Each poem is a perlormance being both a realiza-
tion and a criticism ol the text. Thomas, who had an exlraordinary
voice, often eloquent and moving, at times engagingly melodramatic,
died in New York city on November 9, 1953, while on a reading tour
of the United States.

ln a characteristic vein, Thomas enters direcfly into processes
as momentous as birth and death. poetry itself is a renaissance, a
"movement lrom an overclothed blindness to a naked vision that
depends in its intensity on the strength of the labour put in to the
creation of the poetry", so that hjs own poems become the record
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ol an "individual struggle from darkness towards some measure ol
.light." lt is as though the spirit were heaving through encrusta-
tions. like a Lazarus unwinding lrom lhe piled earth and almost shak-

ing it ott. Yet there is occasional disagreement as to whether he

sees with visionary freshness, or through his proliferale style. Us-

ing every means conceivable from unorthodox punctuation and

words heady with connotation, lhrough peri-phrases, to disas-

sembled or mixed metaphors. Thomas attempts to freight his lan-
guage with a maximum ol meaning. Until the subject seems to be

neither birlh nor death nor even "meaning"'but the inlinite variety
of the English language.

A poem by Thomas is a "watertight compartment", an elabo-
rate yet slrict formality, that contains a sequence of creations, rec-

'reations, 
distractions and contradictions. At the centre of each poem

seethes a host ot images. Out of such a conflict of images Thomas
tried to make in his own words, "that momentary peace which is a

poem."
His poems can be divided into three calegories. Firstly those

thal are almost surrealist, secondly those few that are straight-lor-
ward, and thirdly those that present nostalgic memories ol his child-

hood or regret the deaths ot people close to him.
The lirst category includes most of his poems, especially those

that would be classed by his most fervent admirers as representing
the true authentic Dylan. Just as Freud believed that il a

phychiatrist's patient could be helped to reveal the memories bur-

ied in his subconscious, he would be on his way to recover peace

of mind, so the Surrealists believed that if the poet dredged up mis'

cellany of images from his subconscious, he would produce a work

ol art that would have a therapeutic etlect on himsel, and his read-

ers. David Gascoyne, therefore described surrealist poetry as a
'perfect tlow of irrational thought in the form ol images.' Much of

Dylan Thomas's poetry is similar to this, but it stops short of the

surrealist extreme. He made a more deliberate choice of images

and looked consciously for images that were either connecled or

else contradictory. He explained this process in a much quoted

letter to Henry Treece, an English poel who wrote a stimulating book

about Dylan Thomas.

IIJIT

A poem by mysell needs a host ol images, because its
centre is a host of images. I make one image - though
'make' is not the word; let, perhaps, an image be'made'
emotionally in me and then apply to it what intellectual
and critical forces I posses- let it breed another, let that
image contradict the f irst, make (of the third image bred
out o, the other two togethe0 a rourth contradictory
image, and let them all, within my imposed formal lim'
its, conflict.
Since the process that Thomas describes includes some se'

lection ol the images suggested by the subconscious, which are
not equally suitable for poetry, he is here insisting that he is a more
deliberale craltsman than Gascoyne and other Surrealists. But he
gave a more Freudian delence ol his art on another occasion when
he was asked to wrlte an answer to an enquiry from Geolfrey
Grigson. He said that his poetry attempted "the stripping of the
individual darkness, which must, inevitably, cast light upon what
has been hidden for too long, and by so doing, make clean the
naked exposure; my poetry, is the record ol my individual struggle
,rom darkness towards some measure o, light" and he hoped that it
would restore his reader's peace of mind by letting them see more
clearly their subconscious impulses.

The range of subjects that he could explore in this way was
limited. Many ol his images have a sexual significance. Conse-
quently, sex and death two ol his favourite topics, become inextri-
cably mixed. His third principal topic is religion, and here he ap-
peals strongly to those who wish to believe in a vaguely beneficient
power that controls the universe. Others object that il what Tho-
mas has to say is important, it should be unambiguous. They insist
that when he concludes a poem, he should make it more clear
whether he is accepting or denying the Christian doctrine ol the
Resurrection. Often he is so intoxicated by the sound of his lines
that the meaning becomes blurred and important.

Besides Thomas's use of vivid, often clashing images, and
his obsession with a lew favourite themes, his rhetorical poems

have other distinctive leatures. He copied the use of compound
wordsfrom G M Hopkins,he also copied the use of balance'al11-
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eration, of brilliant play on words, ol unusual adjectives that are
sometimes puzzling and sometimes thrilling, and of sprung rhythm.
This means that the number of accented 

"yll"bt"" 
in a linJ is tixed,

but the number ol unaccented syllables varies with the eflect that'the poet wishes to achieve. ln each loot of sprung rhythm there is
only one stressed syllable, which must ne iire tirst syllable, and
may be the only one.

The second small group of Thomas,s poem are successful in
a. stralghtforward way untypical of him. ln.these he gives a short
objective description - usually of a person _ developJ his thought
clearly, and avoids any conflict of images.

His third group ol poems can be seen rorm the publication of
"Deaths and Enlrances,, (1946) and even later, where he shows
tl.ta-J in poetry as well as prose his genius was for contemplating
childhood lrom a distance of time, or where he regrets the actual or
imminent death of relatives or neighbours. ln thJse poems his im_
ages remain striking withoul becoming obscure. ln ,,poem in Octo_
ber" he looks at Laugharne-through a sunshine shower, and the
present mingles in his memory with mornings long ago. Dylan Tho_
mas recreates ror us the innocence and happiness of his;hildhood
holidays. ln describing such exhilarating experiences as those in
his poems, and in improvising a new style to suit them, Thomas
showed real poetic genius.

POEM IN OCTOBER
It was my thirtieth year to heaven
Woke to my hearing from harbour and neighbour wood
And the mussel pooled and the heron

Priested shore
The morning beckon

With water praying and call of seagull and rook
And the knock of sailing boats on the net webbed wall

Myself to set foot
That second

ln the still sleeping town and set forth. 10
My birthday began with the water-
Birds and the birds of the winged trees llying my name
Above the farms and the white hcrses

I 9{)

And I rose
ln rainy autumn

And walked abroad in a shower of all my days.
High tide and the heron dived when I took the road

Over the border
And the gates

Ol the town closed as the town awoke.

A springful of larks in a rolling
Cloud and the roadside bushes brimming with whistling
Blackbirds and the sun of October

Summery
On the hill's shoulder,

Here were fond climates and sweet singers suddenly
Come in the morning where lwandered and listened

To the rain wringing
Wind blow cold

ln the wood laraway under me.

Pale rain over the dwindljng harbour
And over the sea wet church the size of a snail
With its horns through mist and the castle

Brown as owls
But all the gardens

OI spring and summer were blooming in the tall tales
Beyond the border and under the lark lull cloud.

There could I marvel
My b irthday

Away but the weather turned around.

It turned away front he blithe country
And down the other air and the blue altered sky
Streamed again a wonder of summer

With apples
Pears and red currants

And I saw in the turning so clearly a child,s
Forgotten mornings when he walked with his mother

20
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Through the parables
Ot sunlight

And the legends of the green chapels 50

And the twice told f ields of infancy
That his tears burned my cheeks and his heart moved in mine.
These were the woods the river and sea

Where a boy
ln the listening

Summertime of the dead whispered the truth ol his |oy
To the trees and the stones and the lish in the tide.

And the mystery
Sang alive

Still in the water and singingbirds. 50

And there could I marvel my birthday
Away but the weather turned around. And the true
Joy ol the long dead child sang burning

ln the sun.
It was my thirtieth

Year to heaven stood lhere then in the summer noon
Though the town below lay leaved with October, blood.

O may my heart's truth
Still be sung

On this high hill in a year's turning.

Line 3‐ 4

Line l‐ 10

Line 1 2

Line 18

Line l l‐ 20

Line 21

Line 24
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Tal estuary on the Welsh coast.
heron...shore: The atmosphere is so holy that
the herons look like priests of nature. Herons
are symbols of holiness in -Thomas's poetry.

The poet describes how he leaves
Laugharne. lt is early morning. The scene is
so holy that the water seems to be praying and
the herons seem to be priests for they stand
on the shore, surrounded by kitti-wakes and
oyster-catchers and adopt attitudes like that
of a priest blessing his parishioners. ln such a
small country town near the sea rooks and
seagulls will be f lying together.
birds ol the winged trees: a transferred epi-
thet, the wings ol the birds being translerred
to the trees. The trees seem to be alive with
birds and they seem to participate in tlie cel-
ebration ot his birthday. f lying my name: wav-
ing flags welcoming him. Line 17
high tide: The sea could have been at high lide
at that time. But more importantly, the poet's
emotional life was in high tide.
Over .border: Both physically and metaphori-
cally he has crossed the border. Physically he
has lett the town behind and psychologically
he has lelt the present actuality behind to en-
ler the realm ot phantasy.
The poet walks through a scene that is a beau-
tilul confusion o, actuality and memory, ol
country and sea, ol the sun and rain o, a
s ishine shower.
springful ot larks: Echoes the line 'as many
larks as you would lind in a whole spring'
(Olson)
Summery: An unusual coinage. The poet ex-
periences summer wealher in autumn.

70

POEM iN OCTOBER

Stanza ′

October

Line 1

Dylan Thomas was born on 27 October, 1914.

thirtieth year:The poem celebrates hls thirti-
eth birthday-
to heaven: towards heaven or oflered to
heaven.
harbour : Laugharne is a fishing village on theLine 2

CUP/3812/OS/1β ∞ ‐7
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the hill: Sir John's hill.'ln Laugharne,
Carmarthenshire, where Thomas lived, Sir
John's hill overlooks the estuary at a point to
the east where the river Towy enters it. The
whole area is a haunt of water-birds and birds
o, prey'. Cl. 'Over Sir John's Hill'.
Line 21-30 While the poet wonders and listens
to the autumn rain, suddenly it seems to him
that he hears the larks sing as though it were
spring and the October sun shines as though
it were summer; whereas up till now he had
'wandered and listened to the raln'.
But a|1...., blooming: To his mind's eye, all the
seasons seem lo have converged.
tall tales: his poems.
There could....Away: As he looks down on the
harbour and town, he feels at harmony with
life.

the weather turned around: Suddenly he re-
members the childhood summers.
Just as his eyes sees sunshine and rain at
once, so his mind's eye see past and present
scenes al once. The seasons are all inter-
mingled and past and present scenes merge
down the other...sky: he recreates the inno-
cent and splendid days of childhood.

the sunlight taught him about God's gocidness
just as parables do.
legends: saints lives.
green chapels: woods The woods are as edi-
fying as reading t ) lives of saints.
Thomas turns away from looking at Laugharne
in the October sun to think of wondertul sum-
mer mornings when he was a child at Swansea
or Fern Hill.
twice told: lirst by the child and then by the

)
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poetin  adult life

hisithe ch‖ d's The last and presentcoalesce
as the tears of his ch‖ dhood burn his adult

cheeks
Summertime o, the dead Thomas
thinks of his past as a child, the summers
when his aunt (Aunt Jones) and others who
were then dear to him were still living.
He apprehends nature with the innocence and
purity ol childhood.
the weather turned round: his thoughts return
to the actual present.
this high hill: Sir John's hill
He contemplales, in retrospect, his childhood
joys, he hopes the next birthday will find him
equally blessed with poetic articulation. May
he write equally well on his hill above
Laugharne in a year's time.

Line 52

Line 56

Line 51‐ 60

Line 62

Line 70

Line 61‐ 70
Line 35-36

Line 36

Line 38-40

Line 40

Line 31-40

Line 42-43

Line 48 parables:

Line 50

Line 41-50

Line 51

POEM IN OCTOBER
Dylan Thomas is a pure poet in the sense lhat his poetry is

written not to preach any moral lesson or to convey any message,
or lo analyse the social and political issues around him. lt has no
social or moral purpose to serve. lt is poetry which is an end in itself
and is remarkable Ior its artistic merit and asethetic value. His con-
cern with the artistic and technical side of his poetry, and his indif-
ference lo various 'ideas or ideologies, also shows him to be a pure
poet. His great care in the use of language, words and images, and
his habit of cultivating and relining are the qualities ol a pure poet
for whom the beauty and perfection ol his craft is more important
than the expression ol thought or the message or meaning.

A poet does not live in a vacuum, he is influenced by what
happens to him and to others, by contemporary thought, contem-
porary art, the changing of the seasons, and the environment in
which he lives. These influences emerge clearly from a chronologi-
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cal presentation of his work. To give one example only, the later

poems of Dylan Thomas are lull of references to, or imagery de-

iived lrom, ihe water birds and the birds ol prey he saw in such

numbers lrom the window of the hut where he worked' overlooking

the Laugharne estuary.
S6me of his poems, like'Poem in October', are specimens ol

evocative art which presents a contrast to the dryness characterising

so much of the poetry ol his time. He is a poet ol leeling, not of

intellect, ol sensibility, and not ideas, and his claim to be a pure

poet lies in the lact that he concenlrates on the cultivation of his

cratt ralher than on the lreatment ol social or political issues'

'Poem in October'was written in August,'1944 and sent to

Vernon Watkins on 3oth August. lt was f irst published in "Horizon"

in February 1945. lt has been a lavourite with the poet and has

remained one of his most popular pieces. lt celebrates Thomas's

thirtieth birthday. The poet imagines that it is the month ol October,

lor Thomas was born on 27th October 1914. As he leaves the fish'
ing village ol Laugharne in the morning for a walk in the autumn

dr-izzle. As he thinks of his birthday, he is overcome by sentiments

ol the holiness ol nature. Though the season is autumn he is sud-

denly caught by a confusion in the seasons and he lancies that it is

summer ind that he is back in his childhood watching the world

with a child's vision ol natural beauty. As Elder Olson says, the poem

is'luminous with all the weathers ol childhood'.
Metrically the poem is extremely interesting in that it is one of

the earliesl poems j[ English to be written in, ,syllabic melre' a

le.ature which has been copied by Thom Gunn and others' lt con-

sists ol seven ten-line slanzas. Unlike accented verse, each line

has a given number ol syllables, while the number of feet or stresses

is variible. Each stanza has the following number of syllables per

line: 9,1.2,9,3,5,12;12,t3;9. Throughout the poem the same syl-

labic pattern is repeated. Other metrical devices used are allitera-

tion e.g. heaven/[garingx assonantal rhyme beckon/second and lull

rhyme apples/chapels; burning/tu rning. .' 
"Poem in OctQber"' is Dylan Thomas's retrosPection on his

thirtieth. birthday and his imaginative childhood flashback lt was

his thirtieth birthday and he believes he ls on his onward journey

heaven being his ullimate destination As he woke that morning, he

I96

is reminded ol his native tishing vlllage, Laugharne The scene is

so holy that the water seems to be praying while the herons are

transformed into priests. The morning calls him and he is attracted

to the call of the water birds, namely the seagull and the rook The

sailing boats are a welcoming sight to the poet inviting him to set

sail even before the lown is awake.
ln the second stanza the poel passes through an interesting

confusion ol both actuality and memory. lt is as though the wings of

the birds are being transferred to the trees' Likewise the trees are

active with its birds and they seem to Participate, in Thomas's birth'

day celebration. Cheering him by waving flags The poet re'ers lo

tfre nlgn tiOe as being the literal high tide at that time' lt could also

refer 6 the high tide;l his emotional lile. He is slowly entering his

dream world, he has crossed the'border. Physically he has left the

town behind and psychologically he has lelt the presenl actuality

behind to step in to the realm of phantasy' At this point he feels that

the gates ol ihe town have closed on him and the town awoke to

the morning.
This ltanza deals with the conlusion.of seasons' The poet

wonders and listens to the autumn rain ll seems to him that he

hears the larks sing as though it were spring while the summer sun

is shining on the scene. The word 'summery' is Thomas's coinage 
'

for he ex'periences summer wealher in autumn The birds still sing

in the morning while it is raining and cold winds blow in the woods'

The poet is rJminded ol Sir John's hill in Laugharne' The hill over

looks the estuary at a point where lhe river Towy enters it' The whole

scene is a haunt ol water birds and birds of prey

The past and present scenes merge in the fourth stanza' the

seasons aie all intermingled. The poet spedks ol the rain over lhe

harbour, the sea, the church' and ol spring and summer.in his poem'

He is happy and content but then he remembers his childhood sum-

mers and of course his birthday. :

The scene shilts lrom Laugharne in October to the wonderlul

summer mornings in Swansea and Fern Hill' The weather turns away

from the country, to the opposlte side and the changed blue sky He'
speaks of summer associaled with its lruits, apples' pears and cur- '
rants. ln it he saw clearly a child's fond forgotten mornings' when

he walked possessively with his mother' Dylan Thomas uses'sac- i'
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ramental images' intended to give a sacramnental meaning to the
stalement. lt is a kind ol imagery o, which Thomas is very fond of, '

lor example the phrase "the parables of sunlight". This idea is to
' shock the reader into attention to the sacra'mental meaning. ,Just

as parables teach, sunlight taught him about God's goodness and
the lives ol saints.

Thomas apprehends nature with the innocence and purity of
childhood. The past and present mingle when he speaks of the twice
told field. First by the child and then by the poet. As 'his' tears burned

. 'my'cheeks, the'man'of thirty and the 'boy' he remembers be-
come one.

Here Swansea and Laugharne are united, The poet thinks of
his past summers, as a boy, when his aunt Jones and others who
were then dear to him were still living. All his joy he passed on to
Nature, the trees, the stones, the fish, the tide, the water and to the
singing birds around him.

ln lhe process ot his retrospection, he contemplates, his child-
hoodjoys, he hopes the next birthday will lind him equally blessed
with poetic articulation. ln this last slanza, phrases of the first, fourth
and sixth stanza's are repeated. The poet's thoughts are reverted
to the actual present, from the child that he once was to his thirteith
birthday and ihrirteith year towards his iourney to heaven. He is
aware simullaneously of the summernoon of his childhood and ol
the ripe red leaves of October present in the town below. May he
write equally well on his Sir John's Hill above Laugharne in the years
time. The poet prays for his poetic art lo survive the coming years.

ln his late poems such as "Poem in October", Thomas,
achieved a new lucidily and serenity, and many readers have felt
that in the 1940s he began to solve his technical problems. ln the

' early poems Thomas discovered a lorm which communicated lglly
the strain under which he lived, but in his later poems he withdrew
from such problems into nostalgia. Dylan Thomas uses pattern and

ing of biology as a magical translormation producing unity out of
identity, identity out of unity , the generalions linked with one an-
other and man linked with nature 

prepared by
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DO NOT GO GENTLE INTO
THAT GOOD NIGHT

DYLAN THOMAS
Do not go gentle into that good night,

Old age should burn and rave at close of day;
Rage, against the dying ol the light.

Though wise men at their end know dark is right,
Because their words had forked no lightning they
Do not go gentle into that good night.

Good men, the last wave by, crying how bright
Their lrail deeds might have danced in a green bay,
Rage, rage against the dying ol the light.

Wild men who caughf and sang the sun in flight,
And learn, too late, they grieved it on its way,
Do not go gentle in to that good night.

Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight
Blind eyes could blaze like meteors and be gay,
Bage, rage against the dying of the light.

And you, my father, there on the sad height,
Curse, bless, me now with your fierci: tbars, I pray.
Do not go gentle into that good night.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.

symbolic of death, is used with several shades ot
meaning in this phrase. Good night is farewell sug-
gestive of death. lt equally implies that death is good
and final.

―
【

EXPLANATORY NOTESI  ::

metaphor in a complex craftsmanship in order to create a ritual of STANZA 1

celebration. He sees life as a continuous process, sees the work- Line 1 good night: An epitome of the'poem's paradox: nighl,



Line 2

Line 3

199

burn and rave; The same paradox is, reiterated.
Rage: lt is an echo of several ol Yeats's poems about
old age.

STANZA !I
Line 4 wise men: philosophers.

dark is right : the inevitability ol death.
Line 5 their words had forked no lightning ls a reference lo the

composing of poetry.
Line 4-6 Philosophers accept death as a natural inevitable end.
STANZA III
Line 7 Good men: Puritans.
Line 8 lrail deeds : insignilicant deeds contrasted.
Line 9 Rage, rage....the light: This line is repeated as in the

third line of the lirst stanza.
line 7-9 Purilans are not ready for death, because they at last

realise they have missed opportunities to lead a lull lile.
STANZA!V
Line 10

Line ll

Line 12

STANZA V
Line 1 3

Llne 1 4

STANZA VI
Line 16‐ 19

THAT G00D N:GHT
The poem was enclosed in a letter to Princess Caetani on

May 1951 The letter had a postscript : `The only person l can't

Wild men: Hedonists.
they grieved : They felt sorry.
Do not.......good night: This line is repeated as in the
last line oi the second stanza.

Grave men: An obvious pun. Grave men are those who
are conscious of the tact ol death. The term also means
'serious minded people'.
blindlng sight : divine illuminalion or poetic illumination.
gay : a deliberate echo of Yeats's "Lapis Lauzuli'.

This final stanza is a prayer for the lather's benediction.
and malediction. lt is natural for a falher to bless his
son. lt is'equalty riatural that the tather should curse
the son who is to take his place.

DO NOT GENTLE INTO

2(X)

show the little enclosed poem to is, of course, my father, who doesn't
know he's dying'. D.J Thomas, Dylan Thomas' lather lingered f or
more than a year after this, and died on 1 sth Decembe|I 952. The
poem was lirst published in Botteghe Oscure, Vlll, Nov. 1951 . lt is
significant that for this subiect and for this occasion, Thomas delib-
erately chose to discipline himself by the use of a strict rorm the
villanelle.

A villanelle is a poem normally in five tercets and a quatrain.
It uses only lwo rhymes, which form a strict sequence, and the first
and third lines are repeated in an elaborate pattern. ll is paradoxi-
cal that Thomas should choose so formal and artificial a struclure ,

usually associated with light verse and Austin, Dobson, for this very
personal poem on his father's illness in old age.

The cenlral rhyming words, 'light' and 'night' iuxtapose life
and death. Dylan Thomas.exhorts his father not to give in but to
struggle against the onslaught ol death arid dissolution, but at the
same time he admits the, inevitability ol death. Thomas greatly re-
spected his tather tor his strength of character and independence
ol judgement, qualities which had been tamed by the latter's ill-
ness. The imagery ot light and darkness assumes a peculiar poi-
gnancy when we remember that the lather was lacing the double
darkness ol blindness and death. ln the central part of the pibem

the attitudes ot diflerent kinds of men are presented. This poem
which is in praise of life and an acceptance of death ends on an
ironical note when Thomas reguests his father both to bless and
curse him.

Metrically, the poem is ol considerable interest. Consisting
of five tercets and a qualrain, all using only two rhymes, it is a
villanelle, a rather formal metrical scheme. The first, sixth and twelfth
lines are lhe same, and so are the third, ninth and filteenth. These
two repeated lines appear again in the conclusion. Originally a
French form used predominantly for the treatment of pastoral themes
(from French 'villa'Jarm or country house), the successful use of
this metre by Auden and Empson may have inf luenced Thomas.

The poet begins the poem by saying that one should, both
{ight against and welcoFne death.'Good night'combines the idea of
saving farewell; of God be with you, and of death as a natural end

′
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to life. The two rhyming words 'night' and 'light'stand for death and
life. Thomas urges his father not to accept death tamely.

ln the second stanza, the poet presents his observations of
the various reactions to death by the different kinds of men. Here it
is the reaction of wise men. Wise men are the philosophers, though
wise men are helpless at the inevitability of death.

The third stanza deals with the response of good men, The
good men are the Puritans. They feel frustrated, having avoided
the pleasure of life in their life time and finally having no consider-
ation in death:

The next group of men are said to be the wild men. This stanza
describes the men ol action - that'life disappears before their ac-
tions are completed. These hedonists just cannot aacept death sto-
ically.

Grave men, is a pun, obviously pointing at the serious minded
people who are wise in a serious manner. Grave men are those
who are conscious of the fact of death. They see clearly how much
old men might have achieved.

Dylan Thomas concludes his poem with an ardent request to
his father, both to bless and curse him sirhultaneously. Thus the
final stanza turns to be a prayer for both, his father's benediction
and malediction.

Of all the younger poets of the nineteen thirties Dylan Tho-
mas had the most brilliant lyrical gift. This young Welshman used
language with an originality and a daring felicity that had hardly
been paralleled since Hopkins. His poetry, like that of Barker and
Gascoyne, is full of violent images of death and love. Though his
poetry is confused and obscure at times, it is poetry of great strength
and deep humanity.

DYLAN THOMAS'S POETTC TECHNTOUE

Dylan T-homas was seriously dedicated to his poetic craft, and
wrote poems with meticulous care. He tried to reline and polish his
technique so as to present his poetic vision effectively, and also to
make his poetry pleasing and enjoyable, because he believed that
"All that matters about poetry' is the enjoyment of it, however tragic
it may be" and .also thought that it is because of the craltsmanship
that a poem is able to move the reader.
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Keenly interested in words and thejr shapes and sounds,
Thomas was very careful in the use of language. His languages
highly individual and symbolic "and so rich and strange that, how-
ever unintelligible, it had an almost hypnotic power which was en-
hanced by the poet's command over sound and rhythm"( A.S
Collins). Thomas coins words like Hopkins and uses them to con-
vey complex meanings. Sometimes he employs a shocking language
involving the use of words and images related to the baser func-
tions of the human body, such as sweating etc.

Much of Dylan Thomas' poetry is marked by obscurity and
incoherence. This is because of the occasional obscurity of both
the subject matter and style. Olten his style resembles that of the
metaphysical poets, and tends to be obscure like it. Especially; his
early poems clearly obscure ol the compressed and condensed
manner of his writing. lt seems that , as Laurence Durrell points
out, "He is attempting a compression even greater than that of
Hopkins, squeezing up his material and his rhythm until his poems
resemble mere ideograrns of thought or emotions". Because of his
obscurity, his poetry requires like Eliot's or. Hart Crane's,.some ef-
fort to understand its meaning by grappling with his symbols and
metaphors that may obstruct it to some extent.

Dylan Thomas's style in his later.poetry is clear and more
capable of conveying his earlier poetry, as.Moody anfl. Lovett ob-
serve, '?neaning was in danger of being drowned out by the clamour
of importunate figures, in which the most extravagantly exuberant
metaphors fused or lashed". The use of vague symbols.4nd images
also added to the obscurity of Thomas's early poeiry. Bi.rt "in the
latest poetry Thomas has written, he has modified his technique to
allow it to carry simpler meanings more clearly..... His ability to raise
symbols to a higher power by the ambiguity of theii position in a
line of poetry is a gift which no one else today shares". (Laurence
Durrell)

An abundant use of images forms a dominant trait of Dylan
Thomas's style. According.to Grierson and Smith, "he thinks in im-
agesl', and appeals to imagination. He intermingles Biblical and
sexual imagery with imagery d.rawn f rom Nature. Often he has used
surrealist images. The use of images iend beauty and force to

。
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Thomas's style., and tends to help him make his meaning clear.
Though in some cases it makes it obscure too. According to Dou-
glas Bush, "Thomas's preoccupalion with birth and rebirth admits
or demands a wealth of images from nature, and his strange naked
intensity of vision carries a strange expressiveness, local if not to-
tal, of phrase and rhythm". .

Dylan Thomas was, as he himsell told, "a painstaking, con-
scientious, involved and devious cratlsman in words", who evolved
a diction and style of his own. Though writing in the English lan-
guage, he made use ol his native Welsh to enrich his llnguistic and
verbal resources. He borrowed trom the bardic tradition of wales
the manner of using sound and rhythm, internal repetition and par-
allel constructions. His vocabulary is limited, and he makes use ol
the same words repeatedly. Coinages, compound words, repetition
of words and using them as diflerent parts ol speech and exploiting
the musical quality ol words, these are some of the characteristics
ol his diction.

Thomas's poetry is remarkable for its vital energy, verbal gitts
and musical quality. Nor less remarkable are his metrical experi-
ments, beauty ol imagery, mastery ot language and lyrical, Ielicity.

DYLAN THOMAS AND VARIOUS POETIC

MOVEMENTS OF HISTIME

DYLAN THOMAS AND SURREALISM
Like other new Romanlic poets, Dylan Thomas was also in-

fluenced by surrealism, though after the lading away of the Surre-
alist movement he began exploring other fields. With the breaking
up o, the Auden group, around 1939, there was the end ot the po-
etry of social and political concern, and of the voyage without'which
was characterised by the treatment ol the external world. A group
ol younger po..ts including George Barker, David Gascoyne and
Dylan Thomas came into prominence in the early 1940's, who turned
awai from the treatment of the world without to an exploration o,
the world wilhin, and showed little interest in what went around them.
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They wrote pure poetry, instead ot social or political poetry which
marked a return to the ideals of poetic integrity and artistic individu-
alism; a setting out again in the direction of pure' poetry. These
poets constituted a school called "Surrealism". They were poets ol
the image rather than statement, They were inlluenced by the French
Surrealist movement ol the 1920's. As V.S.Pinto points out ,"The
Surrealists declared themselves to the dialectical materialists and
enemies of the Capitalist State, bu,t they were entirely opposed to
social realism, the ollicial doctrine ot art in the U.S.S.R.,.and the
Communists did not welcome them as allies ".

The Surrealist poetry was private poetry, and not social and
tended, therefore, to be difficult. The poetry ol Dame Edith Sitwell
is characterised by a surrealist manner. Her inlluence may be traced
in the poetry of younger surrealist poets like Dylan Thomas, George
Barker and David Gascoyne. Dylan Thomas was the greatest poet
of this school, and has a great mastery ol technique, language and
imagery. His "Eighteen Poems" published in 1 934 provides an illus-
tration o, the surrealist usage. The obscurity in his expression was
counlerbalanced by his abundant poetic vigour and ,orce and his
sensitiveness to the charms of Nature; as revealed in his-volume
"Collected Poems".

Like Barker and Gascoyne, Dylan Thomas was a poet who
"made the nearesl approach to Surrealism, which, il practised ide-
ally, meant the release by the poet of whatever welled up trom within
hlm without any control or. selection". (A.S Collins)

DYLAN THOMAS AND NEW ROMANTICISM.
Dylan Thomas belongs to the new romantic school ol poets

who were more interested in depicting their own individual emo-
tional development lhan in dealing with the external world, liie the
poets of the Auden group.r'New Romanticism" was a rBovement in
modern English poetry, which was a contemporary of, and origi-
nated lrom, the Surrealist movement. The Surrealist poets, Dylan
Thomas and George Barker, were the chief neo-romantic poets too.
These poets were more concerned with the exploration of sell than
wilh the treatment of the external world of physical reality, and con-
centrated on their own private world and vision rather than on the
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social world around them. The unromanlic movement "accepted the
idea that the poet should use lmages that arose spontaneously in

his mind, without trying to'understand'them, and should let one
image suggest another image without trying to work out the pattern
of a poem logically; on the other hand, he should be, as the surre-
alist were not, selective, he should reject images that seemed trivial
or jarring, accepting only those which seemed to have a certain
massiveness and emotional coherence with the other images in the
poem: and this above all was the great contrast with the French
Surrealists. He should shape his poem as a work ot art, with a re-
gard for rhyme and metre, and the amenities ol diction, and in fact
lor the traditional lormal demands made on the English poel. Even
if the material of the poem all came straight from the subconscious
mind, at the aesthetic or formal level, there must be consciousness
control".(G.S Fraser)

The neo-romantics laid greater emphasis on the romantic
elelnents ol emotion and imagination than on the neo - classical
ones of Reason and intellect ,avoured by poets included in Geoftrey
Grigson's anthology, "New verse". Dylan Thomas's later poetry re-
veals his responsiveness to nalural beauly and his use of images
drawn from Nature, as we find in the romantic poets ol the early
lgth century. George Barker's poetry abounds in Keatsian sensu-
ousness and lushness ol imagery. Dylan Thomas may be regarded
as lhe falher of the neo - romantic poetry of the 1 940s. The lack ol
social concern and the treatment ol he private world instead of so-
cial or external reality made these neo-romantic poets akin to the
decadent oi the 1890s. But Dylan Thomas is not utterly devoid of
an interest in the world around him. However, the lyric quality and
subiective nature of his poetry adds to his stalure as a romantic.,
and so does his interest in Man. His experiments with language
and words, and his lreedom in malters of style and manner are
some ol the romantic lrait:- loo that are tound in his poetry.

DYLAN THOMAS AND THE (NEW) APOCALYPTIC MOVEMENT:

ln the later part of the lourth decade of lhis century, a new
movement arose in modern English poetry. Which was known as.
the "Apocalyptic 'movement, This movement was initiated with the
publication ol the anthology The White Horseman' (1941 ) edited
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by J.F.Hendry and Henry Treece: lt was preceded by the manilesto
'The New Apocalypse'(1939), and followed by lhe publication of
more anthologies. ln 1946, Henry Treece stated the nature and aims
of the Apocalyptic movement in his book "How I See Apocalypse",
The reaction against the poetry ol the Auden group, started earlier
by the Surrealists, was carried on by the poets of the New Apoca-
lypse, Henry Treece, J.F Hendry, Nicholai Moore, Vernon Watkins,
Tom Scott, Norman Mac Caig and G.S.Fraser. These poets de-
nounced the over intellectuality and social interest of the poetry ol
the 1930s, and sought to present individual vision and private per-

spectives ol the world. As against the left-wing ideology ol theAuden
group, they adopted an anarchic position in the political field.

The Apocalypse poets aimed at making poetry broad, deep
and limitless like real life. The aim of these poets was to rree the
individual lrom all sorts ol mechanization. They attached more im-
portance to leeling and imagination than intellect, to the individual
than society and to myth than lacls. The value they set on the indi-
vidual and or imagination and personal religion, encourages the
hope that here perhaps is the lirst llush of the dawn ol a new Ro-

mantic Revival'. Concentrating on individual vision and myths, the
New Apocalyspse poets remained indifrerent to the world events
especially the second World War. Their poetry, like that of the Sur-
realists, went out ol vogue after a short period of existence and
popularity.

Dylan Thomas is said to have 'fathered' the 'Apocalypse'
movernent and with it a lot ol bad thinking and bad writing (Kenneth

Allott). His indillerence to contemporary world of external reality,
his absorption in and treatment ol dream material and inner experi-

' ences, his quality of myth-making, and the individual nature ol his

thought and expression seemed to be typical traits ot Apocalypticism.
However, he soon severed all relationship wlth this movement, and

turned in other directions. This shilt in his position was largely re-

sponsible for the disintegration ol the Apocalypse movement. As

Baymond Las Vergnas remarks, "The Apocalyptic were nol des-
tined to last as an organic body for more than a rew years, possibly

because Dylan Thomas, one of those whom thoy most olten pre-

ferred and lor whom thev professed unqualilied admiration, refused
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to become absorbed by the movement and indeed disowned it as a

literary school. Thus Dylan Thomas's association with and allegiance

to various schools and movements in modern English poetry kept

tluctuating.

VERSE.PATTERNS IN THE POEMS OF

' DYLANTHOMAS

Dylan Thomas never entirely abandoned the orthodox metri-

cal form ol English verse, based on the position ol stressed and

unstressed syllables, he gradually used it less often in his later work,

except in satire and occasional poems. A system based on syllabic

count without regular stress pattern eventually took its place in his

most serious poetry. He also experimented for a time with lree verse,

that is, verse liberated Irom pattern, or at least lrom a set pattern.

Each ol these three types ol verse-pattern predominates at

diflerent times,. The periods overlap, and characterlstics ol one

period persist and recur., but in spite ol this, chronological division

gives a clear picture, il not a perfectly accurale one..
The earliest poems, that is, the poems ol Thomas's boyhood

are, not unexpectedly, essays in traditional patterns of metre and

stanza-structure. The Swinburnian or Meredithian line, with its.big

feet tripping over one another, occurs often, but Thomas, like oth-

ers, Iound it difficult to handle and unrewarding in its efrect, and

soon came to prefer a more natural verse - beat, with weak stresses

limited usually to one only in every root. The anapaests recur later

as a set pattern in only one poem, "The Sun Burns the Morning".

During this period ot apprenticeship, Thomas tried his hand at many

strict f orms of verse-structure, Ior example, the triolet. Writing about

his dying lather in what was to be almost his last poem, Thomas

significantly chose once more to submit to the discipline of a strict

lorm, the villanelle in his poem 'Do Not Go Gentle into that Good

Night'.
lnfluenced by several contemporary or near- contemporary

poets, and aflected by prevailing fashion,. Thomas soon turned from

conventional verse- palterns to so-called 'lree verse'
The only possible definition ol'free verse' seems io be the

negative one: verse without a set of pattern. ll a set pattern is al-
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lowed to intrude casually, that is, without some'deliberate purpose'

the medium is, as it were, violated. This happens' lor example, when

a weak -strong beat is maintained in several successive lines' To

avoid this impression of uniformity, poets practising lree verse made

considerable use ol logaoedic and speech rhythms, and when they

were successful, the result can neither be mistaken for regular

metrical verse nor be regarded as metrical anarchy, Free verse'

indeed, is not only diflicult; it is lar from free. Perhaps the expres-

sion 'tree verse' should be reserved for the lailures; 'cadenced Verse'

is more appropriate to the successes.
These comments are necessary in order to explain the dis-

satislaction with 'lree verse' which Thomas soon lelt, in common

with many of his contemporaries. Free verse oflered no help to a

poet, with every line, every word' his was the tull responsibility for

iurning it into'cadenced verse'The weak-strong beat, perhaps natu-

ral to the language, or perhaps instilled by reading of the literature'

asserted itsell unavoidably in long passages.
The most favoured substitule was equivalence (Coleridge) or

sprung rhythm (Hopkins), a regular pattern imposed on the strong

stresses, while the weak stresses (Coleridge) or the weaker stresses

(Hopkins) are regarded as free. ln spite ot the influence of Hopkins

on ihor"" in other ways, this was not the system which Thomas

chose to replace'lree verse'. Surprisingly, perhaps he returned to

traditional metre, but with a much greater skill and freedom than

before. Crossrhythms were overlaid upon the basic pattern to pro-

duce an etfect ol verse-counterpoint Rhymes returned but they were

now in the form of hall rhymes. This was the only fashionable de-

vice Thomas retained and he found good use for it in much of his

remaining work. Thomas eventually worked out a very complex tech-

nique of iombining full rhymes, half -rhymes, assonances and allit-

eration. A suggestion ol this will be found in his early poems'

With the growth of his individuality in style and imagery, how-

ever, Thomas felt more and more strongly that conventional metre'

even when treated contrapuntally" was inadequate for his needs'

Those needs seemed contradictory: perlect Ilexibility, controlled by

rigid discipline. The solution was provided by the system based on

syllabic count, without regular stress pattern This system' regu-

larly adopted in the literatures of many foreign languages that have
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weak stresses has appeared only occasionally in English literature,
with its strong stresses. There are suggestions of stllabic count in
"The Litanie" and some other poems of Donne, and it emerges
clearly as a system in the prophetic books of Blake, for example in
"The Book of Thel", with its irregular stress -patterns within an al_
most regular syllabic count of fourteen. ln the presenl century many
poets have sought and lound individual solutions lor the verie-pat_
tern problem. Some have found the-solution in equivalence or sprung
rhythm, some in reservation to a modified conventional slructure,
and others - a small m;nority, in the ,syllabic count,. ,

The ,irst instance of Thomas,s use of syllabic count system is
apparently, 'l dreamed my genesis,written in Dec . 1 934. The count
ol 12, 7,1.O and 8 syllables is sustained, with only twb irregular
lines out ol twenty eight. This technique gave Thomas the flexibility
and the discipline he needed, and it become predominant in his
most serious and mature work.

Donne, perhaps, was Thomas,s guide in the use of verse _

patterns. Similarly, Donne and the ,,melaphysical,' poets influenced
him in the structure o, stanzas. The geometrical shapes of poems
like "Now, Say nay" and,,Vision and prayer,'make these poems too
obvious as examples. The structure is reminiscent of the ,,meta_
physical" poets: the size ol the stanza, its elaborate paflern, the
combination ol lines diflering grea y in length, the inclusion ol lines
unusually long (fifteen sy ables) and unusually short (one syllable),
and the relation ol lines of contrasting length ol one another by
rhyme or similar means. The lines are of the lollowing syllabic length:
s.6 14(13),14(15),.s(4,6),1,13(14.1s),,s(4.6): 14 (13), and
13('14).The figures in brackets are varianls. The patteins ol the
endings may be represented by the letters a a b c c b x d a d x x.
The letters a, b, c, d are lull rhymes ot hall - rhymes. The two -
syllable endings indicated by x are more subtly related. They allif
erate, and at the same time are connected by assonance in the first
syllable only: hedges, heron, headstone; paddles, passage; pranc-
ing; dilly, dingle, distant ; whisfles, windows, whispert-ng; scaly,
shaken, sailing. There are also connections between wordJ by allit-
eration or assonance within the line too complex to analyse.

It could be argued that some of the vdrse - patteins of Tho-
mas, while accompanying certain perceplible impressions, produce
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no impressiohs that can be directly , ascribed to the patterns alone,
and that Irom this standpoint they are artificial devices and abstract
conceptions. Whal human ear, it might be asked, could detect that
the ending o, the third line ol "prologue,' rhymes with another end-
ing sixty eight lines later? The syllabic - count system might be criti-
cized on the grounds that, even i, it is perceptible as inumerical
pattern, it is easily overcome by the natural patterns o, the English
language, based upon combinations of weak and strong stresses.

The criticism ol the syllabic - counl system deplnds upon
individual reading and perception. lt may be trueJor some readers,
but it is: certainly not true for all. There is also an answer to the
general accusation of "artiiiciality". The artist, when faced with an
inlinite number of possibilities, is quite powerless. For example, the
painter requires a framework, the composer a tone - row or some
other convenlion, and the poet a planned structure. Within his self_
imposed discipline, the artist can begin work. The Greek poet
Kazantzakis (in Kimon Friar's translation) says: .A verse is not a
garment with which one dresses one's emotion in order to creale
song; both verse and emotion are created in a memory llash, in_
separably, iust as a man himsell is created, body and soul, as one
being".
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PHILIP LARKIN AND THE MOVEMENT POETRY

The New Line poets were Philip Larkin, Robert Conquest,
Elizabeth Jennings, Donald Davie, Kingsley Amis, D.J. Enright, John
Holloway, John Wain and Thom Gunn. The New Lines poets were
also known as the Movement, a name given to them, two years
earlier by Anthony Hartley in an unsigned leading article in the Spec-
tator. They also came to be known as lhe university wits or the New

Academics because they were mainly of Oxford and Cambridge
and doing academic jobs: or Neo - Augustans on account of the
neatness and elegance of lheir verse. According to Jan Hamilton,

the lvlovemenl was little more than a publicity stunt. Any how it did

not last long nor did it creale any great impact. In lact Charles
Tomlinson has condemned it as the "Middlebrow Must" But it helped
to redress the balance alter the excesses of the earlier generations
from 1910 to 1950. They were hostile to the neo - romanticism of

Dylan Thomas and the New Apocalypse; they revolted against the
political commitment ol Auden and his generation. They were anti-
heroic in their attitude; they prelerred a neutral tone because they
believed that nobody wanted any more poems on "the grandeur
lhemes" Ior some years. They reacted against absurdity and the

chaos in the use o, structure and metre, laults which they attributed
to Pound and Eliot. "l have no belief in "tradition" or a ..common
myth - kitty or casual allusions in poems to other poems or poets";

observed Larkin, and Donald Davie found it objectionable to'write
in metres which I cannot scan". These poetic spokesmen ol the
generation ol The Angry Young MEn stand for sanity, sobriety and
discipline. They adhered to the subdued, unsentimental, tone and
to traditional forms.

Philip Larkin is the most talented ol the New Lines or Move-
ment poets and is generally regarded as the mosl outstanding poet
of the lifties. The lirst full length study of his work - Philip Larkin
(1973) by David Timms throws light on all aspects ol his achieve-
ment. Anti-heroic and unsentimental in his attitude, Larkin deals
mainly wiih "the laceless urban civilisation and a Iaceless middle
class world. His tone is cool, detached and unemphatic and he
employs irony and understatement in a subtle manner; but beneath
it all there is suppressed f eeling'and'cveA deep'coirtpassibn. His
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verse is clear, elegant, and highly polished, it is characterised by

Iormal perfection in the traditional manner.

PHILIP LARKIN
Philip Larkin was born on 9 August 1922 in Conventry,

Warwickshire. He was educated at King Henry Vlll School,
Convenlry, and St. John's College, Oxlord, from, where he gradu-

ated in 1 943. At Oxlord he and Kingsley Amis become close f riends
Both shared an enthusiasm for traditional Jazz. Amis's Lucky Jim

(1954) was dedicated to Larkin. After listening to a, talk at the

English Club at Oxford by Vernon Watkins, Larkin came under the
spell of Yeats's poetry. The Northship (1945), his first collection of
poems, mostly of love lyrics, bears significant lraces ol Yeatsian

inrluence. He soon shilted his allegiance to Thomas Hardy , who
remains the greatest single source of inspiration in his work. The

Less Deceived (1955) , is an important collection of poems. His
ooems also appeared in New Lines (1956), Robert Conquest's an-

thology ol significant new verse of the filties. His next volume of

verse, The Whitsun Weddings appeared in 1964. High Windows
(1974) in his latest book of poems. Besides verse, Larkin wrote t\ivo

signilicant and sensitive novels, Jill (1946) which was dedicated to

Amis, and A Girl in Winter (1947 ) By profession a librarian, since
1955 Larkin has been librarian of the Brymoor Jones Library of the
University, of Hull. He contributes feature articles on Jazz music lor
the London Daily Telegraph. ln 1965 he was awarded the Queen's
Gold Medal for poetry and the:, Arts Council Triennial Award lor
poetry. During 1970 - 71 he was a Visiting Fellow ol All Souls Col-
lege, Oxford. He died on.2 December 1985.

Larkin is the most signilicant poet to emerge in the nineteen
firties. His writing is a repudiation of the obscure and cerebral verse
o, Eliot, Pound and Auden.

The most important of the "Movement" poets who sought to
resuscitate in English poetry the virtues of intelligence and
intelligiblity, in his poems Larkin presents himselt in the role ol a
sceptical, aslringent observer ol contemporary life. His verse is

noteworthy for its virtues of lyrical conciseness, its sensibility it's
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AMBU LANCES

Closed like confessionals, they thread
Lound noons of cities, giving back
None ol the glances they absorb

Light glossy grey, arms on a plaque
They come to rest at any kerb:
All streets in time are visited.

Then children strewn on steps or road
Or women coming from the shops,
Past smells of different dinners, see
A wild white face that over tops

. Red stretcher - blankets momently
As it is carried in and stowed.

And sense the solving emptiness
That lies just under all we do,
And for a second get it whole,
So permanent and blank and true.
The ,astened doors recede. Poor son.
They whisper at their own distress:

For borne away in deadened air
May go the sudden shut ot loss
Bound something nearly at an end,
And what cohered in it across
The years the unique random blend
Of families and lashions, there

At last begin to loosen. Far
From the exchange of love to lie
Unreachable inside a room

The traff ic parts to let go by
' Brings closer what is left to come

And dulls to distance all we are.
Lines 1. confessional : a small wooden cubicle in a church where

a priest sits to hear confessions.
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4. arms on plaque : Court of arms on a metal plate
5. kerb: Pavement
6. A characteristic understatement pointing to lhe ubiquitousness

of mortality.
13-14. Life with all its trivial concerns is seen for what it is while

being confronted with the fact of death.
15. The sight of the Ambulance restores to us a lrue scale ol val-

ues. For a second we perceive life whole.
17-.18. ln the death of others we find intimations of ourowndeath.

21. Something nearly at an end: a strikingly novel euphe-
mism tor death:

25-30. When a sick man is removed to hospital in an ambulance,
lile seems to be ralher a shadowy experience and the real-
ity ol death quite close.

CRITICAL COMMENTARY:

Under the conditions ol modern urban life with its security
and impersonality, we tend to lorget the lact ol death. The sight ol
an ambulance restores to us the true perspective o, things and a
shocked perception of our own mortality.

"Ambulances" may be sometimes regarded as Larkin's most
entirely successlul poem. The poem allusively tuses Various themes
in a subtle manner. The poem is also noted for Larkin's poetic mani-
festation of the absurd in him. The agonising reality and ol the in-
evitability of the mortal destiny causes this sense ol absurd in Larkin.
Death is an inevitability that may appear sooner or later before cur
door - step and through the presence of an Ambulance Larkin is
lorcefully communicating the dominating and imposing vigour of
death over the transitoriness of the mortal existence.

The very opening line of the poem. "closed like conlession-
als" is an image which sets going a thread ol religious suggestions,
implying absolution. Later in the poem, the line "All streets in time
are visited - implying visitation and redemption- from life, as much
as the congenial arrival of a friend. The criss - cross movement of
the ambulance make everybody to conline upon the final reduction
of the statement that "the solving emptiness /That lies just under all
we do"

"Whatever iti degree of formality, the peculiarity of Larkin's
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style is an eloquent taciturnity : it betrays a reluctance to use words

at all. lf as "Ambulances" says, a "solving emptiness... lies iust
under all we do", then Larkins'words, as if preparing to be swal-

lowed up, will make therrlselves as lean as they can - nothing-

ness, they assert, will not fatten on them. lndeed, they seem to

have soaked a long age in a vinegar that dissolves illusions". (Calvin

Bedient : M "Eight Contemporary Poets") What Bedient does here

is the very opposite of what he means in that Larkin uses words

sparingly. At the same time, he loses nothing by way o, poetic art

QUESTIONS AND TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION

1. How does Larkin communicate the notion of the all perva-

siveness of death?
2. What is our immediate response to the sight of an ambu-

lance?
3. Explain : " for a second get it whole"
4. Explain : " Poor soul," / They whisper' at their own distress.

PrePared bY

Sri. PRAMOD VELLACHAL
S.N. Co!lege, Kannur.
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THOM GUNN

Thomson William Gunn was born in .l 929 in Gravesend, Kent,

the son ol a journalisl and was educated at University College School

in London and Trinity College , Cambridge He is now settled in the

United States olAmerica. He was on the English faculty at the Uni-

versity ol Calilornia at Berkeley before moving to San Francisco

where he now lives as a free lance writer His first book of poems

Fighting Terms (1954), published when he was only twenty live,

esiantiineO him as one of the significant young poets of the time'

His verse is stylistically akin to that of William Empson, but he often

deals with violent, contemporary subiect matter. The special quality

of his poetry emerges from the tension generated between the lim-

pidity ol his style and the ferocity ot his subiect- matter' He gener-

ally ihooses existential themes concerning will and action' The most

peisistent element in Gunn's poetry is existential' According to

Sartre, existence precedes essence . That is to say, man is free to

choose his role and reiect the norms of sociely. Man is his own

freedom. Among collections of his verse are The sense of Move-

ment (l 957). My Sad Captains (1961), Positives (1966), andTouch

(1967). His latest book ol poems is Jack Straw's Castle (1 976)'

GUNN ON HIMSELF AND POETBY

...obsession is another name for passion, perhaps But you

do have to be obsessed about something to write well about it ' I'm

often asked about the genesis of poems, and my answer is that I

mighf begin just with an idea, really rather a general one - it might

even ne i concept, but you don't just sit down and write about a

concept unless you're in the eighteenth century The thing you want

to write about - whether a specific scene. incident or idea gestates

and the process of writing becomes an exploration You discover

things about yoursell and about your insight into your subject mat-

ter t-hat you o{ten didn't guess at The surprises that occur on the

way ars often the most exciting things about writing' Sometimes

whLn a poem is going flat lrealise it's because the poem has be-

come an exposition L of my original idea and no more lt is the
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discoveries that make the poem. I agree to that extent with writers
like Bobert Duncan who believe so much in the improvisation of the
momenl. But my point is that the subject of a poem can only ges_
tate if you are obsessed by it in the first place.... ,

...... Moly (1971 ) .... is my favourite book by mysetf, par y
because it's the neglected child. lalso think !hat there lextended
my range a great deal and l' am not sure l,ve got very far beyond it
vet. lt's a phase of my writing that I'am probably still in....... The
theme of the book as a whole, if ycu like to speak in those terms, js
of metamorphosis, as in the second poem, wliere the man is actu-
ally being turned into a pig.

A COURIEB AFTER IDENTITY.
Thom Gunn's first book of poems,. Fighting Terms, was pub-

lished in 1954. ln those early days he was seen by many to be a
poet with similar ambition to the Movement poets. ln lact he was a
contributor to the New Lines anthology which presented these po-
ets to the public. This identilication was made on the strength, par-
ticularly, ol his attitude to form in poetry. He shared the belief o, the
Movement poets that poetry should be well made and craltsman
like, utilizing traditional rhythms and rhyme schemes. Many of his
early poems expressed fairly complex ideas within intricaiely ex-
tended metaphors, a style which helped earn him the label of ,,a

modern metaphysical poet," especially as these poems were orten
concerned with matters of love and passion, one of the lraditionat
themes ol the seventieth century metaphysical poets.

Many ol his poems, particularly his best ones, are linked
closely to his life and experiences and especially to.his explora on
ol his sense of himsell and the possible attitudee and commitments
he might embrace. There is a sense in which his poetry might be
seen as a continuously developing attempt to understand the
intellectual's condition in modern lile and to explore the divisions,
conflicts, tensions and problems that he taces. His poems explore
aspects ol the rirt between thinking man and Acting man, between
body and mind, self and others, self and the naturil world.
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MOLY (PoEM)
Nightmare ol beasthood, snorting, how to wake
I woke. What beasthood skin she made me take?
Leathery toad that ruts for days on end,

Or cringing dribbling dog, man,s servile friend,
Or cat that prettily pounces on its meal,
Tortures ils hours then does not care to eat
Parrot, moth, shark, wolf , crocodile, ass, ,lea
What germs, what jos ing mobs there were in me.
These seem like bristles and the hide is tough.
No claw or web here: each foot ends in hoof.
lnto what bulk has method disappeared ?

Like ham streaked. lam gross - gray, gross, flap - eared
The pale - lashed eyes my only human feature.
My teelh tear, tear. I am the .snouted creature.
' That bites through anything; root, wire or can
It I was not afraid, l,d eat a man.
Oh a man's f lash already is in mine.
Hand and foot poised for risk. Buried in swine
I rood and riot, you think that it is greed

It is but I seek out a plant I need.
Direct me, gods, whose changes are all holy,
To where it fickleness deep in grass, flap rnoly;
Cool flesh of magic in each leaf and shoot,
From Milky f lower to the black forked root.
From this fat dungeon I could rise to slain

And human title, putting pig within.
I push my big gray wet snout through the green.
Dreaming the flower. I have never seen.

Moly (1971) is the colleclion in which Gunn wrote of his expe-
riences with the drug LSD. Moly is the ancient name for a a halluci.
nogenic drug, referred to in the Odyssey where it is given to Ulysses
as the antidote to restore his sailors to human hape affer birce
had transformed them inlo pigs. This legend is reialled in fhe pref-
ace. ln an inlerview Gunn remarked that his poems are explora-
tions of meaning ror him.anq. \hat_anything important in his liie wilt
eventually lind its way into a pioem. This'is rrue ol'nis tirsi ,,acio
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trips" lak'en at the age ol thirty live and of which he has said, "LSD

shakes complacencies, it opens doors on other worlds. I learnl about
my own nature that I had concealed from myself.

ln their torm these poems return to caretully developed struc-
lures and lrequently employ traditional metre and rhyme schemes.
This rellects Gunn's leeling that careful ordering is necessary to

balance the content. "A trip is a loose structured experience and

this is a way, perhaps ot liltering it through the linite and ol keeping
control over the material., Clearly the book suggests that a new

freedom - even revelation - has been obtained through the drug,

but it is not advocating its wholesale use. LSD/Moly signifies the
need for an openness to experience and the need lo articulate a
new vision.

The nature of this vision can begin to be seen when we real-

ize thal many ol the poems are concerned wilh transformation (Many

poems in Gunn"s book describe changes in a person) Some ol lhe
central poems are to do with hall - men hall - beast creatures (Moly

and "Tom-Dobbin") and others concern the lranslormation ol vision
('The Colour - Machine", "three")

ln the title poem "Moly" we find a poetic .counterpart to the
prefaces quotation from the Odyssey. lt describes the sailors
changed into swine. "a nightmare ol beasthood", and it is seen

through the eyes ol a single character who is one ol the sailor ani-

mals. He wakes from the drugged sleep under the spell of Circe to

find himsell an animal , although at tirst he cannot tell ol what kind.

From his skin, his tough hide, his hooled feet and his great, grey

ears, he realizes he has been turned into a pig. The only remaining
conneclion with his human personality and appearance is his long

eye - lashes.
I am the snouted creature
That bites through anything , root wire or can.
ll I was not alraid l'd eat a man.
But a man's llesh is in him and the mingling of lhe two is

clearly stated. The reader is surprised by the lollowing couplet which

shows man - swine greedy to search out the root of the plant that
brings changes that "are all holy". The acceptance of man's
swinishness and animaledly is what,makes pqssibl-e lhql ,se.al9h,
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and the ending implies that the beasl in man needs the drug to hold

him within (not to overcome it but to give man's animals self its right
place):

I push my big grey wet snoul through the green Dreaming the

flower I have never seen.
There is an abmiguity here which suggests either that the

magic root has yet to be discovered and therefore that which is a

vision has yet to become a reality, or that the drug is required to

produce that vision. The light, brisk couplet suggests a lucidity that

is nol so easily discovered in the meaning.
Michael Schmidt, in summing up Gunn's progress says: "He

knows where he has been and il - for a time - he wanders in to the

woods, he has the resources to change course, to come, out again'

not retreating, by a diflerent path". ln the "Moly" Collections ol po-

ems, he is in lhe world ol myths mainly. ln "Moly" lhe poet wakes up

into experiences ol dillerent lorms'toad, dog, cat, parrot, moth,

shark, woll, Crocodile, ass, and llea - "what jostling mobs there

were in me". All are abhording : "Leathery toad that ruts lor days on

end": Cringing dribbling dog, man's servile lriend; the cat that "tor-

tures it hours, then does not cure to it" its meat. "l am gray gross'

flap eared, " the poet laments and says that
It I was not alraid, I'd eat a man.
The poet yearns for another metamorphosis:
"l-seek out a.plant I need : the moly"
' Cool f lesh of magic in each .leaf and shoot
From milky llower to the lack forked root,
From this fast dungeon I could rise to skin

And .human title, putting pig Within.
I push my big grey wet snoul through the green

Dreaming the f lower , I have never seen.
The theme may strike as dillerent; but the poetic technique

is that ol the'familiar rhyming lines.

Lesson prePared bY

PRAMOD VELLACHAL
SN.College Kannur
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TED HUGHES
Ted Hughes (Edward James) (1930-) was born in Mytholmroyd

in Yorkshire. His father, William Hughes, was a carpenler who fougnt
in the First World War (he was one of only seventeen survivors of
an entire regiment which perished at Gallipoli. The family moved to
Mexborough, a coal-mining town in South yorkshire, when Hughes
was seven and his parents took a newsagent's and tobacconisl's

thop: ln 1948 he won an Open Exhibition to pembroke College,
Cambridge. Betore attending university he did two years National
Service in the RAF. Alter leaving Cambridge, he woiked as a rose-
gardener, nightwatchman, and a script reader fer Rank at pinewood,
before becoming a teacher. He married the American poet Sylvia
Plath in 1956 and the marriage survived until her deaih in t g6g.
There is much evidence ol mutual inlluence in their work:

Hughes lirst collection of poems, The Hawk in the Rain, was
published in 1 957, and its vigorous vernacular won immediate claim.
Its terse celebration of raw natural energies contrasted with the ra_
tional ironies of Movement verse and since the late 1950s Hughes
has been viewed as a nature poet. His appoinlment as poet Laure-
ate in 1984 sealed his essentially shaman-like conception of his
poetic mission and enabled him to speak out on environmental is_
sues while celebrating royal weddings and babies. Ted Hughes is
generally regarded, with philip Larkin as one of the two most irn_
portant English poets to appear since the war. His energy and rough-
hewn style have rathered a host ol imilators. lf Larkin ['the voice of
the 1950s Hughes is unmistakably the voice of the 1960s and the
1970s. The great Armerican poet Robert Lowell has said_that Ted
Hughes'animal poems are, like a thunderbolt' .and indeed many ol
lhem seem to spring from the page with the energy of a lorce of
nature. One of the liveliest poets writing in Britain since 194S,
Hughe's works include: The Hawk in the Rain (1957): Lupercal
(1960); .two volumes of verse lor children, Meet My Folks (1961)
and Earth Owl and Other Moon peopte (1963); Wodwo (1967); Crow
(1 970,); Poems (1 971 ); Eat Crow (1971 ). prometheus'on His
Crag (1973); Spring Summer Autumn Winter (1 974); Moortown
(1979); River (1983); Season Songs (1985); Flowers and lnsects
(1986). His rather yiolent poetry appeared when English verse was
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dominated by the poets of the Movement; these were restrained,
disillusioned, ironic and often urban in the setting ot their poems.
Hughes is remarkable for his evocalion of natural lire, in particular
of animals presented as alien and opposed to the civilized human
consciousness and lor that reason, as in the poetry and prose of
D.H.Lawrence, peculiarly close to the subrational instinct in the self.
The luture development of Hughes,poetry is hard to predict. No-
body now writing in English seems to have more latent power.
Hughes is already a major poet and his career is still rich in prom-
ise. Already with elements of Crow and with his translation of
Seneca's Oedipus, he has made approaches to a synthesis of po-
etry and drama and this is an ongoing preoccupation in his work.
CRITICAL BACKGROUND:

Ted Hughes has been accepted as a classic of our time. Many
ol his best poems have a significant amount of shock and violence
attached lo them. His inratuation lor the dark side of tife can be
traced back to his life in the West yorkshire pennies where every-
thing is slightly unpleasant and the valley always dark. Ted Hughes
is best known for his poems about animals. lt is not because he
portrays the beasts and insects in a sympathetic way, but because
he presents the animals with all their forecious nature, violence and
surplus energy. Hughes is one among the long line ol writers who
has acknowledged the instinctual powers and energies of the ani-
mal world.

His poems reveal that Hughes is deeply committed to a vi-
sion of our troubled relationship with nature. He brings out the rela-
tionship mostly in terms ol animal imagery and symbols drawn out
lrom the vast storehouse of mythology and folklore. Hughes is rather,
preoccupied' with the problems of man,s relationship the elements
of the non-human cosmos. ln most of his works Hughes seems to
move towards the very root and sources ol myths and legends in
the depths ol the human psyche, what Carl Jung called the,,collec-
tive unconscious." The main aspect that attracted the attention of
Hughes was the religion of Shamanism which has certain aftinities
with the non-human world. Most ol lhe critics including Keith Sagar,
Terry Giflord and Neil Roberts have spoken about the connection
between Hughes'poems and Shamanism. Hughes considered po-
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etry as a means ol finding a way into the locked up lile. He is disil-
lusioned with what he sees in the civilized world. Man has totally
lost touch with the inner locked up spirit, and he does not even
realize' that it is absent.

ln literature, many prominent writers have created myths of
their own which has acted as a unifying force among their works of
art. Some writers adapt older mythologies to convey their own in-
terpretation of truth. Some others use myths religiously to explore
the meaning ol human life, yet others psychologically to explore
the quality ol experience in a character. As a result ol the rise of
science, the dispassionate eyes of objectivism have destroyed the
last myth that helped relate man to his inner and outer world- the
myth, of Christianity. The cause ol modern man's leeling of alien-
ation is the destruction of a humanizing language.

Animal anatomy, mother nature, the question and answer
method are dilterenl techniques used by Hughes. What these tech-
niques have in common is that, they grant total license to the poet s
free-wheeling inventiveness. ln many poems are seen a vernacular
robustness making use ol colloquialism and slang. ln spite of a
strong contemporary idiomatic usage there are also echoes ol an-
cient and traditional lorms of discourse .such as the Old Testament,
Milton and Marvell. The poetry is strong, packed and purposelul.
Notwithstanding the air of rapid improvisation they are stunningly
efleclive. Music and poelry ol the kind we are familiar with in En-
glish poetry is absent. Usages of repetitions, relrains, parellelisms,
incantations and invocations are to be seen in these poems, There
are also variations o, approach like metaphysical probing, cartoon
techniques and startling and violent verbs. The use ol myth gives a
unilying force to Hughes' poems. lt manifests the ideas he had al-
ready presented in poems like Hawk Roosting and Jaguar - the
replacement o, one idea of God with a much larger one. ln the later
poems il attains structural breadth and f lexibility. The creative myths
in Hughes'poems are always trying to explore what actually exists
and what the real conditions are in its widest rnetaphysical aspect.
Some o, the poetry explores the creative myth directly. But the dif-
ferent levels together try not to evade the uncertainties in history.
lnstead they try to approach history from a dafferent internal point of
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view.
The question is not how far the ideas of Hughes may be true

but, rather what kind of artistic success the poet , achieves in fol-
lowing his task. The immensity ol the task and the belief in the artist
as a guardian of essential truths can lead to a poetry with aim that
may sometimes elude its grasp. Hughes himself has spoken of writ-
ing from "three separate characteristic states of mind which are fairly
different." The voice of nihilism in many of the "Crow" poems the
voice of confused search in Wodwo and the voice of divided man in
Guadete are only some of the voices of the poet who expre$ses the
modern sense in varied and conlradictory ways. .

Ted Hughes obviously has some affinities with D.H.Lawrence.
The poem's about animals show the sort o, sympathy that
D.H.Lawrence shows in his poems like "Bat and Snake". lt is more
important that they share Lawrence's admiration of the essential
sanity and goodness of our instinctive impulse. ln Lawrence", iic-
tion can be seen as the tragic conflict belween the virtues of the
mother and the very different virtues ol the father. Hughes admired
similar positive qualities in the animals he describes. As the emi-
nent critic A.Alvarez puts it: "Ted Hughes having been born in the
same sort of semi-industrialized area as Lawrence has a Lawrencian
sympathy lor the unsophisticated, uncouth, basic human impulses".
Hughes writes so often about animals and birds because he finds
in them lhe unsophisticated vitality which the urban man is in dan-
ger of losing. The hawk or the otter trying to survive the murderous
attack ol man symbolizes the attempt ol beauty, passion and natu-
ral vital instincts to survive, in an artilicial society. Poems in "The
Hawk in the Rain" and Lupercal are certainly poems about animals
and nature. Hughes'creation of hawks, jaguars, pikes and thrushes
are vibrantly energetic in taking the reader to the very leelings and
actions of the animals and these poems musl rank as the best of
their kind. But Hughes total output encompasses lar more subjects
than animals. lt is true that the dominating interest that his poems
yield to a reader is a sense of the vigour and frequently violent
energies ol both the non-human world and inner world ol man's
own emotions. Poetry is nothing if not that record of just how forces
of nature try to redress some balance upset by human error, says
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Hughes. ln animals he sees the most clear manifestations of a lile
that has source of power which is distinctly non-huma:n or rather
non-rational.

Hughes observes in modern man the reluctance to acknowl-
edge the deepest, instinctual, sources of energy in his own Being,
an energy that is related with the elemental power circuit of the
Universe. Hughes, concern therefore has always been wider than
the simple labelling of him as "animal poet:'The latter implies that
his animal poems are not mere descriptions of creatures, but are
intended as comments on certain aspects of human life, particu-
larly man's relationship with Nature.

Ted Hughes'works give the impression of being congenitally
indifferent to humanism; a .mind on the outskirts of civilisation, "like
a boy who skips the school and spends the day, even the night in
the woods. ln the beginning it was Love - a boy's eager love, com-
pounded of curiosity, possessiveness and adventure -,,My interest
in animals began when I began", Hughes writes in poetry. ln the
Poetry the animals re-emerged not as playthings, but as Lords of
Death and life. ln memory and imagination they were Gods or De-
mons. ln discovering his own death Hughes concluded that the one
thing that matters was Life and animals' organs represent purely,
"the will to live in particular circumstances; as Schopenhauer puts
it "they are quick eyes". Hughes is primarily a poet of the will to live
at phenomenal levels of the leaping blood.

For Hughes the more terrible the beast, the more admirable.
The stabbing thrush, the devouring wolf , the meat-eating dragonfly,
the hawk whose manners are "tearing off heads''are the heroes of
his "world;" his fierce effort against nothingness. The poems that
present these animals and birds are among his very best because
they concentrate on a single animal or bird and a single theme. The
iinagery is not only forcelul and striking it is ';lso intellectually disci-
plined of drive home a limited number of i evant ideas. Hughes'
poetry has the youthful vigour that we associate with Marlowe, and
the love of verbal acrobatics, such as using nouns as verbs that we
associate with G.M.Hopkins or Dylan Thomas. Hughes is so fond
of animals that he has learnt from Donne and Elict how to describe
them in a witty, sophisticated way. He holds attention through his,
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unusual similies, such as when he describes "btack back gall bent
like an iron bar". With a kind of metaphysical wit he describes the
tiger and lion in the zoo as "fatigued with indolence:' Consequenfly
he shares R.S. Thomas'ability to write about the country and coun-
try- Life as though he had never read any nineteenth century poetry
about it. His style is as modern as his ideas about animals are real-
istic and unsentimental. Hughes' great success is in communicat-
ing to his readers, his admiration of the animals'energetic Life Force.
'As A.E. Dyson wrote "the major theme in the poem is power:,This
power is "thought of not morally, or in time, but absolutely in a present
which is often violent and self-destructive, but isolated from motive
or consequence, and so much unmodified by the irony which time
confers:' For Hughes power and violence go together. His own dark
gods are makers of the Tiger and not the Larnb. He is fascinated by
violence of all kinds, in love and in hatred, in the jungle and in the
arena, in battle, murder and sudden death.

Ted Hughes has certainly entered the poetry reading con-
sciousness and his matter and manners have been widely imitated
or even parodied- which is a clear indication that a major poet has
arrived.
..VIEW OF A PIG".

A sort of funeral speech over the body of a dead pig. Hughes
is trying to be extremely accurate about his feelings as he sees the
pig's body. The object of the poem is to drain death of all its nobility
and false trappings. Even the brief spurt of praise for the pig,s en-
ergy in its lifetime in the second last stanza is abruptly stamped out
at the end of the poem. The pig has become just a stone to ,be

treated like an inanimate object. Ultimately what comes through is
a muted unglamourized pathos.

Rooted like D.H. Lawrence in a dissenting culture, Hughes
follows Lawrence both as a literary model and a writer who attempts
to abolish society by locating the setf-justilying act of individual wit-
ness in a primordialwilderness. Hughes' primitivism in poems such
as these embodies this wounded search for an original wholeness.
ln his verse Hughes has constructed a myth in which the Germanic/
puritan/masculine is eternally at war with the celtic/catholic/femi-
nine. The driven, gruelling texture of ihis poem is intensely puritan
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- written to the moment in a type of absolute present tense. The
moral weight ol Hughes'work is great: his concern with violence,
power and survival has a relevance with which lew critics have come
to terms- except the terms of ideological dismissal. Hughes is not
the simple and elemental poet he is so frequently presented as
being. His creaturely world is personalized; and yet his very per-
sonal nightmare world is generalized. Aggression and survival in
the natural world and in lhe historical, social world have many as-
pects, and Hughes'poetry illuminates a range ol them whlle at the
same time testilying to the rich specificity of the given world. "

SECOND GLANCE AT A JAGUAR:
ln Hughes'rirst poem on the jaguar, he joins the crowd o,

curious onlookers who rush quickly past the cages that contain apes,
parrots, and even tiger, lion, and boa-constrictor to stare " mesmer-
ized,/As a child at a dream, at a jaguar hurrying enraged/ Through
prison darkness arter the drills of his eyes/On a short fierce fuse."
Jaguars are seen less olten than are tigers or lions and they are
harder to track and catch. Hughes locusses on the jaguar's rage as
an abiding condition, in contrast to the boredom emanaling lrom
the caged tiger and lion who are "fatigued with indolence" and "lie
still as the sun", Even afler he's been captured, the jaguar, sug-
gests Hughes, seems oblivious to the ract of his having been caged.
The jaguar's rage protects, him, engulfs him and provides the real
environmenl within which he moves, , His rage not only makes him
oblivious, but it frees him from the necessity of coming to terms
with his caged environment, He carries the wilderness with him.

When we come to Hughes"'Second ( Glance at a Jaguar" we
are immediately struck by the obvious increase in power and com-
plexity and a signiricantly altered viewpoint. Hughes dispenses with
the theatrical framework of someone strolling down a line ol cages,
mentally distinguishing the jaguar lrom the other animal. ln this
poem, the laguar is not merely an emissary from a primeval world,
he is a world rn himself. The verse pattern conveys the gait of the
jaguar through the sliding motion of run-on Iines with a restless
movement that pivots, turns and mimics the jaguar's distinctive
motion. Hughes evokes perfectly the low-slung body, the sense ol
ocld misalignment produced by the too high ball joints of the hips
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and shoulders, the impossible yet liquid movement:
Skinfull of bowls, he bowls them,
The hip going in and out of joint, dropping the spine
With the urgency of his hurry
Like a cat going under thrown slones, under cover,
Glancing sideways, running
Under his spine.
The way it flings its head forward and the roundness of its

head and joints suggests an English bowler which modulates into a
picture of the jaguar being just a large cat pelted by stones. The
odd carriage o{ the head, the pale yellow surface covered by black
spots, becomes in turn the locus of the metaphor "carrying his head
like a brazier of spilling embers:' Each aspect comes lo life ol turn:
the liery rage in the eyes, the spotted coat, the open mouth lilled
with sharp devouring teeth:As the jaguar turns back on itselt, com-
ing to each corner, the beautilul pattern ol spots reminds Hughes ol
a'butterfly." Thus far, the reader will note that the poem is but an
exlension of the earlier treatment, even taking Hughes' greater skill
and subtlety in description into account. But beginning with the line
"at every stride he has to turn a corner/ln himself and correct it" we
become, aware that Hughes has , signif icantly altered the poem's
view point added a previously missing dimension to his portrayal.
"The Jaguar" displayed the animal quite literally housed within his
rage and presented his stride as a "widerness of lreedom." But in
the "Second Glance at a jaguar" the Jaguar's fate of outer impris-
onmenl is nothing compared to his predicament of trying to purge
himsell from within, to burn through the constraints ol his own na-
ture. Hughes'emphasis on aspects ol the jaguar- its ability to kill,
its fastidious low-slung movement its odd disjointed powerlul body
and its too thick tail and too solid legs-are part of an invocation lo
bring the jaguar into focus. His reference to an "Aztec disemboweller"
evokes the jaguar's method of killing its prey by disembowell it with
a flip of its powerful paws and relates it with the bloody sacrilicial
rites in Mexico, Central and. South America. Not only is the jaguar
theme particularly pronounced in Olmec Mexican Art, in the. con-
text, o, ritual sacrifice by disembowelling, but even today, there is
a were-jaguar ioncept among North and South American lndian
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tribes Among these tribes, "it is thought that a shaman can turn into
a jaguar, at will and that he can use the form of this animal as a
disguise under which he can act as helper, a protector, or an ag-
gressor ". Professor Peter Furst of the University of Calilornia has
put the case succinctly, "Shamans and jaguars are nol merely
equivalent but each is at the same time the other,,, lt is commonly
believed that both Shamans and jaguars are believed to have,,su-
pernatural powers" and among these tribes there is a fundamental
belief in the "spiritual bond and identity between the shaman , and
the jaguar. Thus Hughes not only widens the poem,s field ol vislon
by drawing on the tradition of jaguar worship among Central and
South American lndians, but is consciously exercising a shamanic
technique of identifying himself with an animal that is charged with
the whole mythology of the species. The power of the earlier poem
is still evident, but is being used for an altogether different purpose.
The jaguar's rage is no longer directed outward bul against itsell.
For this reason Hughes swings the poem away lrom Aztec tradition
and into the context provided by another pre-eminently shamanic
work, The Tibetan Book of the Dead. Taking his cue from the jaguar's
ceaselessly repetitive pacing motion ,,swivelling the ball of his heel
on the polished spot" and the unusual sub-vocal coughing grunting
sound of the iaguar's voice, .muttering some mantrah,', Hughes shirts
the poem into a different but related context. ln The Tibetin Book of
the Dead, a mantrah, explains W.y Evans-.Wentz, is a sequence ol
syllables or a word of power which has its own',vibratory rate". yet
power, once evoked, can destroy as well as save, Hughes draws
on this ancient concept and suggests that the jaguar calls up his
rage to war himself oul from within to annihilate and free himsell
from his condition o, enslavement - not to the bars but to his condi_
tion ol "iaguarness" which imprisons him.

The most visible marks on the jaguar flanks are what Hughes
calls the "Cain-brands." Cain of course, is the first murderer, the
first to be overpowered by the rage to kill. What the jaguar wished
to wear out by turning his rage against himsell is the mark of Cain
that he !s "spurred" by literally branded lnto his coat significanfly
according to lndian tradition certaan mantrahs that are chanted over
and over again are intended to release the personality from control 

.'
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by irrational terror, from a bestial perspective and from the whole
delusionary rage ol existenie itsell.

After reading Hughes"'Jaguar" poems and being reminded
by Keith Sagar that Hughes " changed from English to Archaeol-
ogy" in his third year at Cambridge, one can agree with this critic
that Hughes' "grounding in these disciplines has proved of immense
and growing value in his creative work." Combined with an imagi-
nation embedded in myth and folklore is the enormously intuitive,
sensuous and direct grasp of the way in which the animals he writes
about actually appear, communicated in a manner that seems inef-
f ably 'right'

Selected Bibl iography :
Gllford, T. and N.Roberts : Ted Hughes: A Critical Study Sagar,
Keith : The Art of Ted Hughes.

FOR DISCUSSION / WRITING:
1 . Comment on the ambiguity on the part of lhe poel towards

his subiect in 'View ol a Pig".
2. What is the nature of the experience in the poem ,,View of

a Pig"?
3. Do you think "View of a Pig" is a poem ol mere evocation.?
4. "He's wearing himself to ovals......keeping up/The hind legs

lagging". Elucidate and comment on this metaphor.
5. What is the poet's response to his subiecl in ,,Second Glance

at a Jaguar:'
6. Comment on Hughes' use of mythology in ,,Seeond Glance

at a Jaguar:'

Lesson prepared by.
Ms. B.V. LASITHA

S.N. College. Kannur.
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R.S. THOMAS DEATH OF A PEASANT
Ronald Stuart Thomas was born in 1913 in Cardill, South

Glamorgan, Wales. After his school education he studied at the
University College ol North Wales, Bangor where he read Classics
and graduated in 1935. Afterwards he went Ior theological training
to St. Michael's College, Llandaff. Subsequently, in 1937, he was
ordained priest. After holding curacies at Chirk and at Hanmer he
became in 1942 Rector of Manafon, a remole and not particularly
attractive village in Montgomeryshire about sixteen kilometers away
from and southwest of Welshpool. He spent twelve years there. ln
1954 he was appointed vicar ol St. Michael's Eglwysfach, a hill vil-
lage in Cardiganshire on the road between Machynlleth and
Aberystwyth. ln 1967 he moved into Cardiganshire to the tip of the
Lleyn Peninsula to be Vicar of St. Hywyn Aberdaron with St. Mary,
Bodfern. ln 1973 he became Vicar of St..Aelrhiw, Rhiw wilh
Llenfaerlrhys.

Thomas's earliest publications were brought out from small
Welsh printing and publishing houses.
1 . The Slones of the Field (1946) Druid Press, Carmarthen
2. An Acre of Land (1952) The Montgomeryshire Printing Com-

pany, Newtown
3. The Minster (1953)

A commendation on the B.N.C. Critics' programme in 1952
by Alan Pryce resulted in these editions to be sold out. This encour-
aged Thomas. ln 1955 he gathered together what he thought to be
his best poems, added a few later poems and published the collec-
tion as "Song at the Year's Turning". The book contained an intro-
duction by John Betjeman, the poet ol the Edwardian Backwaters
and English Countryside and ol nostalgia, who was very generous'
in paying his rich 'tribute to the new-emerging poet-priest. As Tho-
mas was a retiring and reserved personality and did not like much
tanlare and publicity, the publisher's wanted a'name'to make the
book sell. Betjeman wrote: The name which has the honour to in-
troduce this fine poet to a wide public will be forgotten long before
that of R.S Thomas. Betjeman was able to recognize lhat
R.S.Thomas, the priest -poet (like G.M.Hopkins), was zealous to
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win souls lor the Christian Faith, looking at man and Nature in the
light of eternity. Looking for comparisons, critics have compared
Thomas to Crabbe for his unique way of coming to grips with the
harsh realities of rural lile- the dirty, lhe cruel and the nearbestial
unyielding nature- and to Edward Thomas for his slow", medjtative
manner'and his'disciplined verbal sparseness'. There is unani-
mous agreement amongst all students of literature when they say
that he has nothing in common with the other major Welsh poet,
Dylan Thomas (ln lact, they occupy the two poles )There is some-
thing common between George Herbert and R.S.Thomas, even
though, temperamentally, they are different. R.S.Thorrras has noth-
ing ol Herbert's sunniness; Thomas rarely tastes the calm of ten-
sions resolved and Thomas is much less direct and expllclt than
George. Herbert in reference to duties as a priest. Yet, the two ca-
reers of hidden devotion to human ministry with the marriage of
literary to personal discipline seem to match across the centuries. .

The other volumes ol poems by R.S.. Thomas are Poetry tor
Super (1958) Tares ( 1961 ) The Bread ol Truth ( 1 963) Pieta. ( 1966)
Not that He Brought Flowers (1968) H'm (1972) Laboratories ol the
Spirit (1975) Frequencies (1978) and Between Here and Now (1982)

All his dominanit interests recur in them with no slackening of
perception or craftsmanship. The last-mentioned includgs a very
distinctive group ol poems on lmpressionist paintings in the Louvre

R:S.THOMAS, THE POET:

Thomas had English as his mother longue. He taught himself
Welsh. The Wales he represents is a countryside decaying inwardly
by the invasion of a threatening Elsan Culture (Elsan= a type of
portable lavatory in which chemicals are used to kill bacteria and
destroy the smell: the word is a portmanteau one. E.L.Jackson, the
inventor/m an ufactu re r and sanitation) and the 'thousands of
rnouths.... emptying their waste speech about us' Looking at Sheep.
The Bread o, Truth). At tilty he was still trying to'deceive himself'
that his country'was still Wales'; but the land has'ndmore right to
its name than a corpse'. lt lies like a bone thrown aside and ol no
use (A Country: The Bread ol Truth). Thomas is too big a man and
a poet to see the local dilemma in isolation. There is no banner-
waving and there are no concessions lo sentimentality or to any

二         :わ
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inherited attitudes in his presentation of the Welsh peasant whose
prototype is IAGO PRYTHERCH. Among the human studies in which
the harshly repellent aspects of daily toil and stench, dirt and death
are faced are the recurring poems about lago Prytherch, the hill-
farmer revealing an appreciation of a prototypical symbol .of hu-
man endurance quietly repairing the rents of history and in'Ser-
vant'(Pieta) he is imagined in terrns that give him his own cultural
status and identity. The poet turns from his own questionings and
doubts

To where you read in the slow book Of the farm, turning the
field's pages So patiently, never tired

Of the land's story; not just believing, But proving in your bone
and your blood lts accuracy.

Thomas's concern with the dual power of Nature to brutalize
and to heal is rooted jn his Christian sense of paradox and his aware-
ness of the openness of human nature to the bestial and the spiri-
tual. ll the men of the moors have not yet'shaken the moss' from
the savage skulls or'prayed the peat ,from their eyes'(A Prlest to
his People), nevertheless, in 'Valediction' (You Failed me, Farmer)
the larmer is rebuked for lacking the grace and beauly that belong
to his background.

Your u ncouthness has
No kinship with the earth, where all ls lorgiven .

All is requited in the seasonal round
Ol sun and rain, healing lhe year's scars.
Alan Brownjohn, a modern poet and member ol The Group,

has pinpointed the corresponding stylistic paradox ol Thomas's
'harshly relined'manner and his'piercing plainness'of statement. .

The poems in which Thomas speaks more revealinqly of his
calling and the personal tensions the priestly life imposes on him
are shorn ol posture, and pretence, and reflect ruthless self-expo-
sure in varying moods of bewilderment, of spiritual testing and of
hope glimpsed (Who ?, ln Church, and, The Belfry respectively.)
The terse, spare, yet unsparing precision and economy of the man
is essentially and inextricably both a literary and spiritual fact. lts
unique impact understandably provokes comments such as that cf
KingsleyAmis, a [,4ovement poet and novelist: His example reduces
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most modern verse to footling whimsy (i.e. trifling and affected,
delicate lreaks). For the tensions and ambivalences inherent ln the
cultured and compassionate priest s encounter with what attracts
and what disgusts in Ihose he would serve are explored with force
and penetration that universalize the parochial.

Having been born in Wales and having been vicar of a coun-
try parish there, living, working and writing in the hill country of the
North oJ Wales, the countryside and the national consciousness
have strongly stained his poetry and his experience of faith. lt is a
bleak, spare country the bones showing through

That bare hill with the man ploughing
Corrugating that brown rool Under a hard sky.
Sometimes he hated its earthiness and the narrowness of

spirit it begets. lt seems sometimes ghost country washed up by
the past, a dying race and culture, a dying language.

There is no present in Wales And no luture;
There is only the past, Brittle with relics
Wind-bitten towers and castles With sham ghosts.
The English go over the border and stop their cars by the

roadside to inspect these strange foreigners. Thomas feels like the
curator of a gigantic national museum as they come

Scaveng ing among the remains
Of our cu ltu re..:
Elbowing our language .

lnto the grave we have dug lor-it.
and stare at the people inhabiting this landscape, growing

out o, it, out oI its earth, its soll. The soil is all. The Welsh peasant
mechanically docks swedes:

the knife errs
Burying itself in the shocked flesh
Then out of the wound; the blood seeps home
To the warm soil from which it came.
ln this life understanding, refinement etc. llicker only feebly.

It is a life whose true realities are the resistant soil. the weather. the
elemental rhythms from birth to dying. lt leaves little room for the
expansion of the spirit in the narrow confines of the land and its
society. See what Thomas says of them as the hill people go at
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X'mas to
... the bread's . .

' Purer snow fumble it in their huge
Hands; put their lips to it
Like beasts.
They return without much illumination to comprehensible re-

alities.
There horizon contracted
To the one small stone-riddled field.
Occasionally,'narrow-but-saved', more often stunted, some-

times to imbecility, these peasants are certainly not ,witnesses of a
liberal, enlightened Christianity, or even humanity. Nevertheless,
about them is an enduring toughness, a permanence, an atavistic
courage in the lace of seasons and circumstances. This is where
we have to study closely the peasant, lago Prytherch (an imaginary
Welsh hillfarmer created by R.S. Thomas) and appearing in quite a
few of his poems.

His (lago's) clothes sour with years of sweat
And animal contact, shock the ref ined
But affected sense with their stark naturalness.
Yet this is the Welsh prototype farmer who season by sea-

son, Against siege of rain and the wind's attrition
Preserves his stock... ... stars.
He endures and lasts with a kind of inarticulate existential

courage:
His (lago's) hands are broken
But not his spirit. He is like the bark .-Weathering on the tree

of his kind.
Yet we might say this primitive permanence, the solidity of

ancient granite cannot comfoi.t a priest. His task is to blow up some
flame of the spirit from those unpromising embers. ls it an alto-
gether hopeless task, words falling on deaf ears, head battered
against a stoneruall ? But there is no pretension at all:

I am F rotr,erch, forgive me, I don't know What you are talking
about; Your thoughts f low Too quickly for me: i cannot dawdle

Along their banks.
It is in the hauntino f igure of pretherch that Thomas displays
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his inordinate love for the Welsh country and those who live there.
'lago Pretherch , forgive my naming you', says Thornas. Because
he chose the Welsh farmer as the fit subject for poetry ('l took/your
rags for them'), he counters the world's graceless accusation:

Fun ? Pity ? No word can describe
My true feelings. I passed and saw
you Labouring there, your dark figure
Marring the simple geometry
Of the square fields with its gaunt shadow
Falling coldly across the page.
The farmer has no time for science or for art, the furniture of

the mind. He sirends a liietime toiling in the soil. ln one poem Tho-
mas -asks lago's forgiveness:

Prytherch, man can you forgive.
Prytherch is a symbol of permanence in the midst of 'the

world's roads: he serves as a foil for the poet who, seeking mean-
ing else where, P .is it too close for the mind's lenses to see. Ulti-
mately, it is Pr,|rerch what lends the poet a little point, by giving
back to life its own value:

It was you who were right the whole time; Right in this that
the day's end

Finds you still in the same field
ln which you started, your soul made strong
By the earth's incense, the wind's song

Through the image of Prytherch, however, emerges Thomas's
own examen. He acknowledges his debt: You served me well,
Prytherch. The Welsh farmer served to pose questions and doubts
though he did not give the 'whole answbr'. His voice was'limited:

ls truth so bare
So dark, so dumb, as on your hearth
And in your company I found it ?
Perhaps the best remark on the farmer is:
He was in the field when I set out.
He was in the field when I came back
Needless to say, these lines indicate the (success and) fail-

ure of R.S.Thomas as a priest and as the spiritual mentor of the
Welsh farming community.
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B.S. Thomas tells us that when he took up his living in Manafon
he" 'was brought up hard against this community (Montgomeryshire)
and I really began to learn what human nature, rural human nature,
was like. And I must say that llound nothing that I'd been told in
theological college was of any help at all in these circumstances:' lt
could be added that much of the religious apologetic found in con-
temporary philosophy would be equally useless. Thomas's bewil-
derment in being confronted by the peasant is quite obvious:

Who can tell his years, f or the winds have stretched
So tight the skin on the bare racks of bone
That his face is smooth, inscrutable as stone ?
And when he wades in the brown bilge ol earth
Hour by hour, or stoops to pull
The refuctant swedes, who can read the look
ln the colourless eye, as his back comes straight
Like an old tree lightened ol the show's weight ?
ls there love there, or hope, or any thought
For the lrail ,orm broken beneath his trebd,'

' And the sweet pregnancy that yields his bread ?
(A. Labourer )
ln spite of this Thomas asserts: The earth is patient; he is not

lost. The above lines tell us succinctly about the prototypical Welsh
farmer and the harshness ol his lile.

The description continues (ol the larmer) in "AIfinity":
Consider this man in the ,ield beneath,
Gaitered with mud, lost in his own breath,
Without ioy, without sorrow,
Without children, without wif e,
Stumbling insensitively from furrow to furrow
A vague somliambulst; but hold your tears,
For his.ia.rne also is written in the Book o, Life.
ln the poem.titled 'The Hill Farmer Speaks' Fl.S. Thomas

makes hirn say:
I am the farmer stripped of love
And thought and grace by the land's hardness; But what I am

saying over the f ield's
Desolate acres, rough with dew.
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ls, Listen listen, I am a man like You :

Now keeplng the above details in mind we can venture into

the world of the poem "Death of a Peasant"'

From the loregoing account of the Welsh hill country tarmer

we learn that he is a mislit in the modern world set up The Welsh

""""itv"iJ. 
is as old as the hills and has remained unchanging in

in" ta"e ot te"nnological advances (Cynddylan (an imaginary farmer

in the poem titled'Cynddylan on a Tractor') is a fqnny character on

his tractor, almost a caricature ol a, farmer there From "Soil" we

learn about the Peasant:
A f ield with tall heges and a Young
Moon in the branches and one star

Declining westward set the scene

Where he works slowly astride the rows

Of red mangolds and green swedes

Plying mechanically his cold blade'

This is his world, the hedge delines

The mind's limlts; only the sky

ls boundless, and he never looks uP;

His gaze is deep in the dark soil,

As are his feet, and his bones
Are lormed out ol it with the swedes And if somelimes the

knife errs, Burying itsell in his shocked f lesh'

Then oui oitn" wound the blood seeps home To the warm

soil lrom which it came.
It is this sort of a peasant who dies and whose death forms

the theme ol our poem' and dramatic monologue' Here the despair

of Davies is clearly brought out in the second and third lines:

With his f ace to the wall, as the manher is

Of the poor peasant in his croft On the Welsh hills'

Neithe;the neighbours nor the poet has any words ol comfort

tor the lonely f armer: ,

Ol the wide bed in whicll he lay'

Lonely as an ewe that is sick to lamb '

The image o{ the trapped wind is strongly reminiscent of the

farmer trappeJ in his stone croft in the hard wealher of mid-March

and tied to his unyieldinq and unproductive land The inability ol

〆
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the neighbours to show any grief and their gruff words point an
accusing finger at the heartless, apathetic nature ol the Welsh who
are no longer tender and humane. They have been roughed up by
their environment. Their desliny is no different Irom that of Davies
and the priest can do noting about it: The priest cannot help them at
all. He can only'recall'and'remember'how lonely farmers die with
their taces to the wall in their primitive stone huts with slate roofs.. The farmer has a human torm and figure all right; but he is
hardly'human'. He is more like a humanized automaton doing chores
with metronomic regularity (given in the companion poems, no:
brought out here). Fate has been cruel to him and others, like him.
Their spiritual mentor, the priest-poet, R.S.Thomas, is helpless to
give them any comfo( since the larmer is too stupid and their lile
and work are totally devoid ol any transcendental implications. ,See

what lago is given to say:
lam Prytherch. Forgive me. I don't know
What you are talking about; your thoughts flow
Too swirtly tor me.
Davies and lago represent the Welsh hill country larmer. One

question Iooms large belore us: Do they know what they are de-
prived ol ? This poem is to be studied alongwith a large number of
other poems of the same kind to have a balanced view ol the early
poetry of R.S.Thomas.

Caution: The above study material is no substitute for the
poetry of R.S.Thomas. As his poems are readily available, an in-
tense and indepth study is recommended to have the correct pro-
file of the poet. Bibliography:

Poetry of the Hidden cod.Phillips D.Z.
Casebook: Gunn, Highes and Thomas
Modern Poetry: Anthony Thwaite
Eight Contemporary Poets: Calvin Bedient
A Reader's Guide to Fifty Modern British poets:

Schmidt.
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ARNOLD WESKER
LIFE AND WORKS OF WESKSER

Arnold Weskerwas born in Seprey in the East End of London
in 1932. His parents were of Jewish stock, his father a Russian
tailor and his mother a Hungarian who worked in kitchens to sup-
port the family,. He went to the Upton High School at Hackney on
1943 where he was trained in book - keeping, typing and shorthand
in addition to the normal curriculum in High schools. ln 1948 he left
school and became an apprentice to a lurniture maker, who could
not afford to keep him for long because he was lacing stilf compe-
tition. Wesker lelt him and became a carpenter's mate in a building
firm. AIter about a year he lelt that job and worked in a bookshop,
Simmonds, in Fleet Street. Here he remained lor about eighteen
months and left that and worked for Robert Copping in his base-
ment bool(.'1p. Shortly afterwards he went into lhe Royal Airlorce
where he was from 1950-52. ln 1951 he wrote a novel the The Reed
that Bent.

From 1952-58 we see Wesker in another series of jobs; as-
sistant in another bookshop, a plumber's mate, a seed sorter, a
larm labourer, a builder's labourer, a kitchen porter, a pastry qook.
ln the last job in Paris he was able to save up some money, wilh
which he took a course at the London School of Film Technique. ln
1956 Wesker started writing a play And Atter Today, parts of which
were later incorporated into Chicken Soup with Baerly. ln 1955 he
wrote short story Pools and in 1956 he wrote The Kitchen. When
he wrote a the Kitchen he was serving sweels in the Hungaria Res-
taurant. He says that when the urge to write is there you can lind
the time lor it. "l virtually wrote The Kitchen in between serving
sweets in the Hungaria Restauranl,. lthought aboul it at least and
made noles." He started writing another play, Chicken Soup and
Barley in 1 957.

ln 1958 Wesker received the Arts Council award ol 300. He
wrote the play Roots in the same year and married Doreen Cecile
Bicker. He won the Evening Standard award as "the most promis-
ing dramatist o, the year" in '1959. He wrote Chips with Everything
and released the film verslon of ,The Kitchen in the United States in

Michae
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1960. ln the same year he was in prison for one month for his agi-
tation in protest against nuclear weapons and then he was appointed
director of Centre 42.

A word about this centre. Wesker was a committed socialist
and once he gave a lecture at the Student Drama Festival at Ox-
ford, sponsored by the Sunday Times. He was invited to speak on '

the contemporary , playwright:' He did so and attacked the Labour
movement for neglecting the role of art and the artist on society. He
put the contents of his speech into a pamphet and sent copies of it
to several Labour party and trade union leaders, following it up with
another pamphlet containing suggestions. One of the suggestions
was that the T.U.C (Trade Union Congress) should hold an inquiry
into the state of the arts. They took up the suggestions and moved
a resolution at that year's T.U.C congress. This resolution was item
no. 42 on the agenda. This led to the formation of Centre 42 with
Wesker as its artistic director. The other members on the board
gradually left it; it seemed too ambitious for them. Wesker com-
ments: "l saw Centre 42 nol only as an attempt to create something
that would reach wider audience but as a project that would con-
solidate and give a continuing outlet to that whole band of new writ-
ers and directors and actors, who I instinctively felt, would be dis-
missed in a very short time because of the fashion - conscious
rhythms of the cultural world. .

Wesker continued writing plays and novels. He was offered
the C.B.E but he refused .to accept the title. ln 1 970 he persuaded
the council of Centre 42 to dissolve itself . But he continued writing
plays, film and television scripts and so on., Sometimes he directed
these plays also. He has become famous and his plays have been
produced in England as well as as in the United States; Sweden,
Germany etc.

Though Wesker was a Jew by birth, he was not seriously af-
fected bythe anti-Jewish feelings in England or abroad. When he
was about fourteen he had joined a Jewish youth group, when his
Jewish consciousness sharpened for a time but then it disappeared
entirely, At its sharpest it only made him aware of having inherited a
shared consciousness of the community's suffering. "l didn't expe-
rience much anti: semilism as a child, W,hat.l did d,iscover I took
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fairly llippantly,. I mean I had socialist answers for why it existed.
And we were a long way from what happened in Europe to the other

Jews. But there does remain an inherited sense of history of perse-

cution. And it is that which I think gives one a sense of identity'

Wesker came from the East End of London but it didn't worry him

that his people were poor. He enjoyed the street life with the other
poor boys. As a boy he used to play truant and was often the leader

of gangs. On the whole Wesker has been acclaimed as one of the

major English dramatists of the second half of the twentienth cen-

tury. The following are Wesker's dramatic works,
The Kitchen, Chicken Soup with Barley Roots,.l'm Talking

about Jerusalem, Chips with Everything, Their Very Own and Golden

City, The Four Seasons, The Friends, The Old Ones, The Journal'
ists, Love Letters on Blue Paper, The Merchant, The Wedding Feast,

ln addition to the above he has also some works of fiction to his

credit. Among his non-fiction works Fears of Fragmentation (1970)

and Words as Definitions of Experience 6onlain signif icant insights
into creative writing.

WESKER AS A DRAMATIST

Ronals Hayman in his book Arnold Wesker (Contemperory
Playwrights Series) observes. "He has taken risks which others
would have thought foolhardy, but he has succeeded in bringing a

kind of life to the English stage that was never there before. There

had been plenty of working class characters in plays written before

Look Back in Anger (1956) but no one had ever cut such large slices

of the working life of the working classes and bundled them so un-

ceremoniously on to a stage, saying, in effect, 'see how little I have

to transcribe in order to give you drama' ln 1955 no one would have

thought it possible to make a large - scale success out of a one- acl
play with twenty-nine characters and with the whole aclion'set in a

kitchen. No one would have thought that a trilogy of plays about
jewish communists and Norfolk farm labourers would stand the re-

motest chance of being produced. And no one could have guessed

that the West End would welcome an all - male play about National

Service which grows into a swinging attack on our whole social sys-

tem and ends with the National Anthem played to a seated audi-

ence." But this was what happened. Wesker.made an impr:essiye

′
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entrance and gained the approval and acclaim of critics as a major
drama'tist of the times,

Let us turn now lo Wesker's own words about his art. ln an
interview with Ronald Hayman, Wesker has observed; "ln thinking
about the structure of my work I have come to consider a possible
theory about the composition of any work ol art. On the assumption
that all art is the recreation of experience whether imaginative or
actual, then the recreative act happens under two headings. Both
of which are valid. One heading could be called the organization of
experience and the other the transformation ol experience - trans-
formation, that is, into poetry" He goes on to say that from such a
theory we can analyse a work ol art to discover how much ol it is
organizing and how much is transforming. The more moments of
transformation we lind the greater the work of art. But we should
not undervalue the importance of the organizing work: How much
of each play of Wesker is organization and how much it is transtor-
mation is for us to decide; it would be an interesting pursuit. Wesker
says seventy five percent ol Roots is organization and pays a trib-
ute to Checkov whose work is seventy live percent translormation.
One thing in certain. The work in a Kitchen in a large restaurant'is
quite unpromising material tor dramatic treatment but Wesker had
suceeded in transforming it into a stage play.

The presence of a didactic element is obvious in Wesker's
plays, He has a message; the plays are not mere entertainments.
Broadly, speaking, lhematically ,the plays are studies in the poten-
tial for change and the failure to achieve it. More specitically
Wesker's major concern seems to be the social pressures arising
lrom the hecttcally busy life in the crowded cities. But it has to be
noted that Wesker does not use the drama for propagandist pur-
poses.

This brings us to Wesker's attitude to lile as revealed through
his approach to and his treatment of the problems ol modern social
life. To consider Wesker merely as a committed socialisl would be
too simplistic. The events in the plays do not lead us to the usual
socialist answers to the problems. Wesker seems to steer clear ol
such answers in his open endings. No alternative is suggesled or
even hintsd at. There is.no revolution but only revolt. The end of
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The Kitchen resembles the end of an existentialist novel as of Kafka

or Camus ‐ a symbolic killing to register the individuars prOtest

againstthe al enuniverse lnto vvhich he is born,w th this difference:

Peter doesn'tk‖ l anyone but only destroys the gas connection and

breaks a pile of plates,bringing the activities of the restaurant to a

temporary halt He also cuts his ovvn arm,The expressionistic,the

existentialist and the socialist eiements and the open ending,a‖

these togetherindicate a frank,detached,open‐mlnded approach
characterist c of British liberal sm and of a scientific, ph‖ osophic
temper

The plot ine is notimpOrtant ln manyfamous plays and nov‐

elS plotiS Se dom of senous cOncern Especiallyin the case of The

Kitchen the vvork and the vvorkers form the staple,not the back

ground MOreover the treatmentis discursive and eplsodic Char‐

acterization is much more important Here too Wesker has dared

to tread difficult ground,

`There are twenty‐nine characters in The Kitchen and only

two in another play But considering a‖ aspects ofthe questibn,we
can say thatthat VVesker's characters are sufficiently individual and

credible to remain in our memory as men and women of reallife～

Such are Peter,Paul,Dimitri,Kevin and even the chef and the pro‐

prietor The dialogues similarly are suited to the characters and

setting The setting and the view oflife have already been touched

upon
An interesting polnt about Wesker as a dramatistis the auto‐

bi09raphical elementin these p!ays,notthat his personality intrudes

into the action,but that he has gOne through sim‖ ar situations in

his own life VVesker had vvorked in kitchens and restaurants, hё

had heartbreaking momentsin his childhood when his parents quar‐

re‖ ed wlth each other‐ (but he adored them both)and s0 0n Such
things from his memory often recurin the course of the action of

the plays,

Wesker's vvorkmanship deserves special rnention He wrote

and rewrote, his plays T/7eん イerc力a″ r has as many as six drafts

and The Ord Oη es″1/e This is mentioned to show that VVeskertvas

職 !∬椰 F獅 翻 揖
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sided and wide - ranging. lt is seen in closer attention to craftsman-
ship, in the management of exposition, the flexibility of the speech
patterns and such things as the evocation of mood. Varied rhetori-
cal weight etc. .

The most pervasive and unifying concern that runs through
all Weskers' plays is "the search for systematic sense in life, for an
intepretation that is at least workably inclusive yet also life- affirm-
ing" (Glenda Leeming and Simon Trussler in The Plays of Arnold
Wesker)

To conclude, Wesker has made significant contributions to
the English dramatic tradition and earned a place for himself in
English literature.

THE KITCHEN

A SUMMARY OF THE PLAY
A neatly unfolding plot - line with a beginning, middle and

end as demanded by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C or as dia-
grammatically triangulated by Freytag in this century with an initial
incident, a complication, a crisis, a resolution and a catastrophe,
eludes us in this play as well as in some other plays of Wesker. To
write down the story in outline is almost impossible as there is no
story in the conventional sense. The scene is a kitchen of a busy
restaurant in London serving about two thousand customers a day.
The duration is less than twelve hours. The stage direction tells us
that it is 7a.m. when the play begins. There is no curtain at the
beginning of the play or at its end.

The whole-play is divided in to two acts and an interlude in
between. The first act shows the lorenoon hours in the kitchen and
the second act the busy hectic, evening session. The exact time at
the end of the play is not given. The interlude is an interval when
there is no service. '

The night porter wakes up, looks at his watch - it is seven in
the morning - and he switches on a light which barely shows the
kitchen. The he lights up the oven, which soon emits a steady hum.
This is a noise that continues throughout. As all the ovens are lighted
the hum grows into a loud, ferocious roar. There is a constant battle

. between this noise and the dialogue. At times the noise falls or nses
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in unison with the tempo ol the din and bustle of the kitchen.
Wesker himself has declared in "the introduction and notes

for the producer" at the beginning of the text as follows: "This is a
play about a large kitchen in a restaurant called Tivoli. All kitchens
, especially during service, go insane. There is the rush, there are
petty quarrels, grumbles, false prides, and snobbery. Kitchen staff
instinctively hate dining room staff, and all of them hate the cus-
tomer. He is the personal enemy, The world might beve been a
stage for Shakespeare but to me it is a kitchen where people come
and go and cannot stay long enough to understand each other, and
friendships, loves, and enimities are forgotten as quickly as they
are made... The quality of the food here is not so important
as the speed with which it is served ".

There is very little dramatic incident. There is only routine
work in the restaurant kitchen and the casual conversation among
the workers.

ACT ONE
The night porter wakes up switches a light on and lights up

the ovens. The cooks, the porters, and the waitresses come in gradu-
ally. They greet one another. Anne asks Raymond what happened
to Peter the previous day. We gather from their conversation that
Peter was involved in a fight with Gaston over some trifle. Nobody
seems to know the details. We also understand that Peter is a Ger-
man and that he has always been quarrelling with someone or other.
He has been in this restaurant for three years. Max comments " he
is a bloody .German fool". Anne, remarks that the boy is in love.
Raymond says he watches Monique the waitress through the mir-
ror. He is watchfulto see if she is flirting with anyone. He is jealous.
Paul adds that thcy quarrel in front of everyone. Sometimes she
doesn't even look at him but waits for her orders with her back turned
towards him. Anne expresses her sympathy with Peter: "Poor boy.
He's no parents".

To Raymond's question Magi answers that they nearby killed
him the night before. He was in a fighting mood. She was not there.
Even Paul who was there says that they suddenly started shouting
at each other - Peter and Gaston. The latter raised a knife and Pe-
ter knocked it out of his-hand, lifted up Gaston and almost sat h;m
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on the stove. Then the chef came and separated them. No one
..,rows what it was all about. When Magi came in at nine last might,
Gaston said that Peter called him a lousy Cypriot. All the boys
crowded round him, they wanted to hit him and he was scared white.
Max provides the information that it was about a ladle. Anne asks,
"You wouldn't think this place will become a madhouse in two hours
would you?" Her remark is significant. lt proves to be quite true as
we are going to see.

They disperse but the service has not yet become busy.
Dimitri, a Cypriot kitchen porter comes with a portable record player
that he himself has made. lt looks somewhat crude but it works.
Raymond is surprised at the boys talents and asks him why he does
not get a job in a factory instead of washing dishes here. Dimitri's
reply is a profound comment on modern technology. "All day I would
screw in knobs. I tell you, in a factory a man makes a little piece till
he becomes a little piece". Another comment of Dimitri is equally
significant. He says it was not all Peter's fault. They all wanted to
fight," You put a man in the plate room all day, he's got dishes to
make clean and stinking bins to take away and floors to sweep,
what else there is for him to do - he wants to fight. He got to show
he is a man someway. So - blame him!" They play a, record on
Dimitri's instrument and some of them. Try to dance to the pop music.
A waitress rushes on and warns them of the approach of Marango,
the proprietor of the restaurant. The scene becomes quiet.

Afredo comes in, followed by Gaston and then Michael .Hans
escorts Kevin, the new cook. We get an indea of the place and the
nature of the work going on there, the men and women of different
nationalities, races and religions from their attempts at introducing

,fievin the new cook to his work. (his is a clever technique on the
part ol the dramatist to introduce expository material) Soon the
tempo of the work hots up gradually. Frayed tempers begin to show
and then quieten down. There is an exchange of hot words be-
tween Nick and Bertha over a tray of sliced potatoes. Nick says he
had prepared it for himself . Bertha asks him to get his salad from
the veg. room. When he exclaims "bloody hell " she asks him to
"bloody hell" in his own country. "This is my country" says Nicholas
and Bertha reports :"The lavatory is your country" and then calls
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him a lousy little foreigner. Then the quarrel dies down.
As Kevin is introduced to the work, peter enters with his char-

acteristic laugh "hya hya hya..." From the conversation that follows
we understand that Peter and Hans are Germans (they speak a
few German sentences) and that Kevin is lrish. Peter expresses his
regret and says,"sorry" to Gaston , who seems to be in no mood to
forgive Peter for the black eye he got f rom him. Peter offers himself
to be treated similarly and asks Gaston to give him a black eye in
return. Again he comments that they are all lunatics. A quarrel starts
and it goes on for months. When one apologizes the other doesn't
know how to accept it. Max shouts to Hans and Raymond to speak
English when they are in England. Peter asks him what is wrong
with him and if he is frightened of something. Max replies bluntly
that he is not frightened ol Peter and asks him to keep quiet. He
goes on to point out what is wrong with Max. He has been working
in the same place for twenty-one years; he needs a change. He
suggests that he go and work in Germany for a season. There's
calm again. Mr. Marango the proprietor enters. Kevin remarks that
he never sweated such as now since his honeymoon. He asks if it
is like this everyday and Peter advises him to wait till they start
serving. This is only the beginning. Marango asks Kevin if he is the
new cook and seeing him sweat, comments. "Never mind , I pay
you well. Just work, that's all, just work well." To Kevin the old man
appears to be kind and it is Peter again who makes one more cho-
rus-like comment. He tells Kevin that Marango speaks kindly be-
cause it is summer and he is short of staff . ln winter you can see his
real nature, finding fault with everything. "He is not a man, he is a
restaurant". Life in a kitchen is no life.

Now we get a glimpse of Monique, and Peter proudly points
her out to Kevin as his future wife. We also get a glimpse of the
chef's characler. He is indiflerent and knowing nothing except when
something goes wrong. Monique scolds Peter for fighting with
Gaston. They have their petty quarrel for a moment. lt is compara-
tively calm while the kitchen and dining room staff have their meal.
Hans come screaming and covering his face with his hands. A pot
of hot water fell on his face and has scalded him. Frank the second
chef says it is mad to take responsibility. The chef answers that he

l
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has taken it for the money. He has to keep up his standard of living.
Kevin is sick of the job already. peter has been at it for three years.
Hans wanls to go to America. He has been there twice. As they go
on eating and talking,.Peter places a glass of water in the cup of
Frank's cap and Iaughs at his. There is a brief conversation be-
tween Peter and Monique. He wants her to inform her husband lhat
she is leaving him to become peters wife. She reluses to do it.

The tempo quickens. Waitresses come and go giving orders
to the cooks and taking the plates to the dining room. There is a
great deal ol shouting and movement. The place looks like a mad-
house. Kevin asks JUst that "Jesus, is this a bloody madhouse or
something? You all gone mad?" The lights lade.
INTERLUDE

This represents the interval between the morning and the
evening services. The lights fade and there is the sound of a guitar.
The roar o, the ovens is reduced to a half of what it was earlier:
Kevin is dead tired and he talks to himself aloud telling him to quit
the place. This is no place for a human being. Dimitri points out to
him that it is no better anywhere else. ,,This stinking kitchen is like
the world....lt is too fast to know what happens .people come and
go, big excitement, big noise" We do not even make lasting friend_
ships. We forget each other soon. peter comments that this mad_
house will always be here. We all go but this kitchen will remain. lt
means nothing to you and you mean nothing to the kitchen,,The
world is tilled with kitchens - only some they call olfices and some
they call lactories." Kevin asks whether they want to find it gone.
Hans remarks in German that peter is dreaming. Then peter asks
everyone present how they would dream. To Dimitri it is impossible
to dream with iron around him and dustbins and black walls. Dimitri
would dream o, a little shed where he would make tools and instru-
ments. Kevin dreams ol sleep, Hans dreams ol money and Raymond
ol women, Paul dreams of a friend. He thinks that peter is a pig but
since he gives him resl and silence and takes away this mad kitchen
he would consider him a friend. But ror the mad kitchen, all the
people he thought were pigs are not so much pigs. He goes on to
give an inslance. He had a friend next door, a bus driver. Though
he helped him in all ways the fellcw wanted to drop a bomb on a
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procession ol peace marchers {of r.vhich Paul was a member) be-
cause they held up trarf ic. The millions of people like this driver are
pigs. There is a wall between them and Paul. All this mad scramble
should go. But how do you and I live? He wants an answer and he
asks what is Peter's own dream. Peter goes away with Monique
without saying anything about his own dream. The lights fade and
the interlude is over.

ACT TWO

All the workers have had their meal. The evening service be-
gins. Alfredo points out to Peter that he is not jll, he has all his
teeth, he has good lodgings and that he eats enough. So then what
is he unhappy for? Peter replies that Alfredo is a good cook and
works harder than others and never grumbles. He asks him if this is
a good house. "lt depends; its not bad for Marango, this is Alfredb's
answer. Good and bad, he implies, is a matter of one's standpoint.
He has worked in places unlike this where he could do good cook-
ing lt doesn't matter now. He works only for the money. Michael
says he loves the sound ol the ovens and Peter calls him an idiot.
The casual conversation continues among the various groups. lt is
mostly about the place and the near madhouse like conditioh. Kevin
wishes to leave the place, the high pressure and the bad cooking.
He never cooked so bad since when he was in the army. Hans tells
him that Marango will try to make him stay. We also gather that
Paul is a Jew and Hans a German, sullering togelher.

A tramp comes in who says he was crippled in the war and
that he has lost his pension book. He begs for food The chel orders
Max to give him some soup. Peter goes and looks in the tin, takes it
from the tramp and throws it in to the dustbin asking Max to drink it.
He brings two meat cutlets and gives them to the beggar. There are
heated exchanges between him and the chef. Mr. Marango comes
in and the chef explains that Peter gave the fellow a cutlet from his
own supper, but [/arango exclaims it is sabotage. It is his lortune
that they are throwing away. When he has moved into the dining
room, Peter exclaims "A bastard man. A bastard house" They ask
him for his dream and Peter replies that he can'l dream in a kitchen.
As he says this the work in the Kltchen is heard extra loud. (an
expressionistic devicei the roar of the ovens is another). l\4onique
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enters. Soon she embraces Peter and nips his buttocks. A passing
waitress takes Monique's hand from Peter's buttocks and places it
on his shoulders warning her to be careful. While the two continue
to talk aflectionalely a cry is heard from the back of the kitchen.
The same waitress has fallen down in pain and become uncon-
scious. A crowd gathers. Monique lells Peter that her husband Monty
has promised that they will have a house of their own and .implies
that she won't give him up. From the conversation of the others we
understand that the waitress who fell down has taken pills for abor-
tion. A waitress says there are four other girls here who have taken
the same pills. She indicates that one ol the four is Monique. A
waitress takes a, plate ol lish without asking Peter. He snatches it
from her hand and smashes it or the floor. He insists that it is his
right to serve the orders. The waitresses cannot take away any-
lhing without his permission. She can do what dhe likes in the din-
ing room. The argument between them becomes heated and the
waitress calls him "Bosch" and "a bloody German bastard" He is
aroused. He screams at her "Say it again" and smashes the gas
pipe with a chopper. Running into the dining room he throws down
a pite of crockery on to the lloor and rips his own hands. Frank,
Allred and Hanss bring Peter back and ties his hands Monique,
weeping, goes to letch iirst aid. The che, is impatient$lA ne is gen-
tly moved away by Alfredo. Kevin remarks "l knew sbtething like
this'would happen, now I just knew it. When you take avvay a man's'
dignity he is fighting mad. Can you see that now?" Marango comes
in exclaiming that he, Peter, has stopped his whole world. Frank
tells that "the boy is going", he is very ill. He asks Marango to calm
down but he goes on repeating that he pays well, they eat what
they want. What more do they want? "What is there more? tell me."
The act ends with a stage direction saying ["We have seen lhere
must be something more and so the lights must slowly fade"l Then
the curtain falls.

EXPLANATOBY NOTES -
P 20 escallop (e) : slice ol boneless meat esp. o, veal.
Veal : calf 's llesh.
pastry : baked flour paste
religieuse: possibly a day of religious observance when Jews
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should not handle certain kinds of food.
21 .chef: head cook
22. Pools :football pools; people enter bets, as in horse races,
about the winning teams in a series of football matches; cor-

recl pred ictions win prizes.
Norwich and Leyton : Two lootball teams.
He speaks with an accent: he speaks English unlike a native

speaker, somewhat wilh a foreign accent.
saute: (food) fried lightly and quickly.
30. hostess; Women employed to welcome customers
35. Swipe : Steal
41. madhouse : lunatic asylum; hospital lor madmen. also

(fig.) confused uproar.
52. You are a Jew - | am a German: ln Hitlers Germany the

Jews were denounced and persecuted, here they two suffer together.
Note the irony of the situation.

Rommel : German General who overran the best part ol Al-
rica in the Second World War. Note: begging is prohibiled in Britain
and thererore there is no open begging.- 

53. sabotage : deliberate destruction of property such as tac-
tory equipment by diassatislied workmen.

lortune:wealth.
55. passed out: become unconscious
56. row: quarrel .

57. citroen ; Volkswagen;Jaguar: different makes of fine mo-

pills: pilts for bringing off an ab'ortion.
bosche : (also boche) a French term of abuse for a German.

TEXTUAL AND CRITICAL ESSAYS

1. Wesker as a dramatist: a general estimate
Alter innumerable little jobs ranging lrom pastry cook to mem-

ber of the Royal Air Force Wesker discovered his vocation in writ-
ing,-especially writing ot plays. Daring to lread risky ground and
turning to dramatic form usually inlractable and therefore unlikely
material such as the maddening routine work in a crowded kitchen
o{ a large restaurant, and proceeding steadily to improve his art, he

tor
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soon came to be recognized as a major dramatist of the times who
has made a substantial contribution to the growth of the English
Drama.

Some critics have patronisingly described Wesker as a simple
dramatist who writes simple plays, in the sense that his plays are
easy to understand whose meaning is obvious. But discerning crit-
ics have pointed out that this estimate itself is too simplistic. A closer
examination will revealthat this impression is superficial. But Wesker

; himself has mentioned more than once the complexity of choices
. and delicate adjustments that all his thinking characters have to

make.
In spite of the open ending in The Kitchen and other plays a

didactii strain marks all the plays of wesker. He has a message to
convey through his plays. The significance of the plays consists in, these messages, not in the handling of plot and character . Thisr takes us to his themes. He is generally concerned with the social

I pr"ssures that the individual has to face in modern life. The plays'i 
"re 

studies in the potential for change and failure to achieve it. The' dramatic conflicts resolve themselves into the clash 'between man;
, the individual human being and the dehumanising society in which

he has to exist. The predicament faced by the human being is thus
at once existentialist and socialist. But wesker doesn't bring in his
socialist answers for this problem as he has stated in connection
with semitism. He puts by those answers and therefore the open

. ending of the plays. He does not turn these problems to account for
itt' propagandist purposes. ln this he is more of a liberal than of a so-
T ' ' cialist. This leads us to his integral approach.

The broadly liberal outlook which Wesker has developed
seems to have influenced his writings in many ways. He has admit-
ted that he had inherited a shared consciousness of the Jewish
community's suffering. But he does not allow any rancour to come
out in his writings. He is a commited socialist and the response is
present in the way in which the characters react to the heartless
cruelty and apathy of the modern capitalist industrial society. But
he does not present socialist solutions like the creation of a class-
less society through war, nor does he even imply such a solution:
He has a streak of existentialist thought, which comes out in The
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Kitchen as a final gesture of revolt against the dehumanising atmo-
sphere as in the symbolic killing in the novels of Kafka. But in
Wesker's case the gesture consists in destruction of property, not
in killing anyone. He presents the racial, national and social ani-
mosities as divisive forces, the implication being that disintegration
is harmful to the individual and to society, lntegration is the obvious
answer. He seems to have integrated his semitism, socialism and
existentialism into his response to life and its problems His sympa-
thy for all the characters point out his humanist temperament. The
integral trait is seen in his readiness to accept everything good.
Such is his use of the expressionist technique, for example the hum
of the ovens in The Kitchen which rise and fall in unison with the
rise and fall of the tension, The work in the kitchen is heard extra
loud when Peter exclaims that he can't dream in kitchen. (see next
essay)

Let's take a glimpse into the usual ingredients of a drama.
The plot or story was not taken very seriously, even by great drama-
tists like Shakespeare and great novelists like Dickens and
Thackeray. With such unconventional material as Wesker's in The
Kitchen a clean plot -line is beside the point. ln plot management
Wesker's mode is discursive and episodic: Characterization is quite
satisfactory within the limits imposed by the incidents. Where there
are only a few characters Wesker is quite successful. Even in The
Kitchen with twenty-nine characters Wesker has succeeded in cre-
ating credible and individual characters who are true to life. The
dialogue reflects the working class idiom, which has become ac-
ceptable on the stage for some time past. Wesker has also man-
aged the dramatic unities of time and place quite successfully and
the unity of action as far as it is possible within the limits of the
"action" chosen. The organization of material and its transforma-
tion into an artistically satisfying drama - this is the work of a dra-
matist according to Wesker. He has succeeded in this basic task
also. Wesker has remarked once that in The Kitchen he had litile to
do by way of organizing the material. The,contusion , the slanging
matches, the sick hurry, the madhouse like condition, that was what
he was dramatizing and he had only to reproduce the scene in a
large kitchen in a busy restaurant without any effort at organizing

V'
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the incidents.
The drama, says Hamlet, holds the mirror upto lile' so does

all literature; it rellects life. The woes, the miseries, the problems ot

life change from time to time yielding place to new ones Here are

vital problems of our times craving attention, ol the artist, and Wesker

coming lrom the slums ol the East End of London, has given ex-

pression to the vital problems of modern lile and compelled the

conventional West End circles to accept him as a major dramatist'

This is not mere chance but the result ol hard work. An all round

development in dramatic craltsmanship has been noticed in Wesker

by the critics, in plot management, characterization, creation of at-

mosphere etc. He wrole and rewrole the plays several times, and

he has come to stay.

2. THE KITCHEN: A CRITICAL ESTIMATE

A veritable madhouse - a large Kitchen in a large restaurant

in the busy city of London, twenty-nine characters including cooks,

porters, waitresses, a chef and second chel, the proprielor and the

constant roar of the ovens - this is the physical setting ol the play'

Many of the men and women are English, some Germans, some

Cypriots and some lrish. Some are Jews. "You are a Jew" says

Hans Paul and me - I am German; we su{fer together" The, lavatory

is your country " says Bertha to Nick who relurns the compllments

to irer. Peter calls Gaston "a lousy Cypro". Hans and Raymond speak

to each other in German and Max reacts violently:" You are in En-

gland now, speak bloody English Everybody speaking a ditferent

langrage, French, ltalian German". And the last provocation to Pe-

ter lrom the wailress," You Bosch you. You bloody German bas-

tard!" This last brings about the catastrophic ending. The national,

social, religious animbsities, the rush, the confusion, the madden-

ing roar of the shouting almost submerged in the lierce roar ot the

ovlns - this is the setting ol the action. Truly this is the very action

that is sought to be dramatized in the play. The pandemonioum of

noise, the maddening speed of work' the frayed tempers, the dehu-

manizing atmosphere, this is the staple ol the play.

Out ol this conlusion and disorder Wesker has turned oul a

stage play, which soon captured the attention and acceptance even

ol conservative critics and theatres in the West End of London The
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oppressive atmosphere provokes opposition from almost everyone.
There are one or lwo like Alfredo, who works only for the money
and Michael, who says he loves the sound ol the ovens. AII the
others revolt against the whole state of artairs, the system. Kevin
'on his very tirst day of work exclaims that he never sweatened so

much since his honeymoon days and that'he never cooked such
bad lood since he was in the army. For him this is a madhouse,
"this is no place lor a human being". Peter who suggested that they
dream during the lull exclaims, when pressed to say whathe would
dream about, "l can't dream in a kitchen.. Asked about his dream
Dimitri answers "ln this place? With iron around me? And dustbins?
And black walls?"

How does this madhosue get its signiticance? Dimitri tells
Kevin the new cook'This stinking Kitchen is like the woild; the ex-
citement, the noise, the people coming and going and you torget-
ting them soon" Peler commenls, "this madhouse , it's always
here:...............: . ...it will go on when we die......The world is filled
with kitchens- only some they call offices and some they call Iacto-
ries". Wesker himsel, declared in his "introduction and notes for the
producer". "The world might have been; a stage lor Shakespeare,
but lo me it is a kitchen, where people come and go and cannot
stay long enough to understand each other, and friendships, loves
and enmities are lorgotten as quickly as they are made. The q'uality

of the lood here is not so important as the speed with which it is
served." The Kitchen is the microcosm of the world which is the
macrocosm. The last sentence of the quotation just given indicates
that it is specially the modern world, the modern industrialized capi-
talist society that is symbolized by the Kitchen. Dimitrios the Kitchen
porter has technical tdlents and has assembled a record player.
When he is asked why he doesn't seek a job in a lactory he re-
plies". All day I would screw in knobs. I tell you, in a lactory a man
makes a little piece tili he becomes a little piece". This is a com-
ment on the modern in! Jstrial system with its mass production and
assembly line. lnstead of becoming a cog in a wheel in a factory he
has become a cog in another wheel cleaning dishes and removing
stinking bins all the day and every day.

The message of the play is clear. lt is a vivid and telling com-
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{1:J't.on.the modern capitalist, industrial society with its craze tor
unttmited growth, speed and over_centralization. ln the midst ol
this gigantic growth in size and speed there are the inevitable ele_
ments o, animosities, racial, social, national and religious and lhe
f ray.ing o, tempers leading to tension and disequitibri.i,. ini" is tf,e
socio economic or socialist response lo the madhouse of modern
society. All of us are workers in offices and factories and we are
called upon to cater lo the needs of other people like us, the con-
sumers. They lhemselves are working in oflices and factories ca-
tering to our needs; we are all working in Kitchens where the qual-
ity of the lood does not matter, it is the:peed that mafters. Thus the
whole world is a Kitchen.

ln Wesker's hands the social conflicts and the dehumantzing
atmosphere receive something more than a sociaiist response. The
individual revolting against thsalien environment that stiies nis ego
is the characteristic existentialist response that we see in tne nov-
els of Karka and others ending in a symbolic killing. The symbotic
gesture of revolt in The Kitchen consists in the desi-ruction of someproperty and no killing. peter,s violence is inflicted on himself; he
wounds his own arm.

.-^ - _ lf ll"r" are the predisposing inftuences on peter the precrpi-
tat,ng influence is that Monique has told him that she is not going to
leave her husband. peter loves her and is proud of her and she
returns the love. So he has been hoping to have her as his wife.
Ih"y.!u9 planned to do so; it is obvioui rrom their conversation.
Now his hope is shattered and he is like a volcano. Wfren ine wait-
ress calls him ,,you Bosch, you German baslard,,the Volcano ex-plodes into violence. This is the psychological portrayal of charac-
ter, which is managed etfectively by Wesker. bharacterization on
the whole in the play is quite saiisfactory considering tfre numUer
involved. Hal, a dozen of them capture our attention and remain in
our memory as individual and credible cha cters. Such are peler,
Paul, Kevin, and Dimitri.

' . Another interesting aspect of Wesker's art is lhe expression-
rstrc touch adopted by him. Expressionism at first introduced by
Strindberg the Swedish dramatist, is a radical revott againsf reat.
ism. lnstead of representing the world as it objectivety ii,'tt" inn",
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experience is expressed by representing the world as it appears to
the mind. OJten the work implies that thii mental condition is repre-
sentative of the troubled world and the anxiety ridden man in it. Of
the various techniques used for this are special erfects in lighting
and sound. ln The Kitchen the humming ol the ovens throughout
the action rising on occasion to a ferocious-roar and subsiding,-some_
times to hatl o, its intensity hetps in creating the special effec-i. When
Peter exclaims" A dream! | can't dream in a Kifchen,,, the nolse in
the Kitchen is heard extra loud. This kind of effect other than what
is derived rrom the mere text of the play is usual expressionistic
device :Wesker uses it to telling effect in the play.

Another point worth noting is the observante ot the unities of
time and place. The location is a Kitchen throughout and the time of
action is less than a day. The action is episodii and discursive and
we don't look for the unity ol action. The very conlusion and
disorganisation is the staple of the action. A ptot tine in such a
context is beside the point. .

An artistically satisrying play made up from the most unprom-
ising material - this is how we can sum up the play.

Othet suggested topics
1 . Attempt a character sketch ot peter.
2. Comment on Wesker's skill in portraying character.
3. Comment on the open ending of the play.
4. Recreation of experience, imaginative or actual involves

two things according to Wesker - organization and transtormalion.
Examine this diction in relation loThe Kitchen.
SELECT BIBLIOGPAPHY
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HAROLD PINTEH
THE BIRTHDAY PARTY

TNTRODUCTION

LIFE AND WORKS

Pinter was born of Jewish parents at Hackney, a borough in

London on l Oth October 1930. His father was a tailor and he had a
house of his own. They were not well off; the father had to work lor
twelve hours a day. The father's business eventually failed and he
had to work for wages. The beauty and ugliness of the place and
the economic insecurity of his boyhood seem to have influenced
his writing throughout. The brooding sense of danger underneath
the apparent calm on the surface, the sense of unreal gentility, the
mingling of ordinary English with cockney, all these are the heri-
tage of his boyhood at Hackney

The Jewish population of North London was about 40,000
when Pinter was born. Hitler's concerted anti-Jewish propaganda
had its reverberations in the East End of London leading to vio-
lence and retribution in the late 1930's. This was followed by the
Second World War and the series of air raids on London. Everyone
of that generation in England was in the grip of fear and uncer-
tainty. But the Jews were the worst affected. They were the butt of
Nazi fury and their fear and anxiety of a possible Nazi dominated
post-war world were almost palpable. Einstein, a German Jew by
birth, left Europe and settled down at Princeton U.S.A) for good.
This was the background against which Pinter grew up.

When the war broke out many people were evacuated from
London. Pinter was taken to a castle in Cornwall along with some
other boys. The separation from the parents and the domestic inse-
curity and familiar surioundings accentuated the anxiety and fear
of the boy. lt must have engendered the sense of alienation which
we find in the existentialist strain in Plnters writings. After a while
Pinter's mother took him back and lived with him at a place near
London.

At school Pinter was fairly bright and active. He pfayed cricket
dird football, ran races, acted and wrote verses. f1e contributed ar-
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ticles to his school magazine and took part in debates. Leavrng
school in 1947 , Pinter joined the Royal Academy ol Dramatic Art
with a government grant but played truant. At the age ol eighteen
he was called up for compulsory national service. Bit he declared
himself a conscientious objector to war; had to ,ace trial twice and
was fined. Two poems by pinter were published in the magazine
Poetry, London in '1950. After one or lwo roles in radio features he
became a professional actor ror the B.B.C. ln 1951 he toured lre_
land as an actor in Anew McMaster,s touring theatrical company.
He married Vivian Merchant, a fellow actress-when they were both
in the repertory company at lhe palace Court Theatre in t 9SO. pur_
ing this period-about 1954 to 1957 pinter worked in many ,reper-
tory companies and adopted the stage name of David Barron. When
out of work he had to lake a variety of jobs such as waiter, dish-
washer, salesman etc.

. - Pinter's first play The Room was wrilten and produced by
ihe Drama Department of Britstol University in 1957. Aher seeing it
produced Pinter went on to wfile The Dumb lryailer, another one act
p]gy 

1nd The Birthday party, a tu]i tength ptay in .three acts. Ihe
?irth!:y Paly was first performed at Cimbridie and then in Lon-
don (Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith) in May 1SS8. Most of the re-
viewers reacted unfavourably. But Harold Hobson, the drama critic
o.t lhe Sunday i.imes wrote very favourably aboul the play. He said
it was.a {irst rate play and lhat its author possessed ,,the most origi-
nal, disturbing and arresting talent in theatrical London.,, He wenl
on to say:

"The inlluence of untavourable notices on the box office is
enormous; in lasting effect it is nothing. Look Ba ck in Angerand lhe
wo(k o, Beckett both received poor notices the morninf afier pio_
duction. But that has not prevented those writers, Mr. Beckett and
Mr. Osborne, from being regarded throughout lhe world as the most
important dramatists who now use the English tongue. The early
Shaw got bad notices; lbsen got scandalous noticei. Mr. pinter is
not only in good company, he is in the very best company........ Mr.
Pinter and The_Birthday party, despite their experience Lst week,
will be heard of again."

Arter reading these comments ol Hobson, Michael Codron
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bought an option on the Birthday partyror fifty pounds. A son, Daniel
was'born to Pinter in this year. pinter went on to write radio plays
and some lull - length plays also (see below) and played in televi-
sion productions. He was awarded the G.B.E. in the Cl;een,s Birfh_
day Honours List ol 1966. ln 1973 pinter was appointed Associate
Director ol the National Theatre. Vivien sued lor a divorce and lelt
Pinter ln 1 980. Later that year he got married to Lady Antoma Fraser,
the lormer wile ot Hugh Fraser, M.f He has also written screen
plays based on various novels. The following are pinter's works,
FULL-LENGTH PLAYS

1 . The Birthday party ( 1 958)
2. The Caretaker (1960)
3. The Home Coming ( 1965)
4. Old Times ( 1971 )
5. No Man's Land ( 1975) 6. Betrayat ( 1978)
ln addition to the above he has written several one_act plays

and radio and television plays such as The Dumb Waiter, A
SlightAche, A Night Out, Tea party etc. Film versions of his own
stage plays and novels of others, besides a Iew poems, have come
lrom Pinter's pen.

PI}ITER'S PLAYS _ SALIENT FEATUBES

. I.he Birthday partyhas been described as a ,Comedy o, Men-
ace'. There are elements of comedy - we are kept amused - and at
lh: :"T9 time there is a vague sense of fear, oi something lurking
behind the scene. Pinter seems to convey to us a sense th;t peace
is illusive, that it might be shattered by the appearance of an in_
truder- a neighbour, a stranger or one liom the iast. pinter himself
once said that "menace and fear do not Come from. extraordinary
sinister people but from you and me, it is all a matter o, circum-
stance". This brooding sense of fear-is not confined to The Bitth-
day Party. lt is pervasive in most of pinter:s plays.

This is the outcome of pinlers' boyhood influences especially
his lire at Hackney in the years before the Second World War and
the trightful experiences of the war itsell. The persecution of the
Jews in Germany and its, repercussions in England, particularly
the Jewish quarters ol London, where the JewJwere isolateo oy
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Meg goes upstairs to bring Stanley down for breakfast. She
wakes him up with a great deal of shouting and comes down with
hair dishevelled. Perhaps there was an amorous struggle between
the two. She tells Petey that she had threatened Stanley with no
breaklast il he didn't come down immediately. Breakfast is brought.
Conversation ensues. Petey is reading the paper. Stanley says he
did not get any sleep at night. He asks Petey how the weather is
outside. He is told there is a breeze blowing but it is not very cold.
The cornflakes are no good because the milk has lurned sour.
Stanley wants something else for the second course. Petey inter-
cedes on Stanley's behall but Meg is firm. Stanley says he will go
to a hotel on the beach. Meg brings a plate of friend bread.

Petey leaves lor work without taking tea. Stanley chastises
Meg for not giving Petey his cup of iea and for giving him sour milk.
Meg claims that Petey considers her a good wife and also that she
maintains a very nice house and that she keeps it clean. Stanley
refuses the claim pointing out that he had never seen any visitor
there. The casual conversation continues. A Pot of tea is brought
Ior Stanley but it is cold and dirty. The house is a pig sty, he re-
marks. There is some llirting between lhe two. Stanley goes out
and returns alter a while. She mentions the expected visitors, two
o, them who are going to stay there lor two nighl. Meg does not
know their names, nor does she know who they are. Stanley as-
serts that they won't come. Some one was kying to tease her with
this false message. Stanley is evidently perturbed by the informa-
tion, we don't know why. He tells Meg that some people will be
coming to the place in a van. They will have a wheel barrow with
them, in which they will take away a dead body lrom the house.
This frightens Meg. She thinks it will be her dead body that wi be
carried away.

Lulu, a young girl living nearby comes in with parcel. Meg
goes out lor a b;t ot shopping. Lulu likes to go out with Stanley but
he is not intere:ited in her. She goes away. The visitors arrive and
Stanley slips ',.It through lhe back door. The two men come in and
sit down. They are Goldberg, a Jew in his rifties and McCann an
lrishman o, about thirty. From their conversation we gather that they
are on some mission and they are working for some organization.
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Mccann is somewhat nervous about the job and his companion tries
to comforl him that it won't harm them in anyway. Meq returns and
the visitors ask her several questions about her lodger Stanley. She
happens to say that it is his birthday and Goldberg suggests that
they give a birthday party to Stanley. Meg is delighted and says that
she will be in her best dress. They also agree to invite the girl next
door, Lulu. The two men are laken to their room upstairs. Stanley
comes back and asks Meg about them; she knows nothing aboul
them. She then tells him about his birthday party and a present that
she has boughl tor him. Lulu's parcel contains a toy drum; it is Meg's
present to Stanley. But he denies it is his birthday. He begins to
play on the drum, first gently but then violently, loudly and without
rhythm.

ACT TWO

The same scene - the living room. Mccann tells Slanley ol
his birthday party. He speaks to him in a lriendly manner but Stanley
is apprehensive . He denies that it is his birthday and proposes to
go out 8ui then McCann begins to whistle an lrish tune and Stanley
ioins in. He remarks that he has met McCann somewhere before.
He conlinues that he has lived all his lile in his hometown,
Maidenhead. He was quite happy there and proposed to go back
there. To this question McCann replies that he and his friend are
on a brie, holiday. Stanley tells him that they have chosen the wrong
house, it was not a boarding house and that the, lady is not in her
right mind. He asks whether Mcoanne's companion has told him
about the real purpose ol their visit to the house. Then he goes on
to say that he has lived all his life at Basingstoke. Guessing that
McCann was lrish he goes on to praise lreland.

Goldberg and Petey come in and the former talks to Stanley
in an engaging manner. Petey leaves lo play chess with his com-
panions at his club. Stanley pretends to be the manager.of the house
and tells them that there is no room available for them. Meg has
made a mistake. The room given to then was aclually reserved for
another. They should leave and look Ior accommodalion elsewhere.
They cannoi drink there as the place has no licence to e€rve drinks

「
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or permit drinking. He asks them again to leave the place and to
take away their liquor bottles. But they are in no mood to leave.
Their behaviour becomes menacing and the argument becomes
heated.

The two men begin cross-examining Stanley. lt is a strange
piece of conversation with insensible questions, mostly unconnected
with each other and Stanley either not answering or giving irrel-
evant answers. They snatch away Stanley's glasses. They ask him
why he left the organisation, Why he killed his wife, why he never
got.married, whether the number 846 is possible or necessary, why
the chicken crossed the road, whether the chicken came first or the
egg etc.... Growing desperate Stanley kicks Goldberg in the stom-
ach. McCann is about to hil Stanley with a chair but is calmed by
Goldberg.

Meg appears and the two men prelend as if nothing had hap-
pened. Goldberg compliments Meg's pretty dress and the bottles
are opened. Meg is asked to propose a toast to Stanley. She makes
a briel speech expressing her affbction. Lulu enters; she is late for
the party. Goldberg makes a speech. Each one wishes Stanley a
happy birthday. Meg gives him a kiss also. Lulu sits on goldberg's
lap at his request and he goes on talking in a reminiscent mood.
They are all drunk and everyone is intected by the mood. Al Meg's
suggestion they play the game ol blind man's buff. Stanley when he
is blindfolded tries lo strangle Meg. The othermen push him away.
The lights go out in the conlusion that lollows Stanley appears to
have tried to rape Lulu. Goldberg and Mccann pounce upon him
and the act ends.

Act Thrce
Next morning what they did to Stanley is nol presented on

the stage. But it appears they have been cruel to him. Petey guesses
that they have been torturing Stanley. Meg has nothing to make
breakfast with. She goes out to buy something while Petey is at his
newspaper. A big black car is parked outside. To her question Petey
replies that it belongs to Goldberg; and she asks il there is a wheel-
barrow in it. There's no :'eason why there should be such a thing in
the car, says Petey and Meg is much relieved. Goldberg comes
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down the stairs and asks lor a cup ol tea. To her question the re-
plies that Stanley is coming down and that he will be going out; the
weather is very good. To Meg's question whether Stanley will be
going out in the car Goldberg says nothing except that it is a very
good car which has never let him down.

Meg goes out and Petey asks Goldberg how Stanley feels
and the latter replies that only a qualilied doctor can tell. Petey
says his condition Iast night was pitiable and is told that it was a
case ol nervous breakdown owing to the night's revelry. Most prob-
ably he has already recovered. Petey says he will go and get a
doctor if Stanley does not recover by lunchtime. Goldberg assures
him that everything has been taken care of and asks him not to
bother about a doctor. Mccann comes down. He is very nervous
and declares he will not go to Stanley's room, but adds that he is
quite now and not talking. Stanley's broken specs have been re-
turned to him. Goldberg had better go and see for himself whether
Stanley is ready to Ieave. Petey goes out into the garden. Goldberg
also is nervous about something which he says, is unusual. Obvi-
ously he is shaken.

Lulu comes in and complains that Goldberg seduced her last
night. Both the men ridicule her and she goes away. Stanley comes
down. He is completely changed in appearance, well-dressed and
cleanshaven. He has his broken glasses in his hands. But the ap-
pearance is deceptive. His mind seems to have surrered great dam-
age. The two men ohce again overwhelm him with all kinds of state-
ments and assurances of a golden {uture lor him . Stanley is indif-
ferent and shows no reaction. His mind seems to be paralysed.
Petey comes back lrom the garden and sees the two men trying to
take Stanley away with them. They say he is being taken to Monty
lor special treatment. Petey olfers to go out and bring a doctor but
Goldberg insists that Monty is the best person to treat him. Then
they take him away and Petey looks on helplessly. Meg comes in
and is told that the men won'l come back lor lunch. He tells her that
Stanley is still asleep and adds "Let him sleep"

All the dramatic pre-occupations ol Pinter are present in the
play. The menace, the violence actual and potential, appearance
and illusion, tranquillity and chaos, the inability to communicale,

tl
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the repetitious, inconsequenlial dialogue, the uncertainly and vague-
ness ol events and persons. The element ol mystery (who the two
men are, the organization behind them, why and where they are
taking Stanley alay, who Monty is etc. etc.), the problems of moti-
vation and identity all these elements are characterislic features ol
Pintefs plays and they are present in The Birthday Party. The in-
detiniteness and vagueness ol characters and events do not re-
duce but only heightens the dramatic interesl. The play does cer-
tainly deviate from conventional dramatic practice but more and
more serious critics have given their approval and recognition to
Pinter. Also other dramatists have tried to lollow his footsteps es-
pecially in capturing the inconsequential speech in ordinary con-
versation and incorporating it into dramatic dialogue. As Harold
Hobson of The Sunday Times prophesied Pinter has come to stay.

EXPLANATORY NOTES

Act 1

The page numbers given on the lefl hand side refer to those
of the Methuen student edition ol The Birthday party

P9 Kilchen hatch: an opening in the wall ol the kitchen through
which tood can be passed to the dining room.

1 2, boarding house: a place where customers are given lodg-
ing as well as food at rates cheaper than in hotels.

12. on the list: approved by the local body for the use of tour-
ists.

'1 3. the Palace: typical name lor a theatre.
13 the pier: boarded walks supported on iron girders above

the sea level sometimes large enough to hola a theatre lor variety
shows, musical concerts etc.

15. the milk's oll: the milk ls spoiled ; it has turned sour.
17. succulent: juicy; delicious. The word has no sexual asso-

ciations but Meg doesn't know the meaning ol the word.
18. strap : belt or leather strap used for beating children in

English schools.
19. papering : needs new wallpaper.
21. taking the Michael: a phrase lor teasing.
21 who do you think you are talking to: talk to me respectlully
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22. all lound : boarding and lodging provided tree in addition

to the salary.
23. the lot : all of us; everyone
23. they carved me up: they ruined me.

23. they pulled a fast one: they deceived me
23. all right, Jack, I can take a tip : I can take a hint; I can

understand what you mean. I don't mind, "all right Jack" is a phrase

expressing defiance.
23. did you pay a visit: did you go to the lavatory?
25. Lulu: a pet name or a nick name suggesting sexiness.
25. under her feet: getting in her way ; being a hindrance for

her.
26. You're bit of a washout : you are a failure; a useless per-

son
26. goldberg is a typically Jewish name and McCann is a typi-

cally Irish name.
27. shabbus : the Jewish Sabath-
28. Culture? Don't ta1k........: the words mean that his culture

is perlect; it cannot be questioned.
28. coppers : coins of very low value such as pennies
28. M.C.C. Marylebone Cricket club; the headquartes of En-

glish cricket. The reference is to the English cricket team.
28. My name was good: Goldberg's very name was good guar-

antee for credit. lt was sullicient to obtain credit without any other

secu rity.
28. do a job : "job" suggests an act of crime.
28. you're all over the place : you are very nervous or ex-

cited.
28. cool as a whistle : quite calm.
32. give him a tip:obvlously Meg has misunderstood Stanley's

earlier remark" lcan take a tip" (hint). She takes it to mean that

they olfered to give him a small gift of money.
33. down in the dumPS: dePressed.

Act ll
37. Many happy returns of the day: conventional birthday

greetings.
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38. everything is laid on: everything !s prepared.
38. 'The Mountains ol Morne,, : a popular lrish song.
38. booze-up : drinking party.
39. Maidenhead: an English town on the river Thames. Bul

the word means virginity or maidenhood and can have sexualover_
tones.

. 39..Fulter's teashop: one of a chain oI respectable teashops_
not existing now.

41 . round the bend : crazy; mad.

. 41. leading you up ihe garden path: deceiving you deliber_
ately,

42. what you are at.: what you mean.
42. they respect the truth: the Englishmen generally conslder

the lrish to be imagiiative rather than truthful. Stahley is frying ro
please Mccann.

42. fhey have a sense of humour: This too is ironic. The En_
glish view is ,ust opposite

42. Guinnes : Strong drink
42. haven't had the pleasure: haven,t had the pleasure of

meeting you.
43. bird: (stang to4 girl.
43. give her a peck.: give her a lilfle, casual kiss.
43. dog stadium: arena ,or dog races,
43. Carikmacross: town in lreland_
43. gefilte fish: poputar Jewish lood.
44. don't mess me about: don,t interrere with me.
44. We're booked oul: all accommodations has been booked

for other people; there is no room available for you.
44. boghouse: lavatory

. 45. unlicenced premises: ln England a licence is necessary
lor serving drinks in public places such as restaurants, boarding
houses etc. but not in private housa.

. 45. this house isn,t your cup ol tea: this place is not suitable
Ior you,

46. get on my br6asts: gel on my nerves; iftitate me.
46. kick the shite out of ham: in.iure him (shite= shit, excre-

ment)
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47. getting on everybody,s wick: lrritating every one
47. off her conk: off her sense; mad.
48. the organization: though it is not explicitly mentioned, the

word implies a maf ia, a criminal, network.
48. Thafs a black and Tan fact: That is a notorious lact. ,,Balck

and Tan" was the nickname of an irregular police lorce sent to re_
press the lrish revolutionaries.

48. You're on the wrong horse: you are mistaken.
48. Enos. Andrews: trade names of lamous fruitsalts.
49. Lyons Corner housi;: one of a chain o, respected reslau-

ranls in London (at the time) (these details can be ignored. The
whole exercise is oritside the domain of reason)

53. Enough to scuttle a liner: enough liquid to sink ship.
56. Gone with the wind: ,amous American novel _ the film

version was very famous
56. Austin : a small car, very common at the time
56. on our tod: alone (slang)
56. kip: sleep (slang)
56. Mazoltov: congratulations; conventional Jewish greeting
56. Simchaps; a Jewish holiday
57. Well over the tast; a Jewish lorm of salutation.
59. Carikmacross is in lreland. King,s cross is in London.
59. out ol the blue: quite unexpectbdly
59. Gesundheit : a walk laken as excercise
60. piggyback: giving a ride on one,s back to a child.
60. pop goes the weasel : a line trom a nursery rime.
61 . hide and seek; a children,s game
61. Bind man's buff: a children,s game in which one who is

blindtolded has lo touch one of the participants, who in turn is blind-
,olded neit and so on.' 

65. spread.eagled : Ilat out with arms and legs outstretched,
Act ltl

67. slept like a log : slepi soudnty.
70. next to no time : at once.
71. a rew letters after his name: letters indicating one,s qual!-

lications like M.A. M.B.B.S.etc



72. Abdultah; a brand of Egvptian cigarettes,
72. shilling in the slot: there was a system in London in which

the electric supply was controlled by a coin-operated metre. Afler

using up a shilling's worth of electricity you had to insert another

shilling coin
74. sellotape: adhesive taPe

75. My life: an exclamation meaning "certainly"

76. get it over : finish it quicklY
76. knocked oul : exhausted
77. lil as a f iddle: quite healthy
77. Honour..........mother: the lirth of the Ten commandments

in the Old Testament.
77. All along the line ; always
77. kept my eye on the ball: was very careful
77. lollow my mental?: do you follow my meaning, the trend

ol my thought.
77. don't go loo near the water; be cautious' avoid danger.
78. schnorrers; beggars (colloquial)
79. You go the needle lo : do you feel hostile to
79. pontoon; a card game played lor money.

80. do me a turn: do me a favour. Please understand me

80. a iump ahead : superior to me.
81. Flock ol caskel: a rocky hill with beautiful natural scenery

around and several ruined buildings on it, in Tipperary, lreland.
81. unforcked: a cristian priest is deprived of his status be-

Iore he is punished lor misbehaViour. Goldberg says that McCann

was once a priest and therefore entitled to hear contessions.
82. cockeyed: squint-eyed and unable to see clearly; con'

fused.
82. somewhere over the rainbow: somewhere in the sky; some

where in an unattainable Place.
82. where angels fear to treadi lro the proverb "lools rush

where angels lear to tread" popularised by Alexander Pope's cou'
plet.

82. you're in a rut: you have got into a lixed routine.
82. you're on the verge: you are very near something danger-

ous (madness: death etc)
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82. you're dead duck; you late us sealed.

82i83. Inotice the two men trying to tempt Stanley with the

advantages that society offers to the individual if he contorms l

83. hot tips : pieces of valuable information'
83. on the house: provided free of cost
83. mensch : a real man
85. Monte: perhaps the name of a man ol a man or ol a place

- deliberately ambiguous.
86. don't let them tell you what to do;don't allow them to

dominate you.
87. belle of the ball: the most beautilul girl ol the ball (dance

or party)

TEXTUAL AND CRITICAL ESSAYS

1. Harotd Pinter as a dramatist- a general estimate

Pinter made his appearance in the world ol dramatic litera-

ture at about the same time as John Osborne and has been even

termed as one ol the "Angry Young Men'. There is nothing to bear

out this classification except that he goes against the tastes and

modes ol conventional; drama. lf he revolts against society' it is not

as one who is not accepted by the establishment but lar more sub-

tly as an individual against society itself , as an individual corcerned

*4n hi" o*n identity and the threat posed to it by society Printer is

not angry ; he is'sufficiently distanced lrom his characters He is

the dramatist, thb artist who is confident ol his role, his modes and

techniques, his use oi language, his dramatic airns etc We can

therefore rule out the idea of including him in the group known as

"Angry young Men". He is a class by himsell.- 
Hls output is small: his f ull-length plays constitute his solid

achievement. His first tull- length play The Birthday Party met with

severly adverse criticism. Most critic described the play as obscure,

mad dLlirious, incoherent. One critic, Harold Hobson ol the Sunday

Times, however, praised him and predicted an enduring place lor

Pinter in dramatic literature. He pointed out lhat the plays of Obsorne

and Beckett, and even those of Show and lbsen received adverse

reviews at lirst. "Pinter and The Birthday Party will be heard of again

make a note of their names'
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. Almost the most important characteristic of pinter,s plays is
the use.of the common people. He has captured the very language
of men in real Iife, with its repetitions, its inconsequentiai and inane
qualities. No one speaks logical, rational and grammatical senlences
in a systematic way. Such modes of conversition 

""n 
be found only

in conventional dramatic dialogue. Here is one, who liberally as it
w'ere, holds the mirror upto tife. The idiom is not seleclive but the
natural spontaneous, uninhibited working class speech. This does
not mean that the language is careles. lt is far from it. There is very
carefuL deliberare planning behind such use of language. Some_
times Pinter uses pauses to great advantage, what is tefiout being
far more significant than what is said. Sometimes,,language be-
comes a function of character as character itself is a funciion ot
theme" 'says Ronals Hayman, who also points out another typical
,eature of Pinter's dialogues-sometimes it is one_sided, one person
speaking and the others on the stage merely listening. pinter is
delached enough from the characlers to capitalize on this also.

Characterization is all important in the dramatic art and it re_
ceives due attention in the hands of pinter. As with almost every
thing else in his plays here he differs from the conventional drama-
tists. They gives us moderate amount of their past histories, on
which the plot is based. But pinter is not concerned with the past
but only with the immediate present, with what is done and said on
the stage. For example we know nothing about Stanley,s past jn
the Birthday Party except what he says about it. He says once that
he has lived almost all his life at Maidenhead and then he says
later he has lived all his life at Basingstoke. There is no interest in
getting at the truth. As pinter has explained we know very little about
the past of people and about the veracity ol their statements. What
matters is that Stanley is falsfying;the focus is on the here and the
now. This is an example ol how dialogue becomes a function of
character. We must realize that this dialogue revealing character_is
nothing new. lt is as old as the drama itself. ,,None of pinter,s char-
acters are defined by their past history (which they are liable to
distort), their attitudes (which are inconsistent) or by their physical
appearance (which is seldom described). Generally we know noth-
ing about them except what we see and hear for ourselves, and
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their statements are often self-contrad ictory and their actions in-
consistent"

Pinter's plots (story element) are subject to the same indefi-
niteness as his characters. Though there is no certainty whether
the incidents mentioned by the men and women in their lives have
really taken place and often hrs mode takes us nearer the theatre of
the absurd, there are moderately managed series of incidents that
m+e u! the semblance of plot structure. There is a fairly good plot
in The Birthday Party though someone has remarked tnal it tooks
like a good plot from which the beginning and ending have been
removed. But a well-made plot by itself is no guarantee t,o the sound-
ness of the play

Ail this is of little consequence in dealing with a play wright
who deviates from convenlion all round

The atmosphere ol fear, of menace lurking round the corner,
this is the central element giving significance to the play. Every-
thing else, plot, character, dialogue, style, are but accessories to
this. This is related to the existentialist strain in pinter. He is con-
cerned with the problem o, the existentjalist strain in pinter. He is
concerned with the problem of the individual,s and the artists iden-
tity and the menace faced by it from society that Iorce itself on his
seclusion. His recurring lhemes are lear and menace, violence ac-
tual or potential, appearance and illusion, tranquillity and chaos,
the inability lo communicate, the urge for probing the self.

. . An element o, mystery is all pervasive in pinter,s plays. Some
critics have maintained that pinter is often trying to mystiiy his au-
dience by withholding inlormation. He is thus teasing ihem. pinter
has denied this. We do not know the motivations in th" pr"""nt
state of our knowledge. How then can the dramalist pretend io know
everything and try to explain everything to his audience? All that he
can do is to communicate his sense ol mystery in this world of un-
predictable impulses and actions.

Yet another feature of pinter,s plays is the influence of his
native place Hackney. But it is not prominent as such in The Birth_
day Party. lt does come in as the fear, as the menace that waits
round the corner, as the violence real or possible. lts merely local
character is removed and it is universalLzeC as a vague, but at the
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very same time, real menace. The play has lherefore been righlly

described as a "comedy ol menace"
lnspite of the smalloutput Pinter has made his solid contribu-

tion to English drama. His depth of lnsight and his commitment to

his art and its requirement have made him a maior dramalist of the

time and perhaps of the times to come.

2. The Birthday Party - a critical analysis

This is the first major play with which Pinter captured the at-

tention of the playgoers. The first presentation at "the lyric" theatre

at Hammersmith received adverse reactions from the criilcs. But

Harold Hobson, the drama critic of the The sunnday Times wrole a

glowing review predicting a lasting place for Pinter. This was in may

1958, It was revived in May '1959 by Tavistock Reperlory company

at the Tower Theatre. The magazine Encore helped in attracting

the attention ol the public to its performance and many people wit-

nessed it. This was a much better production than the earlier one

and later one by Pinter himself for the Royal Shakespere Company

in 1954. Between them Harold Hobsons review and the 1959 pro-

duclion of the play established Pinter's reputation as a dramatist'
Ronald Hayman in his book on Pinter comments that this play has

more substance than Pinter's other lull length plays. The impact is

enormous, the terror and violence are well- contrived and the struc-

ture the most impressive that Pinler has achieved. The parts con-

tribute to the whole. The mystery and the sense of menace are built

up with masterly craftsmanship.
The play has been described as a "comedy of menace'"

Stanley is scared when he is told of the visitors expected by l\4eg'

Then foilows a little piece of dialogue (which is given as a sample,

students need not quote such things)
Stanley: They're coming today
Meg: Who? :
Stanley: They are coming in a van
Meg. Who? !

stanley :And do you know whal they've got in thal van?

l\.4 eg: What?
Stanley ;They've got a wheelbarrow in that van

ノ
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Meg: They haven't
Stanley : Oh yes they have lvleg: You're a liar .

Stanley:A blg wheelbarrow. And when the van stops they
wheel it out and they wheel it up the garden path, and then they
knock at the front door.

Meg: They don't
Stanley: They're looking for someone Meg: They're not. .

Stanley: they're looking for someone. A cerlain person.
Meg: No, they're notl
Stanley: Shall ltell you who they're looking for?
Meg: No.

The dialogue builds up the expectation that something ter-
rible is going to happen. Things that are not at all sinister in them-
selves somehow are made to build up the tension. This is charac-
teristic ol Pinter's techn ique-building up ol a powerful impression
out o, inconsequential evenls and dialogues. This sense , this im-
pression of fear and violence is the substance ol the play. The plot,

the characters, the dialogue, everything is accessory to this a total
impresslon.

The play works within specific limits the unities ol time, place

and action. ln Pinter's earlier play - The Room-the scene of aclion
is a single room; in The Birthday Party it is Meg's boarding house
and almost everything happens in one room. The action takes place

within a day, The events have a single strand. All the three unities
are thus seen to be kept. But it differs lrom conventional drama in

many ways. We know nothing about the characters . What we know
of Stanley is from his own words, which we need not believe be-
cause he contradicts himsell. They are left vague though they are
differentiated from one another. Pinter's delence in this respect is

that most ol the people whom we come across in lile are not lully
known to us or understood by us. Their motivation and their identity
are not lully realised even bythemselves. How then you expect the
dramatist to be know-all, asks Pinter. The slory line - what hap-
pened belore the opening and the end of the play - is equally lelt
vague. This is also true to lite according to the author.

The dialogue is equally true to life. Most people deviate trom
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grammar, logic and even commonsense in their casuar conversa-
tions. The repetition, the inconsequentialities, the irrationarities of
the common people in common conversation are produced in
Pinter's dialogues. At first this antagonized the critics but the prac-
tice has been foilowed by other dramatists and has come to be
accepted by the critics too to an extent. A word about the style while
on the subject of dialogue. The language of the lower middle ctass
is characteristic of pinter,s plays.

The personarity or identity of an individuar is actuaily very
fragile. Each one presents to the worrd and to himserf an image of
himself. Much of rife is a search for personarity and a sense of indi-
vidual identity. The personarity that stanrey takes as his own is
threatened from outside .rt is this very threat very menace, that is
dramatised by Pinter in The Birthday party and in his other pray
except No Man's Land, a ,,social,or,,phychological,,comedy. 

Even
the other characters in other pray are subject io this threat tt ,, o"-
flation" (weakening and disintegration of ine individuar ego)

Another theme in the pray is the rore and fate of thL artist in
society. The man with creative tarent refuses to accept the varues
and the ways of society and poses a threat to it . rf peopre foilow
him and reiuse to coniorm, society itserf wiil crumbre and be de-
stroyed. Therefore the establishment seeks to draw him into its
mainstream and make him conform. The artist's individuarity suf,
fers in the process and he roses his creativity- he becomes armost
dumb, unable to communicate .This last point, the inability to
comrnunicate is another thematic concern of pinter in this play. when
stanley comes downstairs at the end of the pray and even earrier
when the outsiders bombard him with questions seeking to brain-
wash him, he is not abre to articurate his thoughts. He miakes onry
incoherent sounds They offer him the comfort-s of society and the
individual ultimately succumbs to the temptation.

The fear of death is another theme. Though it is articurated
through Meg, stanrey too is in its grip. Rti tne othlrs are reatty srL-ject to it but Pinter doesn't make it apparent. This is onry the con-
verse of the fear of birth; it is only a matter of the standioint from
which one looks'at it. The individuarfinds himserf born inio an arien
society and he rebels against it. This in short is the existentiar pre-
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dicament. Man is born into society and this birth itself is unpleas-
ant. From this angle "birth" is forced on him. lt is not,hib choice.
Thus it is stanley's birthday and he ref uses to admit it. Fear of death
andfearofbirtharetWofactsofthesameevent.

Thus Pinter has little to do with ,,the angry young men', who
are angry because they are not accepted by the establishment. His
leanings are towards Beckett and Kafka. But unlike Beckett whose
characters inhabit a stark, unspecific world, pinter places his fig-
ures in recognisable surroundings. ln Kafka's novel rhe Trial two
strangers make their way into the bedroom of K, who is not able to
make a retreat. They accuse him of various unspecified offences
and K protests his innocence. The scene is very much like stanlefs
final submission. K also accepts his fate.

The Methuen editor of the The Birthday party points out.that
the play is a social allegory. The plot, the dialogue, the characters,
the thematic concerns such as menace, the individual's or artist's
role in society, the existential predicament , all these aspects of the
play makes it the mostrepresentative and most successful of pinter's
plays.

OTHER SUGGESTED TOPICS
1 . " A comedy of menace"- show how this. is an appropriate

label for The Birthday Party.
2. Pinter's plays work quite as much on what they do not say

aq on what they do - discuss with reference to The Birthday party.
3. "The Birthday party is a complete play, except that some-

one
has left out the beginning and the endi discuss. Or
The structure of the play .

4. Does Pinter try to mystity us wilfully?
5. The plight of the artist in modern society -this is the theme

of
The Birthday party: discuss.
6. The various themes in the play.
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GRAHAM GREENE
Graham Greene was born in 1904 and educated at

Berkhamsted School where his tather was the headmaster. On com-
ing down from Ballial college, Oxford, where he published a book o,
verse, he worked for three years as a sub - editor on The Times: Hd
established his reputation with his fourth novel. The Stamboul Train.
ln 1935 he made a journey across Liberia, described in Journev
Without Maps, and on his relurn was appoinled.lilm critic o, the
Soectator. ln 1926 he had been received into the Roman Catholic
Church and was commissioned to visit Mexico in 1938 and report
on the religious persecution there. As a resull he wrote IhC_tAW:
less Roads and, later, The Power and the Glorv. Brighton Rock was
published in 1938 and in 1940 he became literary editor ol the Spec-
talel The next year he undertook work for the Foreign olfice and
was sent oul to Sierra Leone in 1 941 -43. One oI his major post war
novels The Heart ol.the Matter. is set in West Arrica and is consid-
ered by many to be his finest book. This was followed by The End
of the Affair. The Ouiet American, a story set in Vietnam, Our man
in Havana and A Burnt Out Case. The Comedians and twelve other
novels have been ,ilmed plus two o, his short slories, and The Third
!!a! was tirst written as a lilm treatment. ln 1969 he published Trav-
els With My Aunt and in 1971 his autobiography. A Sort ol Lite. ln
all, Graham Greene has written some thirty novels, "entertainmenl",
plays, children's books, travel books and collections ol essays and
short stories. He was made a Companion ol Honour in 1966.

THE NOVELS OF GRAHAM GREENE

Graham Greene's novels are an exploration ol experience
through character in action. He is concerned with the human condi-
tion and he reacts to it. Greene is a tough - minded writer who is
greatly impressed by the power ol accident and misinlerpretation.
He happens to altribute most ol his principles and preiudices to his
Catholic laith. Greene has olten writlen aboul Catholics and he has
made Catholic belief the arbiter of much of his works. He sees and

,(
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leels his characters in relation to his Own intensely felt reactions
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His characters may be used as sign - posts to his extraordinary and
obsessed sensibility. ln Green's case there is his primary obses-
sion with evil, the "dark" side ol human nature and life, produced by
his acute sensitivity to his varied experiences in childhood. This
obsession accounts for a number of recurrent themes and motifs
which form a matrix of impurses and circumstances tor Greene,s
characters. lsolation and failure, guilt and betrayal squalor and cor-
ruption, crime and violence, sin and suffering, tragic love and fatal-
ity. childhood traumas and adurt perversions, 

"*"".."s of pity and
innocence - allthese symbolize or dramatize the evil which perme-
ates Greene's world. people whose lives are riddled with evil are
imaginatively significant to Greene. They embody what he feels
about life. They nourish what Greene has called ,ithe manic - de-
pressive" side of his talent.

Greene's preoccupation with evil is inextricabry rinked with
his religious consciousness, his obsessive 

"*"r"n"si of God and
his Mercy. Therefore many'of his characters, inspite of their experi-
ence of evil cannot altogether stifle their longing for god or for a lost
peace or ideal. They are pulled in opposite directions .as Greene
was in his early years. Greene exhibits with equar force the ,,de-
monic" element in man as well as the "angelic" principle which makes
man turn to God. The serf is the product of inborn tendencies, as-
similated childhood influences and the discoveries made about both
the outer and the inner worrds during one's progress towards adult-
hood. Undoubtedry Greene's personal taste for the pessimistic side
of experience comes from these influences and tendencies . He
portrays life and people with a personal slant that helps to stimulate
the reader. This may be the reason why he has been charged with
converting his "personal Anxiety" or "private nightmares lnto the
temperaments and diremmas of his "dramatis personae". A sensi-
tive boy, Greene fert very cramped in his Angrican middre - crass
environment and was thrown upon the resources of his own imagi-
nation to fight the ennui and despair which beset his life. His un-
happy childhood has had a seminar influence on alr his fiction. He
speaks of his childhood in the personar postscript to his book of
essays.

I was seventeen and terribly bored and in love with my
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sister's governess - one of those miserable, hopeless,
romantic loves of adolescence that set in many minds,
the idea that love and despair are inextricable and that
successful love hardly deserves the name.
And he goes on to say:
I think the boredom was far deeper than the love. lt had
always been a feature of childhood: lt would set in on
the second day of the school holidays:
Greene's state of mind was also akin to the .wan and heart-

less mood" which Coleridge'describes in ,,Dejection: an Ode,'. Bore-
dom or despair was one of the strong emotions which lie behind
Greene's way of seeing the world and the nature of man.

From school he moved on to Oxford and after Oxlord he
showed a desire to go east: He took a job with a tobacco company
because it offered the prospect of three years in china, but it never
came to anything . At Oxford he met Vivien Dayrell - Browning, an
attractive Roman catholic and proposed to her. some time after he
became friendly with a catholic priest, and after three months of
discussion he was received into the catholic church. He was mar-
ried to Vivien in october 1927 and later a son and daughter were
born to them. ln 1925 he produced his first book Babbling April.
This volume of poems, prodr.lced when the author was twenty - one
was dedicated to his father and mother.

Greene says that in a Christian land we have grown so ac-
customed to the idea of a spiritual war, of God and satan, that this
supernatural world, which is neither good nor evil but simply power
is almost beyond sympathetic comprehension. The Eden of child-
hood is invaded by the adult world. Evil creeps into his later dreams
and these dream images of ugliness and brutality continue to domi-
nate Greene's imagination. Evil one might say, is for Greene one of
the eternal varieties of his lost childhood: ln Journey without Maps
he found a dead dog at the bottom of his pram. Another fact he
remembers was a man who rushed out of a cottage with a knife in
his hand to kill himself. At the age of fourteen, like a revelation,
Greene realised "the pleasure of cruelty". He wanted to do things to
a girl who lived closeby.

I didn't do anything about it, l.wasn't old enough, but I

l:--
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was happy I could think about pain as something desirable

and not as something dreaded. lf was as if I had discovered

that the way to enjoy life was to appreciate pain'

To these childhood perception we may relate Greene's obsession

with the sordid and violent aspects of life with which the majority of his

works have made us so familiar. Greene sees squalor and violence as

the essence of the human condition arid from time to time he has sought

them in the primitive sources of man's existences He sees man as

suspended between two worlds - heaven and hell- both claiming his

allegiance. The ideas of Heaven and hell were unalterably flxed in the

boy;s mind. They have coloured the deepest levels of Greene's

personality and fiction. Laurence Lernew remarks: "He depicts the world

as Hell, since that is the first argument to faith: if there is Hell, must there

not be Heaven?" Like their creator the first thing that the characters in

Greene's fiction come to know intimately is the Hell of Pain, solitude and

squalor. This knowledge becomes the basis of belief a sort of intuition of

heaven. And so Greene's fiction is built on the.iuxtaposition of despair

and belief, evil and faith. The existence of the one, in fact implies the

existence of the other. ln the prologue to the Lawless Roads, he tells us

that he escaped from his school for a few hours at night'

It was an hour of release - and also an hour of prayer' One

became aware of God with an intensity one began to

believe in heaven because one believed in hell'

ln Greene's life "the primary symbols were altered later and he

was gradually led to his conversion to Roman catholicism'

'lXq [4eo]4{thb published in 1929 is a historical novel set in the

eighteenth century Sussex of smugglers and excisemen Against this

background with its incidental glimpses of rural and country town life' we

foltow tfre adventures of the hero' Francis Andrews, the son of a

blackguardly smuggler, who is forced into the wild business of

smuggling. Francis Andrews is the prototype of Freene's heroes or

anti-heroes. He does not confirm to the concept of a hero

with an integrated triumph in life. He is in the tradition' which
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reacted against the romantic hero as a paradigm of psychic harmony

and social identity. This tradition created a hero who is excluded from

th" 
""""pt"d 

social relationships. Eewildered and blundering' he tries

desperately to achieve a sense of identity in a confused world' ln the

thirties theie is a change of direction from romance to realism in Greene's

works. ln if s a Battlefield and England Made Me, he Crates a world that

is ,e"ognisablyG6dE6Jn these two novels, Greene recapures the

tensiori and bittemess, irrational hopes arid fears, exploitation and

violence of a real world in which he and his readers lived'

Briqhton Rock marks the climax of Greene's obsession with evil

ln ni. ii no*ls pursuit, betrayal, murder, violence and corruption

cruelty and in.iustice gave an effective and recognisable dimension to

tne evit wnicn confounds man. This novel deals overtly with the question

of sin, domination and salvation. Briqhton Rock and the "religious"

novels which follow have a spiritual intensity, a depth of meaning which

sets them apart from Greene's secula/' novels This novel was followed

by an entertainment, The Confidential Aqent and a travel book ThC

Lawless Roads. The latter raised the curtain on one of the Greene's

f,r'".t n*"f. fn" po*"r 
"na 

tn" C is a plea for

faith, Catholicisnt lts protagonists intent is undisguised The power and

the glory is built on the equation of the human and the nonhuman The

setting anO tne protagonist are inseparable ln a state where the c'hurch

and thi priest have bien outlawed by a revolutionary government' flees

the last remaining priest while all other priests have either run away or

capitulated to thi state. The theme of pursuit clearly indicated in the

"pigr"ptt, 
helps to unify the episodic pattern of the novel and gives it a

pi"Ir""qu" character- This novel exemplifies once again Greene's

obsessional interest in the operation of evil in man's life Greene's

religious impulse in this novel does not denograte or undermine the

hurian values. This may be the reason why Briqhton Rosk' The Power

aodlhcclgry {dllcXeafutthe Matter are sometimes' treated as a

tnlogy.

Greene's novellhqElllof theAffair marks the high point his

concern with the redemption through love and suffering The

novel is set in war - time London' The eschatological and the
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ミradoxes'and cOntradictiOns

THE HEART oFTHE MAΠ ER
The membership ofthe“ fa‖en"w。‖din Greene's novels made

vividly seedy and cOrrupt enta‖ s tensiOns and 10ngings which can
only cease with the end Of tirne This view of life informs the ca・
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religious plane and has the air of a marl possessed Such a rran Is

capable oi good as well as of Evill Tire srfr ler' and the saint nleei rrr

hi,ir and scimetimcs it is inrposslbie lo ttrll one fron tne other' Trre

arnt,guitl, ol such a characler is clearly suggested by the epigraL)h

to lG-tlea(_al'tlc-Malrel anc may serve for the other religous

novels ol Graham Greene as well'

THE MORAL CLTMATE OF THE NOVEL

The World of The Heart of the lleller - a British colony in

West Af rica -.is as squalid as Mexico anC Brighton Greene's realis'

trc-picture ol the West Africa colony is undoubtedly based on the

details ol the physical and moral climate whrch he must 'have ob'

"eir"O 
Outing his stay in Sierral Leone when the war was in full

s*ing. fn" tJwn wneie Scobie lives is an ugly place where for a

i"r,iinrt"s the laterate roads turn a delicate ftower like pink and

"r""," 
un illusion of beautv The heat is oppressive' The slightest

"oni""t 
u"t*""n two bodies starts sweal One has to keep a blot-

ting paper under the wrist to catch the sweat when writing ln the hot

,Ja, rit, the smallest scralh turns gangrenous il neglected lor an

hour. Tropical diseases like malaria and backwater lever abound'

The climate ol the land breeds its ugly Iauna, rats cockroaches flies'

mosquitoes and' pye'dogs. lt is however the vultures' the scaven-

gers of a rotting and decaying region , lhal symbolise the corrup-

ion wnich has-overtaken the iand and will soon overtake Scobie'

Cr""n"'. imagery as in Brighton Rock and The Power and the

Glory lormulates ihe atmosphere ol the novel Once again there are

G-e lignrs and smells of a world that is evil' The "rusty handcufis".

tne ""oroxen rosary". The "atabrine yellow lace" a "joint under

mealcover". The "ugly flapping birds' the "swollen' pye-dogs"'the

"zoo smell" in the corridors the "stench of dog's pizzle"' all coa-

lesce into an overwhelming picture ol ugliness and decay:

The moral climate of this place is of undisguised corruption

The natives, Syrians and Europeans are all corrupt and' unreliable'

The schoolboys lead a sailor "triumphantly" towards the brothel

The' natives resort to lies, evasion and bribery in order to out

manoeurie the rules and regulations which is Scobie's duty to en-

lorce ln dealing with them; he discovers that guilt and innocence

_2ql

.rrr-'a:r relative as wealth The Syrial"rs wlro rur' all tne stores ln the

countrv, are ciiamond smugglers, out ol tavour with the government

, ur..i *ifi his unabashed villarnv, nis crooked argumetlts and hrs

gcnurne need lor love and respect: is a lypical inhabitant,oi thrs

woricl. The English the colour are aftlicted with a physical and morai

J"oiii,y. fn" Slcretarrat reminds Scoble ol a hospitai Gleene sels

Jo*u gr"pn,crtty the inbred patterns ot an isolated community' th€

snobblry and boredom, meanness and malice which are vented ln

inriigr",'tu.ou t. and scandals ln the climate of West Alrica even

tne intonations undergo a change; they become "high pitched and

in.i,]""r"' or ''lla', and unguarded' Typical ol these exiles are Wll-

.rn in" MIS agent who spies on Scobie Wilson' brash' award'

ieajyto adapr limsell to the way of the world ltke Harrrs in !Pb"d
UuO"lft aie the two old Downhlmrans who harassed by climatic

J""orrtort", quarrel, hunt cockroaches and read their school maga-

zine tn tnem, Creene reduces human nature to a level where noth-

ing dignitied can ever come ol it " '

3ymbolic of the nature and surroundings of the inhabitants of

the colony is the great slone building o{ the law courts and police

station. ScoOie: his no illusion about this world and its inhabitants:

H" in"rgntt about this infernal world might be those ot his creator'

Graham-Greene. Thus West Alrica is yet another picture ol Hell

Here one finds it so easy to believe ifi sln and corruption While

in.p"",ing the quayside, Scobie linds'a bottle ol native medicino

opens it and reaiises his mistake'
He should have le{t the bottle where it stood' it had

been placed there lor one purpose' directed al one per-

son, but now that ils contents had been released' it

was as il the evil thoughts were left to wander blindly

through the air' to settle may be on the innocenl'

The F]eart oi the Matter is pre'eminently he story of.corrup-

tion ""tiffi 
oiin"-an - Henry Scobie, the Deputy.Commissioner

oiipot,"". bn." again the setting and character deline each other

and combine to sriggest a lundamental truth about human li{e' the

inOr","ot" reality olLvil. Scobie feels bound to his mean and sor-

did world; he seems lo get some satislaction out ol it There is some-

,nrg *tong with Scobie. ln him we have a man' no worse than

ヽシ
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most and better than many, who is betrayed by his natural inclinations ina wortd of evil. tt is morat supertority io rris 

"nrt.ni"nilnr, ".r."ironicar;y enoijgh his downfall.

CHARACTER OF SCOBIE
Scobie is rntended bv creene to be a tragic hero, though not oneof the crassicarproportions A porice o*;;r;: ;;;;; r;o",li.o, .n*rn appearance. hard_ workino and conscrentious. The corii.Jn"l. 

"a,r.him "scobie the just,' Scobr:e,s fatal flaw i. pity *li; ;;;:;. ,rong
11!r:l.r]: ard bungring of situarions in rife. An 

"i"_"* oi or,o" *rnseparable from Sconie,s pity because of his feeling that he owes rt tohtmself to relieve the sufferino of others. When tf.,l nor"i Oug,r. *u
le^1r: 

th:t Scobie has been pJssed 
"r, ", Or"r"O";:';"1?r"r. ,sense of guirt and fairure in his rerationship wiih r.,i" *il L""-rr"" or ni"inability to tove her and to make her happy. The f""t i;;ii;;;; ,. ,olonger youns or beautifut onty intensifies h; ."r." ;i;;;;nj i" r""t.bound to her by the patterns ;f her unattractiveness. He can keep up thepretence of love because he knows that in human J"t,*. f[d."r.and lies are worth a thousand kuths. There i. 

" 
gooo ;";i oi .ort".ptmixed in Scobies, pity for his wife. Louise f".S. ," 

";p" lr", th"society which she finds unbearabte and S"oo,",]n"or" to-,i,lti.i"'no n"r.mportunity, promises to find money for her passage t" iortfmtri."This tnggers off the chain of event which 
"rrriu. 

s""ooi" J".ii"*,v 
"Itls 

doom. So overpowering is the sense of pity in Scobie that he woutdhave made the promise even if he had,

foreseen the terrible consequences. Scobie realjses that hispeculiar sense of responsibility, the desire to carry tfr" OrrJ"n oioin", 
"siffering invotves despair. lt is as though he had a presentiment of hisown fate.

!1;0,111s 
ttre grice one pays for setting onesetf an jnpossrbte

arm. tt rs one is told, the unforgivable sin; but it is a sin thecorrupt or evil man never practises. He always hr" ho;;. ;;never reaches the freezing.point of kno*lng ,O.otut" Lilrre.Onty the man of goodwill carries always in hi" h;"; ;;capacity for dominations.
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This is the heart of the matter so far as the unhappy life and deathof Ma,ior Henry Scobie are concerned. He is a good man betrayed intoevit by an obsession,,the horribie *o r,""itviiJ"r";;;;';;l;1, *hi"himposes contraidctory obligations on him and biings him to an impasse.
Under the stress of circumstances, Scobie forgets what hisexperience has taught him,,,that no human being can reriy *jurs,"nOanother and no one can arrange another,s hapfiness., ne atso Xno*s

I1l:-:O:rr:O ,o expect happiness in a wortd so fuil of misery. At thesame time he is concerned wjth happiness. As his d"f r"".io-n-tfi.x"n.,
he comes to the conclusion that onty tnree l<tnOs offii," 

"""'p"*,0,Vknow.happiness: the egoist the evit or tne absotutery'ignlr""tl iio 
",""r.- sightedness does not retieve him ottne nauntir[ sin"se-oi 

".ponr,o,,,,Vto promote the happiness ofothers. Tt'e nature oiscooll r".ion.,oirityis dectined in the scene where he stanOs looking ai ttu figil ot fl.,"lemporary hospital in which the survivors of a ship irecf, riu f,.or-""d. n"feels the burden of all suffering,.

It was as if he had shed one responsibility only to take onanother....

--- . 
S.o?i" has to offer pity for everything everywhere. At times itreaches universal proportions.

If one kneq he wondered, the facb would one have to
feel pity even for ptanets. lf one react 

"o 
*t,ri tt 

"f ""ir"ithe heart of the matter

. . This application provides the clue to Scobie,s despair. For anyonewho looks at things as Scobie does, the only possiOte attituOe is tfrat otpity, a kind of sharing of faiture, which is utiimatety o""iir"tJ". rf.,i.ambiguous emotion becomes the contro ing t""ioi in-i"-oui",.
life,inducing a moral weakness in his nature. He seems incapable offancing,the kuth direcfly, tt is significant trat ne Oieam" 

"ip"".5ly O"Vand night: The dream in which he finds perfect nappines. iJo*i#ni"r.,
he losses the sense of human responsibility in ttte miast ot naiure, witfiAli,.his servant as a silent companion. Tt ere L one moreni*t 

"r" 
i""oi"feels that he has come to ,,the 

ultimate borOer of happinesJ;. iorb" n"r,gone away to South Africa. He is atone in darkness wiih the rain Lffing, witn






